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ABSTRACT 
This study is concerned with the Tertiary igneous 
rocks found within an area some twenty square miles in 
extent on the south-east side of the Skye central 
intrusion complex. The Tertiary rocks include basic 
lavas, a small intrusion of granophyre, the margin of 
the Cuillin Gabbro, and numerous minor intrusions. 
Extrusive rocks occupy an area of some seven 
square miles, and have an aggregate thickness of about 
1,000 feet. The greater part of the sequence consists 
of alkaline olivine basalts, but there is also one 
horizon of trachybasalt and a thin group of picritic 
flows. Pyroclastic rocks are rare, being limited to 
one small agglomerate vent and an isolated lens of tuff. 
It has been found possible to divide the sequence into 
several mappable units based on groups of flows 
possessing common petrographical features. 
The l avas which lie within half a mile of the 
Cuillin Gabbro have been metamorphosed by that intrusion, 
while an outer zone of lower temperature alteration 
includes the whole of the Strathaird lava outcrop. 
Within the thermal aureole a narrow zone of pyroxene 
hornfels along the contact with the Gabbro is followed 
outwards by a broader zone char acterized by the presence 
of a.n actinolitic amphibole. Within the pyroxene 
hornfels zone the lavas have been thoroughly recrystal-
lized to high temperature mineral assemblages, but 
within the amphibole zone equilibrium was only locally 
attained, and many of the lavas still possess much of 
their original texture and mineralogy. The transition 
from unmetamorphosed lava to pyroxene hornfels was not 
accomplished by progressive metamorphism, with minerals 
of higher grade succeeding lower ones, but each stage 
developed independently under its own particular 
pressure-temperature conditions. On the basis of both 
chemical and petrographical evidence it is considered 
probable that a small amount of silica was added to at 
least some of the lavas during metamorphis~ 
The internal structure and composition of the 
Cuillin Gabbro do not come within the provenence of 
this thesis, but some attention has been given to the 
relationships between the Gabbro and its country rocks, 
especially in the neighbourhood of Camasunary. In this 
latter area there is an extensive development of basic 
minor intrusions pre-dating the Gabbro, and metamorphosed 
in a similar manner to the nearby lavas. Most of these 
small intrusions are emplaced into Torridonian sandstones, 
which locally extend up to the edge of the Gabbro. For 
distances of up to several hundred feet from the contact, 
the Torridonian shows clear evidence of having been 
partially melted by the high tempera tures induced by 
the intrusion of the gabbro magma, and many of the early 
intrusions are veined and broken into fragments by the 
mobilized material. The vein material is chemically 
more basic in composition than the sediments from which 
it was derived, partly due to reaction with the basic 
minor intrusions. 
Parallel to the contact of the Cuillin Gabbro, in 
Strathaird, there is a series of irregularly shaped 
outcr_ops of granophyre which are thought to be parts 
of a single intrusion exposed in the vicinity of its 
roof. The granophyre is fine-grained, is unusual in 
containing paramorphs after tridymite, and differs 
chemically from other Skye granitic rocks. Though 
there is sometimes a well-defined, chilled margin, 
many of the contacts ag4inst sedimentary rocks are 
complex and highly xenolithic. The granophyre post-
dates the Cuillin G~abbro, but ia earlier than the 
large granitic intrusions which lie to the north and 
north-east of the area. 
One of the most impressive features of the local 
geology is the great profUsion of north-west dykes, all 
but a few of which are basic in compositio~ Most of 
the dykes are of l ater date than the Cuilli.n Gabbro, 
but their distribution shows that they are closely 
related to that centre. Other minor intrusions include 
a rew acid and basic sills which ar e, in general, of 
earlier date than the dyke swarm, while basic cone-
sheets occur in the vicinity of the Cuillin Gabbro and 
are l ater than most of the north-west dykes. 
In Strathaird, erosion to a relatively deep level 
allows the structural relationships between lavas, 
intrusions, and pre-Tertiary sediments to be more 
easily examined than elsewhere in Skye. Most of the 
sediments are of Jurassic age, and these rest uncon-
formably on Torridonian sandstones. There were several 
phases of warping in Mesozoic times, but the main 
period of deformation occurred after the outpouring 
of the l avas and gave rise to ~ large arcuate foldS. 
It is believed that these folds are one result of the 
stresses set up by the intrusion of t he Cuillin Gabbro. 
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CHAPTER I 
SCOPE ru1D METHODS. 
(i) Scope of the Study. 
In recent year s a number of geologi s ts have been 
engaged in making a new study of the i gneous complex 
of Skye, for this area has r ece ived little at tention 
since the first detailed work of Alfred Harker at the 
begi nning of the present century. During the inter -
vening years much new knowledge has been accumula ted 
concerning t he nature of igneous rocks in general and 
on the special fea tures of the British Tertiary 
complexes in particular. ~ost of the new work on Skye 
is as yet incomplete and the greater part of it remains 
unpublished. 
The peninsula of Stra tha i rd, lying on the south-
eastern margin of the Skye central intrusion complex 
(see Pl ate 1 ) , was primarily selected because it 
con t a ins a considerable ar ea of extrus i ve rocks, and 
so offered the opportunity to study both a l ava 
sequence and its relat i onshi ps with the i ntrusive 
r ocks , particularly the Cuillin Gabbro , which borders 
Strat haird on the north- ee.ster: t side. The Gabbro 
itself does not form a part of t he subject matter 
studied , though the event of its in§rusion had a 
consider able influence on various aspects of t he 
geology. The two main subjec ts dealt with in this 
0 t 2 3 4 ~ M ILES 
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2. 
thesis are therefore a study of the lava and an 
examination of the contact zone of the CUillin Gabbro. 
An account is also given of the other , mai nly small, 
i ntrusioru i n the area , ana of the tectonic and time 
r e l at i onships between the varioY,s e lements. 
For the purposes of this work t he area of 
Stratha i rd has been taken t o include the whole of the 
peninsul a port i on, together with t he area around 
Camasunary, to the we s t, which for ms t he natural 
termination to this sector of t he Gabbro contact. To 
the north the boundar y appr oximately coincides with 
the edge of the Red Hi lls compl ex of gr anitic rocks 
and aggl omerates. 
{ii) Methods. 
Mapping. The field mapping was c arried out on a scale 
of six i nches to one mil e , usi ng Or dnance Survey maps 
and a stereoscopic coverage of aerial photographs on 
appr oximate scales of 1 :10, 000 and 1:30, 000 (provided 
by kind per mission of the Air Ministry) . 
The final base map was pr epared by using the mos t 
accurately surveyed lines of the Or dnance Survey maps 
and superi mposing details f r om the aerial photographs. 
In t h is way the forms of crags , str eams , and sea-cliffs 
were corrected , and topogr aphical features of 
geol ogical significance added. 
3. 
The contour lines, pl aced a t 100ft. O. D. , 250 ft. O. D., 
and 250 foot i n t ervals thereafter , a r e derived from 
the o. s. 1 inc h to the mile map via the o. s. 1:25, 000 
pr ovisional edition, with corrections taken f rom for m 
lines dravm on the aerial photogr aphs. They are t hus 
of only appr oximate accur acy. The names and spellings 
g iven by t he Ordnance Survey have been generally adhered 
to, while tv10 further names used locally have been added. 
The first of these refe rs to the carrie between the 
south ridge of Blaven and Sla t Bheinn, which is called 
Caire Casteail, and the second to the carrie between 
Sla t Bheinn and An Stac, locally named Caire Ballaig. 
A copy of the base map with geological information 
added is provided in t he back pocket of this volume. 
In addition to the 6 i nch maps , an area of about 
half a square mile along the contact of the Guill in 
gabbro at Camasunary was mapped i n gr_yater detail on 
a scale of 1 :1, 250. A plm1e table was used for this 
wor k , the geol ogical and topogr aphical features being 
added at the same time. The l ar ge scale empl oyed and 
the high degr ee of exposure enabled t he method of 
"outcrop mapping" t o be used, Vlhereby the position 
and appr oximate shape of each exposure is i ndividually 
delineated and the geological features actually visible 
entered on the~ Conjectural boundaries can t hen be 
4. 
shown by broken lines between the exposures . On t he 
copy of the map a t the back of this volume lighter 
shades of colour ar e used for t he conjectur al portions 
t han for the rocks exposed. The known f ac t s are thus 
separ ated from the i nferences and t he relat i ons between 
t he two seen at a glance. 
Laborator y methods. A l ar ge porport i on of the t ime 
spent in laboratory wor k was occupi ed in rout i ne 
petrographic examination of thin sections. To aid 
the precision of this wor k a large number of modal 
analyses wer e ~de using a Swi ft point-counter , and 
on e ach slice examined in this way about 2, 000 poi nt s 
were deter mi ned. Many of the Strathaird rocks have 
been affected by low t emper ature alteration , but i t 
was decided t hat only t he pr oportions of primary 
mi ner als would be measur ed i n the nor mal case. The 
pr imary texture was nearly always well enough pr eserved 
for t he alterat ion pr oducts to be counted i n with one 
or other of t he primary miner als; olivine , for i nst ance 
be i ng always r epresented by pseudomor phs of characteri s -
tic for~ The accuracy of the point counter method 
decreases r apidly a s t he gr a in becomes fine , and it is 
believed that the analyses of fine gr ained l avas , such 
as ophimottled basalts, ar e l ess reliable than those 
of the c oarser l ava s and intrus ions. 
5. 
Refractive indices of crushed mineral grains were 
determined by the i nnnersion method , using a sodium 
vapour l amp to observe the Becke line in t he final 
liquids. Results obtained by this method are usually 
said to be accurate to~ 0. 002. Optic axial angles 
were measured directly on a Leitz four-axis univer sal 
stage , using the met hod described by Emmons (1943). 
The general scheme for r api d silic a~e analysis 
developed by Shapiro and Brannock (1952) was employed 
i n making the chemical analyses. I n this method 
Si02, A1203 , total iron as Fe203 , Ti02, tmo, and P205 
are deter mined by measuring the optical density of 
coloured solutions of their compounds, alkalis are 
measured in a flame photometer , while CaO, MgO and 
FeO are determined by titrations. The total loss on 
igni t i on is used to obtain a summation. Sever al 
modifications of the scheoe were used on the suggestion 
of Dr. R. A. Chalmers of the Durham Colleges Geological 
Depar tment. Thus in the me thod for determining CaO 
and MgO , rnicr o-titrations were carried out in a ~pecial 
cell fitting i nto the spectrophotometer, so as to 
determine the end- point more exactly (see Chalmers, 
1954) . In the determinati on of total iron an aliquot 
of Solution B was passed through a silver reductor 
column and then titrat ed with o. or li solution of eerie 
sulpha te, using o- phenanthroline- ferrous complex as 
6. 
the i ndicator. Water below 105° c. was deter mined by 
drying in an oven for twelve hours, and combined 
wa t er by the Penfiel d tube method. 
7. 
CHAPTER II 
GENERAL GEOLOGY. 
(i ) Topography and Rock Types. 
The subject of this study is an ar ea of some 
twenty square miles in central Skye. The whole of the 
peninsula of Stra thaird and the i mmediately adjacent 
parts of the Cuill i n Hills are included. Jurassic 
sediments and igneous r ocks of Tertiary age form t he 
bulk of the outcrops (see Plate 1). 
The Strathaird Peninsula is bounded by Loch Scavaig 
to the west and Loch Slapin to the east. These two 
basins are continued to t he north by deep valleys 
which cut right through to the east coast of the 
Island without rising to more than 250ft.O. D • • Strath 
Mor is t he extension of Loch Slapin and Strath na 
Creitheach continues the line or Loch Scavai g. The 
silted nature of the fl oors of these valleys indicates 
tha t the retreating Pleistocene ice left t hem very 
muc h more flooded t han at present . 
Bet ween the two straths the mountains rise steeply 
and culminate in the Blaven Rang~ of north Strathaird, 
which for some three mi les has an elevation of over 
t wo thousand feet. Blaven itself (3, 042 ft . O. D. ) 
lies a t the south end and i s f oll owed north by Clach 
Glas , Sgurr nan Each , Gar bh Bheinn , and Beli g. The 
'*Plate 2 
PLATE 2 (opposite) . The Blaven Range ,seen from the east across 
the head of Loch Slapin. 
In the oent~ of the panorama the peaks of Blaven,Clach Glas, 
and Sgurr nan Each rise steeply above Coire Uaigneich,with the 
contact of the Cuillin Gabbro situated about halt way up the taoe. 
To the lett,and in front,of Blaven is An Stac, built ot lavas dipp-
-ing towards the obaerver,while on the extreme left is the l ong t 
ridge of An Carnach,in which the lavas dip away from the observer. 
Below the An Ca.naoh lavas can be seen features produced by the 
Inferior Oolite sandstones (in sunlight .) Garbh-Bheinn lies to the 
right of Sgurr nan Eaoh, but is largely hidden by it,while Belig 
stands isolated at the head of the looh. The contact of t he Cuillin 
Gabbro passes below Garbh-Bheinn and crosses over Belig near the 
summit,while the lower parts of these mountains consists of lavas 
overl)"ing sediments of Jurassic age. On the erlreae r ight ia Glaa 
Bheinn Khor,one of the summits within the Red Rilla granitio 
complex. .. 

e~astern slopes are deeply embayed by corries, while 
the western flanks are relatively smoot~ The summit 
ridge has been taken as the north-west boundary of 
the mapping a~ea. 
These mountains owe their precipitous character 
to their situation on the margin of the CUillin Gabbro 
massif, the contact of which runs through the eastern 
slopes. Between Blaven and the Cuillin main ridge 
to th~ west the Gabbro has been deeply embayed by the 
later intrusion of a southward extending lobe of the 
Red Hills granophyres. To the north, the contact of 
these granitic rocks lies between Belig and Glas 
Bheinn lfuor and another group of similar intrusions 
forms Beinn na Cro and Beinn na Caillach on the east 
side of Strath Mor. All these late acid rocks lie 
outside the studied area. Their rounded,scree-covered 
slopes are in marked contrast to the bold hill-rorms 
of northern Strathaird. 
The country rocks into which the Gabbro was 
intruded occupy the peninsula south and east of the 
Blaven Range, and comprise a thick series of Mesozoic 
sediments overlain by Tertiary basic extrusives. They 
rest upon a basement of Torridonian sediments which 
is only seen where upthrow.n by a pre-Tertiary fault 
at Camasunary. 
In the north, lavas and sediments occupy the 
eastern slopes of the Blaven Range below the Gabbro 
contact, and are there intruded by an elongate mass 
of granophyre. In the centre of the peninsula the 
main outcrop of lavas builds a south-facing horse-shoe 
of hills which rises 2,002 feet o.D. in Slat Bheinn, 
and also includes Beinn Leacach (888ft. O.D. ), An 
Stac (c.l,700 ft. O.D.) and An Carnach (c.l,lOO ft. 
O.D. ). This main outcrop is separated from a subsiduary 
lava area to the south by the Glen Scaladal-Kilmarie 
depression. South of it the lavas form a capping 
to Ben Meabost• (1,128 feet) and Ben Cleat. 
The lava hills attain their greatest elevation 
and boldness of relief adjacent to Blaven, the cause 
of this being in part tectonic, and in part due to 
the h~rdening effects of thermal metamorphis~ 
The sub-lava sedimentary sequence is mainly of 
Jurassic age, and has its greatest spread on the east 
side of the Peninsula. In that area the thick Inferior 
Oolite sandstones outcrop in several north-south scarps 
while the shaly Estuarine Series forms a steep slope 
above. In western and northern Strathaird a wedge of 
sandy Corallian strata intervenes below the lava base. 
The sediments have a gently westerly dip which brings 
the Estuarines and Corallian down to sea-level on the 
• Plate 3. 
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western coast, where the former is particularly well 
exposed in high cliffs. 
The lavas and the Jurassics together constitute 
over ninety per cent of the outcrops in Strathaird. 
There is also present an extremely numerous series of 
Tertiary minor intrusions especially abundant in the 
southern half of the peninsula. They are mainly 
basic in character and most are dykes belonging to 
the north-west swarm of central Skye. Accompanying 
them are less numerous dykes of other orientationsp 
a system of cone-sheets related to the CUillin Gabbrop 
and a few sills, both acid and basic. The largest 
sill forms a marked feature near Elgol. 
The chaef rivers lie in the through-valleys to 
the east and west, but much of the drainage is by a 
small scale lattice pattern of streams developed in 
the Jurassics and emptying direct into the sea-lochso 
The watershed lies towards the western side of the 
Peninsula. 
(ii) Glaciation. 
Land-forms. The influence of Pleistocene glaciation 
upon the land-forms of Strathaird is very marked and 
deserves a brief account. 
Harker (1902) gives a general description of the 
glaciation of the Cuillin Hills and presents a map 
of the main directions of ice-flow. He and the 
11. 
authors of the Geological Survey memoir to Glenelg, 
Lochalsh and south-east Skye (1910) showed that the 
main Scottish ice-sheet, sweeping westwards, was 
bifurcated by a thick local ice-cap accumulated in 
central Skyeo The boundary of this local sheet lay 
in the Sound of Scalpay in the north and curved round 
through the Broadford district to cross the foot of 
the Strathaird Peninsulao Thus the whole of Strathaird 
except the southern tip lay under local ice. Harker 
also considered that the thickness was not less than 
3,000 feet at maximum and that the deepest accumulation 
probably lay over Strath na Creitheach. 
While the great overdeepening of the north-south 
through valleys is probably to be referred to the 
period of maximum glaciation, when a great depth of 
ice pressed out along these channels, the detailed 
sculpturing of the Blaven range was affected during 
the valley-and carrie-glaciation stages. The alpine-
type frost-shattered aretes and deeply gouged corries 
were carved out of the Gabbro and its contact aureole 
at this timeo More easily eroded rocks to the south 
and e ast yielded a lower reliefo 
'--' 
An interesting feature of the Strathaird corries 
is that they show a marked tendency to possess quad-
rangular rather than bowl-shaped forms due to the 
12o 
influence of the approximate rectangular arrangement 
of the joint and dyke systemso Coire Uaigneich, under 
Blaven's east face, illustrates this feature well, 
possessing upper and lower corries of this shape 
separated by a rock stepo Coire Casteail and Coire 
Ballaig are again almost square in plan. 
Corrie lakes are absent except for the unusually 
situated Loch Coire Uaigneich, which lies in a low col 
between Coire Uaigneich and the adjacent Coire Ballaigo 
The lake is confined by rock steps on both east and 
west. In Lower Coire Uaigneich a small alluvial 
flat suggests the former presence of a moraine-dammed 
lake. 
According to Hobbs (1911) the position of the old 
bergshrund tn a corrie is marked by a break between 
the frost-shattered cliffs above and ice-smoothed 
plinth of slabs below. This old "shrund-line" can 
sometimes be detected in the Blaven range, as on the 
east face of Clach Glas at about 1,500 feeto Down-
stream the shrund-line passes into a similar feature 
marking the lateral extent of the valley glacier, as. 
can be seen in the neighbourhood of Camasunary at 
some 500 fee·t 0 .. Do • Horizontal grooving of the old 
glacier floor is there very strongly developed. 
Narrow ridges are usual in the Gabbro hills and 
13o 
are especially spectacular on Clach Glas, while on 
Garbh-Bheinn three such aretes abut to form a fine 
example of a pyramidal peako The lava-built hills 
however, exhibit great reluctance to form ridges and, 
where a thick sequence is present, have been eroded 
into stack-shaped, flat-topped hills. Where only a 
few flows are present they form rounded hills with 
a cliff-line marking the lava base. 
The numerous joints and shatter belts, often 
followed by dykes and sometimes by faults, have been 
exploited by frost and streams, and so give character 
to the form of the hill sides. Most of the planes of 
weakness are orientated between N.W: and N.N.W. and 
this has given rise to the lineation of minor features 
1n this directiono Deep gullies and chimneys divide 
otherwise smooth slopes, as, for instance, those which 
cleave Clach Glas's eastern face into several segments. 
In the lower hills the lineation is expressed as 
shallow depressions and parallel streams, while notches 
are formed in the edges of the lava capping. 
The cone-sheets and their related joint system 
are found only in the vicinity of the Gabbro. They 
are marked by small terraces dividing the eastern faces 
. ~ 
approximately horizontally, and incli~ to the W.N.W. 
in the northern and southern flanks. A complementary 
joint system dipping eastwards is also present, ·though 
' . ·,' 
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rarely followed by intrusions, and this has similar 
effects on the weathering. Where the two sets inter-
sect, as on the south face of Belig, a diamond-shaped 
crag pattern is produced. 
Influence is also exerted by the bedding of the 
lavas and sediments. In close proximity to the Gabbro 
contact metamorphic welding has made this of little 
account in controlling erosion, but its role increases 
in importance outwards from the intrusion and terrace-
featuring is characteristic of the lower hills. 
The valleys are of typical U-shape, particularly 
the large north-south through-valleys, while the corries 
bear a hanging relationship to them. The east face of 
Belig•is a good example of a truncated spur bevelled 
by the Strath ·Mor ice-stream. The floors of the 
through-valleys are mainly obscured by lochs or their 
silted-up remnants, but rock emerges at Camasunary as 
a smoothed and grooved barrier separating the ninety-
foot deep Loch na Creitheach from the sea in Loch 
Scavaig. 
The pattern of ice-flow (see Plate 5 ) Three factors 
guided the directions of ice-flow (a) accumulation in 
the Blaven range, (b) restriction of the outlets by 
the two large southward-flowing glaciers of Strath Mor 
• Plate 4 
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and Strath Creitheach, and (c) overall pressure in a 
westward direction from the mainland ice in east and 
south-east Skye. 
Ice-streams emerging from Blaven 9s eastern corries 
were forced to turn south by the Strath Mor glacier 
as they emerged from the protecting spurs. Thus in 
the north in Allt Aigeinn, flowing eastwards, was 
pressed into parallelism with the Strath MOr ice and 
truncated the eastern ridge of Sgurr na Each on its 
right bank. The combined ice-stream then blocked the 
outlet of the Coire Uaigneich ice which was forced to 
override the hills to the south, much of it passing 
over the An Stac-An Cafnach col into the Kilmarie 
valley. Striae indicate that some of this ice also 
overrode the crest of An Carnach in a· south-easterly 
direction. Moreover, ice accumulating in Upper Coire 
Uaigneich was inadequately drained through the Lower 
Coire and eventually spilled over the Slat Bheinn-An 
Stac col to be added to the ice in Coire Ballaig. 
This col must have been considerably lowered by the 
overflowing, for it is now little higher than the floor 
of the Upper Coire, and contains the small rock basin 
(Loch Coire Uaigneich) mentioned above. 
The Kllmarie basin thus received most of the Blaven 
ice and had two outlets, firstly through the present 
1~ 
valley of the Kilmarie Riverp and secondly to the 
south-west into the Scavaig Basin via Glen Scaladalo 
The southerly flowing streams were again diverted 
in southern Strathairdp for here the pressure of the 
southern brQnch of the mainland ice forced re-orienta-
tion into a south-westerly direction. The striae on 
the bench of Inferior Oolite sandstones near Elgol 
trend around N.l350Woa 
Finallyp ice-drainage from the south-east slopes 
of Blaven scoured out the present course of the 
Abhuinn nan Leac and joined the Strath na Creitheach 
glacier at Camasunary. It is noteworthy that the 
Camasunary River valley now contains two watercourseso 
The Camasunary River is bedded in rock against the 
western wall of the valley while the Abhuinn nan Leac 
is confined partly by rock and partly by drift along 
the eastern side. Moreover the centre of the valley 
contains a series of rocky knolls. It seems likely 
that these knolls represent the remnants of a spur 
which once separated two pre-glacial valleys in this 
area. 
Depositional Featureso Since the region was primarily 
one of ice accumulationp erosional features are 
predominantp and only late glacial deposits are present, 
chiefly dumped morainic materialo 
17. 
Well-~rked terminal moraines in Upper Allt 
Aigeinn and Lower Coire Uaigneich represent the last 
stage of shrinking corrie glaciers. A lateral 
moraine lies below the east face of Belig, and at 
the termination of the south ridge of Blaven are the 
remains of a medial moraine which once separated the 
Abhuinn nan Leac ice from the Strath na Creitheach 
stream. 
"Hummocky drift" or "kettle moraine", the dumped 
debris of melting ice sheets, occupies stretches of 
Strath Mor and the low ground to the west of the head 
of Loch Slapin, and this is also found in Abhuinn nan 
Leace A valley-train of moraine and boulder clay 
fills Glen Scaladal to considerable depth. 
Post-glacial modifications include the silting up 
of the through-valley floors and the formation of a 
25 foot raised beach, the largest remnants of which 
are near the heads of Lochs Slapin and Scavaig 
(Camasunary)e There is little trace of higher beaches, 
but some of the lower terracing in the Inferior Oolite 
near Glasnakille may be part of a 100 foot raised 
beach. 
l8o 
CHAPTER III 
HISTORY OF RESEARCH. 
The Tertiary igneous centre of Skye was the first 
area of this type to receive detailed attention from 
H.~ Geological Survey, and as early as 1904 a complete 
memoir, supported by 6-inch to the mile maps, was 
devoted to its complexitieso This was the culminating 
work of a long period of discussion and controversy 
which concerned not only Skye but the whole of the 
Tertiary igneous province of western Scotland. The 
observations of Macculloch in the early years of the 
nineteenth century may be conveniently regarded as the 
beginning of this periodo 
Macculloch wrote several papers and two books, the 
first of which, "Description of the Western Islands of 
Scotland", appeared in 1819 and was followed by "The 
Highlands and Western Isles of Scotland" in l824o At 
the time of his journeys the controversy between 
Neptunists and Volcanists was still active, and 
Macculloch, who supported the latter school, was 
concerned to show that irrefUtable evidence of ancient 
volcanic activity was to be seen in north-west 
Scotlando Writing of columnar jointed sills on the 
coast of Skye he notes that they "belong to the trap 
famimy, as the mineralogists call it, or, as the vulgar 
do, to basalts 11 and elsewhere asserts, "Nothing can 
exceed the variety, the extent, and the number of 
their appearances, demonstrating the identity between 
trap and the produce of volcanoes eoo ". The great 
abundance of dykes also attracted his attention, and 
he describes the peninsula of Strathaird as consisting 
of tthorizontal strata of sandstone, sometimes calcareous, 
and intersected by perpendicular trap veins. These 
are so numerous that the intervals are scarcely thicker 
than the veins themselves" (op. cit. 1819)o Apart from 
his advocacy of the Vulcanists' views Macculloch's 
chief contribution was his demonstration that the 
intrusions pierce, and the lavas overlie, the rocks 
of Jurassic age. He was uncertain about the relative 
ages of the intrusive "Hypersthene Rock" (Gabbro) and 
the granites. 
Von Oyenhausen and Von Decken (1829) wrote a brief 
account of a visit to Skye during which they followed 
the contact of the Cuillin Gabbro with the granites 
without however adding to the knowledge of their age 
ruations. 
The next publication of importance was a paper by 
J.D. Forbes in 1846. Forbes was the first to realise 
that !he Cuillin Gabbr o post-dated the basalt lavas, 
..._.,. 
and he considered it a "vast bed", thinning both ways, 
and inclined at a moderate angle to the south-east. 
20. 
Vital evidence on the age of the basalts resulted 
from the Duke of Argyll's discovery of plant remains 
in sediments between flows wow down in the lava 
sequence of Mullo These were dated as Tertiary by 
Prof. E. Forbes (186l)p but he nevertheless considered 
that at Staffin in Skye the lavas were partly inter-
bedded with Jurassicso This view persisted until 1866, 
when Geikie demonstrated that all the basic rocks 
interbedded with the Mesozoics were in fact intrusions 
(as previously recognized by Macculloch)o Judd (1874) 
followed this by showing that the lavas overlaid beds 
up to and including the Upper Chalk, and thus clinched 
the evidence for assigning a Tertiary age to the 
volcanici tyo 
Apart from the paper by Zirkel in 1871, applying 
the methods of microscopic petrography to the Skye 
rocks for the first time, the later part of the nine-
teenth century, is chiefly notable for a controversy 
which developed between JoWoJudd and Archibald Geikieo 
To Judd (1874) is due the concept that the Tertiary 
intrusion centres of north-west Scotland represent 
the dissected remnants of extinct volcanoeso He 
considered moreover that there was evidence of three 
phases of activity in these volcanoes, the first 
being characterised by acid lavas, tuffs, and plutonic 
granite, the second by basalt lavas and gabbros, and 
2lo 
finally a minor phase of mixed lavaso 
Geikie disagreed with Judd on both of these points. 
After a visit to the lava field of the Snake River 
area in Idaho, Geikie was convinced that fissure 
eruptions were the only form of volcanicity that could 
account for the Scottish Tertiary lavas. He put 
forward this view in Nature in 1880, and thereafter 
reiterated and amplified it. Geikie's work culminated 
with the publication of "Ancient Volcanoes of Great 
Britain" in 1897, covering the entire field of British 
igneous rocks. In this he d~aws analogies with the 
modern volcanoes of Iceland to support the idea of 
fissure eruptions in the Scottish Tertiary. In his 
view the sequence of events commenced with basaltic 
eruptions and was followed by gabbro, and finally by 
granophyre. Meanwhilep as Director of the Geological 
Survey, he had decided that a typical part of the 
Tertiary volcanic region should be studied in greater 
d~tail, and obtained the services of Alfred Harker 
to carry out this worko 
Harker worked on the igneous rocks of central 
Skye during the years of 1895 to 1901, while Clough 
and others were working in the south-east part of the 
island and on the sediments around the igneous centre. 
The maps were published as one-inch sheets 70 and 71 
and part of the sheets 80 and 819 while the complex 
central portion also received more detailed coverage 
in six-inch sheets, Inverness-shire 38, 39, 44 and 45o 
Harker's memoir was published in 1904 under the title 
"Tertiary Igneous Rocks of Skyeu, while Clough and 
Wedd supplied notes to that volumeo Clough's main 
shut 
work was incorporated in the memoir to/\._71, "The 
geology of Glenelg, Lochalsh, and the south-east part 
of Skye", published in 1910, and Clough and Harker 
collaborated in the memoir to West-Central Skye, 
published in 1904o Some of the material for Geikie 1s 
11Ancient Volcanoes" was obtained from visits to 
Harker in Skyeo 
Harker agreed with Geikie i~asigning a fissure-
eruptive origin to the lavas and also with the latter's 
broad sequence from basic to acido The combined 
authority of Geikie and Harker ended controversy on 
Skye problems for some years, and Profo Judd's views 
lost ground, especially since he was mistaken in 
supposing that the granites were the earliest plutonicso 
Harker's volume remains the standard work on the area, 
for he contributed much new material, including an 
expansion of the time sequenceo An initial explosive 
phase was added to the eruptive period and aryultra-
basic phase to the plutonic period, while most of the 
23. 
minor intrusions were relegated to late, post-granite 
times. The main sequence now read~;- 1. explosive 
phase (agglomerates) 2. lavas (basic to acid) 3. ultra-
basic plutonics 4. basic plutonics 5. acid plutonics 
6. minor intrusions. It is unnecessary to discuss 
Harkervs work further, since many references to his 
work in the area covered by this thesis are given in 
the text. 
"Tertiary Igneous Rocks of Skye" gave new impetus 
to British igneous petrology, and its tradition was 
carried on by the publication of the G.S. memoirs of 
Bailey, Richey and Thomas on Mull (1924) and Richey 
and Thomas on Ardnamurchan (1930). These authors 
showed that the sequences 1n these two centres were 
much·more complex in detail than had been supposed, 
and more complicated too than Harker's straightforward 
sequence in Skye. It became evident that fUrther work 
on Skye might well be profitable. In Mull evidence 
emerged that a central volcano:·~ existed during at 
least part of the lava period, thus vindicating to 
some extent the idea of Judd and casting new doubt 
upon the origin of lavas elsewhere in the province. 
Although much work has been carried out on Skye 
in recent years, a great deal of it is as yet 
unpublished. Some of the material which has 
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application to the problems of Strathaird is briefly 
reviewed below. 
The lavas of Skye have received only slight 
attention in the literature published since Harker's 
memoir, and that which does exist is dealt with more 
fully in Chapter V. In the last half of the 1930's 
the Geological Survey mapped sheet 81, which covers 
much of the north Skye lava area, but the results are 
as yet unpublished except for notes in the G.S. Summary 
of Progress for 1935-1938 (G.V.Wilson, 1936-1939). 
In a paper on Tertiary Ring Structures (1932), 
Richey ~de a critical resurvey of the evidence con-
cerning the time sequence in Skye, and the structures 
of the plutonic intrusions. Richey had taken a 
prominent part in the survey of Mull and Ardnamurchan 
and the complexity of these centres led him to 
question the simplicity of Harker's sequence in Skye. 
Harker had followed the idea, first expressed by 
Forbes (1845), that the Cuillin Gabbro was intruded 
as a laccolith. Richey observed that the internal 
structure described in the memoir is not in accord 
with such a form, and thought that it may represent 
an early cone-sheet system deeply dissected. Richey 
also pointed out that the granophyre strip along the 
eastern slopes of Blaven (in Strathaird) is shown by 
Harker as intersected by cone-sheets, unlike the Red 
Hills Granophyres with which Harker postulates a 
connectio~ Morover, Richey considered from his own 
observations that the cone-sheets are probably pre-
Red Hills in age, and that some of the agglomerates 
are to be dated to the interval between the Gabbro 
and the Granite plutonic phaseso 
A different view point of Skye geology is taken 
by King (1953) in a paper on the Creag Strollamus 
area, north of Broadford. In this district Harker 
described a boss shaped mass of gabbro and an irregul-
arly shaped granophyre (in places sheet-like, else-
where transgressive). These pierce Cambrian limestone 
overlain by the thrust Torridonian, and capped by the 
basalt lavaso King writes that this area "presents 
in miniature all the formational and stru~ura~ 
elements of the plutonic region of Skye". (op.cit Po 
358). It should be noted however that the gabbro is 
unlike that of the Cuillins in being olivine-free, 
and though varying considerably in texture it is 
generally of finer grain. The granophyre is a member 
of the Eastern Red Hills complex. According to King 
the gabbro is derived from original basalts and the 
granophyre from Torridonian, both being transformations 
in situo Thus the three-tiered structure:-
3o Basalt Lavas 
••••••••••••••• undulating surface 
2. Torridonian 
••••••••••••••• folded thrust plane 
1. Cambrian Limestone 
is thought to be transformed in parts of this area 
into:-
3o Gabbro 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2. Granite 
G 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1. Cambrian Limestone 
The gabbro-basalt structural level in places rests 
directly upon the Cambrian, due to pre-basalt erosion 
of the Torridonian. 
Since a gabbro-basalt contact is one of the chief 
features of interest in Strathaird, it may be as well 
to summarise the most important of the evidence King 
uses to support the basalt-gabbro transition;~ 
1. Gabbro and basalt are apparently mutually 
interchangeable in the same structural level, ~ 
the form of the outcrops is thought to suggest a sheet-
like form for the gabbro, local steep contacts being 
interpreted as faults. 
2. King finds that the Dexture of the gabbro 
varies in sheeted manner, and he interprets this as 
27o 
derived from the basalt flowso 
3. Transitional contacts between gabbro and basalt 
are to be found, and moreover "within all the gabbro 
areas fine grained rocks occur whfch are petrographic-
ally indistinguishable from typical basal ts 11 (opo ci to 
Po 377)o 
4. Relict structure in the gabbro includes ophitic 
and porphyritic textures, while "ill-defined patches 
of plagioclase, actinolite and chorite, having an 
allotriomorphic texture, are not infrequent and suggest 
former amygdales 11 (opo cit. Po 378). 
The paper also includes data upon the lavas, their 
alteration and their chemistry. 
Though King is the first to interpret a section of 
the Skye centre on a transformation basis, it had been 
previously stated by Reynolds (1951 and 1952) thaf 
Harker's description of certain 11amygdaloidal gabbros" 
of the western Cuillin implied that the basalts in 
Skye had been locally converted to gabbro and peridotite. 
Harker (1904 p.95) had detected conspicuous amygdales 
in rocks with the appearance of normal gabbros and 
peridotites in the neighbourhood of metamorphosed lavas. 
Harker thought the only likely explanation was that the 
lavas had been locally fused and only the amygdales had 
remained intact, a process which is probably as Reynolds 
28o 
says, ttquite impossible 11 o Bailey (1952) however, upon 
re-examination of Harker's four slides of the disputed 
rocks, had come to the conclusion that their textures 
and composition suggested that they are not gabbros, 
but minor intrusions. Three of the rocks he describes 
as amygdaloidal tholeiitic dolerites, and the fourth as 
a dolerite with quartzo-feldspathic patcheso Low grade 
thermal metamorphism has affected three of the specimens 
while the other shows no evident alteration of this kindo 
Reynolds, in reply (1952) doubts the value of Bailey's 
observations without further field work, and in any case 
regards the slice evidence as indecisiveo 
A paper by Wager, Weedon, and Vincent (1953), has 
particular application to Strathaird, since it describes 
some aspects of the petrology of the elongate granophyre 
mass east of Blaven which is referred to by Richey (1932). 
This rock contains the first recorded instance of 
tridymite (now inverted to quartz) in an acid intrusion 
from the Thulean Provinceo The paper is more fully 
discussed in Chapter ~ 
Finally it may be noticed that two as yet unpublished 
theses are concerned in part with the Strathaird areao 
That of JoM.Carr (submitted Oxford, 1952) gives the 
results of a detailed investigation of a representative 
sector of the Cuillin basic masso He also describes 
2~ 
some of the f~atures of the contact rocks at 
Camasunary. 
The second part of ~Wyatt's thesis (submitted, 
Cambridge, 1952) is an investigation of the metamorph-
ism and metasomatism present at certain gabbro-limestone 
contacts in the Camasunary area. He elucidates the 
sequence of lime and magnesia silicates in the sediments 
and the contamination of the adjacent gabbroo 
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CHAPTER IV 
THE SEDIMENTARY SEQUENCE. 
(i) Introduction. 
Although the sedimentary r ocks of Strathaird have 
---
not received detailed attention in this study the main 
formations were mapped as part of the field work in 
order to determine their structural relations to the 
igneous rocks. This aspect receives more detailed 
attention in a later chapter; meanwhile the notes which 
follow provide an outline of the general stratigraphy. 
A fuller account is given by Wedd (1910) in the 
Geological Survey memoir dealing with south-east Skye 
and the adjacent areas, while H.M.G.S. 6-inch Sheet 45 
(Inverness-shire) delineates the sedimentary boundaries 
in north Strathaird and l-inch Sheet 71 shows the whole 
peninsula. 
Table 1 lists the main formations and indicates 
the lithologies by brief annotations. A vertical 
section is drawn on Plate 6, A considerable part of 
the information in this chapter is condensed from 
Wedd's work, the facts having been checked in the field 
by the .writer and a few notes added. 
It will be seen from Table 1 that there are several 
considerable gaps in the stratigraphical succession, 
the most notable of which is the entire absence of 
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PLATE 6 
VERTICAL SECTIONS 
of the 
SEDIMENTARY AND LAVA 
SEQUENCES 
Early 
Tertiary {-?) 
Upper 
Cretaceous 
Upper 
Jurassic 
{280 fto) 
Middle 
Jurassic 
(1, 100 ft. ) 
Lower 
Jurassic 
. {c., lg 000 ft. ) 
Late 
Precambrian 
TABLE I 
THE SEDIMENTARY SEQUENCE OF STRATHAIRD. 
Base of the Tertiary Lavas 
-----··-··unconform1 ty-·- ·- · -··-' 
Flint Conglomerate 0 - 15 ft. 
---·-·-·unconformity-·-·-·--··-···-
Upper Chalk 0 - 10 fto 
-·-----·----unconformity-.. -··-··------·-
Corallian - shales and sandstones 
Callovian - flaggy sandstones 
-~-. __ .,,_-non-sequence------·-·-·-·-
Great Estuarine Series (400 ft. ) 
6. Shaley marlo 30-40 fto 
5. Paludina scotica Limestone 37 ft. 
4. S~ales with mudstones and thin 
limestones 40 ft. 
3. Ostrea hebridica Beds - calcareous 
shales and limestones. 17 + fto 
2. Cyrena Limestones - Limestones 
and calcareous sandstoneso 70 ft. 
1. Cyrena Shales - shales with thin 
limestones and calcareous 
sandstones. 200 fto 
Inferior Oolite - thick calcareous sand-
stones and rare shales. 700 ft. 
Upper Lias - shales and thin limestoneso 
Middle Lias - calcareous sandstones with 
dogger so 
Lower Lias - s~dy shales and sandstones 
with limestones near the base. 
---------·· -··unconformity-···-·-·-·-·-·-·-·---·._ __ 
Torridonian - flaggy arkosic sandstones. 
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Palaeozoic rocks. Only a few miles to the east, in 
Strath, a considerable thickness of Cambrian limestone 
is present which- is not represented in Strathaird, and 
this is also apparently true ot the Triassic strata 
which near Broadford are some fifty feet thicko 
(ii) Torridonian 
Rocks of this age are only ·to be found in the 
neighbourhood of Camasunary, at the head of the western 
arm of ~och Scavaig, where they lie on the upthrow side 
of the Camasunary Faulto The latter dislocation trends 
N.N.E. and has a downthrow to the east of about 2,000 
feet on the shore of the loch, where it brings the 
Torridonian in contact with the Cyrena Limestone of the 
Great Estuarine Series. West of the fault the Torridon-
ian occupies most of the low-lying ground around Cama-
sunary bay and extends round the headland of Rudha Ban 
on the western side, where it is overlain by lavaso 
North-east of Camasunary the Torridonian passes beneath 
the Lias of Blaven and Abhuin nan Leac, but to the 
north it ~ies directly against the contact of the Gabbro. 
As on the mainland of Scotland the Torridonian of 
Camasunary consists almost entirely of arkosic sandstones 
and grits, but these never have the characteristic red 
colour found on the mainland. West of the Camasunary 
River the bedding is flaggy and a few intercalated 
3& 
bands of s hale are presento A fine ·lamination is 
~ 
often developed and ripple marks are common. East of 
the Camasunary River the rocks are more massive, coarser, 
and frequently contain quartz pebbles, while the 
weathering surface is a paler grey and without the 
brown tint to be seen to the west. These lithological 
differences are accompanied by a change of dip from 
10° N.W. at Rudha Ban to between 30° and 45° N.W. at 
Camasunary, and it is probable that a fault separates 
the two areas along the line of the river. 
Four miles w.s.w. of Camasunary is the island of 
Soay, between three and four square miles in area and 
built almost entirely of Torridonian rocks. Both there 
and at Camasunary there is no indication of the extensive 
shattering which affects rocks of the same age in Strath 
and south-east Skye,. due to overthrusting at the time 
of the Caledonian earth-movements. It can therefore 
be assumed that the Torridonian is autocthonous in 
this area, and does not overlie Cambrian limestones 
along a tectonic surface,as in Strath. 
Peach and Horne (1907) identify the Soay 
Torridonian as belonging to the Applecross Group, but 
consider that differences in lithology between there 
and Camasunary, and general direction of dip, suggest 
that the rocks of the latter area are older than those 
3~ 
of Soay and may be a part of the Diabaig Group. 
(iii) Jurassic 
Strata of Jurassic age form the bulk of the exposed 
sedimentary sequence of Strathaird. The lower and 
middle divisions are each about 1,000 feet thick while 
the Upper Jurassic amounts to less than 300 feet and 
is eroded at the top. It also lacks an equivalent of 
the Oxford Clay which is developed at Staffin, in north 
Skye. Lias. Outcrops of Lower Lias are confined to 
the upthrow side of the Camasunary Fault where they are 
exposed in the south ridge of Blaven and the adjacent 
valley of Abhuin nan Leac. They are based upon 
Torridonian and owe their preservation to the rise of 
ground east of Camasunary and to a diminution of the 
throw of the Camasunary Fault to the north-north-east. 
About 250 feet of beds are exposed and form a north-
easterly trending ant~cline cut by cross-faults. Meta-
morphism has hardened the sediments to such an extent 
that even shales produce a craggy topography. 
Limestones are predominant at the base of the 
sequence and are followed by a group of mixed sediments 
and then by sandy shales. Wedd (op.cit.) correlates 
this succession with the Broadford Beds (the lower 
division of the Skye Lower Lias). 
The calareous beds at the base can be seen at the 
34o 
waterfall in the Abh~in nan Leaa (two~thirds of a mile 
NoE. of Camasunary House) where they consist of 
conglomeratic sandstone and blue limestone dipping 
south-easto On the south-western slopes of Blaven 
. 
these same beds are seen to turn over the crest of 
the above-mentioned anttline and above An't Sron they 
dip north-west until cut off by the Gabbroo The 
outcrops are cut by several faults with downthrows 
to the west, so that there is a certain amount of 
repetition of beds uphillo 
In the middle of the Camasunary valley, 750 yards 
N.W. of Camasunary House, is an isolated patch of 
limestone with minor shale and sandstone some forty 
feet long, dipping 50° N.W.o The field relations of 
this outcrop have been variously interprete~ Harker 
shows it as an outlier of Lower Lias exposed beneath 
lavas, while on Carr's map (1952) it extends up to 
the contact of the nearby Gabbro. The present author 
however considers it to be surrounded by Torridonian, 
imp1y1ng that either it is an unusually large loose 
block or that it is faulted into placeo 
In the faulted outcrops above An't Sron mixed 
sediments are exposed above the basal limestones and 
these rocks are again found in Abhuin nan Leac and 
Coire Casteail, together with the sandy shales above, 
which are the highest beds exposed west of the 
Camasunary Faulto In the floor of the corrie the 
anticlinal disposition is clearly displayed and 
several faults are also exposed. 
The Middle and Upper Lias appear at only two 
localities, both on the eastern coast of the peninsula, 
where they are brought up above sea-level by shallow 
domeso The more northerly of the two outcrops occupies 
about half a mile of the shore near Faoilinn, and the 
rather smaller southern outcrop is to be found between 
. 
Dun Liath and Allt More The Middle Lias consists of 
grey calcareous sandstones not unlike those of the 
Inferior Oolite, though they are distinguished by 
containing large dark brown doggers, and a shallow 
water fauna of lamellibranchs, brachiopods, and 
belemniteso The Upper Lias is thin, perhaps twenty 
feet, and consists of shales with a thin limestoneo 
Middle Jurassic. This division consists of a 700 foot 
thick sequence of Inferior Oolite sandstones followed 
by 400 feet of shaley beds with limestones belonging 
to the Great Estuarine Serieso Both are well exposed 
in the belt of terraced country along the eastern side 
of the peninsulao Gentle cross-flexures superimposed 
on the general westerly dip are responsible for bring-
ing up the base at two localities on the east coast. 
The Inferior Oolite comprises a monotonous 
or 
sequence of calcareous sandstones of greyAPale yellow 
colour. Massive horizons are marked by features while 
the more flaggy and calcareous layers weather backo 
Cross-bedding and daggers ~re common and belemnites 
are occasionally to be found. The 50 foot thick 
uppermost sandstonep flaggy at the base and massive 
quartzite at the top, is separated from the calcareous 
sandstones below by a 30 foot,black, nodular shaleo 
A few plant remains at this top horizon suggest a 
transition to non-marine conditions (Wedd, opocito) 
Along almost the whole length of the peninsula streams 
have excavated the shale band and left the hard sand-
stone above forming a bold featur~o This is especially 
prominent at Elgol, and there also the shale below 
has been intruded by a large dolerite sill which also 
forms a strong feature. West of the head of Loch 
Slapin the Inferior Oolite has been involved in folding 
and faulting so that the regular form of the outcrop 
is destroyedo 
On the eastern side of the peninsula the Great 
Estuarine Series has been eroded into a steep slope 
above the terraces of Inferior Ooliteo Its preserva-
tion is due largely to the protecting capping of lavas, 
which it directly underlies in parts of the areao The 
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most complete exposures however are situated on the 
west coast, north of Port na Cuillaidh (Elgol). A 
condensation of Wedd's sequence at that locality is 
incorporated in Table I. at the three main calcareous 
horizons the Cyrena and Paludina Limestones normally 
form small but clear features while the Ostrea hebrid-
~ Beds rarel~ do so and have not been mapped 
separately. The Port na Cuillaidh sequence is less 
arenaceous than those recorded for the series in Eigg 
to the south and Raasay to the north. In north 
Strathaird there is again a considerable development 
of sandstones between the calcareous horizons, and 
since this area is faulted, folded 9 and partly obscured 
by drift it is often difficult to define the 
boundaries with the over- and under-lying groups. 
Upper Jurassic. Over.mnch of Strathaird a variable 
thdckness of Upper Jurassic rocks intervenes b~tween 
the top of the Estuarines and the base of the lavas, 
though in the areas around Coire Casteail and Allt 
Dunaiche they are entirely absento The fullest 
~ 
development of Upper Jurassic is found in the 
Kilmarie Valley where it is rather less than 300 feet 
in thicknesso Micaceous sandstones make up the lowest 
80 feet, with a pebbley horizon at the base 9 and these 
are followed by about 200 feet of argillaceous beds 
3& 
with sandstone bands. The lower part of this sequence 
is best exposed in the cliffs of Carn Mor on the west 
coast, while a section of the upper part is provided 
by the Kilmarie River and its tributaries. To the 
north the basal sandstones are again seen in Allt 
Aigeinn and on Belig. 
Wedd (op.cit.) assigned the lower part of this 
iequence to the Oxfordian and the upper part to the 
Corallian, and also remarked that since several loose 
blocks in the scree below Carn Mor contain a Callovian 
fauna it is evident that at least local representattves 
of that formation are present as well. It is now 
thought (see review by Richey, 1948) that Oxfordian is 
absent and that most of th~ beds are to be correlated 
with the lower Corallian, with undifferentiated 
Callovian at the base. The absence of the Oxfordian 
thus indicates a non-sequence between Middle and Upper 
Jurassics, while pre-Upper Cretaceous erosion has 
removed any higher formations o riginally present above 
'-' 
the Corallian. 
(iv) Upper Chalk and Flint ConglomerateB 
Both of these formations are thin and are found 
in the two restricted areas on either side of the lavas 
of Am Mam {the saddle between Slat Bheinn and Beinn 
Leacach). It is believed that the two outcrops are 
• Plate 8. 
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connected beneath the lavas and are preserved in the 
middle of a shallow basin of sediments. The exposure 
of Chalk on the eastern side of Am Mam was noted by 
Wedd, who dated it as Upper Cretaceouso The outcrop 
is about 300 yards long and lies on the north side of 
the Kilmatie - Camasunary pony track at the point 
where this crosses the base of the lavaso The Chalk 
consists of eight to ten feet of white limestone 
containing a few purple-edged flints and sub-rounded 
quartz pebbleso The Flint Conglomerate above is a 
ten foot thick conglomeratic sandstone containing 
angular fragments of Chalk and flinto It oversteps 
the outcrop of the Chalk on both sides and rests on 
the Corallian. 
The exposure on the western side of Am Mam lies 
astride the track from Camasunary to Elgol about 1,100 
yards S.S.E. of Camasunary Houseo It is about 600 
yards in length and consists of the same rock types 
as the other exposure. Six feet of hardened grey Chalk 
form a small bench crossed by the track, and is over-
lain by a more extensive lens of Flint Conglomerate 
directly underlying the lavaso At the top and base 
the conglomerate is relatively fine, with pebbles not 
exceeding half an inch in diameter, but the centre is 
coarser, with purple-edged flints up to eight inches 
40o 
in length set in a greyg sandy matrixo The flints 
vary from angular to well roundedo This exposure is 
not shown on the Geological Survey maps, though it 
has certainly been noted by several geologists (FoHo 
Stewart and LoRo Wagerg personal communications)o 
The conglomeratic material is likely to be a 
product of sub-aerial weathering of the Chalkg and 
may therefore date from the early Tertiary uplift of 
the area. Similar rocks have been described from Mull 
(Mull Memoirg 1924g PPo 53-68) where they precede the 
Basal Mudstones which there underlie the lavas in some 
parts of the islando 
The relations of the la~a base to the topography 
indicate that in Strathaird this surface is virtually 
planar, though flexed by post lava movementsg so that 
a peneplanation stage evidently intervened between the 
Upper Cretaceous and the onset of vulcanicityo Though 
the pre-lava surface was generally flat in most parts of 
the Scottish Tertiary igneous field,a few cases of pre-
lava valleys infilled by flows have been described (see 
Chapter V) and King (1953) describes the sub-lava surface 
at Creag Strollamusg Skyeg as possessing considerable 
reliefo Bailey (1954) however considers the irregu-
-larities in the latter area to be due to a"volcanic 
inbreak11o 
4lo 
CHAPTER V 
LAVAS - INTRODUCTION. 
-----------
{i) General Characteristics of Thulean Lavas. 
In mid-Tertiary times the area which is now the 
North Atlantic basin was the site of volcanic activity 
on a large scaleo This region of Tertiary igneous 
action is usually referred to as the Thulean Province, 
and at the present time eroded remnants of the Thulean 
lavas are found in western Scotland, northern Ireland9 
the Faroes~ Iceland, Jan Mayen, and both east and west 
Greenlando Tyrell (1949) estimates the total area of 
lavas now exposed as about 100,000 square miles. Of 
this only a small part lies in the Scoto-Irish sub-
province9 the chief outcrops being in Antrim (1,480 
square miles), Skye (425 square miles) 9 Mull (280 
square miles) 9 and Morvern (45 square miles)o 
Opinions differ as to whether vulcanicity was 
mainly centred round the areas in which the old lava 
fields are still partially preserved, or whether the 
larger part of' the volcanic province is now hidden 
beneath the sea. It has been suggested that the 
submarine Wyville-Thompson ridge, linking Britain to 
Iceland, is composed of' subsided basalt lavas. 
Features of individual lava flows. In many Thulean 
42. 
sequences the commonest rock type is olivine basalt, 
though olivine-free basalts are also numerous and 
there are lesser numbers of trachyte and rhyolitic 
flows. 
A typical flow of olivine basalt is between ten 
and thirty feet thick and. possesses upper and lower 
slaggy portions rich in vesicles and a central more 
massive layer. Normally the cavities have been filled 
by post-consolidation minerals and are then named 
"amygdales". The upper vesicular layer is commonly 
one to four feet thick and the basal layer somewhat 
thinner, perhaps between one and two feet. In a few 
lavas the vesicles are scattered more evenly through-
out the flow ar are concentrated in streaks at several 
levels. Vesicles often vary in shape according to 
their position in the flow. Thus as the top of a flow 
they are round or ovoid, while at the base there is 
frequently a tendency for sub-vertical pipe-shaped 
cavities to form, and these may be bent over in the 
direction of primary flow of the lava. Under the 
microscope it can be seen th~t the vesicular parts of 
a flow are of finer grain than the massive portions, 
and the upper vesicular layer is often of sensibly 
finer grain than the basal layer. The open structure 
renders the top and base of a flow especially liable 
43. 
to alteration and weathering9 and as a result lava 
outcrops give rise to a terraced topography. 
In some extrusions a prefered shape orientation 
of minerals, especially feldspar, has been imposed 
by the primary flow of the lava, or the rock may be 
flow laminated by differential mineral streakingo In 
general the more basic the lava the less indication 
of flow structure it contains. 
When cooling joints are present they are best 
developed in the massive centre of the flow. Many 
lavas have no regular joints, and these are all 
transitions from rough vertical fractures to an almost 
perfect hexagonal columnar structure, sometimes with 
vertical bases and curved tops (e.g. Staffa and the 
Giant's Causeway, Antrim). In other flows a close-
spaced platy jointing is found, a feature especially 
typical of oligoclase basalts (mugearites). 
The Thulean lavas, with few exceptions, were 
poured out into a land surface, so that reddening of 
the flow tops due to sub-aerial weathering is of 
common occurrence. When decomposition was incipient 
only a few scattered patches of haematite are to be 
found between the flows, but longer inter-flow periods 
have allowed the development of bright red, iron and 
alumina rich clays known as "boles". In north Skye 
th~e may be as much as five feet in thickness, while 
in Antrim the twenty-five foot thick Interbasaltic 
Zone is largely composed of this materialo The break 
between a bole and the flow from which it derived is 
not sharp but involves a transition through bole with 
lava relics into reddened lava belowo Cracks in the 
top of the lava often allow the clay to penetrate some 
way into the body of the flow. 
l~ch more uncommon is the pillow structure which 
indicates extrusion into water. Examples in north 
Skye and Mull are believed to be the result of lava 
encroaching on small lakes. 
The infilling of valleys by lava is another 
indication of the sub-aer.ial environment of the flowso 
Geikie (1897) ascfibed the unusual shape of the Scuir 
of Eigg pitchstone to this cause, though Harker (1908) 
disagreed with this interpretation. Other examples 
have been described in north Skye (Wilson, 1938), and 
in Antrim (Tomkieff, 1940)o 
Sequence of lavas in the Scoto-Irish sub-province. The 
work of the authors of the Mull Memoir (1924) establish-
ed that the lavas of that island are divisible into 
two main groups, each 3,000 feet thick. The lower 
division consists predominantly of olivine basalts, 
with horizons of mugearite and porphyritic basalt, 
45. 
while the upper division is mainly of olivine-poor 
tholeiites. The latter are most fully developed round 
the central Mull plutonic complex and are thought to 
have accumulated in a down-faulted lava caldera which 
spilled over at intervals. The two main lava types 
were named 11plateau11 and "central" from the respective 
areas in which they are now found. These authors also 
suggested that at a later date,coinciding with the 
intrusion of' acid plutons,the old caldera became the 
site of a volcanic cone built of' ash and acid lava. 
Olivine basaltsp grading locally into picrite 
basalts, are predominant in the lava sequence of Antri~ 
It was a long time thought (Charles~orth, 1935: Tomkeief'f', 
1940) that there was a simplep two-fold division in the 
Lower Basaltsp consisting of up to 550 feet of' olivine 
basalt, ani the Upper Basalts, which are up to 600 
feet thick and consist of olivine basalt in the south 
tholeiitic basalts in the northp the two being separated 
by a 25 foot Inter-basaltic Zone. The latter consists 
of laterite with patches of' bauxite and lenses of 
lignite, and at Tardree Hill and elsewhere it also 
includes rhyolites. The laterites and bauxites have 
been studied in det~il by Eyles (1952). However, 
Patterson (1950, 1955a and 1955b) has shown that in 
north Antrim the tholeiitic lavas f'orm.a wedge up to 
46o 
450 feet thick, and are separated by Upper and Lower 
Interpasaltic Beds from olivine basalts above and 
belowo The wedge of tholeiites thins out both to 
the south and west. Walker (1959) has pointed out 
that whereas a maximum of 1,000 feet of basalts is 
exposed at the surface, various boreholes have shown 
that greater thicknesses are present in the centre of 
the plateau, and at Langford Lodge, one such borehole 
passed through 2,590 feet of lavasa Both Patterson 
and Walker {opocito, also Patterson, 1950b) favour a 
fissure eruptive origin for the Antrim lavas, and 
both authors have discovered rare cases of a direct 
connection between a dyke and a flow. Moreover, about 
thirty intrusive plugs are now known in the area, most 
of them composed of olivine basalt or crinanite, and 
Walker {op.cit.) suggests that they represent local 
enlargements of the fissures through which the lavas 
poured outo 
In the Small Isles of Inverness-shire lRhum, Canna, 
Eigg, Sanday and Muck) agglomerates and conglomerates 
are found near the base of the volcanic sequences 
(Harker, 1908), which otherwise are predominantly 
of olivine basalto Mugearite lavas occur in several 
of these islands, and in Rhum they overstep the olivine 
basalts below. Tomkeieff ll942) points out that the 
analysis of one of the Rhum mugearites quoted in 
Harker's memoir (1908g and also quoted in Table 5 
of this thesis) shows it to be intermediate in 
composition between the mugearites of Skye and the 
tholeiites of Mullt and he suggests that it would more 
properly classified as a trachybasalt. The Rhum lavas 
normally rest on a base of Torridonian sandstonest but 
at Orval they lie on top of a large granophyre intrusion. 
Judd (1874) considered that the granophyre pre-dated 
the lavas, but Geikie (1897) and Harker (1908) thought 
that the lavas were remnants of the graaophyre's roof. 
More recentlyt Black (1952) has produced evidence in 
support of Judd's viewt and if he is correct this is 
the only known instance in the ~ridean Tertiary of a 
large acid intrusion which pre-dates the basic lavas. 
Published data on the large area of lavas in north 
Skye is as yet scanty. Geikie, and later Harker (1904, 
~p.23-24) noted that over a considerable area in the 
Portree district the lavas lie on a base of tuff and 
agglomeratEt_so The known outcrop of this "Palagoni te ·· 
Tuff" was later greatly extended by the mapping of the 
Geological Survey, and in the Summaries of Progress for 
1935 (1936) and 1936 (1937) Wilson describes it as up 
to 100 feet thick, largely unbedded, and containing 
volcanic bo~bs, fragments of basalt, and small pieces 
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of fossil woo~ A Tertiary plant-bearing bed is 
some times associated with the tuff, and there are 
also several thin lava flows interbedded with it. The 
lava sequence above has not yet been fully described, 
but to quote Wilson (1936 p.83) 
"In composition the lower flaws consist in the 
main of olivine basalts...... As the sequence 
is traced south-westwards from the neighbourhood 
of Portree some of the higher flaws are found to 
consist of fine-grained, rather splinty, black 
basalt, which often weathers with a greyish crust 
and possesses mugearitic affinitieso Still further 
south-west, in the Bracadale area, t~is type 
becomes more prevalent, and typical mngearites 
occur, together with big feldspar basalts, thus 
giving an association of rock types comparable 
to that noticed in Central Mull .. n 
Later (1938) the same author remarks that the Bracadale 
lava types extend as far north as Edinbane. 
Harker in central Skye estimated the total thick-
ness of basalt lavas as not less than 2,000 feet (1904, 
p.8). He also found a thick sequence of trachytes, 
ande~ites, rhyolites and rhyolitic tuffs on the 
northern flanks of the Cuillin Hills, and these he 
describes as interdigitated with some olivine basalts 
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and overlain by others (1904, pp.55-56). Since the 
dip of the lavas in north Skye is to the west it would 
seem from Wilson's description that there is a lower 
group of olivine basalts overlain by more acid alkaline 
lavas, while in the case of the acid lavas in the 
Cuillins a lateral change is implie~ 
The total thickness of the lava sequence in Skye 
is probably in excess of 3,000 feet. 
Other Thulean lava sequences. The greater part of the 
Thulean lava field is much less well known than the 
Scoto-Irish sub-province. Tyrell (1949) provides a 
general account of the whole area, and some of the 
more important work is mentioned below. 
Noe-Nygaard (1942) estimates the total thickness 
of lavas in the Svartenhuk Peninsula of West Greenland 
as some 10 kilometres. The base is marked by ash, 
breccia, and tuff, and is followed by olivine basalts, 
including some feldspar-phyric varieties, and then 
by an upper series of olivine free basalts, andesitic 
_ basalts, and trachytes. Drever and Game (1949) from 
their work on Ubekendt Island in the same region 
distinguish a Lower Lava Group of olivine basalts and 
picrites some 10,000 feet thick and a 4,000 foot Upper 
Lava G.roup which includes porphyritic tholeiites, 
rhyolites, trachytes, and monchiquitic basalts 
accompanied by some volcanic brecciao 
In East Greenland~i934~,1934ij estimates the 
maximum thickness of lavas in the Angmagsalik-Kap 
Dalton area as 7i kilometres, though thinning rapidly 
inland. Little is known of the sequence, though Anwar 
(1955) mentions a series of oligoclase and andesine 
basalts overlying the plateau lavas north-east of the 
head of Kangerdlugssuaq. 
Walker and Davidson (1936) give a generalised 
sequence for the Faroe Islands consisting of, from the 
base upwardsp 6,000 feet of mixed tholeiites and 
olivine basalts, 7,000 feet of tholeiites, and 2,000 
feet of ol~vine basalts. 
Recently Walker (1958) has described the Tertiary 
lavas of Reydarfjordur in eastern Iceland. In that 
area he found a volcanic sequence nearly 15,000 feet 
thick in which tholeiites, olivine basalts, and por-
phyritic basalts take the chief parts but without 
indications of a systematic distributiono Two main 
periods of acid vulcanism are represented by andesites, 
rhyolites, and tuffs, while two other acid phases are 
indica~ed only by tuffs in the area mappedo A fifth 
and final acid period built up a large central volcano 
on the top of the flat-bedded main series. 
Finally, Tyrell (1926) has wr&tten of the lavas of 
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Jan Mayen as a "mildly alkaline series" consisting of 
alkaline olivine basalts and associated picrites, 
trachyandesites, and trachytes. 
Most Thu1ean sequences outside Britain are thus 
very much thicker than those in Scotland and Ireland, 
though to what extent deeper erosion accounts for this 
is difficult to estimateo The sequences of Britain 
and Greenland have in common the tendency for the lower 
parts of the sequences to be built of olivine basalt 
and the upper parts of more acidic basalts and alkaline 
lavas, but in Iceland and the Faroes the sequences are 
more complex. 
Chemical characteristics and petrogenesis of the Thulean 
lavas. Unlike most volcanic associations the lava 
fields of the Thulean Province are characterised by 
the'close association of alkaline olivine basalts 
similar to those of oceanic regions and tholeiitic 
basalts which are analogous to the continental flood 
basaltso It is difficult to provide a rigid chemical 
definition of these two lava types, since an olivine 
basalt of one province may on analysis almost exactly 
match a tholeiitic basalt from another regio~ Turner 
and Verhoogen (1961, pol81) define the differences as 
a tendency for Si02 to be higher and for Na20,K20 and 
MgO to be lower in tholeiites than in olivine basalts 
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in petrographic provinces containing both typeso The 
norms of tholeiites always favour the appearance of 
normative quartz and exclusion of olivine and nepheline, 
whereas the majority of olivine basalts are distinctly 
undersaturatedo 
The authors of the Mull and Ardnamurchan Memoirs 
(1924 and 1930) distinguished on the basis of petro-
graphy and chemistry several magma types and series 
embracing both intrusive and extrusive rockso In brief 
they suppose that an olivine basalt magma (plateau type) 
was the parent of all other types and serieso Thus 
the tholeiitic magma (non-porphyritic central magma 
type) arose by removal of olivine and then by further 
fractionation the acid series came into being, the 
extrusive representatives of which are andesites and 
rhyoliteso The alkaline series (mugearites and 
trachytes) were formed by the removal of late liquids 
enriched in alkalies and volatiles. while accumulative 
processes gave big-feldspar basalts and picriteso 
Some of these ideas derived from Bowen's work 
(1928), but there are differences of opinion on the 
nature of the parent magma which are too complex to 
discuss hereo 
Central and fissure volcanoeso The form of the 
volcanoes which extruded the Tertiary lavas has been 
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in dispute since the advocacy of a fissure-eruption 
origin by Geikie and the counter argument for central 
volcanoes by Judd. 
Geikie (1880, 1897),supported by Harker, compared 
the Tertiary basalts with those of the Columbia-Snake 
River plains and the historical fissure eruptions of 
Iceland. He imagined numerous small eruptive centres 
aligned over fissures, with the site of extrusion 
constantly changing. The fissures were believed to 
be preserved as members of the north-west dyke swarms 
which pass through the Scottish igneous centres, though 
Harker showed that the majority of these dykes are of 
later date than the exposed flows. The great volume 
and extent of the lava piles compared with the thinness 
of individual flows, and the rarity of pyroclastic 
rocks were held to support this view. 
According to Judd's hypothesis (1874, 1878) the 
present plutonic centres represent the dissected 
interiors of large central volcanoes from which lavas 
were extruded at the same time as plutons of similar 
compositions were emplaced below. Geikie and Harker 
demonstrated that the large intrusions are later than 
all the lavas with which they came into contact, and 
that Judd's general igneous sequence, which commenced 
with acid activity and ended with basic intrusions and 
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lavas, is certainly incorrect. Judd's ideas were 
therefore abandoned for some time. 
The case was reopened when the Mull Memoir authors 
(1924) showed that a central volcano of lava caldera 
type had probably existed in Mull for at least the 
period of extrusion of the tholeiitic basalts. The 
plateau basalts may also have been poured out from 
this extrusion centre, for in Morven they thin north-
wards away from Mull, with overlapping of lower flows 
by higher ones (op.cit. p.l05-106). They also 
considered it likely that this volcano later persisted 
as a steep-sided ash and acid lava cone of Vesuvius 
type. Later Richey (1948) pointed out that a central 
Volcano theory was favoured by the marked concentration 
of dyke sw~rms through the plutonic complexes, indicat-
ing that the latter were marked out as centres of 
igneous activity before the dykes were intruded. He 
also suggested that the basic and acid volcanic plugs 
found in Mull may be the remnants of local extrusive 
foci, analogous to the parisitic vents found on the 
flanks of modern volcanoes. About thirty basic plugs 
occur in Antrim (Walker, 1960) and others have been 
described in south-east Skye by Clough (1904, p.lOl). 
The agglomerates vents of Skye are also indicative 
of localised activity, and though Harker thought most 
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of them to be of pre-lava age it now seems that some 
of them were pre-cursors of much later acid igneous 
intrusion and possibly extrusiono 
The evidence of centralised extrusion in Mull refers 
mainly to the second part of the basalt lava period, 
and while this volcano may have persisted into later 
times as an acid volcanic cone the origin of the olivine 
basalts (plateau type) which are so abundant here and 
throughout the rest of the province still remains in 
doubt. 
Summaries of the evidence by Rastall (1931-) and 
Richey (1931.) favour a general theory of central 
eruption, while ~~11 (1937) supports extrusion from 
fissureso The last author supposes that early eruptions 
along dykes were followed by a later localization of 
activity to specially favoured parts of the fissure 
network. 
Direct evidence of dykes feeding lava flows is not 
entirely lacking. Walker and Davidson (1936) refer to 
two lava feeders in the Faroe Islands, though they 
are. uncertain wheth~ these are dykes or plugs. In 
Antrim both Patterson (1950b) and Walker (1960) have 
found individual instances of dykes feeding lava flows, 
and Walker (1958) in Iceland has found two cases of 
visible continuity between porphyritic dykes and 
similar lava flows. 
It may be of interest to summarise some of the 
features of the Hawaiian shield volcanoes from the 
account given by Stearns and Macdonald (1946). This 
type of volcano is often quoted as characteristic of 
centralised eruption of olivine basaltso Five volcanoes 
build the island with a total area of a little over 
four thousand squa~ __ e mileso The fundamental feature 
of Hawaiian volcanic activity is that the lavas are 
nearly all erupted from narrow fissures confined to 
rift zones which intersect at the summit of each dome. 
A ce~ntral vent may or may not be present,depending 
on the phase of development (op.cit.p.24) which are as 
follows:-
1. Youthful - rapid outpouring of highly fluid, 
undiffe __ rentiated basalts builds up a shield dome over 
a fissure intersection, with a small crater at the top. 
Olivine basalts predominate. 
2o Mature - continued activity and gradual collapse 
of the superstructure over the vent forms a caldera, 
and sometimes shallow grabens along the major riftso 
The composition of the lavas is little changed. 
3o Old-age - the lava poured out obliterate a 
part or whole of the caldera. The time interval between 
the flows become progressively longer and the composition 
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may change gradually to andesine basalts and picrites, 
or abruptly to mugearites and trachytes. The profile 
of the sone becomes steeper because of the shorter, 
thicker nature of the acid flows, while pyroclastic 
material becomes common. 
4. Rejuvenated - proceeded by a long period of 
erosion, with nepheline basalts and porphyritic basalts 
as the chief products. No volcano in Hawaii has reached 
this stage though others in the archipelago have done 
so. 
The undifferentiated olivine basalts pour from 
cracks which extend down the slopes, and may flow as 
far as thirty miles. Eruptions are characterized by 
many short flows from the upper part of the crack and 
a few long ones which extend downwards from the lower 
end of the fissure. Undifferentiated basalts average 
five feet in thickness near the summit and twenty feet 
near the periphery, and eruptions are spaced at two 
to four year intervals. 
Crystal sinking is thought to be principal 
mechanism of differentiation in Hawaii (op.cit.pp.207-
208), and the type of evidence is shown in the follow-
ing quotation:-
"An interesting example of gravitative crystal 
differentiation is furnished by the lavas of 1840. 
I 
Flows ~rupted at altitudes of 3,100 to 2,650 feet 0 0 0 
(on Kilauea) ooo contain very few crystals of olivine; 
whereas lavas erupted a day or two later from vents 
at altitudes of 750 feet to 850 feet are picrite 
basalts aoo It is believed that the difference results 
from the settling of olivine phenocrysts in the Kilauea 
magma columns" (opo citoPo 19l)o 
One of the significant features of Stearn's and 
Macdonald's account is that although this is a central 
volcano complex most of the lavas are erupted from 
fissures, so that visible connections between dykes 
and lavas are not conclusive evidence of the lack of 
central volcanoeso A comparison could be made between 
the Hawaiian volcanoes and those of western Scotland, 
for the order of size is the same, but it should be 
noted that the varieties of lava found in Scotland 
have a more extended range than those in Hawaii, 
possibly due to the difference in tectonic environmento 
In summary it can be said that there is still 
considerable doubt about the form of the volcanoes 
which erupted the Thulean lavaso As far as the olivine 
basalts are concerned the choice appears to lie between 
shield volcanoes of Hawaiian type and eruption from a 
r egional series of uncentr~lized fissureso In one 
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case (MUll) there are indications that the lavas of 
tholeiitic type accumulated in a caldera, while in 
other areas where tholeiites are abundant, such as 
Iceland, no evidence of centralization has been foundo 
In comparison, continental flood basalts (tholeiites) 
of other provinces appeaa to have poured out of regional 
fissure systemso One is tempted to think that the only 
significant difference between these two modes of 
eruption is whether the regional fissure systems were 
or were not insecting. Hawaiian shields and flood 
basalts might well co-exist in the same provinceo There 
is general agreement that many acid lavas, due to their 
greater viscosity and the association with local 
explosive activity, built up steep central volcanoes 
of Vesuvius typeo 
(ii) Introduction to the Lavas of Strathairdo 
The total area of extrusive rocks exposed in 
Strathaird is seven square miles, amd is so a very 
small part of the 425 square miles of lava found on 
the Isle of Skye. Nearly all this area, however, is 
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situated north ofACuillins, and Strathaird contains 
the major part of the lava outcrop found on the south 
side of the central intrusion complexo There may be a 
tenuous connection under Loch Scavaig with the lavas of 
Glen Brittle to the west, and so with the north Skye 
lavas, but to the north the Red Hills intrusions cut 
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out all but a few isolated patches of the volcanics 
(see sketch map, Plate 1. ). 
In Strathaird there is no representative of the 
Palagonite Tuff at the base of the lava sequence, 
and pyroclastic rocks are limited to a small agglomer-
ate vent piercing the lowest flows on An Carnach and 
a small lens of tuff at a higher horizon on Slat 
Bheinno The maximum thickness of flows exposed is 
1., 000 feet, and consists wholly of basalts of ''plateau 
ty:pe 11 together with one horizon of andesine trachy-
basalt and a thin group of picritic flows. Both are 
common associates of olivine basalt throughout the 
Province, and represent the alkaline trend and olivine 
accumulative phases respectively. 1he olivine basalts 
show a range of textures varying from relatively 
coarBe doleritic types to finer varieties with highly 
ophitic or granular pyroxenes. In the upper part 
of the sequence feldspar-phyric lavas became common 
but the phenocrysts are much smaller than the big-
feldspar basalts of Mull. 
Apart from the absence of a basal tuff the 
sequence is similar to that of the lower part of 
the north Skye lava pile. 
PLATE 9 (opposite.) The lava hills. 
Above:- Slat Blieinn (left) and An Stac seen from the road south 
of Stratbaird. The terrace featuring of the Slat Bheinn lavas 
is very clear in this view,with the sunlight picking out the 
horizon of the Ophimottled Basalt Group. 
Below:- View to the south-east from the south ridge of Blaven. 
The valley of Abhuinn nan Leac lies in the foreground,with Slat 
Bheinn and Beinn Leacach rising beyond it. In the background 
the Basal Lavas make a well-marked feature on Ben Meabost and 
Ben Cleat. 
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appear that they are most numerous near to the contact 
of the latter, and are especially well developed at 
Camasunaryo Since the Cuillin Gabbro post-dates at 
least most of the Skye lavas it follows that if the 
flows were extended from fissures \_Pese should be 
preserved among the dykes of the early suiteo Such a 
relationship is, however, difficult to establisho At 
Camasunary the earliest dykes intruded were of picrite 
and olivine gabbro, and these were followed by olivine-
poor and olivine-free dolerites. This might correspond 
with a lava sequence which began with olivine basal~s 
and continued with tholeiitic lavaso Harker (1904,pol2) 
describes as lava feed-channels some similar, irregular 
basic bodies which pierce the Torridonian sandstones 
near Creag Strollamus, north of Broadford, and King 
(1953), though considering that some of these bodies 
are outliers of the lavas, admits that some of them 
appear to have been emplaced by explosive drillingo 
Also of irre&1llar form is the dyke in Antrim, described 
by Patterson (1950b), which can be seen to continue 
directly into the lava flow aboveo No direct connec-
tions between lavas and dykes have been detected during 
the present studyo One possible lava feed channel in 
Strathaird is the small plug of gabbro which breaks 
through the Estuarine Series half a mile south of Ben 
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Meabost. This plug is about 150 yards in diameter, 
almost circular in plan, and is cut by several small 
dolerite dykes belonging to the north-west swarmo 
Finally, it should be mentioned that one feature 
of Harker's (1904) description of the Skye lavas has 
been shown to be incorrect by later workerso This 
concerns his mistaken identification of the presence 
of numerous sills amongst the lava pile. Thus under 
the designation ttGreat Group of Basic Sills" (op.cito 
pp.235-237) he includes not only the undoubted 
intrusions in the sub-lava sediments but also most of 
the scarp-forming, massive centres of the lava flows, 
imagining that only the amygdaloidal layers were 
extrusive flowso Again under the heading "Minor Group 
of Basic Sills" {op.citopp.256-269) composite sheets 
of ttRoineval type", consisting of an upper layer of 
porphyritic dolerite and a lower layer of mugearite, 
are interpreted as intrusionso The lava sequences of 
the Small Isles were later described by Harker (1908) 
in a similar wayo Bailey (1914) was the first to draw 
attention to Harker's mistake and pointed out that 
continuous gradations exist between massive doleritic 
horizons through amygdaloid into bole above, with sharp 
breaks below the overlying amygdaloid. Kennedy (1931) 
showed that the Roineval composite sheet in Skye is 
also a lava flowo Sills appear, in fact, to be 
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extremely rare among the Thulean lava sequences, though 
inclined sheets of gabbro have been found locally in 
north Skye (Wilson, 1936)o 
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CHAPTER VI 
LAVAS - SEQUENCE AND PETROLOGY 
(i) Distribution. 
The present disposition of the Strathaird lav~in 
two belts approximately parallel to the margin of the 
Cuillin Gabbro is the result of erosion along the crest 
of an anticline of country rocks formed at the time of 
the latter's intrusion. The western, or inner, belt 
lies in direct contact with the Gabbro and the outer 
belt consists of two large outcrops on the watershed 
of the peninsula. 
The inner belt is some six miles long, extending 
from Belig in the north to Sgurr na Stri in the south-
west. North of Belig the lavas are cut off by the 
Coire na Seilg agglomerates and the granophyres of 
the Red Hills complex, while west of Sgurr na Stri 
they plunge beneath Loch Scavaig and are presumably 
continuous with the lavas of Gars-Bheinn on the 
Cuillin main ridge. The maximum width of the belt is 
half a mile and the average some 350 yards, while at 
Camasunary and in Coire Casteail the lavas are locally 
cut out altogether by the Gabbro. Though at sea level 
at Camasunary,the height of the outcrop rises rapidly 
to the north and reaches 2,500 ft. OoDo on the east 
face of Blaven. 
In the outer belt the more northerly of the two 
outcrops has in plan the appearance of an inverted 
hook. It is some two miles across and three miles 
long. The shank of ·the hook lies parallel to the inner 
belt of lavas but is separated from it by erosion; on 
it lie the hills of Slat Bheinn~ (2,000 ft. O.D. ), An 
Stact'' (1, 700 ft. o. D. ) , and Be inn Leacach.~(888 ft. 0. D. ). 
The barb of the hook to the east is the ridge of An 
Carnach (1,100 ft. O~D. ). The southern outcrop of the 
belt forms a bilobed capping, one and a half miles long, 
to the hills of Ben Meabost (1,128 ft. O.D.) and Ben 
Cleat. 
(ii) Sequence. 
An Stac and Slat Bheinn display the most complete 
succession of flows in the area with a total thickness 
of exposure of about one thousand feet. This includes 
between twenty-~ive and thirty flows. the average 
thickness of which is therefore between thirty and 
forty feet. Olivine basalts of plateau type predomin-
ate and pyroclastic rocks are rare. 
It was found impracticable in the field to trace 
individual flows for any considerable distance laterally, 
except in the case of the few more distinctive varieties. 
The sequence can however be divided into several groups 
of flows, which have sufficiently characteristic 
• Plate 9~ ..,.., Plate IOo .... Plate II. 
appearances to be ~pped as units. Four such "flow-
groups" have been distinguished. Their boundaries are 
indicated on the six-inch maps. 
Flow-Groups. 
Name Average 
Thickness 
4. Upper Lava Group 600 ft. 
3. Picritic Basalt 50 ft. 
Group 
2. Ophimot tled 200 ft. 
Basalt Group 
1. Basal Lava Group 150 ft. 
(sometimes 
absent) 
Chief Characteristics 
Sub-ophitic to ophi- . 
mottled olivine basalts, 
often with a feldspar-
micro-phyric tendency. 
Upper and lower flows 
of olivine-rich basalt 
separated by a highly 
amygdular olivine 
basalt. 
Highly ophitic basalts, 
rarely porphyritic, with 
an intercalation of 
trachybasal t. 
Relatively coarse, 
olivine-micro-phyric 
basalts. 
(iii) Field Relations. 
The inner belt of lavas takes part in the rugged 
scenery of the Blaven Range and forms cliffs not notably 
different from those carved out of the Gabbro. Individual 
flows are difficult to distinguish, and even the plane 
of contact against the intrusive rocks is frequently 
unmarked by a feature. The south face of Sgurr na Stri 
is an exception in this respect, since a broad glacial 
bench cut in the top of the lavas above Rudha Ban is 
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there backed by a steep slope of gabbroo The lavas 
of the inner belt dip in towards the centre of the 
Cuillin massif at angles varying from fifteen to forty 
degreeso They lie on the north-west limb of the fold 
hereafter referred to as the Coire Uaigneich anticlineo 
The outer belt of lavas form terraced hills neither 
so high nor so rugged as those of the Cuillins. These 
hills have a tendency to be oval in plan. The terraces 
are not flat, since this part of the lava tract is 
d&sposed in a shallow down-fold complementary to the 
Coire Uaigneich Anticline and here named the Strathaird 
sy.nclineo Dips are as high as forty degrees on the 
western limb but rarely exceed ten degrees on the 
eastern limbo 
Basal Lava Qroupo The lowermost flow-group of the 
sequence frequently outcrops in a line of cliffs, 
fifty to one hundred feet,high, overlooking a steep 
slope of Mesozoic sediments. These cliffs are 
especially prominent on the eastern side of the An 
Carnach ridge (see Plate 2 ) and on Ben Meabost {Plate 3 )o 
In the Kilmarie Valley the feature is more subdued, 
though a waterfall marks the lava base at Co 850 fto 
OoD.. The Group is absent on the easD face of An Stac 
and on Sgurr nan Each due to thinning away. 
A close examination of the basal contact of the 
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lavas where it is best exposed on An Carnach shows 
that the pre-lava surface was here almost flat, with 
only small irregularities a few feet higho The 
earliest flow thins out and sometimes disappears 
against these hillockso Furthermore a consideration 
of the relations between lava-base and contours, with 
corrections for the post-lava folding, indicate that 
on the scale of the area under consideration the pre-
l.ava surface can be regarded as a peneplaino 
The Group consists of seven or eight flows thinner 
than the average for the areao Thin boles are 
occassionally seen between the flows and consist of 
brown or reddish-brown clay or black shaleo The bright 
red colour of the north Skye boles is not found in 
Strathairdo Vertical jointing imparts a roughly 
columnar appearance to the cliffs, and all the flows 
contain conspicuous amygdaloids, forming narrow terraceso 
Dark grey with a tint of green or blue is the usual 
colouration of fresh specimens, while weathered 
surfaces vary from brown or grey to blacko The grain 
size is comparable to that of a fine-grained doleriteo 
Ophimottled Basalt Groupo Unlike the previous group 
the Ophimottled Basalts rarely form cliffs, though 
usually giving rise to a good featureo This part of 
the sequence consists of upper and lower leaves of 
PLATE IO The west face of An Stac from below the 
cliffs of Clach Glas. 
~ 
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I ophitic olivine basalt separated by an horizon of 
trachybasal t up to thirty feet thick.. Being more 
easily eroded than its neighbours the latter flow now 
forms a bench between two steep features of ophitic 
lava a 
The Ophimottled Basalts are extensively exposed 
an the broad ridge of An Carnach, and the trachy-
basalt contributes a broad terrace to the dip slope 
on the western sideo However, this flow, when tra~ed 
round the southern end of the hill, rapidly thins and 
n four hudred yards south-east of the summit is reduced 
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to a chilled tongue wedging out between the upper and 
lower divisions of ophitic lavao 
Followed round the upper end of the Kilmarie Valley 
the Group continues across the col a·t its head as a 
broad outcrop ani then passes under the higher flows 
of An Stac and Slat Bheinn, forming a plinth to those 
mountains. At the mouth of Coire Ballaig the trachy-
basalt is well exposed of the sides of the outlet gullyo 
On Ben Meabost the Ophimottled Basalts underlie much 
of the summit plateaua 
The highly ophitic type of lava characteristic of 
the Group tends to form series of rounded rock knolls 
rather than continuous crags, and the poor development 
of vertical jointing is seen in the lack of columnar 
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structureo Flow partings and amygdaloids tend to be 
thin and inconspicuous9 so that. while there is evidence 
that the hundred-foot upper division on An Carnach 
consists of at least two flowsp it is uncertain whether 
the seventy-foot lower division is also multipleo 
Southwardsp on Ben Meabostp the Group again has a 
three-fold divisionp but to the westp on Beinn Leacachp 
the sequence is rather differentp with several flows of 
Basal Lava type interspersed amongst the ophitic lavas 
and no ophitic flows above the level of the trachy-
basalto Such lateral variation may be the result of 
the flows being poured out from more than one contem-
poraneous vento 
The term 11 ophimottledtt refers to a marked textural 
division into areas of highly ophitic clinopyroxenep 
one to three millimetres acrossp and interstitial 
feldspathic areaso The relative ease with which 
weathering attacks the latter produces a characteristic 
pimply surfacep usually reddish brown in colouro 
Frequently such lavas exhibit flow laminationp with 
about six laminae to the incho These featuresp to-
gether with the roundedp craggy nature of the outcropsp 
readily distinguishes flows of this type in the fieldo 
The rocks of the trachybasalt horizon possess a 
markedly different appearance to the abovep for they 
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are dark greyp fine grained, and fracture easily along 
numerous, flat lying, platy jointso 
Picritic Bas~lt Groupo This horizon is best displayed 
on the eastern slopes of An Stac and Slat Bheinn, while 
on Carnach, Meabost, and Leacach it forms small outliers, 
and on Ben Cleat is altogether absento 
Though only fifty feet thick the Group contains 
three flows, the lowermost of which is a true picrite 
containing rather more than fifty per cent olivineo 
The uppermost flowp though not a pic~itep also contains 
a high proportion of olivine, while the middle flow is 
a normal olivine basalto 
The picrite is a dark green-grey, friable rock 
forming a flow only five feet thicko It is commonly 
eroded into a recess below the overlying basalto The 
possibi~ity that this sheet is an intrusive sill was 
considered and rejected on the grounds of petrographic 
affinity with the two flows above, constancy of horizon, 
and the presence of a reddened top on An Carnacho 
The thirty-foot olivine-phyric basalt which overlies 
§he picrite is also of distinctive appearance in that 
numerous streaks and rafts of amygdaloidal material 
occur throughout its thicknessp their predominantly 
white contents contrasting with pale green and reddish 
tints of the matrixo 
7~ 
Many of the featur~of the picrite are repeated 
in the uppermost flow, but containing rather less 
olivine, (amounting to some 35 per cent,) it is 
classed as an olivine-rich basalt. 
Upper Lava Group. This, the highest and thickest of 
the flow groups defined in Strathaird, is also the 
most variable and might have been further divided were 
the variation less irregular. Most of the flows have 
characters which ally them either with the Ophimottled 
or the Basal Lava Group, but there is also a common 
tendency for the constituents, especially feldspar 
and olivine, to build porphyritic crystals. The 
phenocrysts occupy only a small proportion of the bulk 
in most cases, and they are not large; feldspars, for 
instance, rarely exceed five millimetres in length. 
The local association of feldspar and olivine in small 
cognate xenoliths suggests that the phenocrysts were 
probably derived from an already consolidated rock. 
Flows belonging to this Group build the higher 
parts of An Stac and Slat Bheinn, the base lying at 
c.aoo ft. O~D. on the eastern slopes and rising to 
c.l750 ft. O.D. on the western side of Slat Bheinn. 
They must also occur,in altered form, on Sgurr nan 
Each, in the inner belt of lava outcrops, where an 
eight hundred foot sequence starts with lavas of the 
''·. 
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Ophimottled Groupo Elsewhere in the Peninsula they 
been 
haveAremoved by erosiono 
The sequence is displayed to its best advantage 
on the eastern face of An Staco Above the line of 
markin9 ;.: . 
cragsAthe Picritic Basalt Group the face rises another 
seven hundred feet to the top of the exposed sequenceo 
Four prominent steps mark the most resistant flowso 
The topmost of these steps also underlies the eastward-
tilted summit plateau and is formed of distinctive 
flow of ophimottled typeo The same horizon also under-
lies the upper part of Slat Baei~ At least eleven 
flows are present within the total thickness of about 
six hundred feeto 
Pyroclasticso Fragmental volcanic rocks are rare in 
Strathairdo There is no representative of the tuff 
horizon found over a widespread area at the base of 
the north SkPe sequenceo 
Pyroclastic rocks have, however, been found at 
two localities in the area. The first and larger 
occurrence is situated at the northern end of the 
An Carna9h ridge, and forms a part of the cliff 
feature facing the head of Loch Slapin. At this 
point a small explosion vent, one quarter of a mile 
across, has been drilled through the lowest four or 
five flows of the Basal Lavas but is overlaid by the 
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uppermost flows of that Groupo The cliff exposes the 
vent in section and it is seen to be bounded by a 
steep and irregular wall having a tendency to incline 
inwardso About one hundred feet of unbedded tuffs and 
agglomerates are displayedp with angular fragments up 
to fifteen feet across set in a black, muddyp basaltic 
matrixo The latter is cut by a number of variously 
inclinedp slickensided displacementsp which probably 
originated by slumping of partially consolidated 
material within the vento Most of the fragments were 
derived from the adjacent Basal Lavasp whi~e the 
remainder are of Jurassic sandstonep shalep and lime-
stonep all of which can be matched less than fifty 
fe~t below the base of the volcanicso The vent is 
probably the result of only one eruptionp the greater 
part of the debris thrown up having fallen back into 
the cratero This event can clearly be dated to the 
period of extrusion of the Basal Lavaso 
The second occurence of fragmental material is 
situated on a small exposure between flows lying near 
the top of the sequence on the summit plateau of Slat 
Bheinno It is only a few feet thick, and cannot be 
traced many yards laterallyo A sliced specimen shows 
fragments up to an inch or two across set in a darkp 
powdery matrixo Some of the fra~uents are evidently 
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olivine basalts, but others are of coarse dolerite. 
The presence of porphyritic elements and cognate 
xenoliths in the Upper Lavas may be related to the 
explosive fragmentation of intrusive rocks evidenced 
by this rock. 
(iv) Petrography. 
The zone of alteration. Before commencing an account 
of the petrography of the various flow-groups described 
in the previous section, it should be made clear that 
almost all the lavas in the Strathaird area have 
suffered a varying degree of low temperature alteration. 
Pneumatolytic or hydrothermal agencies. associated with 
the emplacement of the central Skye plutonic complex 
are thought to be responsible for this condition. 
The existence of a zone of alteration was first 
suspected when a visit to the Portree area of northern 
Skye made obvious several megascopic and microscopic 
differences between the lavas of that area and those 
of Strathaird. These differences are summarized below:-
North Skye (Portree) 
1. Lavas when fresh are black 
or dark brown, and break 
with a rough fracture. 
2. Weathering is deep and 
produces a brown, friable 
surface. 
Strathaird 
1. Fresh surfaces are 
dark green or blue; 
fracture is compact. 
The weathering crust 
is usually less than 
1 em. thick and has 
a hard grey surface. 
3o Trap-featuring is well 
developed. 
4. Columnar joints are 
often well displayedo 
5. Bright red boles are 
frequent and conspic-
uous between flows. 
6. Freuh or slightly 
decomposed olivine is 
common, and is often 
visible in hand specimeno 
7o Zeolites abound in the 
vesicles, while chlorite 
is sparse both in 
vesicles and groundmasso 
3o Trap-featuring becomes 
progressively more 
obscure towards the 
central intrusive complexo 
4. Columnar joints tend to 
be sealed. 
5o Boles are apparently few, 
thin, and inconspicuous 
brown or blacko 
6o Fresh olivine is very 
rareo 
7o Chlorite, albite and 
epidote are the common-
est vesicular minerals 
and are abundant in the 
groundmasso Zeolites 
are rare. 
The authors of the Mull Memoir (1924) ascribe 
similar changes of appearance and mineralogy in the 
Mull 1avas to the presence of a pneumatolyzed aureole 
surrounding the central intrusion complex {opocitopo94-
97). A brief reconnaissance suggested that the Strath-
aird lavas lie in a similar aureole of alteration 
surrounding both the Cuillin gabbro and the later Red 
Hills granophyreso 
The processess of decomposition appear to have 
continued intermittently over a long period, probably 
related to successive phases of major intrusiono In 
southern Strathaird the hornfelsed lavas adjacent to 
the Gabbro are fresh, apart from a few thin veins of 
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uralitic amphibole 9 while the lavas outside the 
thermal aureole contain abundant chlorite and albiteo 
Evidently in this part of the area the alteration was 
not later than the intrusion of the Gabbro, and was 
most probably a result of that evento Nevertheless 
in some of the hornfels thin stringers of pyroxene are 
seen to cut the feldspars, and pyroxene is common in 
the amygdales 9 so that some chlorite may have been 
present prior to the metamorphism. North of the Blav~­
Slat Bheinn col the hornfels themselves are frequently 
decomposed, often to a high degree and with associated 
crushingo Moreover 9 as in Mull the lat~r dykes and 
cone-sheets have also been affected9 though to a lesser 
exte~nt than the lavas which they intrudeo It seems 
reasonable to suppose that this later phase of 
alteration was associated with the emplacement of the 
Red Hills granophyres and the explosive activity which 
preceded ito 
Some parts of the southern Strathaird lava outcrop 
are as much as two miles distant from margin of the 
Gabbro, whiie the altered hornfels of the Blaven-Slat 
Bheinn col 9 are situated one mile from the Sligachan 
Centre granophyres in Strath Creitheach and two miles 
from the Broadford Centre granophyres north of Loch 
Slapi~ The zone of alteration is thus of considerable 
width, but owing to the lack of unaffected lavas in 
the area the situation of the outer margin is unknown. 
Basal. Lava Group. (see Plate I2 ) Many of the rock 
slices used to describe this group were taken from 
specimens collected from An Carnach and Ben Meabosto 
A good section is provided by a steep gully cutting 
through the cliff feature on the southern slope of 
Ben Meabost, 600 yards south-west of the summito The 
succession is as follows:-
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 
Thickness 
'l 
15 fto 
15 fto 
14 fto 
6 ino 
20 fto 
20 fto 
Microscopic Appearance 
Poorly exposed, grey lava, 
speckled with dark red olivine 
pseudomorphs. 
Green tinted grey lava. 
Coarse grained, green tinted 
black lavao 
Grey, coarse grained lav~ 
Black shale. 
Black lava with green tints, 
amygdular throughouto 
Dark green and grey, coarse 
grained lava. 
Dark grey shale. 
Black, compact, fine to 
medium grained lava with 
whitened base. 
-------- Corallian Sandy Shales --------
A very similar sequence is exposed in the western 
PLATE I2 (opposite.) Microsections: Basal Lavas and Ophimottled 
Basalts. 
A.. (Spec. 7I) x 9· Centre of a flow from the Basal Lava Group, 
An Car.nach. Altered phenocrysts of olivine in a groundmass 
of plagioclase,intersertal clinopyroxene,chlorite,and ore. 
B. (Spec. 70) X9. Lower amygdaloid of the same flow as A. The 
groundmass has been largely replaced by chlorite,and the 
amygdales contain quartz,chlorite,and calcite. 
c. (Spec. 88)X20. Ophimottled basalt from Slat Bheinn. ·Con~ 
-taining plagioclase,ophitic clinopyroxene,small altered 
olivines,and abundant ore. 
D. (Spec. I5) X 9· Lower amygdaloid of an ophitic lava,from 
the col between An Stac and An Carnach. The vesicles are 
largely filled by pegmatitoid_,.consisting of albitic 
plagioclase,titaniferous clinopyroxene,ore,and apatite, 
while the remaining spaces are occupied by chlorite. The 
groundmass is fine grained,with granular pyroxene. 
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cliff of An Carnach, but with the addition of a thin 
basal flow. The latter is a pale green, vertically 
jointed rock weathering into a recess at the foot of 
the feature. In places it is as much as six feet 
thick, while elsewhere it thins and disappears against 
minor irregularities of the pre-lava surface. This 
flow has not been recognised elsewhere in the area. 
Modes. 
Modal analyses for five Basal Lavas are given below 
in terms of primary constituents. All are from sections 
of the massive centres of the flows. 
Constituents Volume Percentages 
Spec,42 Spec.43 Spec,44 Spec.479 Spec.20 
Plagioclase 45.3 45.3 46.0 49.2 49,3 
Clinopyroxene 31.6 26.7 33.4 27,9 23.3 
Olivine 15.9 19.4 16.3 19.6 23.1 
Ore 7, 2 a. 6 4. 3 3o 3 4. 3 
100,0 lOOoO 100.0 100,.0 lOOoO 
Spec. 42"" Flow 1, Ben Meabost, 
Spec, 43 - Flow 2, Ben Meabost. 
Spec. 44 - Flow 3, Ben Meabosto 
Spec. 479- Flow 5, ·Ben Meabost. 
Spec. 20 - Flow 1, western slope of An Carnac h.. 
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Plagioclase. 
The plagioclase is always a labradorite. The range 
in average composition in the slices examined is from 
An 54 to An 62. It builds well formed, narrow, twinned 
laths varying in average lengths from 0.25 ~ to 
0.6 ~. Normal, continuous zoning over a small 
compositional range is usually present. In one slice 
(Spec. 43) a single phenocryst (or xenocryst) of 
labradorite-bytqw.nite was seen. It showed a corroded 
core and marked zoning in which an inner and outer 
envelope normally zoned are separated by a reversed 
layer. The feldspar laths occasionally are arranged 
in a poorly developed flow orientation which moulds 
round the olivines. 
Clinopyroxene. 
The pyroxene is a titaniferous augite, colourless 
to pale brown, non-pleochroic. There are often 
indications of continuous zoning in titanium content 
in that the outer parts of the crystals are more 
coloured than t~e cores. 
There are all variations in mode of occurrence 
between small granules, 0.1 ~ across, up to crystals 
2 ~ across ophitically enclosing plagioclase. The 
former is particularly to be found in the chilled 
amygdaloidal layers. An intersertal texture is most 
common. 
Pyroxenes from three of the An Carnach Basal 
Lavas were examinee. to Cletermine their optical 
properties. The results are tabulated below, together 
with their calculated compositions in terms of Ca-Fe-w~ 
molecules derived fr_pm the optical data9 using the 
triangular diagrams of Hess (1949). 
n~ · n..2_ n.J_ 2V{+) Composition 
Sub-ophitic, 1.697 1.701 1.722 
titaniferous 
10 51.4 Ca41 Mg34 Fe25 
72. Granular, 1.697 1.702 1.723 53.~° Ca43 F~32 Fe25 
titaniferous 
7ti. Intersertal 1.696 1.700 1.722 52.i° Ca42 Mg34 Fe24 
&: granular 11 
ti tan1ferous. 
Olivine. 
This mineral is never found fresh in the Basal 
Lavas, but is represented by pseudomorphs of unmistak-
able appearance. 
Olivine originally formed. subhedral and anhedral 
phenocrysts, sometimes ambay~d by resorption, varying 
in length from one tofour millimetres. In some lavas 
it also occurs sparsely in the groundmass, (43,476). 
Plagioclase and pyroxene mould round the olivine, which 
is clearly the earliest formed mineral in the rock, 
apart from a few small euhedral grains of ore enclosed 
within it. 
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Olivine exhibits a variety of decomposition products 
of which the commonest arep in order of abundance 9 
chloritep bowlingite 9 talc 9 secondary ore 9 and carbonateo 
In Flow 7 on Ben Meabost the pseudomorphs are red in 
hand specimenp and in this case a slice (481) shows 
that the outer shell is composed of iddingsiteo 
There is an average content of about five per cent 
primary ore in these lavaso A small amount occurs as 
euhedral grains enclosed within olivine 9 while the 
later formed groundmass ore has a subhedral 9 or even 
intersertal, relationship to the plagioclase. Altera-
tion to leucoxene is not uncommon. Apatite is the only 
other common accessary mineralo 
Differentiation. 
Slight vertical mineral differentiation is 
occasionally detectable within the flowso It is marked 
by changes in the ratio of feldspar to pyrox4ne 9 in 
texture, and in olivine contento Flow 2, An Carnach, 
provides an exampleo This lava is fifteen feet thick, 
with upper and lower amygdaloids of two or three feet 
each. The modes (primary constituents) of specimens 
collected from the lower amygdaloid, centre 9 and upper 
amygdaloid are given below:-
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Constituents Volume Percentages 
Base (70} Centre (71) Top {72) 
Plagioclase 47.8 42.7 54o4 
Clinopyroxene 32.3 37.8 33o 6 
Olivine 150 8 15.3 So 6 
Ore 4o 1 4o 2 3o 4 
lOOoO 100.0 lOOo 0 
It will be noted that the ratio of feldspar to 
pyroxene is greatest at the top and least at the centreo 
This corresponds with textures mainly ophitic in the 
centre, granular at the top, and intersertal at the 
base. With the exception of olivine the grain size 
of the constituents also varies, as is indicated by 
the average length of the feldspars; Oo3~ at the 
base, 0. 5 Illllo at the centre, and o. 4 mm.. at the topo 
This last effect is the result of chillingo 
These variations are explainable in terms of 
gravitative settling of olivine and, to a lesser extent 
the early-formed pyroxene, after the lava was extrudedo 
Crystallization of pyroxene in the centre must have 
continued after the base had become too viscous to 
allow settling, thus building up an ophitic texture 
locallYo The constant size and textural relations of 
olivine suggests that it crystallized either before 
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extrusion, or very soon after. 
Amygdaloids and Alteration. 
MOst flows possess upper and lower amygdaloidal 
layer one or two feet thick, and in some (e.g. Flow 3, 
Ben f~abost) amygdaloidal streaks extend throughout 
the entire thickness. The vesicles at the base of a 
flow are frequently pipe-shaped and sub-vertical, while 
those at the top are ovoi~ A well exposed example of 
the former is found at the base of Flow 2, An Carnach, 
Galf a mile north of the summito Here over half of 
the rock bulk is composed of vesicle fillings. 
The degree of alteration is always highest in the 
amygdaloidal parts of the flows, while the proximity 
of water-rich sediments also seems to have had some 
influence, so that the lowermost flows are more 
decomposed than those higher up. Thus a slice taken 
from the whitened basal portion of Flow 1 (Speco 41), 
Ben Meabost, is unusual in that most of the pyroxene 
is now represented by a fine grained, dirty brown clay 
mineral, white in reflected light. Fine grained 
carbonate has been introduced into the olivine pseudo-
morphs, and the slice also contains some nineteen per 
cent chlorite in irregular, intersertal masseso 
The thin, amygdular Flow 1 on An Carnach is the 
most altered flow in the Group. Colourless serpentine 
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and pale green chlorite are the chief products of 
decomposition, speckled with fine particles of carbon-
ate. Chlorite also fills many of the vesicles, while 
others ar_e occupied by clear quartz, tending near the 
walls to form inwardly directed sub-hedra. Small 
radiating sheaves of chlorite associated with the 
quartz differ from that elsewhere in being almost 
colourless and possessing an anomalous blue interference 
colour. 
Quartz is again plentiful in the basal amygdaloid 
of the next flow, and is clearly a late addition, 
replacing the pale green chlorite, filling veins, and 
having a colourless chlorite associated with ito 
Quartz is lacking in the amygdales of the higher 
flows, which contain instead mosaics of altered, dusty 
albite, patches of rosetted chlorite, interstitial 
calcite, prehnite, and epidoteo The optical properties 
of two albites from Ben Meabost (476 and 477) were 
found to be :-n~ 1.528; no 1.575; 2V large, sign 
positive; maximum extinction on (010) cleavage flakes 
14 - 15 degrees. Twinning is absent from about one 
third of the grains, and when present tends to be 
wedge shaped. 
Zeolites are rare, and are thought to be now 
represented by albite. A small amount of stilbite 
and laumontite (?) were observed in specimens from 
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An Carnach. The laumontite (?) was found in Flow 3 
(Spec. 73) as remnants in an amygdale otherwise 
occupied by albite. The clear prismatic fragments 
are monoclinic, have a negative 2V with moderate 
axial angle, while the refractive indices are :- no< 1. 506; 
n (5 lo 516 ; and C"'-~ is Co 40 degrees. 
A tentative depositional-replacement sequence for 
the amygdular minerals of' An Carnach is given below:-
chlorite ------------------------~-------------
zeolites----------- albite + calcite 
quartz---
Boles. 
Thin boles, often shaly, are sometimes seen between 
the flows, but frequently there is only a slight 
decomposition of' the lower lava. 
Two specimens have been sliced. The first (77) 
is from a brown, shaly layer, six inches thick, resting 
on Flow 2, An Carnach, at a site on the eastern cliffs 
immediately below the summit. It consists almost 
entirely of limonite, with relic crystals of' plagio-
clase and small masses of' chlorite and talc. The plagio-
clases are somewhat larger than those found in the flow 
below, and it is possible that this rock is a decomposed 
crystal tuff. 
The second slice (74) is from the same horizon, 
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about half a mile north of the summit. In this case 
the specimen was collected from pockets of reddish 
material filling cracks in the top of the flow. Perhaps 
owing to this protected position it is more like a 
normal bole than any other specimen found in the area. 
It consists largely of hematite, though the zone of 
transition into the lava is highly vesicular, and 
contains carbonate, chlorite, and a little analcite. 
Ophimottled Basalt Group.. (see Plate I2 ). This group 
comprises upper and lower divisions of ophitic olivine 
basalt separated by a thirty foot flow of trachybasalt. 
The latter is related by several characteristics to 
the other members of the Group, but it possesses a 
sufficiently different appearance to merit a separate 
description at the end of this section. 
Mod~s. 
The modes of five representative specimens of the 
Group are given below in terms of primary constituents. 
Constituents Volume Percentages 
Spec.23 Spec.l8 Spec.l4 Spec.452 Spec.456 
Plagio-
clase 
Clino-
pyroxene 
Olivine 
Ore 
33 .. 2 33 .. 6 
16.2 10 •. 4 
42 6 6112 
1002 0 1008 0 
49.2 46.1 60.9 
25.1 27.2 26.6 
16.4 9. 7 4.0 
913 17.0 So 5 
100!10 10010 1002 0 
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Spec. 23 - Typical ophimottled lava from near the base · 
of the Group, Kilmarie Valley. Non-porphyr-
itic; highly developed ophitic clinopyroxene. 
Spec. 18 - From lower part of upper division An Carnach; 
not ophimottled; granular to intersertal 
pyroxene, locally elongate; continuous grada-
tion of olivine up to 1 mm. phenocrysts. 
Spec. 14 - Upper part of lower division, An Carnach. 
Highly ophitic pyroxene; contains more than 
average ore, and accessory brown hornblende. 
Spec.452 - E'rom fifty feet above the base on Slat Bheinn. 
Ophimottled lava very rich in ore grains, 
many of which are rodded. 
Spec.456- From the upper part of the Group, Slat Bheinn. 
Clinopyroxene moderately ophitic and tending 
to elongate. 
In comparison with the modes of Basal Lavas these 
basalts show a slightly higher ratio of feldspar to 
pyr __ oxene and a more variable content of olivine. Some 
contain almost as much of the latter mineral as a 
typical Basal Lava, others a great deal less. Ore 
percentages also fluctuate, and some rocks are very 
90o· 
rich in this constituent. 
Textures. 
Although the typical member of the Group contains 
highly ophitic pyroxene, in a few flows this mineral 
is granular, especially near the base and top, and 
there are all gradations betweeno In general, ophitic 
textures are better developed below the horizon of the 
trachybasalt than above it. The grain size of the 
plagioclase becomes less and that of the pyroxene 
greater as the degree of ophitic enclosure increaseso 
Thus in the ophimottled Spec. 23 the plagioclase laths 
average 0. 25 mm.. in length and the pyroxenes 2 Illll'lo in 
diame __ ter, while in the granular to intersertal Specol8 
the plagioclase averages Oo 4 mm. and the pyroxene Oo 3 mm.. 
In the typical ophimottled texture there is a well 
marked division into ovoid pyroxene areas, one to two 
millimetres across, enclosing a considerable number of 
plagioclase laths with some olivine and ore, separated 
by interstitial areas containing the bulk of the 
plagioclase, olivine and oreo A well marked flow 
orientation of the plagioclases is always evident, and 
th~laths enclosed in the pyroxene are as well orientated 
as those outside. The enclosed laths are moreover, 
very little different in size to those in the inter-
stitial areas, though a slight tapering off from the 
9lo 
point of' entry is occasionally seen in laths lying 
across the pyroxene boundar~·eso 
The textural features suggest that an orientation 
of incipiently formed plagioclases was already 
established before flow in the lava ceasedo Whether 
embryonic pyroxene was also present at this stage is 
unknown, but certainly the growth of the large enclosing 
crystals must have been at a later date, for they 
freeze the flow structureo Some overlap of the plagio-
clase-pyroxene crystallization is indicated by the 
tapering of plagioclase laths e_ntering pyroxeneo The 
rarity of olivine phenocrysts and the greater abundance 
of this mineral in the interstitial areas may mean that 
crystallization of olivine was relatively later than 
was the case in the Basal Lavaso 
Plagioclaseo 
This mineral forms laths varying in length from 
Oo 15 l1ll11o to Oo 4 mm.. , with an average of about Oo 2 l'liiDo o 
Composition of specimens ranged between An56 and An64, 
sometimes with a continuous zoning to andesine 
externallyo Partial alteration to a dusty albite is 
not uncommon in the inner parts of the zone of 
alteration (Slat Bheinn and An Stac)o 
Clinopyroxene. 
The pyroxene is either colourless ori,:. more conmonly, 
a pale titanirerous purple. In highly ophitic textures 
most or the pyroxene ovoids consist or single anhedral 
crystalsg but occasionally they are composed of two 
· or more crystals, or of a single twinned crystal. 
Granularity ranges rrom 0.3 to 1 ~ in non-ophitic 
textures and from 1 nm1o to 2 nun.. in ophi tic varieties. 
In the for mer case pyroxene sometimes tends to elongate 
........... 
and occasionally becomes subhedral. 
The pyroxenes of two ophimottled lavas fcom the 
Kilmarie Valley were examined in detail in order to 
determine their optical properties. The results, 
together with the calculated compositions in terms of 
Oa-Fe-Mg molecules are tabulated below. 
Spec. No. ~ n~ n_!L ni_ 2V(+) Composition 
23. Ophimo t t led, 1.696 lo 700 1 .. 721 53° Ca43Mg34Fe24 
t i taniferous. 
14. Ophimottled, 1. 698 lo 703 1 .. 724 51° Ca40Mg33Fe27 
t i tanirerous. 
Olivine. 
Olivine is now represented by. pseudomorphs consist-
ing of chlorite, bowlingite, ore and talc, in various 
combinations. These indicate that olivine was origin-
ally to be found in most lavas as 0.1 to 0.2 ~ 
9~ 
granules scattered in the groundmass. More rarely 
an isolated phenocryst is seen (Spec. 24) or there is 
a continuous gradation from small groundmass grains 
to 1 ~ phenocrysts (Spec. 18). 
In many lavas ore forms a few per cent of the rock 
bulk, building grains ranging from 0.2 to 0.5 mmo 
across which sometimes partly enclose feldspars but 
end sharply against pyroxene. This ore evidently 
crystallized relatively late. It is not uncommon, 
however, for ore to take a more prominent part, and 
there are indications that an iron and titanium rich 
late-stage solution was active at the end of the 
magmatic phase. The mode of one ore-rich lava (Spec. 
452) has already been quoted, and the building of 
rodded grains by part of the opaque constituents of 
this rock probably signifies the presence of ilmeniteo 
More remarkable is the 25% ore content of a flow from 
Beinn Leacac~ This ore is largely disseminated as 
subhedral grains, but there are also a number of larger 
individuals up to 1 ~ across, several of which can 
be seen replacing olivine in progressive stages. 
Accessories. 
A brown hornblende is commonly accessory in these 
94o 
lavaso It is found in the interstitial areas and 
forms grains up to Oo 3mm.. acrosso In one rock (Speco 14) 
it amounts to over half of one per cent of the bulk, 
but usually it is much scarcero Since it occurs in 
similar, but fresher, rocks in north Skye it is probably 
a late magmatic mineral and not an alteration producto 
Apatite in small amount is the only other common 
accessory mineralo 
Pegmati toid. 
Near the stream at the head of the Kilmarie Valley 
the basal amygdaloid of the topmost flow in the Group 
is exposed in a small feature. This rock is noteworthy 
in that a late magmatic "pegma.titoidu phase lines the 
walls of some of the pipe vesicles and completely fills 
other so 
The pegmatitoid consists marginally of inwardly-
growing, half-millimetre plagioclase laths, short 
prisms and granules of ti tanaugi te (av. Oo 3 rnm..), and 
ore (Oo25 ~)a The original composition of the 
plagioclase is difficult to determine, since albitiza-
tion is extensive. The centres of the vesicles are 
filled by anhedral alkali feldspar, at least part of 
which is albite, pierced by acicular titaniferous ores 
and needles of apatite, some of which are as much as 
2 IlliTla longo Granular sphene is corrmon in some of the 
95o 
vesicles, and brown hornblende is also occasionally 
presento In contrast to the relatively coarse grain 
of the pegmatitoid the groundmass basalt is considera-
bly chilled, with the granular clinopyroxene averaging 
only Oo 1 Imilo in diametero 
Similar pegmatitoids have been described by the 
authors of the Mull Memoir {1924; Chapters VII and X) 
and by Walker in Antrim (1960)a In Mull the late-stage 
material is found in veins, vesicles, and patcheso 
Outside the "Limit of Pneumatolysis" the pegmatitoids 
contain analcitic centres amd the marginal plagioclases 
are partly analcitizedo The presence of albite in the 
centres of the Strathaird example is almost certainly 
due to replacement during the regional alterationo 
M'Lintock (1915) refers to vesicle linings of a~bite 
pierced by titanaugite in the Ben More lavas, which 
are within the Mull alteration aureoleo 
Trachybasal t {see Plate I3 ) 
Separating the upper and lower divisions of the 
ophimottled lavas is an horizon of trachybasalt up to 
30 feet thicko On An Carnach the flow is fine-grained, 
with granular pyroxenes, and flow-orientated feldspar 
which appears in slice to have a composition close to 
the oligoclase-andesine boundaryo There are also a 
few micro-phenocrysts of more basic feldspar. The 
flow thins eastward a~ ends as a chilled tongue south 
PLATE I3 (opposite.) Microsectionsg Trachybasalts. 
A. (Spec. I7) .X I50. Trachybasalt,An Stac. Contains flow-
orientated laths of andesine,sub-ophitic clinopyroxene, 
granules of altered olivine,abundant ore,and chlorite. 
B. (Spec. 30) XI50. Finer in grain than Spec. I7,and with 
granular pyroxene. 
I 
I 
___ / 
97o 
Constituents Volume Percentages 
Spec. 30 Speco :J:7 
Trachybasal t, Trachybasalt, 
An Carnach An Stac 
Plagioclase 59.5 59o4 
Clinopyroxene 31,7 22o 5 
Olivine ? 6,4 
Ore Bo 8 11,7 
lOOo 0 lOOo 0 
Specimen 30 is dark grey, fine grained, and possesses 
a marked platy jointingo In thin section it is seen to 
be feldspathic, the jointing following from the well 
developed flow orientation of the lathso The latter 
average Oo3 ~ in length, and their extinction angles 
indicate a composition around the oligoclase-andesine 
boundaryo Rare porphyritic feldspars up to 1 ~ long 
are rounded off by corrosion, and consist of andesine, 
now partly albitizedo Fine grained clinopyroxene is 
scattered throughout in the form of 0,1 ~, subhedral 
prisms and granules. Olivine is either absent or 
~epresented by small chloritic patches, Ore is abun-
dant in fine euhedral grains, and flecks of reddish 
hornblende are also to be seen. 
The slice contains several angular areas in which 
98o 
the ore and clinopyroxene are of considerably finer 
grain than in the body of the rocL They are thought 
to be fragments resulting from the autobrecciation of 
an early chilled crusto If this is so, most of the 
feldspar crystallized before the main phase of pyroxene 
separation cornmencedo A slice of the chilled to~e 
f'rom south of' An Carnach summit (Speco 31) has a 
similar texture to that of the fragmentary material 
mentioned above, yet this rock encloses fragments of 
still finer grain in which oligoclase laths are set in 
a largely cryptocrystalline groundmass, with fine 
pyroxene and ore barely visible. 
Granular sphene is scattered throughout the ground-
mass of both the above specimens, and is also occasion-
ally found in the amygdaleso Most of the latter are 
small, rounded, and filled with chlorite and calcite. 
A hand specimen of the flow on An Stac (17) looks 
very similar to the An Carnach roc~ A section shows 
it to consist of Oo 4 lllll1o andesine laths, moderately 
well flow-orientated, together with partly ophitic 
clinopyroxene, abundant ore, and sparse pseudomorphs 
after olivine. The feldspars average An40, though 
normally zoned to oligoclase externallYo A few of the 
larger laths are labradQ_ritico Several rounded and 
albitized feldspars are also present and are rich in 
I • 
secondary inclusions of ore, chlorite, and a little 
brown hornblende and py~oxene. One of these 
individuals is bordered by a reaction rim of mixed 
green and brown hornblende s in Oo 2 mm. grains. Flecks 
of brown hornblende are also seen in the groundmass. 
The moderately ophitic pyroxenes are in some cases 
elongated ~P to a length of 1 ~,but the average size 
is nearer Oo5 ~. The optical properties are as 
follows:-
Speco No. ~ n~ 2V(+) Composition 
17. Moderately lo698 lo703 lo724 54° Ca43Mg31Fe26 
ophitic, 
titaniferous 
The olivine pseudomorphs (Oo2 mm.) are of chlorite and 
secondary ore. Both subhedral and euhedral ore grains 
occur, and are sometimes enclosed by pyroxene. Access-
ories include fine needles of apatite and numerous 
minute granules of sphene. 
Picritic Basalt Group (see Plate I4) These lavas 
are best exposed on the sutmnit ridges of An Carnach 
and at the foot of the eastern face of An Stac. The 
Group consists of only three flows; a thin picrite at 
the base is followed by a highly amygdaloidal olivine 
basalt, which in turn is topped by an olivine-rich 
basalt with similar features to the picrite. 

Mode so 
· The modal percentages of the primary constituents 
in the three flows as developed on An Carnach are given 
be10Wo 
Constituents Volume Percenta$es 
Speco 25 
(picri te) 
Plagioclase 34o0 
Clinopyroxene 13o9 
Olivine 50o6 
Ore lo 5 
lOOoO 
Texture so 
S.:Qec1 26 
(olivine 
basalt) 
55o 3 
26.8 
14o7 
3, 2 
lOOoO 
S:QeCo 27 
(Olivine-
rich 
basalt) 
4lo 7 
19o 2 
35o4 
3p 7 
lOOoO 
Olivine builds phenocrysts up to 3 mm.. ihong in the 
olivine-rich lavas, while plagioclase and intersertal 
or sub-ophitic clinopyroxene form the groundmass, the 
latter tending to wrap round the olivineso 
The textures of the middle flow are akin to those 
found in the Basal Lavas, though with a second genera-
tion of olivine in the groundmasso 
Plagioclaseo 
In the olivine-rich flows the plagioclase forms 
lOlo 
rather stout laths between Oo5 and Oo6 ~ in lengthg 
and these are partly enclosed by the pyroxeneo Con-
tinuous normal zoning is usually presentg with a mean 
composition ranging from An62 to An64o The feldspar 
of the picrite has been largely altered to a pale 
. 
green flaky material which may be a clay mineral. 
~ 
In the middle flow the laths are shorter and siimmer 
and are often albitizedg sometimes with a chloritic 
coreo 
Clinopyroxeneo 
The pyroxene of' the picritic flows is almost 
colourlessg and forms both intersertal grains of Oo5~ 
granularity and more ophitic grains reaching 1 to·~ 
The pyroxene of' the middle flow is finer (Oo2 ~ ), 
and has the purple tint of titanaugiteo 
The optical properties of' two clinopyroxenes from 
this Group were determined; the results are given below. 
S:eec 11 Noo l'l:P§. no<: nvS a.[_ 2V~+) Cogmo§ition 
25o Sub-ophitic, lo 692 lo 696 lo 717 52oi0 Ca43Mg37Fe20 
from picrite 
26o Intersertal, lo699 lo 703 lo 725 53° Ca42Mg32Fe26 
from olivine 
basal to 
Olivineo 
The olivine of' the picrite and the olivine-rich 
basal.~ builds euhedral, nearly equant grains up to 
102o 
3 zmn.. long, with an average length of 1 mmo o They 
are sometimes corrodedo Small cores of fresh olivine 
still remain in the An Carnach lavas, a feature unique 
among the unmetamorphosed basalts of Strathairdo 
The olivine phenocrysts of the middle flow are 
very similar to those in the picritep but there is also 
a second generation of groundmass grains averaging 
0,. 25 Iml1o in lengtho 
Oreo 
Primary ore is sparse in the picrite and is there 
found chiefly as Oal ~ euhedra enclosed in the 
olivine, though a few rods of ilmenite are present in 
the groundmasso Ore is more abundant in the upper 
flow as subhedral to intersertal grains, and this is 
also true of the olivine basalt, in which a few 
ilmenite rods also occuro 
Accessorieso 
Apatite is the only common accessoryo 
Amygdaloids and alterationo 
In the two olivine-rich flows sparse amygdales 
are found throughout, and are filled by chloritep a 
little albitep and a dusty brown clay mineralo The 
latter grows as fibrous sheaves, white in reflected 
lighta It is nearly isotropic, and the refractive 
10~ 
index exceeds that of balsam. An X-ray powder 
photograph {kindly taken by ~~o Ro Phillips) exhibits 
a well marked 7 angstrom line, while the other spacings 
suggest that the mineral is a member of the kaolinite 
groupo 
The middle lava of the Group is very rich in 
vesiclesp hardly any part of the rock containing less 
than five per cent, and th~s increases to fifty per 
cent in the richer streakso The most important 
minerals filling the vesicles are chlorite, albitep 
epidote, and prehnite, and the commonest arrangement 
consists of chlorite with rosettes of epidote deriving 
from ito The largest amygdale in a slice from An 
Carnach {Speco 26) is 5 mmo across and consists 
marginally of euhedral prisms of epidote and a few 
squat prisms of dusty albite resting on a thin wall 
lining of chloriteo The centre is filled by feathery 
prehnite and a small amount of late anhedral epidoteo 
The optical properties of the marginal epidote are as 
follows:-
prisms length slow; moderately pleochroic, with 
ctgreen) ~ colourless; 2V smallp sign positive; 
n~ lo696,no lo707; slightly anomalous blue interference 
colour of the lsto ordero 
These properties are indicative of zoisitep though 
1~ 
this mineral usually lacks pleochroism (Winchell, 
195l)o The later, central anhedra are of epidote in 
the strict sense, with pleochroism ~green-yellow> 
~ pale yellow;n~ 1~726; bright second and third 
order colourso Marginal zoisites are common in other 
vesicles, and central fillings may be of albite or 
epidote, the latter being the later formedo In one 
slice (Speco 215) from An Stac the albite exhibits a 
sheaving structure marginally and is matted within, 
perhaps indicating a textural inheritance from 
zeoliteso 
The evidence from the vesicles has been interpreted 
as providing the depositional-replacement sequence 
below:-
chlorite ----------------------------- epidote 
(Zeolite ?) ---------- albite 
Zoisite ------
-- phehnite --
Chlorite and some albitization are found in the 
groundmass of these lavas, but pyroxene usually 
remains fresho Olivine, as always, is represented 
by a large variety of alteration products, including 
chlorite, bowlingite, talc, small spindles of 
carbonate (?), ore, cross-fibre serpentine, and 
sometimes iddingsite along the crackso 
l05o 
Upper Lava Group (see Plate !5) The eastern face of 
An Stac presents a well exposed sequence of this Groupo 
A summary of the external appearances and microscopic 
textures ·of the flows there seen is given below:-
Flow Megascopic Microscopic Texture 
10. Dark gre-g; weathering Sparsely feldspar-olivine-
reddish brown and phyric; ophimottled ground-
pimplyo mas so 
9. Dark grey; brown Sparsely feldspar-olivine-
weathering. phyric; intersertal to 
sub-ophitic pyroxene. 
8. Dark grey; fine Sparsely feldspar-olivine-
grained. phyric; intersertal 
pyroxene. 
7. Blue grey; medium Sparsely feldspar-olivine-
grained. phyric; intersertal to 
sub-ophitic.pyroxene. 
6. Blue grey; fine Non-porphyritic; ophi-
grained. mottled groundmass. 
5o Dark blue; medium Feldspar-olivine-phyric; 
grained. ophimot tled. 
4. Blue grey; coarse Olivine-phyric; inter-
grained. sertal pyroxene. 
3. Dark blue; medium Feldspar-olivine-phyric; 
grained. ophimot tled. 
2. Blue grey; fine Feldspar-phyric; ophitic 
grained. pyroxene. 
1. Dark grey; coarse Sparsely olivine-phyric; 
grained. ophitic pyroxene. 
Several of these flows possess features recalling 
those of the basal Lavas, while others are not unlike 
me_mbers of the Ophimottled Basalt Group except in 
PLATE I5o Microsection: Upper Lava Group. 
(Speo.300)X IOO. Olivine-phyric basalt, 
An Stao. Olivine occurs in two generations, 
and is completely altered to chlorite and 
ore. Clinopyroxene is intersertal to plag-
-ioclase,~nd has been partly altered to 
chlorite. 
106o 
containing porphyritic feldspars and olivineso 
Mod.eso 
The seven modes quoted below attempt to cover 
most of the variations found in the Group. The first 
four are from the An Stac sequence and represent the 
most conmon typeso The three below are more exception-
-al rocks and are taken from the Slat Bheinn sequence. 
Constituents Volume Percentages 
Spec.298 Spec 2 2~~ 8pec,304 Spec9 306 
Plagioclase 5lo 3 44.8 48.8 45.6 
Clinopyroxene 29.8 34o 6 25o 0 32o 3 
Olivine 12o 6 17o 3 2lo 2 19.1 
Ore 6o 3 3. 3 4.4 3. 0 
lOOoO 100.0 100.0 100o0 
Spec.103 Spec.lll Specol02 
PLagioclase 52.3 41..1 50.6 
Clinopyroxene 28.7 44.2 3lo 2 
Olivine 5o 7 9o 3 14.1 
Ore 13.3 5o4 4o 1 
100.0 lOOoO lOOoO 
Speco 298 - b'low 2o An Stac. Feldspar-phyric ,, ophi tic. 
Spec. 299 - Flow 3. An Staco Feldspar-olivine phyric; 
ophimottledo 
Speco 304 - Flow 8, An Staco Olivine-phyric; intersertal 
pyroxene a 
Speco 306 - Flow 10, An Staco Feldspar-olivine-phyric; 
ophimottledo 
Speco 103 - Slat Bheillilo 
Speco 111 - Slat Bhei~ 
Speco 102 - Slat Bheinn. 
P1agioclaseo 
Sparsely feldspar-olivine-
phyric; granular pyroxeneo 
Non-porphyritic basalt 
rich in sub-ophitic 
pyroxeneo 
Coarse, non-porphyritic; 
sub-ophitic pyroxeneo 
Phenocrysts of feldspar occur in about two-thirds 
of the specimens examined, and are most common in those 
lavas which possess ophitic pyroxene in the groundmasso 
They form thick tablets up to 6 rmn.. long which align 
themselves with any flow orientation which may be 
presento In one lava (Speco 22) they occupy as much 
as fifteen per cent of the rock bulk, and there are 
all gradation from this down to rocks containing only 
a few, isolated phenocrystso In Specimen 109 rounded 
olivines are embedded in the large feldspars in the 
manner found in troctolitic gabbroso 
The feldspar phenocrysts vary in composition from 
basic labradorite (An68) to acid bytowniteo Slight 
zoning, sometimes oscillatory, is commono Though 
usually euhedral, cracking and corrosion is a common 
fe_ature, and in one case (Speco 306) it was noted 
W& 
that adjacent to the corrosion channels the composition 
had been altered to medium labradoriteo Penetrating 
albitization has attacked some of these lavas, and in 
one of the Slat Bheinn rocks (Speca 109)• several 
stages in the alteration of phenocrysts can be observed 
in the slice, starting with albitization along cracks 
.and ending with a fine grained mosaic of albite inter-
spersed with granular epidoteo · 
The groundmass laths are of labradoritic composi-
tion and vary in average length between Oa2 ~ in the 
ophimottled lavas to Oa5 ~ in those with intersertal 
texturesa Flow orientation is well marked in the 
formero 
Clinopyroxeneo 
The pyroxenes of the ophimottled type of lava 
are very similar to those present in the Ophimottled 
Basalt Groupo They average 1 to 2 mmo across and are 
aLmost colourlesso Titaniferous purple tints are more 
common in lavas in which the pyroxene is intersertal 
or granularo The grain size decreases to a minimum 
Of Co0o3 ~ in the lattero 
The o~tical prope_rties of two pyroxenes from the 
Group have been determined and are as follows:-
•Plate I6o 
~ . 
PLATE I6 (opposite.) Microsection: An albitized plagioclase 
phenocryst. 
(Spec.I09)X IOO. A phenocryst from a flow in the Upper Lava 
Group,Slat Bheinn. The original basic plagioclase has bean 
completely replaced by an aggregate of albite,interspersed 
with granules of epidoteo 
A. ordinary light ; B. crossed nicols. 
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Speco no< 
-
n/3 2V(+) Composition 
300o Intersertal lo692 lo697 lo717 53oi° Ca44Mg36Fe20 
to 
304. 
sub-ophi tico 
lntersertal lo693 lo698 lo718 
to 
sub-ophi tic. 
Olivine. 
0 53.! Ca44Mg35Fe21 
Phenocrysts of olivine are present in about eighty 
per cent of the rocks examined, and in two thirds of 
these they are accompanying more abundant phenocrysts 
of plagioclase. The maximum size reached by the larger 
olivines is about 3 ~ 9 and there is always a second 
generation in the groundmass around Oo 2 mrn.. an average 
sizeo The usual alteration product is a fine grained 
chloriteo Talc and ore form the pseudomorphs in one 
lava (Speco 306). 
Ore. 
Though usually found in the groundmass as late-
crystallized anhedra, ore occasionally attains a 
porphyritic status, as in Specimen 113, in which 
several 1 mrr.b ores are partly resorbed along ~ounded 9 
irregular boundaries; and in Specimen 1079 where the 
Oo75 mmo ores often enclose laths of plagioclaseo 
Accessories. 
Apatite and infrequent minor amounts of brown 
llOo 
hornblende were noted as accessory. 
Amygdale so 
In Coire Ballaig the lowest flow of the Group 
(Specs. 307, 308) contains interesting amygdales up 
to five or six centimetres across largely filled by 
silica; chalcedonic marginally and coarsely crystal-
line quartz within.. Some of the quartz is shot 
through by long needles of green amphibole and was 
therefore probably deposited at the same time as the 
Gabbro metamorphis~ In other vesicles prismatic 
epidote and coarse calcite are associ~ted with the 
quartz, together with earlier spherules of chlorite 
partly or wholly replaced by the quartz, leaving 
remnental outlines defined by inclusions. Adjacent 
to the amygdales the groundmass is chloritized and 
silicified. 
Fine grained chlorite is the most common amygdular 
mineral elsewhere, with grains of epidote and needles 
of amphibole developed at its expense. Less abundant 
are albite, calcite, and quartzo In Specimen 103 the 
chloritic vesicles are pierced by basal plates of 
cal~ite anchored to the walls and sometimes intersect-
ing in a loosely reticulate structure. 
(v) Notes on the Alteration of the Lavas. 
The case for the existence of a zone of low 
lllo 
temperature alteration surrounding the central Skye 
plutonic massif was argued earlier in this chaptero 
For comparative purposes several lavas were collected 
from the Portree area of north Skyeo Slices show that 
~e olivine they contain is largely in a fresh state, 
though not infrequently altered along cracks to 
bowlingite or iddingsiteo In a few exceptional cases 
complete decomposition t·o a bowlingi te or chlorite 
has occuredo The groundmass of these lavas often shows 
a sparsep patchy development of chlorite, while the 
vesicles are filled by a large variety of zeolites, 
with chlorite in some of the smaller amygdaleso 
None of the specimens examined, howeverp showed 
alteration on the scale which is common in the Strath-
aird lavasp a fact which was expected from the very 
much fresher appearance of the hand specimenso 
Alteration of olivineo In contrast to specimens from 
North Skye, the Strathaird lavas contain partially 
fresh olivine in only two observed cases, both from 
the Picritic Basalt Groupp in which the mineral is 
present in uausually coarse grainso Elsewhere olivine 
is completely decomposed to one or more of the follow-
ing products, arranged in approximate order of 
abundance:-
chlorite - bowlingite - iron ore - talc - serpentine -
11& 
carbonate - iddingsite - epidote - fibrous green 
amphibole - quartzo 
The last three in the above list replace chlorite, 
and so are secondary alterationso 
There is some suggestion of a zonal distribution 
in that bowlingite, talc and carbonate are most common 
in the outer parts of the aureole (Ben N~abost and An 
Carnach)p where they accompany chlorite and ore. On 
Slat Bheinn and An Stac, chloritep with or without ore, 
is usually the only product, and it is, moreover a 
variety with very low birefringence, unlike that 
found in pseudomorphs in the outer areaso 
Iron ore is most abundant in association with talc, 
since the latter contains no iron itselfo There is of 
course also a variation dependant on the original 
composition of the olivineo A few ophimottled lavas 
contain olivines which are largely or wholly replaced 
by iron ore, which is clearly in excess of the amount 
present in the primary mineral, indicating an intro-
duction of iron from late-stage magmatic solutionso 
Iddingsite has a sparse and erratic distribution 
and appears to be a relatively early alteration. Since 
it is commonly present in otherwise unaltered lavas 
from north Skye, its formation is probably unconnected 
with the main pneumatolytic periodo 
113o 
Bowlingite is a very common product of olivine 
decompositionp and the optical properties of two 
typical specimens are appended below:-
ao Speco 43 (Basal Lava Group, Ben Meabost) 
Olivine pseudomorphs are pale green in thin 
section, but dark red in hand specimeno Most 
of the pseudomorphing material is a bowlingite, 
with well developed lamellar structure parallel 
to the slow ray direction, which in turn is 
orientated parallel with the fast direction 
in the original olivineo Thin linings of iron 
ore mark the cracks, and are followed inward 
by a layer of cross-fibre serpentine. Occasional 
small cores of talc are also seen. 
The pleochroism of the bowlingite is 
moderately strong, with ~pale yellow =B 
greenish yellow = ~pale green. 2V is small 
(co 5 degrees), and the optic sign negativep 
while the refractive indices are as follows:-
no( 1o 541 ;n/3 lo 565 jn 0 lo 569 
o-cA = Oo 028 
bo Spec. 75 (Basal Lava Group, An Carnach) 
Bowlingite after olivine, with similar 
associate minerals and structure to the above. 
114o 
Pleochroism moderately strong, with o( pale-: 
yellow < (3 greenish yellow< (5 pale 
green.. Refractive indices:-
no( lo 557 ; ., ;3 lo 580 ; n 0 lo 585 
Q-o( = Oo 028 
O~er bowlingites show some variation in the 
strength and colour of pleochrois~ In Speco 25 the 
optic axial angle is very small and the pleochroism 
formula is OC honey yellow> Q pale straw yellowo 
Well developed talc pseudomorphs are exemplified 
by Speco 28 (Basal Lava Group, Kilmarie Valley), in 
which the mineral is accompanied by a thin envelope 
of chlorite and a little oreo The optical properties 
are as fo-llows:-
colourless ; 2V small (co 10 degrees), sign 
negative ; flakes length slow ; no< lo 549 ; 
n;3 lo 590 ; no lo 590 ; 6-o\. = o .. 041. 
Alteration of other constituents. The percentage of 
chlorite in the groundmass of the Strathaird lavas 
greatly exceeds that commonly found in those from 
north Skye, and is frequently accompanied, especially 
in the inner part of the alteration zone, by albitiza-
tion of the feldspars. The permeability of the rock 
to the alteration solutions has been the chief factor 
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in controlling these processes, so that while the 
amygdaloids are always considerably decomposed, the 
massive centres vary in their state of alterationo 
Where an ophimottled texture is present the interstitial 
areas proved relatively easy of access, while the 
ophitic areas remain almost free of chlorite and 
albitizationo Nevertheless, small olivines that are 
sometimes enmeshed by the pyroxenes have not thereby 
escaped decomposition. In an even-textured lava the 
chlorite is typically erratic in distribution, some 
pyroxenes being strongly attacked, while others remain 
unaffec tedo 
Feldspar, where not albitized, usually remains 
fresh, but in one rock (Speco 41) it is converted to 
a clay mineralo Scattered grains of epidote and calcite 
in feldspar, the alteration of titaniferous ores to 
leucoxene, and the development round them of granular 
sphene, are also referred to the period of alterationo 
Vesicular mineralso The processes of alteration also 
had a considerable influence on the constitution of 
the amygdular assemblageso It has already been 
remarked that, as in Mull, zeolites are virtually 
absent from the lavas within the alteration zone, 
their place being taken by albiteo 
The approximate order of abundance of vesicular 
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minerals is given below:-
chlorite - albite - epidote - prehnite - calcite -
quartz - zoisite - fibrous green amphibole - clay 
minerals - hematite. 
Chlorite may be rosetted, vermicular, feathery, or 
in bladed sheaves or hemispherically layered structures. 
Two or more generations are often to be detected, 
differing in structure and optical properties. Chlorite 
which was introduced with quartz is usually distinc~ive 
in forming small radiating masses of very low, anomalous 
b1ue, birefringence. 
Albite is usually dusty, anhedral, and with only 
poorly developed twinning. It may have replaced 
original zeolites, though there is little direct 
evidence. The structure of marginal sheaves sometimes 
seen is suggestive of zeolite mode of occurrence, and 
in a lava from An Carnach (Spec. 73) remnants of 
laumontite (?) are present in an amygdale otherwise of 
albite. 
The commonest epidote is the yellow-green variety 
which is so abundant in the middle flow of the Picritic 
Basalt Group. It is usually anhedral and post-dates 
albiteo In many cases it replaces chlorite. Zoisite 
is much rarer than common epidote and is found as 
marginal euhedra of early date. 
ll7o 
Prehnite commonly fills in spaces between albite, 
or zoisite and albite. 
Quartz was one of the latest minerals to be intro-
duced, and in certain cases can be seen to replace 
chloriteo 
· Needles of green amphibole developed from chlorite 
in response to the higher temperatures near to the 
thermal aureole. It has an erratic distribution in 
the inner parts of the zoneo 
Veins of epidote, albite, and quartz have been 
.noted cutting the lavas in a few instances but they 
are apparently less common than in the analogous rocks 
of Mull (Bailey and others, 1924)a 
Date of the alterationo In vesicles from Coire 
Ballaig (Specso 307, 308; see reference in previous 
section) it seems that amygdular quartz was there 
introduced contemperaneously with the metamorphism 
induced by the Cuillin Gabbroa There is no direct 
evidence that the other minerals of the amygdular 
paragenesis, and those formed by alteration in the 
body of the rock, were originated during the same 
periodo Indeed there is reason for thinking that 
chloritization took place over a much wider time spano 
Nevertheless suitable conditions for alteration would 
inevitably arise after the emplacement of the Gabbro; 
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conditions of elevated temperatures and circulating 
hydrous solutions; and it is difficult to resist the 
conclusion that this was the major period of lava 
decomposition.. 
Probably both pneumatolytic and hydrothermal 
processes were involvedo Albite, for instance, is 
usually considered a stable phase under conditions of 
pneumatolysis (co 400° to 600° Co) while the carbonate 
and talc may be hydrothermal (col00° to 400°Co )o The 
temperature would vary in time and space, and it is 
significant that albitization is much more common in 
the inner parts of the zone (Slat Bheinn and An Stac)o 
Continuing further towards the Gabbro contact there is 
no real break in continuity between the zone of altera-
tion and the outer parts of the thermal aureole, the 
presence of new amphibole after pyroxene being taken 
as the arbitrary outer limit of the lattero There is 
however a sharper transition as the contact rocks 
themselves are approachedo This marks off that part 
of the thermal aureole that owes its features almost 
entirely to high temperature, from the outer portion 
in which circulating solutions were also a decisive 
factoro 
Chlorites. Chlorite plays the most important role 
among the secondary minerals in the zone of alteration, 
TABLE 2 
OPTICAL PROPERTIES OF CHLORITES 
(nobo optic sign in all specimens is negative). 
Speco Occurrence 
So Lowest flow, An Carnacho 
Two types of chlorite 
present;-
a. Yellow-green rosettes 
in discrete vesicleso 
bo Later introduced, 
associated with 
quartzo 
17o Andesine basalt, Slat 
Bheinno Coarse folia, 
radiating from the 
walls of vesicles. 
19o . Picritic Basalt Group, 
An Stac. Folia, tending 
to vermicular structure; 
in amygdales with later 
albite and epidote. 
70. Basal Lava Group, An 
Carnacho Pale green 
chlorite in quartz 
amygdales. 
71. Basal Lava Group, An 
Carnacho Vermicular 
·masses in dendritic 
amygdales. 
72o Basal Lava Group, An 
Carnacho Pale brownish 
green folia, coarse at 
vesicle margins. 
Pleochroism nl.S 
moderate lo622 
6 green-
yellow)/3 
> o<. pale 
yellow 
weak lo630 
strong; 1 .. 632 
(5 grass 
green)/.3 
)<X pale 
straw 
yellhow. 
moderate; 1.610 
6 medium 
green)/.3 
> o< pale 
straw. 
weak 1.630 
strong; o 1. 597 
turquoise 
)13 >ex. pale 
yellow-
greeno 
weak lo630 
Birefo 
00 006 
normal 
0 .. 002 
anomalous 
blue. 
Oo003 
anomalous 
purple. 
Oo 004 
normal 
0 .. 003 
anomalous 
Oo008 
normal 
Oo 008 
normal 
TABLE 2 
(conto ) 
Speco Occurrence Pleochroism n l5 Birefo 
76o Basal Lava Group, An 
Carnach.. Rosettes, 
vermicular masses, and 
fine-grained spherulitic 
accretionso 
9lo Ophimottled Group, Slat 
Bheinno Coarse amyg-
dular sheaves (cfo Speco 
17)o 
102o Upper Basalt Group, Slat 
Bheinno Vesicles filled 
by large feathery aggre-
gateso 
109o Upper Basalt Group, Slat 
Bheinno Fine aggregates 
of folia in vesicleso 
Chlorites after Olivine 
Basal Lava Group, An 
Carnacho Cross-fibre 
veinlets in serpentinous 
pseudomorphso 
Basal Lava Group, An 
Carnacho Fine, yellow-
green aggregateso 
Basal Lava Group, Slat 
Bheinno Coarse folia 
aggregate So 
moderate lo615 
strong; lo632 
l5 brown 
green> 
13 yellow 
green> 
<X pale 
yellow 
strong; lo597 
(} green 
>!3 pale 
yellow-
green)~ 
pale strawo 
moderate; lo622 
~ pale 
green)>:/3 
pale green 
)oe colour-
lesso 
moderate lo627 
Vo weak lo583 
OoOlO 
normal 
Oo014 
normal 
Oo005 
normal 
00 002 
anomalous 
blues and 
purples 
Oo 006 
normal 
00 005 
moderate; lo610 Oo003 
6 pale anomalous 
yellow-
green)/.3 Vo 
pale yellow 
> o<.. colour-
lesso 
TABLE 2 
(conto) 
Occurrence Pleochroism nZ5 
Ophimottled Group, Slat 
Bheinno Coarse folia 
parallel to c-axis of 
original olivine. 
strong; lo619 
6 pale 
green>l3> <X 
pale yellow-
greeno 
Chlorites in the Coire Uaigneich Granophyres. 
50. 
81. 
Bright green folia pseudo-
morphing prismatic ferromago 
mineral, probably ortho-
pyroxeneo 
Chlorite after biotite. 
strong 1.637 
lS grass 
green> 
/3 green> 
o<. green-
yellow 
strong; lo630 
~bluish 
green)l3>~ 
pale strawo 
Biref. 
Oo005 
normal 
Oo005 
normal 
Oo 003 
anomalous 
browns, 
purples. 
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and the optical properties of a number of specimens 
were determined. Table 2 gives a summary of the 
results. 
~H.Hey (1954) classifies chlorites into an 
unoxidised series (orthochlorites) and an oxidised 
series (leptochlorites), the latter containing more 
than four per cent ferric oxideo These groups are 
subdivided into species on the basis of total FeO, Si, 
and the ratio Fe : Fe + Mg in the unit cell (recalculated 
to an anhydrous basis of fourteen oxygene). Hey 
derives simple, straight-line variations of optical 
properties in the orthochlorites, but in the lepto-
chlorites the properties vary with the degree of 
oxidation of the irono 
Four of the Strathaird chlori tes, the -~.optical 
properties of which are given in Table 2, were analysed 
for iron con ten to The results are as follows:-
Speco No. llo 91. 96. 109. 
FeO % 13o 7 llo 5 7o 4 14o 0 
Fe2o3% llo 8 llo 3 11.8 9. 6 
All four are thus considerably oxidised and can be 
classified as leptochlorites, though not more exactly 
defined without extended analysiso It would seem 
reasonable to suppose that leptochlorites rather than 
1~ 
orthochlorites.are stable products under alteration 
conditions of this type. 
The table of optical properties shows that the 
chlorites with the highest indices are those associated 
with free silica in the amygdales of the basalts and 
those which are found in the granophyres {where free 
silica is again available). This is unexpected, since 
Hey's diagrams show that increase in refraction is 
chiefly a function of rising iron and falling silica. 
Anomalous birefringence is present in about one 
third of the chlorites examined, and appears when the 
birefringence is less than Co Oo004o According to 
Winchell {195lo Part II, ~o382), such anomalies are 
probably due to an isotropic state for part of the 
spectrum and an anisotropic condition for another part. 
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(vi) Chemistry of the Lavas. 
Four lavas from Strathaird were chemically analysed 
by the authoro One is a typical member of the Basal 
Lavas; the second is of the characteristic ophitic 
basalt from the Ophimottled Basalt Group; the third 
and fourth are of picrite and trachybasalt, representing 
the most extreme variations found in the areao 
The specimens to be analysed were taken from the 
freshest flows available and from parts of the rock 
lacking amygdales, but it was nevertheless impossible 
alteration 
not to include some ground.massN>roducts as well as the 
pseudomorphous representatives of the olivineo Since 
most of these secondary minerals are hydrous the 
combined water contents in the analyses are inevitably 
higho It is hoped that otherwise the alterations were 
sufficiently isochemical to not radically affect the 
resul tao 
Olivine basal tao The oxide percentage figures 
obtained for the specimens from the Basal Lava Group 
and the Ophimottled Basalt Group are set out in the 
first part Table 3, together with comparative data 
which include four ·analysis averages from various 
so~ces and three other analyses of Skye lavaso The 
modes and norms for the Strathaird rocks are given 
in the seuond part of Table 3o 
TABLE 3o 
CHEMICAL ANALYSES OF TWO OLIVINE BASALTS 
WITH COMPARISONS. 
Strathaird Comparisons 
42 23 1. 2. 3. 
Si02 46 .. 0 48.1 45o 78 46.77 45o 5 
TiOB le 65 1. 65 2o 63 3.00 3.1 
A12 ·3 13o 7 16.1 14 .. 64 14.65 15o 0 
FeBo3 3o 6 2o 0 3 .. 16 3. 71 3 .. 5 Fe 7.1 8.2 8.73 7. 94 10.4 
Mn.O 0 .. 27 o. 21 0.,20 0.15 0 .. 2 
MgO 10.2 6. 3 9. 39 6.82 8.1 
CaO 11.1 11.6 10 .. 74 12.42 8.7 
NaBO 2o4 2.7 2 .. 63 2. 59 2. 6 
K2 o. 5 0.6 o .. 93 1.,07 0 .. 4 H20~+~ 2. 8 3. 9 o .. 76 o. 51 1 .. 7 
H20 - 1 .. 1 o. 2 lo 0 
P206 0.,06 0.05 0 .. 39 o. 37 Oo 3 
Total 100.,5 100.,6 99 .. 98 100.00 100.5 
Comparisons 
4. 5o 6. 7. 
8102 46.61 45.6 46.38 45.68 
T10B 1 .. 81 lo 1 1.04 1.65 
Al23 15.22 14 .. 6 16 .. 77 14.66 
Feso3 3.49 2 .. 8 3. 22 2. 88 Fe 7. 71 a. 2 So 03 9. 67 
rmo 0.13 0.18 0.24 o. 22 
MgO a. 66 llo 5 a. 83 9. 82 
CaO 10.08 10 .. 0 10.68 9.37 
Na20 2.43 2o 0 1. 94 2.14 
K20 o. 67 Oo 25 0.10 0.19 
H20~+~ 2., 07 2 .. 2 2 .. 46 3.43 H20 .... 1.10 1 .. 4 o .. 37 o. 36 
P205 0.10 o .. 22 o.oa o. 07 
Total 100 .. 08 100.05 100.14 100 .. 14 
TABLE 3 
(cont.) 
Origin of analyses:-
Stra thaird. 
42. - Massive centre of Flow 1, Basal Lava Group, Ben 
Meabost. Micro-phyric olivine; with granular 
and intersertal pyroxenes in the groundmass. 
Analyst D. C. Almond. 
23. - Massive centre of lowest flow, Ophimottled Basalt 
Group, Kilmarie River. Non-porphyritic, olivine 
basalt with highly developed ophitic pyroxene. 
Analyst D. c. Almond. 
1. -Average of 96 analyses of 'normal alk~line basalts', 
Green and Poldervaart (1955). 
3. 
4 .. 
5. 
6. 
- Average of 22 analyses of alkaline basalts without 
olivine, Green and Poldervaart (1955). 
- Avera~e of 3 analyses of basalts of plateau type, 
MUll lMull Memoir, 1924, p. 15). 
- Analysis by W. Pollard of olivine basalt lava, 
Drynoch, Skye (Harker, 1904, p. 31). 
- Average (by present author) of 5 analyses of 
olivine basalts, Antrim, by Patterson (1952, 
Po 286, nos. 1, 3-6). 
- Analysis of fine-grained ophitic olivine basalt, 
Strollamus, Skye, by King {1953, p. 365, no.l) .. 
- Analysis of ophitic olivine basalt, Strollamus, 
. Skye, by King (1953, p. 365, no. 2). 
TABLE 3 
(cont.) 
MODES, NORMS 9 AND RATIOS 
Normative Minerals 
Orthoclase 
Albite 
Anorthite 
Diopside {:: Fs. 
Hypersthene[ En. 
Fs. 
ro· Olivine Fa. 
Magnetite 
Ilmenite 
Apatite 
Water 
Constituents 
Plagioclase 
Clinopyroxene 
Olivine 
Ore 
12. 5! 9. 0 
2.4 1, 3} 
Oo4 10. 9J 
3. 3 
MODES 
42. 
2. 8 
20.4 
25.0 
23o 9 
1. 7 
14.2 
5. 3 
3. 2 
0.1 
3. 9 
3. 3 
23.1 
27.2 
12.81 7. 2 25.0 
5. 0 
6. 0 J 
4. 7 
10.7 
3. 0 
6,2 
o. 3 
4.1 
Weight Percentages 
42. 
38.3 
33.6 
16.4 
11.7 
23. 
39.4 
35.9 
17.1 
7. 6 
Normative Compositions and Ratios. 
42. 23. 
Ab45 An55 Ab46 An54 
Wo52 En38 FslO Wo51 En29 Fs20 
En78 Fs22 
Fo77 Fa23 Fo56 Fa46 
51 
34 
21 
62 
20 
18 
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The analysis of the flow from.the Basal Lava 
Group (42) is comparable with those for many mildly 
alkaline alivine basaltso It matches fairly closely 
the average for the Mull plateau type (cfo3) and Green 
and Poldervaart's (1955) average of 96 "normal alkaline 
basalts" from various parts of the world (cfol)o The 
chief departure is that the Strathaird rock is some-
what low in aluminao It is also noteworthy that the 
low content of K20 in thia·· rock is in keeping with 
other olivine basalts from the Scoto-Irish Tertiary 
Province (cfo3,4,5, and 6)o Titania and P2 05 are also 
in small amount, a feature also shared with other 
analyses from this Province (cf.4o5o and 6)o Combined 
water is, as expected, somewhat hig~ 
The analysis of the lava from the Strathaird Ophi-
mottled Basalt Group (23) shows, in comparison to the 
Basal Lava flow, increases in silica and alumina 
percentages and a marked drop in magnesiao This 
corresponds in the norm (Table 3) to a change towards 
more iron-rich olivine and pyroxene wh.ile the normative 
composition of the feldspar remains almost the sameo 
Thus while the modes of the two rocks indicate that 
the same minerals are present in approximately equal 
amounts in both rocks, the textural differences (see 
section (iv) of this chapter) reflect the slight 
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difference in chemistryo The texture of 23 and similar 
ophimottled lavas suggests that olivine and pyroxene 
crystallized rather later in respect to plagioclase 
than was the case in the Basal Lavaso This might well 
be the result of the higher iron content of the dark 
minerals delaying their final crystallization to a 
lower temperatureo 
A reduced magnesia content and slightly raised 
silica percentage are also characteristic of Green 
and Poldervaart's average for 22 olivine-free basalts 
{cfo 2)o 
Picriteo The oxide percentagesp modep and norm of the 
picrite analysis are set out in Table 4o The chemical 
composition of this rock is similar to that of other 
picritesp including that found as an olivine-rich 
accumulation in the Shiant Isles main sill (Walker, 
1930) and a picrite basalt from Antrim (Pattersonp 1955)o 
The characteristic features are low silicap calciump 
and alkalisp with very high magnesiao Combined water 
is also high in the Strathaird rock due mainly to the 
alteration of the olivine to hydrous minerals. 
Trachybasalto Details of an analysis of the trachy-
basalt flow on An Carnach are given in Table 5p where 
it is compared with a mugearite from north Skye (Harker, 
TABLE ;i 
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS OF THE STRATHAIRD PICRITE LAVA, 
WITH COMPARISONS. 
25. 1. 2o 
Si02 41.5 41.9 41.69 
Ti02 o. a5 o. a o. 52 
Al203 a. 2 9.1 a. a9 
Fe803 3. a o. 6 2. 76 Fe 7. 0 12.9 a. 56 
MnO 0.24 0.4 o. 19 
MgO 24.0 26.7 23.53 
CaO 6. 5 5. a 6. 69 
Na20 1.1 1.4 1.04 
KgO o. 5 o. 2 o. 14 
H20~+~ 6. 0 4.00 H20 - o. 6 1. 7a Pg05 0.14 o. 2 0.13 
Total 100.4 100.0 99.92 
25. - Picrite lava from An Carnach, Strathaird, Skye. 
Analyst D. c. Almond. 
1. - Picrite from Shiant Isles, main sill. Walker (1930) 
2. - Picrite basalt, Antrim. Patterson (1955, p.l62) 
Mode, Norm, and Ratios of the Strathaird Picrite. 
Orthoclase 
Albite 
Anorthite 
{
Wo. 6;5 
Diopside En. 5. 0 
Fs. o. a 
2. a 
9.4 
15.9 
}12. 3 
{En3.1 } Hypersthene Fs.o. 5 3.6 
Olivine {F6• 36·1}4l.a 
Fa. 5. 7 
Magnetite 
Ilmenite 
Apatite 
Water 
5o 6 
lo 7 
o. 3 
6. 6 
Mode (Wt.%) 
Plagioclase 29.3 
Clinopyroxene 14.9 
Olivine 53. 2 
Ore 2. 6 
Normative Compositions & Ratios 
Plagioclase Ab37 An63 
Diopside Wo53 En41 Fs6 
HYPersthene Ena7 Fsl3 
Olivine Foa6 Fal4 
FeO+Fe2o3xlOO MgO+FeO+Fe2o3=31 Fe2Q3xlOO FeO+Feg03 =35 
TABLE 5 
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS OF THE STRATHAIRD TRACHYBASALT; ·., 
WITH COMPARISONS. 
30. 1. 2o 
Si02 49.5 49.24 50 .. 70 
Ti02 lo 50 1 .. 84 lo 89 
Al203 13o 2 15o 85 14.60 Fe203 7 .. 0 6 .. 09 5. 23 
FeO 5.1 7 .. 18 7 .. 68 
MnO 0..19 Oo 29 0.42 
MgO s. 4 3o02 4 .. 15 
CaO 7 .. 6 5. 26 7. 20 
Na20 3o 6 5.. 21 30 71 
K20 lo 4 2.10 1. 33 
H20~+~ 3. 2 1. 61 1.15 
H20 - o. 2 1. 08 2.08 
P205 Oo04 1 .. 47 0.49 
Total lOOo 9 100,. 23 100. 63 
30. - Trachybasalt from An Carnach, Strathaird, Skye. 
Analyst D. C. Almond. 
1. - Mugearite from near Portree, Skye .. · Harker (1909, 
Po 263). 
2. - Trachybasal t from Rhum. Analyst E. G. Radley 
(quoted in Harker, 1908, p. 130). This rock 
also contains o .. os BaO • 
. Mode, Norm, and Ratios of' the Strathaird Trachybasalt. 
Orthoclase 
Albite 
Anorthite 
{
Wo. 9. 2 
Diopside En. 7. 2 
Fso Oo 9 
Hypers- {. En. 8. 6 
thene Fs.l.2 
Olivine fFo.219 
lFa. o. 4 
Magnetite 
Ilmenite 
Apatite 
So 3 
30.4 
15.6 
117.3 
J 9o 8 
J 3. 3 
10 .. 4 
2o 9 
Oo 1 
Mode (Wt. %) 
Plagioclase 51.1 
Clinopyroxene 54.3 
Olivine ? 
Ore 14.6 
Normative Compositions & Ratios 
Plagioclase Ab66 An34 
Diopside Wo53 En42 Fs5 
Hypersthene Ensa Fs12 
Olivine Foaa Fal2 
FeO+Fe203 xlOO Fe203 xlOO 
MgO+FeO+Fe203 =59FeO+~e203 =58 
K~O X 100 
Na20 + K2o =39 
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1904) and a trachybasalt from the Tertiary lavas of 
Rhum (Tomkeieff, 1942)o It will be seen that the 
Strathaird lava contains higher magnesia and lime, 
and lower alkalies, than the north Skye mugeariteo 
It compares more closely with the Rhum trachybasalt, 
though magnesia is still relatively highe The highly 
oxidised state of the iron in the Strathaird rock is 
probably a consequence of low temperature alterationo 
(vii) Petrogenesis of the lavasa 
The small volume of lavas available for study in 
Strathaird, the lack of an extended sequence, and the 
state of alteration of the rocks make it unwise, or 
impossible, to attempt broad conclusions concerning 
the petrogenesis of the lavas, especially in the face 
of ~he great volume of literature already devoted to 
the origin of similar lava suitesa 
The whole of the Basal Lava Group and about one 
third of the Upper Lava Group are typical olivine bas-
alts of ''plateau type" (Mull authors, 1924) or in 
other words "alkaline olivine basalts" (Tilley, 1950)0 
The ~phimottled lavas vary slightly, and the picritic 
and trachybasaltic flow more markedly, from this 
possible parent typeo Interpreted in the classical 
manner (Mull authors, 1924; Kennedy, 1938; Tilley,l950) 
the mugearite falls on the "alkaline trend" from 
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olivine basalt through mugearite to trachytep with 
the ophimottled lavas as a possible intermediate stage, 
while the picrite represents an olivine accumulative 
phaseo Since picritic and trachybasaltic flows occur 
within one hundred feet of each other in the Strathaird 
sequence it is te~ting to speculate whether they 
represent the accumulative and residual portions of 
the same differention cycle, starting with the Basal 
Lavaso The Upper Lava Groupp might represent another 
and more extended cycle in which either differentiation 
was less extremep or in which strong differentiates 
were extruded but have now been removed by erosiono 
Wager (1956) has defined fractionation stages for 
various types of lava association on the basis of the 
iron ratio (Fett + Mn ) 
(Fe" + Mn + Mg) 
and the albite ratio 
(normative mo1ecular albite ) 
(normative molecular albite + anorthite)o 
Since these 
two ratios are generally thought,to increase simultan-
eously as fractionation proceeds, the graphical plotting 
of one against other provides a means of defining 
successive stages of fractionationo Part of one of 
Wager's graphs is reproduced on Plate I7 , and shows 
how lavas of the Hebridean alkaline magma series can 
be divided into early, middle, and late stage fractiona-
ted basalts, with trachytes, the most extreme products 
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PLATE 17. FRACTIONATION STAGES OF THE HEBRIDEAN 
ALKALINE MAGMA SERIES, AFTER WAGER (1956) 
Wager distinguishes "early stage basalts"(ESB), "middle stage basalts"(MSB), and "late stage 
basalts",eac:h subdivided in•o ex. and f(J sub-atages. . · 
100 
Superimposed on wager's diagram arv the plob of the four Strathaird lavas quoted in Tables 
3,4,and 5·; +25.picrite;+42,1:1asallavagroup;+23, ophlmottled baaalt;+JO, trachybaaalt 
The iron of the trac:hybGsalt appears to have undergone post-consolidation OJCidatlon,and 
the probable position of Its plot tor Its original state IS indicated by an arrow. 
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of the process, situated at the top of the diagr~ 
Plots for the four analysed lavas from Strathaird are 
also shown on this grapho Although these rocks are 
not ideally suited to this purpose, owing to inter-
ference with the original ferrous/ferric ratio during 
low temperature alteration, it can be seen that the 
lava from near the base of the Strathaird sequence 
can be defined as an early stage basalto The ophimottled 
lava is a middle stage basalt, and the trachybasalt as 
a late stage basalto This supports the impression, 
gained from petrographic examination, that the ophi~ 
mottled lavas occupy a position of intermediate frac-
1... 
tianation between the olivine-pyric basalt of Basal 
Lava Group type, and the more alkaline, olivine-poor 
trachybasaltso The picrite is an accumulative phase 
characterised by a high content of magnesian olivine, 
and so lies well to the left of the diagram; it is a 
by-product of the fractionation processo The dotted 
line on Plate '7 represents the liquid line of descent 
along which fractionation proceeds by the removal of 
accumulative phaseso 
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CHAPTER VII 
LAVAS - METAMORPHISM 
{i) Introduction 
The aureole of thermal metamorphism surrounding 
the Cuillin Gabbro has an average width of half a 
mile in Strathairdo Thus the lavas affected are 
chiefly those which lie in the "inner belt" of out-
crops along the Gabbro contactp though the outer part 
of the aureole also includes a strip of the Slat 
Bheinn and An Stac lavas on the eastern side of Coire 
Uaigneicho 
Within the aureole two main zones are distinguishedo 
The external appearance of the lavas in the outer and 
wider zone differs little from those further from the 
Gabbrop though they are rather more resistant to 
weathering and are cut by numerous joints sealed by 
epidote and amphiboleo In thin section however they 
are characterized by the presence of a greenp fibrous 
amphibole which has grown at the expense of primary 
pyroxenep and this appears to have been the stable 
mineral under the condi tiona of metamorphism.. It is 
nevertheless evident that equilibrium was rarely 
attainedp for the distribution and abundance of the 
amphibole vary erraticallYo The primary texture of 
the lavas often remain largely intacto 
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Approaching nearer to the Gabbro a marked change 
of appearance takes place in the lavas at distances 
varying between 100 yards and 400 yards from the 
contact9 and this marks the outer edge of the second 
zoneo The terrace featuring which is characteristic 
of the unmetamorphosed lava outcrops finally disappears 
and the indurated lavas form rugged cr age which from 
a distance cannot easily be distinguished from those 
carved out of the adjacent gabbroso In hand·specimen 
thes~ rocks present a finely granulated appearance 
and their even grey colouration is in contrast with 
the dark greens and browns of the unmetamorphosed 
lavaso Thin sections show these rocks to have unde~­
gone extensive recrystallization, and the new minerals 
and textures so produced are typical of rocks formed 
under the conditions of the pyroxene hornfels facies 
(Eskola, 1939)o 
The boundaries of the thermal aureole and its 
zone are indicated on the sketch map, Plate I8 0 
(ii) Petrography of the Amphibole Zone Lavaso 
Amphibole outside the main zoneo The occurrences of 
amphibole which are most remote from the Gabbro are 
those in which the mineral develops at the expense 
of chlorite in the amygdaleso In a specimen from 
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Coire Ballaig (307)p fibres and raggedly-terminated 
prisms of green amphibole partly or wholly replace 
chlorite in the vesicles while the groundmass pyroxene 
is unaffectedo The contact of the Gabbro lies one 
mile to the westo 
Early stages of uralitizationo Under the microscope 
a slight fuzzing of the outlines of the groundmass 
pyroxenes is the first indication of incipient uralita-
zationo A high magnification reveals the development 
of minute pleochroic fibres parallel with the slow 
ray of the hosto Other features typical of the zone 
also develop at this stageo An overall dusty appear-
ance results from advanced albitization of the feld-
spars and from marginal dissemination of the ore grainso 
The primary olivine is nearly always pseudomorphed by 
a fine textured chlorite of very low birefringence, 
usually accompanied by ore and sometimes by amphiboleo 
Incipient uralitization is not limited to the 
outer portions of the zone, for rocks of this type 
are widely scattered and frequently lie in close 
proximity to more highly altered lavaso 
A specimen (342) from the base of the volcanics 
in Sgurr nan Each provides an example of the early 
stageo The lava is of medium grain, with Oo6 ~ 
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c1tnopyroxenes ophitically enclosing the Oo25 mmo 
plagioclaseso Sparse olivine pseudomorphs are up to 
Oo5 mnb acrosso All the pyroxenes show narrow altera-
tion r_jms of palely pleochroic amphibole and some-
times larger segments are replacedo The fibre length 
rarely exceeds Oo 2 mm.. and is usually much lesso 
Albitization has affected the feldspars in patches 
and along cracksp and there are many inclusions, the 
larger grains being identifiable as flakes of amphi-
bo1e and granules of epidote and calciteo The olivine 
is represented by a chlorite of anomalous blue inter-
ference tints and a little iron oreo Diffusion has 
occurred at the boundar ies of the primary ores and 
minute sphene granules have been formed thereo Inter-
secting the slice is a narrow vein of amphibole and 
chloriteo 
Advanced uralitization (see Platei9 ) As adjustment 
to metamorphic conditions proceeded the fibrous amphi-
bole ate back into the body of the host pyroxenep 
reducing the latter to a central kernel and finally 
replacing it altogethero Many of the stages are often 
to be seen in a single sliceo The end products are 
dirty greenish rocks containing albitep amphibole, 
chlorite, and oreo Little remains of the primary 
textureo This ultimate stage wasp howeverp rarely 
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attained. 
Two specimens from Sgurr nan Each are representa-
tiveo The first (344) is a coarse lava poor in ferro-
magnesian constituentso The whole of the latter is 
now replaced by sheaves of green uralite which 
occasionally have a brown-tinted coreo The almost 
completely albitized feldspars are turbid with 
inclusions of calcite, epidote, chlorite and amphiboleo 
In·contrast, Specimen 439 is rich in ferromagnesians 
and the amphibolitization has extensively encroached 
upon the feldspars, which may imply the removal of 
felsic constituents to form epiaote and albite else-
whereo The amphibole pleochroism is usually weak 
but gains in strength in the vicinity of amygdaleso 
The latter are occupied by dusty albite anhedra and 
colourless sub-prismatic ep;i.·doteo Veins and pockets 
of epidote are also found in the groundmass and the 
relatively late emplacement of this mineral is 
demonstrated by one of these veins feeding an amygdular 
epidote cluster. 
A lava from the east face of Blaven is even more 
drastically modified. At the locality at which this 
was collected a broad tongue of gabbro runs out from 
the main contact and, traversing the hornfels zone, 
enters the amphibole zoneo The adjacent volcanics 
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are reddened, a feature which in slice is seen to be 
due to the preservation of an original olivine-p~ic 
'1\ 
texture by a pseudomorphing~fine-grained chloritic 
mineral of reddish-brown tinto No primary texture 
remains in the groundmass however, which consists of 
little else but finely fibrous sheaves of uralite. 
There are a few euhedra of leached brown ore grains, 
but no indication of the fate of the feldsparo Veins 
of late amphibole cut both lavas and gabbroo Evident ly 
......... 
the intrusive tongue contained insufficient heat to 
granulitize the adjacent lavas but acted instead as a 
locus of severe amphibolitizationo 
!nwgdales in the amphibole zoneD (see Plate I9 ) Good 
exposures of amygdaloidal lavas are to be seen in the 
bed of Allt Dunaiche, near to the high waterfall below 
the lip of Coire Uaigneicho Five specimens (245 - 248, 
and 268) from this locality all show advanced stages 
of amphibolitization, while their vesicles contain 
various combinations of albite, epidote, chlorite, 
amphibole, and calciteo The amphibole situated within 
or near to the amygdales forms l~rge fibres, poorly 
terminated· prisms, and fibre bundles, and has a notably 
stronger pleochroism than the groundmass amphiboleo 
Chlorite always exhibits anomalous birefringence col-
ours; blues, purples, and tawny browns; and nru.ch of 
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the epidote and amphibole appears to have been derived 
from ito Calcite fills up the centres of albite 
vesicles, and veins of epidote, mixed amphibole and 
chlorite, and calcite are numerous. One of these 
rocks {268) has been heavily carbonated, the calcite 
attacking especially the amphibolitized pyroxenes. 
Well developed amygdales are also seen in a 
specimen (358) from near the top of the lava sequence 
on the south ridge of Sgurr nan Eac~ Albite is the 
chief constituent, together with ore, epidote, chlorite, 
and green amphibole needles. The latter are, as usual 
more strongly pleochroic than the amphibole in the 
groundmass, and there is a clear dependence of this 
feature upon iron content, for those needles which 
are n~arest to the ore grains possess the deepest 
colourationo Occasionally there is zoning within the 
crystals, with the strongest colours externally. 
Optical properties of the amphiboles. The main 
optical properties of seven amphiboles from Strathaird 
are set out belowo The properties often vary within 
the same rock and the figures in the table refer to 
most persistent type in each case. The optic sign 
is negative in all cases. 
J 
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Colour Strengih of Pleochroi§!!! ~ 11!. :i:!bctinction 
1. Green very strong 1. 661 1. 687 23° 
2. Green moderate 1.642 1.664 18° 
3. Green weak to strong 1. 639 1. 659 240 
to 1 .. 643tol. 664 
4. Green strong 1. 632 1. 657 12t0 
5. Green moderate 1. 640 1. 664 220 
6. Green strong 1. 622 1.,642 13° 
7. Brown strong 1. 661 1. 681 240 
1. (Spec. 114) Aggregates of fibre groups pseudomorphing 
olivine in a lava outside the amphibole 
zone. The high indices correspond to 
strong colouration. 
2. lSpec. 245) Fibrous groups replacing groundrnass 
pyroxene in a lava from Allt Dunaiche. 
3. (Spec. 246) Prisms and fibres associated with epidote 
in an amygdale in the amphibole zone, 
Allt Dunaiche. Variability of colour 
and index is marked in this setting. 
4. (Spec. 275) Coarse fibres of late amphibole altering 
from clinopyroxene in a quartz-bearing 
contact gabbro from Sgurr nan Each. 
Associated with chlor_Jte mf low 
birefringence. 
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5. (Speco 276) Late amphibole from vein in pyroxene 
hornfels, Sgurr nan Eacho 
6. (Speco 128) Coarse fibres altered from hypersthene 
in marginal gabbro, Camasunary. Associa-
ted with late vein-amphibole. 
7. (Speco 165) Brown hornblende derived from pyroxene 
in a hornfels, Camasunaryo Probably 
a product of waning metamorphis~ 
All the green amphiboles detailed above (1 - 6) 
can be approximately classified as members of the 
tremolite-actinolite serieso There are no generally 
acce~pted divisions within this group at presento 
Winchell (1951) terms the end members 'tremolite' and 
'ferrotremolite' with the formulae ca2Mg5(0H)2Sia022 
and Ca2Fe5(0H)2Sia022' and assigns the general formula 
Ca2\Mg,Fe)50H2Sia022 to actinolite. His optical 
property diagram is based chiefly on points at the 
magnesia end of the serieso Rogers and Kerr {1942) 
give an optical property range for 'tremolite-actino-
lite' which corresponds to Winchell's series up to 
20% of the ferro-tremolite moleculeo Sundius (1946) 
tentatively suggests that 'tremolit __ e; should refer 
to the magnesian members of the series up to 15% of 
the iron-bearing molecule, with a similar range for 
ferrotremolites at the other end, and actinolite in 
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betwee~ The Strathaird amphiboles correspond in 
optical properties to members of the series contain-
ing between 20 % and 50 % of the iron molecule, and 
are best termed iactinolites'o The least ferriferous 
is that which is an alteration product of hypersthene 
(6)o The extinction angles in several cases are 
higher than those usually quoted for the series \100 
to 20°), probably due to the presence of some alumina 
substituting for silicao 
The brown amphibole \7) is evidently a common 
hornbl~de formed under different physical conditions 
to the aboveo 
The mineralogy of the amphibole zone in relation to 
the facies classificationo The following quotation 
is from Turner and Verhoogen \1951 Po466) and refers 
to the distribution of rocks belonging to the green-
schist facies:-
"Owing to the extremely low velocity of chemical 
reaction be tween crystalline minerals throughout 
the lower r_ange of metamorphic temperatures, chemical 
adjustment of a rock to such temperatures seldom 
proceeds be_yond an incipient stage unless under the 
accelerating influence of synchronous deformation or 
intense hydrothermal activityo For this reason there 
is virtually no equivalent of the greenschist facies 
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among the hornfelses of simple contact aureoles ooo " 
It is certainly true of the Strathaird amphibole 
zone lavas that they have seldom achieved equilibrium, 
but it would appear that it was towards a greenschist 
facies type of mineralogy that the rocks tended, and 
on eccasions attainedo It is relevant to compare the 
mineralogy of these amphibolitized lavas with that of 
the low-zone greenschists {epidiorites) of the 
Scottish Highlands described by Wiseman (1934), with 
which there is a striking resemblanceo Comparable 
epidiorites are found in the chlorite and biotite 
zones of regional metamorphism; at higher grades 
the mineralogy is not like that of any Strathaird 
rockso The commonest mineral assemblage in the 
epidiorites is green hornblende - chlorite - epddote -
albite; this was also the stable assemblage of the 
Strathaird lavaso Moreover the optical properties 
of t_be amphibole and chlorite are similar in the two 
areaso The chlorite of the epidiorites is of low 
bir_efringence {anomalous browns and violets) except 
when hornblende is not present, reflecting a similar 
relation between lavas inside and outside the Strath-
aird amphibole zoneo Wiseman discovered that the 
refr~active indices of the chlorite and hornblende 
varied sympathetically, probably indicating some sort 
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of regular partition of magnesia and irono The 
amphiboles also have properties like those in Strath-
aird, and one of them was analysed and shown to be a 
tremolite-actinolite with a small amount of alumina 
substitution. 
It therefore seems that around l~rge basic 
intrusions, with their correspondingly long cooling 
periods, the outer parts of the metamorphic aureole 
may include rocks of greenschist facies typeo Equili-
brium is, however, only mocally attained under these 
conditionso Moreover, in Strathaird the capricious 
distribution of uralitization and especially its 
concentration in the amygdaloidal parts of the lava 
flows suggests that the chemical reactions included 
were largely dependent on the circulation of hot, 
aqueous solutionso 
(iii) Field Relations of the Hornfelsed Lavaso 
Adjacent to the Cuillin Gabbro the lavas have 
suffered a high temperature metamorphism which has 
converted them into hard, fine grained, grey rocks of 
granular appearance, very different in texture to the 
amphibolitized lavaso The distribution of the hornfels 
zone is shown in the sketch map, Plate I8 o This 
account of the field relations follows the outcrop 
along the contact of the Gabbro from south-west to 
north-easto 
Sgurr na Stri! A broad outcrop and clean exposures 
display the hornfels zone to its best advantage on 
the southern and eastern slopes of Sgurr na Strio The 
outcrop extends from Rudha Buidhe on the shore of Loch 
Scavaig for some fifteen hundred yards eastwards to 
the Camasunary Rivero Above Rudha Ban the outcrop 
reaches its maximum width of four hundred yardsp the 
Whole of which is within the hornfels zone~ 
The lavas re_st on Torridonian arkoses,with a 
narrow and irregular granophyre along the contacto 
The flows dip to the north-west at about 40°, and are 
cut off in this direction by the often-irregular 
junction of the Gabbroo 
The lavas are pierced by a number of pre-Gabbro 
minor intrusions of various shapes which range in 
composition from peridotites to olivine-free dolerites, 
and are also cut by straight-coursed post-Gabbro dykes 
and a few granoph)ric veinso 
Camasunaryo In the Camasunary valley exposures of 
meta-lavas are limited to two small outcropso The 
first lies on the eastern bank of the Camasunary River 
in continuity with the Sgurr na Stri exposureso Some 
500 feet north-east of the stream the lavas are cut 
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intervenes, while elsewhere the lavas are seen tn 
rest on Jurassic sedimentso On Slat Bheinn the lavas 
are metamorphosed in the style of the amphibole zone, 
while on the Blaven side of the col, and some one 
hundred and fifty yards from the Gab"bro contact, the 
metamorphism is of a transitional character, with the 
hornfels zone itself beginning at a distance of 
between one hundred and one hundred and forty yards 
from the contacto A similar,though variable,width 
of hornfels continues across the·eastern face of 
Blaven and onto Clach Glas and Sgurr nan Each~ with 
a narrow transitional zone into the lavas of amphibole 
zone type, which occupy the rest of the inner belt of 
outcropso The exact delineation of the outer margin 
of the zone is however impossible in the fieldo 
Throughout this stretch the lavas continue to dip 
inwards towards the Gabbro at angles between 20° and 
30°o 
(iv) Petrography of the Hornfelsed Lavas. 
General discussion. The manner in which a thermally 
metamorphosed rock of high grade differs from one of 
lower grade has often been regarded as the result of 
''progressive metamorphism" in the sense that the 
higher grade rock has passed through low grade stages 
~ Plates 2I & 22o 
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before attaining its present constitution.. The 
grade finally reached by a rock is therefore thought 
to depend both on its position in space in relation 
to the source of heat and on the time that it was 
subjected to high temperatureso This concept is 
developed in Harker's book "Metamorphism" {3rdo edo, 
1950)o To quote:-
trThe reconstruction of a rock in metamorphism 
proceeds with rising temperature, and all the facts 
go to show that, at least in any advanced stage in 
the process, adjustment of equilibrium in general 
keeps pace with the rise of temperatureo Minerals 
formed at an earlier stage are, potentially at least, 
parties to the reactions which succeed at higher 
temperatureso tl {opo ci to ppo 30)o 
"The highe"St grade of metamorphism in ordinary 
basic igneous rocks is marked by the total obliteration 
of all original structures except those of a large 
order oooooo Mineralogically the most notable 
feature is the reappearance of augite oooooo The 
uralitization effected at an earlier stage is thus 
reversed 0 0 0 It (opo ci to PPo llO)o 
The length of time during which high temperatures 
are maintained is of undeniable importance in aiding 
thermal reactionso A field demonstration of this 
l43o 
fact is the frequent lack of thermal affects in any 
but the most sensitive rocks (eogo silecious lime-
stones) bordering quite large basic dykeso However 
in cases where a field of elevated temperatures has 
been established by the emplacement of a large body 
of hot magma, heating of the immediately adjacent 
country rocks would be relatively rapid and high 
temperatures long maintainedo It would not seem 
necessary to assume a progressive metamorphism of 
such rocks without further evidence from within the 
rocks themselveso In the context of regional meta-
morphism Read (1949, Pol05) has said:-
" 0 0 0 the preservation of original sedimentary 
textures ooo in the higher grade rocks of a so-called 
progressive series and their obliteration in the low 
grade rocks ooo indicate that the observed series is 
not one of time; the high grade rocks did not pass 
through the low grade stageo" 
The evidence in Strathaird clearly indicates that 
the relationship of the hornfels zone to the amphibole 
zone is not a progressive oneo The hornfels' textures 
and mineralogy were impressed directly on unmetamorph-
osed basaltso 
ln Strathaird, olivine basalt lavas were locally 
brought-into direct contact with a magma of gabbroic 
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compositiono These two phasesp the one essentially 
liquid and the other essentially solid,were of similar 
chemical compositiono In volume the hornfels were a 
mere skin on the surface of the gabbro magma and 
must have cooled at much the same rate as the lattero 
In these circumstances it is not surprising that the 
mineralogies of the gabbros and hornfels have much in 
commonp though their textures remain distincfo The 
gabbros underwent primary crystallizationp and the 
slow fall of temperature allowed large mineral grains 
to grow up round relatively few centreso The basalts 
already possessed a close-set, multicomponent system 
of crystallization centresp and these formed the 
textural basis of the new rockso It' is evidently 
easier for high temperatures, acting alone, to 
reorganize the internal structure of minerals than to 
overcome the barriers to diffusion and allow aggrega-
tion into larger grainso This limitation is largely 
removed when strong deformation or circulating fluids 
are also involved, as in regional metamorphis~ The 
resulting texture in the hornfelsed basalts consists 
of a fine grained mosaic of rounded grains, the well-
known "granoblastic 11 textureo The mineralogical 
changes are the r_esult of the adjustment of extrusive 
rocks, originally rapidly cooledp to plutonic conditions 
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of slow coolingo The chief results are the homogeni-
zation of feldspars; the exsolution of a calcium-free 
(orthorhombic) pyroxene and of some iron oxide from 
the primary high-temperature clinopyroxenep ~eaving 
the latter enriched in calcium and magnesium; and 
the adjustment of pyroxene and olivine content to the 
stoichiometric ratioo 
Gradation within the hornfels zoneo The outer margin 
of the hornfels zone is here arbitrarily defined as 
the surface within which new pyroxene has developed 
at the expense of the oldo Between this outer boundary 
and the lavas of the amphibole zone lies a narrow belt 
of transitional rocksp the characters of which fore-
shadow those of the hornfels zone but do not include 
the growth of new pyroxeneo 
Within the hornfels zone $he three grades of meta-
lava have been distinguishedp differing in the manner 
and degree of their adjustment to the metamorphic 
temperatureso In general the most complete reconstruc-
tion of texture and mineralogy has occurred adjacent 
to the Gabbrop and the lavas become gradually less 
modified outwardso However the grain size of the 
original rock has had a considerable influence on 
, these changes; the f~ner the grain of the rock the 
more readily it has reacted to the changed conditionso 
I 
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The chief characteristic of the three grades of 
lava hornf~ls are summarized below:-
lo Low grade hornfels - The original texture 
remains almost unchangedo Very fine granules of new-
formed pyroxene - mainly orthorhombic - develop round 
the margins of the primary pyroxene and sometimes 
round olivine; their distribution is patchyo Extremely 
fine ~ained exsolved ore makes the primary pyroxene 
appear dustyo Original ore is p~tly recrystallized 
and diffused at the edgeso The contents of vesicles 
are completely recrystallized to new mineralso 
2o Medium grade hornfels - The primary pyroxene 
is entirely replaced by granules of new pyroxene, of 
larger size than at low gradeo Both monoclinic and 
orthorhombic varieties are usually present, and the 
granules are more or less confined to the sites of 
the primary pyroxene, though characteristically they 
tend to encroach upon the margins of the feldspars 
and produce a "scalloped lathtt textureo 
3o High grade hornfels - Pyroxene, feldspar, and 
ore are all completely recrystallized to an equigranu-
lar, granoblastic textureo Two pyroxenes are normally 
present, with the monoclinic variety predominatingo 
Olivine may be partly or wholly recrystallized, or 
absent from the assemblageo Relict structures are 
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usually limited to recrystallized amygdales and 
occasional feldspar phenocryetso The latter commonly 
retain their identity except for marginal dentation 
by the granulitic groundmassa A primary ophimottled 
texture or flow orientation are partially preserved 
in some hornfelso 
Biotite and brown hornblende are common accessories 
in rocks of all gradeso There.is a gradual increase 
of grain size in the recrystallized minerals from low 
to high grade~ but even the coarser hornfels~ with a 
granularity of Co0o2 mmo~ are finer than most unmeta-
morphosed basaltso The colour tends to be dark at low 
grade due to fine grained dispersion of the ore~ but 
at nigh grade the latter forms granules of comparable 
size to the other constituents~ and the colour is of 
a 1 igh ter greyo 
Transitional rockso The petrographic features of the 
meta-lavas which lie between the hornfels and the 
amphibole zone can be illustrated by two slices (439 
and 440) from rocks lying some hundred and fifty yards 
from the Gabbro contact on the western side of the 
Blaven - Slat Bheinn colo In these two slices the 
intersertal clinopyroxene is of dirty appearance due 
to the development of fine~ exsolved ore grains~ and 
there is a considerable growth of granular brown 
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hornblende round the rimso The feldspar is partially 
albitized, and dusty with inclusions, while olivine 
is represented by pseudomorphs of low-birefringence 
chlorite and oreo Primary ore is recrystallized to 
minute granules scattered throughout the groundmasso 
One of the slices (439) is amygdular, and chlorite 
fills many of the vesicles, but one large ca¥ity about 
1 c~ across contains an assemblage of higher tempera-
ture typeo In this a half-millimetre thick outer layer 
consists of finely granular, green diopsidic clino-
pyroxene interspersed with plagioclase and resting on 
an ore-rich vesicle wallo A second layer is of spongy 
anhedral garnet embedded in feldspar and enclosing 
cores of clear prehniteo Several large grains of 
sphene are associated with this layer, and where this 
mineral is in contact with the garnet both develop 
a brown marginal zoneo The centre of the vesicle is 
filled by ac~d plagioclase, variously granular, sheaved 
and spongy in for~ with a few enclosed grains of 
clinopyroxene, both green-tinted and colourlesso The 
garnet of this amygdale is reddish brown in hand 
specimen and pale brown in thin sectiono It is comp-
letely isotropic and has a refractive index greater 
than lo83, indicating the calcium-iron variety, andra-
dite9 The cores of prehnite suggest a derivation from 
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this mineral, probably with iron derived from ilmenite, 
leaving the excess titanium in spheneo M'Lintock 
(1915) ascribed the origin of the grossular found in 
some Mull amygdular meta-lavas to metamorphism of 
scolecite-bearing vesic~es, intermediate stages giving 
prehnite and epidoteo 
Low grade hornfelso (see Plate 23 ) A representative 
specimen (428) is that collected from the Rudha Ban 
headland below Sgurr na Stri, and 350 yards from the 
Gabbro contacto The primary texture is that of a 
rather coarse, sparsely feldspar-phyric basalto The 
groundrnass feldspars tend to form radiating groups, 
and the pyroxene is intersertalo The feldspar pheno-
crysts retain their identity and even their zoning, 
which consists of an anhedral sodic envelope discon-
tinuous with the slightly zoned, euhedral calcic coreo 
The groundmass laths (An64) contain small areas made 
cloudy by extremely fine indeterminate· inclusions, 
and also enclose a few larger grains of new-grown 
pyroxene and apatiteo The primary clinopyroxene is 
rich in fine exsolved ores, many of which are rod-
shaped and aligned in (010) and (001) planeso Small 
(Oo 05-. l1llllo) granules of new pyroxene, mainly orthorhom-
bic, develop from the margins of the grains and also 
· replace some sectors entirelyo Clusters of coarser 
J 
PLATE 23 {opposite.) Microsections: Low and medium grade 
lava hornfels. 
A. {Spec.428)XIOO. Low grade hornfels,Rudha Ban. The prim-
-ary texture is largely retained,but granules of ne~ 
pyroxene {mainly orthorhombic) have developed round the 
margins of the igneous clinopyroxenes,which now contain 
numerous inclusions of ore. 
B. {Spec.224)XIOO. Advanced medium grade hornfels from 
An t-Sron,Camasunary. A relict phenocryst of fresh 
olivine containing euhedral ores is seen to the left of 
the field. The groundmass consists of granular pyroxene 
{predominantly monclinic) and ore,set in basic plagio~ 
-clases which still retain much of their primary,elongate 
form. 
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orthopyroxene may be replacements of primary olivine, 
Which is otherwise not representedo The primary ore 
has been recrystallized and is now scattered as Ool5 ~ 
sub-rounded grainso A little red biotite is associated 
with it and also coats joint surfaceso The rock is of 
fresh appearance except for slight marginal alteration 
of the or_thopyroxene and. the presence of a few thin 
uralite veinso The mode is as follows:-
Constituents_ 
Plagioclase 
Volume Percentages 
42o 2 
Pyroxene (predominantly primary, 
plus new-formed fine granules) 39o •7 
.. 
Orthopyroxene {coarse clusters, 
after olivine?) 
Ore 
Biotite 1,0 
100.0 
Another low grade rock was collected from the 
east side of the large gully on the south face of 
Sgurr na Stri and 370 ~ards from the Gabbro contacto 
The slice (212) has the same general metamorphic 
features as that described above, but differs in that 
olivine has been recrystallized into indefinite patches 
of granules \avo Oo05 ~) which remain fresh. Brown 
hornblende is locally abundant both as coarse crystals 
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filling irregular veins and more sparsely as coatings 
to the ore grains. The slice contains several amyg-
dales which consist of an outer layer of equidimen-
sional lOo3 ~) clinopyroxene and a core of coarse 
prisms of wollastonite with slivers of calcite along 
the cleavageso Some of the pyroxene abutting against 
the calcic core is weakly pleochroic from pale green 
to yellowo 
A rock collected from the gully between Blaven 
and Clach Glas {270) has low grade textures in which 
the primary olivine is again represented by new-grown 
granules together with ore. In many cases the clusters 
preserve the shapes of the original crystals, but 
sometimes the gr_ains are more dispersed. 
lite dium grade hor_nfels. lsee Plate 23 ). A specimen 
(427) collected some 270 yards from the Gabbro contact 
on the south side of Sgurr na .ltri is representative 
of this grade. The plagioclase {An60) forms 0.3 ~ 
laths, largely clear but with a few patches dusty 
with inclusions. The ferromagnesian minerals indent 
and are sometimes enclosed within the laths. Almost 
the whole of the primary augite is recrystallized to 
granules of monoclinic and orthorhombic pyroxene. 
The distribution of the former roughly preserves the 
primary ophitic texture of the lava and the grains 
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contain orientated inclusions of exsolved oreo The 
orthopyroxene is found between these relict ophitic 
areas as small pink prisms which sometimes enclose 
small clinopyroxeneso Associated with it is a small 
amount of olivine in clear granules averaging Ool ~ 
acrosso Over two per cent of red-brown biotite is 
present in this rock and mainly centres round the 
ore grainso It also builds several poeciloblastic 
metacrysts up to 2 ~ long which enclose grains of 
pyroxene and olivineo The refractive index of this 
biotite was found to be lo651, indicating the variety 
"lepidomelane", containing according to a diagram of 
Winchell (1951, Po374) a content of between 55% and 
75% of the iron-bearing moleculeso 
The modal percentages of the above rock and of 
severa~ other medium grade hornfels are given belowo 
Constituents Volume Percentages 
~ ±.§§ 224 225 336 
Plagioclase 42o 0 44ol 5lo 2 49o 3 46o 5 
Clinopyroxene 25o 6 36o 1 32o 2 23o 3 3oo 3 
Orthopyroxene 2lo 5 13o4 9o 3 22o 3 2o 1 
Olivine 5o 0 4o4 10o4 
Ore 3o 5 3o4 2o 9 5o 1 2o 7 
Biotite 2o4 3o0 
lOUoO lOOoO 1001!0 1001!0 1008 0 
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Speco 427 - From Rudha Ban headland, Sgurr na Stri; 
270 yards from the Gabbro contacto 
Speco 136 - From the east bank of the Camasunary River; 
80 yards from the Gabbro contact. 
Speco 224- From the hillock north-east of An 1t Sron, 
Camasunary; situated 2 yards from the 
Gabbro contact. 
Speco 225 - Same locality as 224; 4 yards from the 
Gabbro contacto 
Speco 336 - From the gully between Clach Glas and 
Sgurr nan Each, Blaven Range; 10 yards 
from the Gabbro contact. 
It will be seen from these modes that orthopyroxene 
is in some rocks almost as abundant as clinopyroxene, 
while 1n others it is much subordinate to ito Olivine 
is not always present, and is always less abundant than 
in the unmetamorphosed lavas. One of the specimens 
(224) contains primary phenocrysts of bytownite (An76) 
and olivine, neither of which have been recrystallized 
although the rock was collected only two yards from 
the Gabbr_o contact. A small amount of recrystallized 
olivine is found in the groundmass howevero· 
High grade hornfels. (see Plate __ 24 ) The extent to 
which complete recrystallization of the lavas to high 
r 
~ 
! ' 
PLATE 24 (opposite.) Microsections: High grade lava hornfels. 
A. (Spec.205)><IOO. High grade hornfels from Sgurr na Stri. 
Large,poeciloblastic biotite metacrysts occupy the centre 
of the field,and part of a recrystallized amygdale is 
seen to the bottom left,and consists largely of ortho-
-pyroxene. The rest of the field consists of small 
granules of pyroxene,ore,and occassional olivine,set in 
a mosaic of eqaidimentional plagioclase. Orthopyroxene 
predominates over clinopyroxene in the upper right corner 
of the field,and there shows a characteristic tendency to 
be prismatic. 
B. (Spec.I83)XIOO. High grade hornfels,Sgurr na Stri. The 
. 
large clinopyroxene& in the top left corner of the field 
probably mark the site of a large primary crystal. The 
roCk otherwise consists of granular clinopyroxene,olivine, 
and ore,together with a little biotite,set in an equi-
-granular mosaic of plagioclase. 
A. 
B. 
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grade textures occurs varies from place to place 
along the contact of the Gabbro plutono In general 
this sub-zone is very much wider on Sgurr na Stri 
than elsewhereo On the western shoreline below this 
hill high grade rocks are found as much as 300 yards 
from the contact9 but on the eastern slopes, above 
Camasunary, the sub-zone has narrowed to about 150 
yardso In parts of the Camasunary valley and on the 
Blaven Range high grade rocks are altogether absent 
along the contact, but on the Blaven - Slat Bheinn 
col they occupy a width of 20 yards, and in the gully 
between Clach G~as and Sgurr nan Each are found up to 
8 yards from the margin of the Gabbroo 
In the petrographic descriptions which follow the 
I. 
hornfels are subdivided into four groups, the first 
including the most undersaturated hornfels9 containing 
abundant olivine, while the other three deal with 
successively less undersaturated rockso 
H.b:tn{els with abundant oli vineo 
This type is not common, and the three rocks the 
modes of which are quoted below were the only ones 
found belonging to this categoryo 
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Constituents Volume Percentages 
165 ~ 443 
Plagioclase 470 8 35o 5 470 2 
Clinopyroxene L3 )32. 8 3lo 2 
Orthopyroxene 
Olivine 21~1 29o 3 180 9 
Ore 2o 6 2o4 2o 8 
Biotite Oo4 trace 
Brown hornblende 26o 8 
~ 
lOOoO lOOoO lOOol 
Speco 165- From An;t Sron, Camasunary valleyo 
Speco 334 - From the gully between Clach Glas and 
Blaven; 1 yard from the Gabbro contacto 
Speco 443 - From the Blaven - Slat Bheinn col; 1 yard 
from the Gabbroo 
Apart from the relative abundance of olivine,the 
absence of orthopyroxene in two of the rocks is note-
worthyo This mineral is present in 334, but unfortu-
nately the grain size is too small for it to be 
accurately separated from the clinopyroxene. 
The presence of abundant brown hornblende is the 
most unusual feature of Specimen 165, although smaller 
amounts of this mineral are found in several other 
1~ 
meta-lavaso The amphibole has developed at the 
expense of the clinopyroxene and is probably a 
retrogressive product of waning metamorphismo Olivine 
is found. both as small granules and as larger irregular 
grains up to half a millimetre acrosso Granular 
Olivine is especially common round amygdaleso 
Most of the olivine in the rock from the Clach 
Glas gully {334) retains its primary porphyritic 
mode as crystals up to 2 ~ across, with a minor 
amount of granular olivine in the groundmasso Con-
version to orthopyroxene occurs marginally and along 
the cracks of the larger grainso A granular mosaic 
of plagioclase {An52), clinopyroxene and orthopyroxene 
fills in the groundmasso The appearance suggests that 
this hornfels was derived from a lava of picritic 
affinityo 
All the olivine of 443 occurs in Oo25 ~ rounded 
gr~ins now altered to uralitic material associated 
with the uralite veins which cross the sliceo The 
metamorphic clinopyr_oxene was evidently derived from 
an ophitic parent, and now consists of rounded lobes 
tenuously connected over areas some 2 mmo in diametero 
It contains numerous exsolved ore rodeo 
Hornfels with moderate olivine contents. 
Hornfels containing between 10 and 15 per cent 
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olivine are rather more common than o~ivine-rich 
varieties. A selection of modes is given below. 
Constituents Volume Percentages 
!§g 420 183 332 
Plagioclase 53o 6 6lo 0 5lo 1 50o4 
Clinopyroxene 20 .. 6 19 .. 8 22o4 29 .. 4 
Orthopyroxene 8o 5 1 .. 0 9. 6 lo 5 
Olivine 11 .. 9 13o 9 13 .. 8 14 .. 6 
Ore 4 .. 1 4 .. 3 2 .. 1 4 .. 1 
Biotite 1 .. 3 trace lo 0 
100 .. 0 100.0 100 .. 0 100 .. 0 
Spec. 182 - From an inclusion of lava in the Gabbro, 
16 yards within the contact; Sgurr na Stri. 
Spec. 420 - From an inclusion within the Gabbro, 250 
yards within the contact; Sgurr na Stri .. 
Spec. 183 - From the Gabbro contact; eastern face of 
Sgurr na Stria 
Spec. 332 - From the gully between Clach Glas and 
Sgurr nan Each; at the contact of the 
Gabbro. 
It will be noted from these modes that the content 
of orthopyroxene, though sometimes considerable, is 
always much less than that of clinopyroxene. 
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An interesting feature of 182 is that the feldspar, 
though thoroughly recrystallized to an equidimensional 
mosaic,nevertheless possesses a marked preferred 
orientation as revealed by the twinningo Whether 
this is an inherited or a newly imposed feature (the 
inclusion from which this specimen was collected is 
in fact a lens-shaped streak) is not knowno The 
clinopyroxene and ore of this rock are also granulitic, 
but the orthopyroxene frequently forms poeciloblastic 
anhedra up to 2 ~ acrosso Olivine builds small 
granules and a few rounded half millimetre grains 
Which are probably the remnantspf primary phenocrystso 
Amwgdales present in the slice contain mosaics of 
clinopyroxene and poorly-twinned plagioclaseo Around 
the more feldspar-rich amygdales the groundmass is 
enriched 1n olivineo 
The grain size of another gabbro-enclosed lava 
(420) is coarser than that of most hornfels, with 
the plagioclase (An62) anhedra averaging Oo3 ~ and 
occasionally reaching 1 ~o Groups of clinopyroxene 
granules often have a common optical orientation 
suggesting derivation from large parent crystalso 
Schiller structure is often presento Olivine again 
forms both large irregular grains and small granules, 
and adjacent to a uralite - chlorite vein is altered 
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to talc, amphibole and oreo This and other xenoliths 
from the margin of the Gabbro show no notable 
mineralogical or textural differences from meta-lavas 
outside the contact, though the grain is sometimes 
a little coarser and schiller structure is common in 
the clinopyroxeneso 
Specimen 1S3 contains recrystallized cores of 
primary clinopyroxene up to Oo 75 ImDo across, though 
most of the pyroxene is found as granuleso Olivine 
also occurs both as granulaes and as larger remnental 
grainso In 332 the texture is fine gr~ained and equi-
granular. 
Hornfels poor or lacking in olivine and with dominant clino-
-pyroxeneo 
Rocks falling into this category are more numerous 
than those in any other group. Seven modes are quoted 
belOWo 
Constituents Volume Percentages 
441 423 1M 126 205 333 §3~ 
Plagioclase 41.2 44o7 50o 8 62o 1 47o 6 45o 2 52o4 
Clinopyroxene l.So 2 25o 5 25o 3 17o 9 18o 9 43o4 2lo 5 
Orthopyroxene 16o 5 17o2 lSo 6 10o4 14o4 14o 0 
Olivine loS 7o 3 7o 6 So 2 
Ore 5o 3 So 2 5o 3 9o 6 7o 5 3o S 3o 9 
Biotite 18o 8 2o 6 traces 4o 3 
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Speco 441 - From the Blaven - Slat Bheinn col; 17 yards 
from the Gabbro contacto 
Speco 423 - Sgurr na Stri; 6 yards from the Gabbro 
contacto 
Speco 125 - East bank of the Camasunary River; 1 yard 
from the Gabbroo 
Speco 126 - East bank of the Camasunary River; 
6 inches from the Gabbroo 
Speco 205 - Sgurr na Stri; 170 yards from the Gabbro 
contacto 
Speco 334 - Gully between Clach Glas and Sgurr nan 
Each; 2 yards from the Gabbroo 
Speco 335 - Gully between Clach Glas and Sgurr nan 
Each; 4 yards from the Gab·broo 
One feature of the above modes is that with one 
exception \333) these rocks contain a considerably 
higher percentage of orthopyroxene than is found in 
lavas with more abundant olivineo Several of them 
also have a high ore contento 
Textural variations in this group do not vary 
from those already described; suggestions of a primary 
ophimottled pyroxene mod.e are detectable in 441 and 
423; remnents of porphyritic olivine are to be seen 
in 333, and a well-defined preferred orientation of 
the feldspars is present in 126o The abundant biotite 
l6lo 
of 441 forms numerous poeciloblastic plateso 
Metamorphosed amygdales are well represented in 
one of the slices (205) and there consist chiefly of 
both varieties of pyroxene, some plagioclase, a little 
ore and olivine. The subhedral prisms of orthopyrox-
ene are sometimes very coarse (2 ~ )o When olivine 
is present it is set in plagioclase, and the surrounds 
of suc~amygdales are commonlU. enriched in olivine 
at the expense of the pyroxenes. 
Hornfels poor or lacking in olivine with dominant 
orthop;proxeneo 
Three modes suffice to represent this small group. 
Constituents 
Plagioclase 
Clinopyroxen~ 
Orthopyroxene 
Olivine 
Ore 
Biotite 
Volume 
~ 
63o 5 
lo 3 
27ol 
So 1 
traces 
lOOoO 
Percentages 
162 186 
64o0 57o 0 
6o 7 
25o 6 23o 0 
7o 4 
8o4 4o 3 
2., 0 lo 6 
lOOoO 100 oO 
Speco 422 - From Sgurr na Stri above Rudha Ban; at 
contact of Gabbro. 
162o 
Speco 186 - Eastern face of Sgurr na Stri; at contact 
of Gabbroo 
Speco 162- From An:t-Sron, Camasunaryo 
All three modes show high percentages of feldspar, 
·while clinopyroxene is either greatly reduced or 
absento 
The rock from above Rudha Ban (422) has an equi-
granular and relatively coarse textureo Clinopyroxene 
is only a minor constituent but ore is abundant and of 
similar grain size (co0o25 ~) to the other dark 
mineralso The plagioclase (ln58) matrix has an average 
granularity of Oo35 ~; individual grains are often 
slightly elongated parallel to the craxiso are clear, 
and are f~ee from zoningo 
Specimen 162 is interesting in that it provides 
evidence of reaction between the meta-lava and several 
veins of acid material which transect ito The feldspar 
of the basalt is andesine and the crystals often whow 
normal zoningo Clinopyroxene is entirely absent and 
the orthopyroxene has a more marked pleochroism than 
usual and is most abundant adjacent to the veinso Ore 
is abundant and apatite commono The veining materaal 
consists of pot~sh feldspar, andesine, quartz, and a 
little orthopyroxene and biotiteo Apatite prisms are 
numerous and largeo 
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Specimen 186 is unlike the other two in containing 
granules of olivine, and these are again especially 
common in the vicinity of meta-amygdaleso The latter 
are filled by coarse grains of the two pyroxenes 
together with subordinate plagioclase. 
(v) Pyroxenes and Metamorphism 
Clinopyroxenes of unmetamorphosed lavas. In the 
basalts lying outside the thermal aureole only one 
pyroxene is present, and it is always a clinopyroxene 
with a titaniferous purple tint varying in intensity 
in different lava types. The optical properties of 
this mineral were investigated in ten rocks distributed 
throughout the sequence, and the results are given in 
the previous chapter (section (iv) Petrography)o 
When plotted on Hess's triangular diagram of 2V 
and n/3 p~otted against composition (1949, p.634) 
these pyroxenes form a cluster in the Ca-Mg corner 
of the augite field, with an average calculated 
composition of ca42Mg34Fe24 (see Plate 25 ). The 
most magnesian member of this group is that taken from 
the picrite flow (Ca43 ~~37 Fe2o) and the most iron 
rich i~ that found in a strongly ophitic lava from 
the Ophimottled Basalt Group (Ca40 Mg33 Fe27)o 
\ 
There is reason for believing, however, that these 
Cat 
Mg 
PLATE 25. COMPOSITIONS OF CLINOPYROXENES FROM LAVAS AND 
HORNFELS, BASED ON OPTICAL PROPERTIES. 
Fe 
PYROXENES fROH UNMETAMORPHOSED LAVAS • PYROXENES fROH LOW GRA.Dl PYROXENl HORNH.LS + 
PYROXENES FROM METAMORPHOSED A.MVGDALES 0 PYROXENES FROM H IGii GRADE PYROXENE HORNFELS K 
HESS'S NORMAL CRYS.TALLIZATI ON CURVE FOR IGNEOUS PYROXENES •••• ••••• 
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calculated compositions do not more than approximate 
to the true proportions of Ca : Mg : Fe ions in these 
pyroxeneso It will be noted that their plots all lie 
well above the "normal crystallization curve" con-
structed by Hess from a study of clinopyroxenes in 
basic plutonic rockso Moreover, using Hess's curve~, 
the biretringence is between OoOOl and Oo003 lower 
than that which would be expected from the 2V - n/3 
plotso Part of the explanation may be that titania 
is almost certainly present in excess of the figure 
of Oo4 %used by Hess in constructing the curves, and 
an increase in titania content also causes a substitu-
tion of alumina for silica in the proportion of two 
Al3+ for Si4+ ions for every Ti4+ ion in the structureo 
There is a great deal of uncertainty concerning the 
effect of minor constituents on the optical properties, 
and recent workers in this field (Wilkinson, 1956; 
Brown, 1957; Muir and Tilley, 1958) are unanimous in 
concluding that the simple Ca : Mg : Fe diagram cannot 
adequately represent the relations between optical 
properties and chemical composition in complex clino-
pyroxeneso Wilkinson (1956), for instance, finds that 
the optical properties of titanium-rich pyroxenes in 
a sill of alkaline olivine dolerite indicate a higher 
Fe and lower Ca content than is revealed by analysiso 
165o 
Muir and Tilley (1958) discovered· that the optical 
plots of clinopyroxene from the metamorphosed basic 
rocks studied by them generally lie on the iron side 
of the position based on chemical analysis. 
Clinopyroxenes of hornfelsed lavaso The optical 
properties of two clinopyroxenes from low grade horn-
fels and three from high grade hornfels were determined 
together with a clinopyroxene from a dolerite dyke 
which has been metamorphosed to high gradeo In addition, 
measurements were made on two pyroxenes found in the 
metamorphosed amygdales of two high grade meta-lavas. 
The results are set out below. 
~ n/3 !!..! 2. v(.+) CoUfosition 
- Hess) 
Low grade hornfels 
425o lo 689 lo 694 lo 717 5li° Ca42Mg39Fe19 
426o lo 687 lo 692 lo 713 52~0 Ca43Mg4oFel7 
High grade hornfels - groundmass 
126o lo 688 la694 lo 716 47~0 ca39Mg41Fe2o 
335o lo689 lo 693 lo 715 49 ° Ca4oMg41Fe19 
438o la69Q lo 695 lo 716 48 ° Ca4oMg40Fe20 519o (metadol.) lo 686 lo 690 lo 711 48~0 Ca40Mg43Fel7 
High gr_ade hornfels - amygdales 
4:23o (granular, 
50 o Ca41Mg42Fel7 colourless) lo686 lo 691 lo 713 
435o (granular, 
56 o Ca46Mg35Fel9 pale green) lo 691 lo 697 lo 719 
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The pyroxenes from the two low grade hornfels 
still retain much of their primary texture, but that 
some recrystallization has occurred is indicated by 
the presence of small exsolved bodies of ore and by 
the loss of titaniferous colourationo Marginally 
they have been notched by the formation of minute 
granules of new pyroxene, mainly orthorhombico In 
comparison with nnmetamorphosed pyroxenes their 
indices are lower, but 2V remains about the sameo 
The completely recrystallized and re-formed cline-
pyroxenes of the high grade hornfels have both lower 
indices and lower values for 2V when compared with 
the igneous pyroxeneso 
Of the two pyroxenes from metamorphosed amygdales, 
the first (424) is of similar properties to the ground-
mass pyroxenes, but the green, pleochroic mineral is 
considerably more calcic and can be provisionally 
classified as a saliteo The meta-amygdale from which 
it was derived contained a highly calcic assemblage 
including wollastonite and calciteo 
In all the metamorphic clinopyroxenes there is 
good correspondence between the measured birefringence 
and that predictable from the plotting of n~ and 2V 
on Hess's curveso This may mean that their optical 
properties agree more closely with those of the 
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plutonic igneous pyroxenes studied by Hess than do 
the pyroxenes of the unmetamorphosed lavaso In th&s 
respect it is significant that during metamorphism 
the titaniferous colouration disappears, evidently 
due to the exsolving of titanium oxide, so that the 
optical interference caused by this constituent must 
be considerably reducedo Moreover, the hornfels 
crystallized under much the same pressure-temperature 
conditions as did the adjacent gabbros, so it would 
not be surprising if the properties of their pyroxenes 
agreed more clasely with those of plutonic basic rocks 
than do the pyroxenes of the extrusive rocks from which 
they were derivedo Nevertheless, Muir and Tilley (1957, 
1958) examined similar clinopyroxenes in metamorphosed 
picrite basalts from Hawaii and found that their optics 
suggested a higher content of iron than is revealed by 
chemical analysis. 
It is unfortunate that the inability to correlate 
optical properties with chemical composition accurately 
make it impossible to define clearly the changes which 
metamorphism induced in the composition of the Strath-
aird clinopyroxeneso Optically, the clinopyroxenes 
in the hornfels show both lower refractive indices and 
lower values for 2V than do the clinopyroxenes in 
unmetamorphosed lavaso There are also some optical 
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differences between the clinopyroxenes of low grade 
&nd high grade hornfelso The average values of 2V 
and n/.3 given below show the general nature of these 
difference so 
2V(+) n/3 
Clinopyroxenes in lavas 52!0 lo 700 
Clinopyroxenes in low grade 
52° hornfels lo693 
Clinopyroxenes in high grade 
hornfels 48° lo693 
At low grade the clinopyroxenes retain their 
external form almost intact, but ar.,e rich in exsolved 
opaque mineralsp and there is a certain amount of 
marginal recrystallization to P,rthopyroxene and clino-
pyroxeneo At high grade the clinopyroxene is entirely 
recrystallized, but still contains some exsolved 
opaque mineral, while orthopyroxene is separately 
crystallizedo Despite the uncertainties it does seem 
likely, both from the optical and petrographic evid-
ences that one of the major changes in the composition 
of the clinopyroxenes on metamorphism was the loss of 
a considerable part of the iron and titanium contento 
Oiithonyroxenes of high grade hornfelso All the hornfels 
orthopyroxenes are optically negative and show moderate 
to weak pleochroism in pale pinks and greenso Thus 
a.re 
theyAall either hypersthene or bronziteo The optical 
properties of only one specimen were completely 
determinedo The results are set out belowo 
n/3 2V(-) 
422o Prismatic granules; lo690 lo699 lo704 64° 
moderate pleochroism, 
o<.. pale pink> 6 pale green 
This specimen was obtained from an orthopyroxene 
rich hornfels, and according to the optical property 
diagram of Poldervaart (1947) it is a bronzite contain-
ing 2~ of the orthoferrosilite moleculeo The ortho-
pyroxene of another hornfels (335), in which clino-
pyroxene is dominant, possesses a 2V of 60°, suggest-
ing a composition near to the bronzite - hypersthene 
boundary (Or 30)o 
(vi) Chemistry of the Hornfelsed Lavas. 
Four high grade hornfels were chemically analysed, 
one rock being selected from each of the four minera-
logical groups described in the petrographic section 
of this chaptero Although these are metamorphic rocks 
the norms were nevertheless calculated in order to 
better compare them with the analyses of unmetamorphosed 
lavas given in section (vi) of Chapter VIo The oxide 
percentages of the hornfels are given in the first 
part of Table 6, and the modes and norms in the second 
TABLE 6 
CHEMICAL ANALYSES OF FOUR HIGH GRADE LAVA HORNFELS. 
165. 183 .. 205. 162. 
Si02 48.8 47.8 48.1 63.4 
Ti08 1 .. 26 1.00 1. 37 1 .. 32 
Al2 3 12.1 15.5 13 .. 2 15 .. ·9 
Fe~03 3 .. 3 3. 8 4. 9 5. 8 Fe 7 .. 6 7 .. 2 7 .. 8 6.4 
MnO 0.,13 0.11 0.10 0.24 
MgO 12 .. 7 10 .. 5 11.6 7. 3 
CaO 10.5 10.2 a. 7 4.4 
Na8o 2. 8 2. 2 2. 8 
4. 2 
K2 0.44 0.26 0.41 lo 07 H20~+~ o.so o. 50 0;1.18 0.17 H2o .... 0.28 o .. 16 o. 25 o. 28 
P205 0.10 o .. 25 0.19 o .. 12 
Total 100.5 99 .. 5 100.6 100.6 
165. - An~t-Sron, Camasunary. Rich in olivine and 
brown hornblende .. 
183.. - Hornfels adjacent to the Gabbro contact plane, 
eastern face of Sgurr na Stri. Moderately 
high olivine content. 
205 .. - Collected 170 yards from the Gabbro contact, 
Sgurr na Stri. Moderately low olivine content. 
162 .. -From An't Sron, Camasunary. Lacking in olivine 
and clinopyroxene; contains abundant ortho-
pyroxene; feldspar andesine. Has reacted with 
acid veins during metamorphis~ 
Analyst D. C. Almond .. 
TABLE 6 
(cont .. 5 
HODES AND NORMS OF FOUR HIGH GRADE LAVA HORNFELS .. 
Normative 
Minerals 165. 183. 205. 162 
Quartz 2 .. 46 
Orthoclase 2.78 1 .. 67 2. 22 6.12 
Albite 23.58 18.86 23.58 35.63 
Anorthite 19.46 31.41 21.04 21.41 
~~ 13.46) 7.44! 8., 35 Diopside 9 .. 40 25.63 5. 20 14.22 5.80 16.00 Fs 2o77 lo 58 1. 85 
{En o .. 80i 12. 80} 14. 00} 18 .. 20l Hypersthene 1.06 16 .. 76 18.22 23.35 Fs o .. 26 3. 96 4 .. 22 5. 15{ 
Olivine {Fo 15 .. 12} 20 .. 02 5. 88} 7. 72 5. 04J 6 .. 88 Fa 4.. 90 1 .. 84 1.84 
Magnetite 4. 87 5 .. 57 7.19 7. 75 
Ilmenite 2.43 2 .. 28 2,43 2 .. 58 
Apatite o .. 23 o .. 57 o .. 34 o. 27 
Water o. 78 o. 65 0 .. 48 0.45 
Modes. 
Constituents Wt. % 
165 .. 183. 
Plagioclase 43.3 45.2 
Clinopyroxene 1.4 25.0 
Orthopyroxene 10.1 
Hornblende 26.7 
Olivine 23 .. 5 15.1 
Ore 4. 8 3. 6 
Biotite o. 3 lo 0 
I 
205 .. 162 .. 
Plagioclase 41.0 56.7 
(Jlinopyroxene 20.3 
Orthopyroxene 14.6 26.9 
Olivine 7.1 
Ore 12.4 14.4 
Biotite 4.1 2. 0 
part of Table 6o 
The major chemical constituents of the first 
·three hornfels (165, 183, and 205)· approximately 
agree in amount with those in the Basal Lava Group 
olivine basalt (Table 3, 42), excepting that silica 
is higher in the hornfelso The predominance of 
magnesia over lime and low alumina of 165 and 205 may 
mean that these lavas were originally olivine rich 
varieties of picritic affinity, since these features 
are also found to a more marked extent in the analysis 
of a picrite (Table 4)o The high silica content is 
expressed in the norms and modes of 183 and 205 by 
the appearance of a notable amount of orthopyroxene 
and a much lower content of olivine than is normally 
found in unmetamorphosed lavaso Specimen 165 remains 
a heavily undersaturated rock with a high content of 
olivineo 
The fourth analysis (162) is a special case in 
that its petrography shows that at the time of meta-
morphism reaction occured between the lava and intruded 
acid materialo The effects of this are indicated in 
the analysis by the low magnesia and lime values and 
high contents of silica, soda, and potasho These 
features find expression in the norm, as in the mode, 
by the presence of a notably sodic plagioclase and 
lno 
the absence of any ferromagnesian silicate apart 
from orthopyroxeneo A similar hornfels might have 
been formed by the metamorphism of a trachybasalt 
lava, with which this analysis has many similarities 
(see Table 5), but the examination of thin sections 
makes it clear that the present composition has largely 
been determined by the loss of lime and magnesia to 
the invading acid material and a gain in silica and 
alkalieso 
(vii) A Metamorphosed Boleo 
Metamorphosed representatives of the thin shales 
and red clays which are sometimes found between the 
flows of the lava sequence are surprisingly hard to 
find in the hornfels zoneo Even where there are 
continuously exposed sections through several of the 
metamorphosed flows the partings are only indicated 
by amygdale rich horizonso 
One sedimentary parting was,however,detected 
not far from the base of the lavas on Sgurr na Stri 
and 520 yards north-north-east of Rudha Ba~ It 
outcrops as a thin black vein, never more than 2 
inches thick, crossing a slab of lava hornfelsa 
In hand specimen this rock (211) is black, fine 
grained, and vitreousa It weathers to a dark reddish 
TABLE 7 
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS OF A BOLE FROM CAMASUNARY, 
WITH A COMPARISON. 
lo 
Si02 4lo 8 
TiO 2 3o 0 
N203 32o 1 
Fe2o3 3o 2 
FeO llo 3 
MnO 00 19 
MgO 2o 0 
CaO lo 3 
Na20 2o 5 
K20 2o 0 tr. 
H20(+) o. 93 
H20(-) 0.09 
P203 o. 32 Oo 22 
100.7 
lo Metamorphosed bole from Sgurr na Stri, Camasunary 
(spec. 2ll)o Analyst: Do C. Almondo 
2. Analysis of a basaltic lithomarge from Glenavon, 
Coo Antrim, recalculated to 100 omitting H20o The 
original analysis contains H20(+) 12o63 %; H20(-) 
So 15 %. From Eyles {1952, Po 14, analysis RS/lS)o 
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brown surface with projecting bands of black ore. In 
thin section a rough compositional banding is seen 
consisting of various combinations of cordierite, ore, 
potash feldspar mullite (?), plagioclase, and a little 
biotite apatite and zircon. 
The cordierite predominates over all the other 
constituents, and varies in habit from subhedral prisms 
to anhedral aggregates. A few of the prisms are more 
than half a millimetre across in transverse section, 
but a granularity of about 0.1 mm. is more usual. 
Sector and polysynthetic twinning are well developed, 
and in some the core of the crystal is rich in fine, 
opaque inclusions. Most of the cordierite is fresh, 
but in a few patches there has been alteration to 
pinite. The value of ·nt.3 is 1.555, suggesting that 
the cordierite contains some 40 % of the iron-bearing 
molecule (Winchell, 1951; Miyashiro and others, 1955). 
Ore is abundantly scattered throughout the rock in 
the form of sub-rounded grains and aggregates, and it 
is also frequently concentrated into bands of irregular 
thickness. In some bands potash feldspar is abundant 
as large, poeciloblastic anhedra up to 2 mm.. across, 
enclosing subhedral cordierites. It is usually fresh 
but is occasionally partly altered to a clay mineral 
and muscovite. The optical properties ( n/3 
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lo525 and 2V(-) small) suggest that this feldspar is 
a sanidineo Plagioclase occurs in some bands in a 
granulitic mosaic interspersed with cordieriteo In 
composition it is an andesine, and it shows slight 
normal zoning marginallyo Needles of a sillimanite 
type of mineral are abundant in the cordierite-rich 
bands, and in view of the high temperature paragenesis 
this mineral may well be mulliteo Among the minor 
constituents apatite prisms are the most common, and 
there is also a small amount of biotite and zircono 
Muscovite occurs in patches as an alteration of the 
A chemic.al analysis~ ih,·s roc.k 
aluminous mineralso This &ftal7sisAis compared, in 
Table 7, with a normal red bole (lithomarge) from 
Antrim (Eyles, 1952), and for this purpose the Antrim 
analysis has been recalculated to 100 %, omitting 
watero It will be seen that the two rocks are similar 
in containing high percentages of alumina and iron, 
and are both relatively poor in silica, but while the 
Skye rock cont~ins significant amounts of magnesia, 
lime, and alkalies, these constituents are almost 
completely lacking in the lithomarge from Antri~ The 
high potash content of the Skye rock is especially 
puzzling9 since few basalts contain more than Oo5% 
of this oxideo According to Eyles (opocito ), the 
formation of lithomarge from basalt is brought about 
174o 
by the breaking up of the complex silicates into 
their constituent oxidesg with the almost complete 
elimination in solution of magnesia, lime, and 
alkaliesg and the partial elimination of silicao The 
silica and alumina thus freed combine with water to 
form kaolinite or halloysite, and the resultant rock 
consists essentially of these clay minerals, together 
with oxides of iron and titani~ It is possible 
that before metamorphism the Skye rock was similar in 
composition to the Antrim lithomarge, and has gained 
magnesia, lime, and alkalies by metasomatism.. The 
source of these constituents, especially alkalies, is 
unlikely to have been in the surrounding basalts, but 
they might have been gained from the para-metamorphic 
acid veins which are common in this areao Alternatively, 
these chemical pecul.iari ties:; may have been inherited 
from the pre-existing sedimento It is conceivable, 
for instance, that the Camasunary rock was derived 
from a shaley sediment, deposited in a shallow pool 
of water on~op of the weathering basaltso In such a 
situation potash may have been concentrated, and taken 
up into clay minerals of the illite type, while the 
clays weathered from basalt contributed kaolinite and 
iron oxide, giving·as a final product a ferruginous 
and aluminous clayo 
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(viii) The Distribution of Combined Water 
in the Lavas. 
Hydrous solutions played an important part in 
forming the present mineralogy of the Strathair·d lavas. 
The conversion of basalts adjacent to the Cuillin 
Gabbro into hornfels was a "dry metamorphism"g but in 
the amphibole zone there is a clear relationship 
between degree of uralitization and permeabilityg and 
many of the new minerals formed are hydrous. This is 
also true of the broad belt of alteration outside the 
amphibole zone in which all the olivine and some of 
the pyroxene have been degraded to chloritic minerals 
and lime has been carried away from some of the feld-
spars to be deposited in epidoteo 
To give an approximate idea of t~he present 
distribution of combined water fifty-four determina-
tiona were made on lavas from all parts of the areao 
The figures obtained are expressed below as averages 
for· the three main zones. For comparison it may be 
noted that both Nocko1ds (1954) and Green and 
Poldervaart (1955) show a combined water content of 
Oo 76 % in their averages of "normal alkaline basalts". 
Hornfels zone {17 determinations) 
Amphibole zone (13 determinations) 
Zone of alteration (24 determinations) 
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In the almost completely fresh hornfels of the 
Camasunary area all the values are below Oo5% and 
one i-s as low as Oo 1 %o North of the Blaven - Slat 
Bheinn col there is an increasing degree of alteration 
in the zone, and four specimens from Sgurr nan Each 
contained between lo7 and 3o0% combined watero 
The lavas from the amphibole zone all contain more 
than 1% H20(+), and the highest value was 3o5 %o 
The range in the zone of alteration is from lo5% 
to nearly 7 %, the latter being the figure for the 
highly altered basal flow on An Carnacho 
The emplacement of the Cuillin Gabbro and later 
of the Red Hills Granophyres probably initiated the 
circulation of the hot aqueous fluids which were the 
agents of the mineralogical changeso It is however 
obvious that this was not merely a process of redistri-
bution of water amongst the lavaso tne amount of water 
driven off from the hornfels zone is insignificant 
compared with that added to the outer areaso The 
intrusions themselves may have provided some of the 
fluids, but the quota is not likely to have been large, 
especially in the case of the Gabbroo The bulk of the 
water must,then,have come from below, and there is an 
obvious source in the sandstones and shales of Jurassic 
age which underlie the lavas0 Shales situated up to a 
17~ 
mile or more from the margin of the Gabbro are 
significantly indurated and must have been consider-
ably dried by the metamorphismo This idea gains 
support from the observation that the lowermost flows 
of the lava sequence are the most altered. 
(ix) General Features of the Metamorphism. 
Facies considerations. The following is a summary of 
the mineral assemblages found in the hornfels zone:-
Assemblage 
1. Plagioclase - clinopyroxene -
olivine - ore. 
2o Plagioclase - clinopyroxene -
orthopyroxene - olivine - ore. 
3. Plagioclase - clinopyroxene -
orthopyroxene - ore. 
4. Plagioclase - orthopyroxene -
ore. 
5. Clinopyroxe_ne - orthopyroxene -
(plagioclase). 
6. Clinopyroxene - wollastonite -
calcite. 
7. Cordierite - potash feldspar -
ore - plagioclase - mullite (?). 
Derived from 
Basalt 
Basalt 
Basalt 
Basalt 
Amygdales 
Amygdales 
Shaley bole 
Such assemblages are typical of the pyroxene -
hornfels facies of Eskola (1939). The most common 
assemblages include plagioclase, and the two pyroxenes 
as their chief members. Ore is always present. In 
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silica - poor varieties olivine is added to the 
assemblage, and orthopyroxene is successively reduced 
as olivine increaseso Excess lime is expressed by 
assemblages such as 6, found only locally in an 
amygdular setting, while 7 is derived from a highly 
aluminous rocko If however the potash feldspar of 
this latter hornfels is sanidine, as is suspected, the 
assemblage becomes characteristic of the sanidinite 
facies (Eskola, 1939; Turner and Verhoogen, 195l)o 
Wyatt's (1952) discovery that spurrite, rankinite and 
other high temperature calc-silicates occur in lime-
stones adjacent to the Gabbro at Camasunary also 
suggests that the temperatures characteristic of the 
pyroxene-hornfels facies were locally exceeded in this 
thermal aureoleo 
On a previous page the mineralogy of the Strathaird 
amphibole zone has been compared with that of the low 
grade epidorites of the Scottish Highlands, and the 
conclusion reached that these rocks are best classified 
as tending towards a greenschist facieso Rocks of 
intermediate gra4e would therefore be expected between 
the pyroxene-hornfels and the low grade rockso In 
these the pair albite-hornblende would first become 
stable (albite - epidote - amphibolite facies), as the 
pyroxene hornfels zone was approached, a more basic 
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plagioclase would be associated with the hornblende 
{amphibolite facies)o If such zones are present in 
Strathaird they must be very compressed, since the only 
rocks which might be referable to these f'acies lie in 
the narrow transitional belt on the outer margin of 
the hornfels zoneo Lavas in this situation have not 
developed two pyroxenes, though there appears to have 
been some internal reconstitution of the primary augiteo 
_The or·iginal plagioclase has remained stable, and a 
brown hornblende is sometimes abundant, ''hile an amyg-
dale contained clinopyroxene, andradite, sphene, and 
relict prehniteo These hornfels might, therefore, be 
regarded as a thin zone formed under the conditions of 
the "amphibolite facies 11 o 
Minera~ogical and chemical changes in the derivation 
of hornfels from olivine basalts. The most important 
miner~alogical differences between the Strathaird 
olivine basalts and their hornfelsed equivalents are 
the presence of one pyroxene in the former and two in 
the latter, and the lower content of olivine in meta-
morphosed as compared with unmetamorphosed lavaso 
Between 40 % and 45 % of the bulk of both basalts and 
hornfels consists of ferromagnesian silicateso In 
the unmetamorphosed basalts this is made up of about 
28 % cliln>"pyrexene--and-16--% -olivine, while in the 
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hornfels the percentages average clinopyroxene 22 % 
orthopyroxene 13 %P and olivine 9 %. These figures 
would suggest that about one half of the metamorphic 
orthopyroxene is derived at the expense of the primary 
clinopyroxene and the other half at the expense of the 
primary olivine. This dual origin of the orthopyroxene 
is also apparent from the textural relations of the 
new grown minerals, for in many thin sections ortho-
pyroxene can be seen developing simultaneously from 
both clinopyroxene and oli~e. 
In high grade thermal metamorphism of basic igneous 
rocks .it is not uncommon for primary clinopyroxene to 
recrystallize as new clinopyroxene together wi"th a 
lesser amount of orthopyroxene. If no other minerals 
are involved this must result in the new clinopyroxene 
being more calcic than the old, unless sufficient lime 
is taken into the plagioclase to counter balance the 
loss of iron and magnesia. Unfortunately, uncertain-
ties as to the correlation of optical properties with 
chemical composition make it impossible to state 
definitely whether the hornfels clinopyroxenes are 
more, or less, calcic than those in unmetamorphosed 
lavas, but it does seem probable that a loss of iron, 
without notable change in the Ca : I~ ratio, was the 
dominant change which accompanied metamorphism. Another 
18lo 
possibility is a three-cornered redistribution of ions 
involving olivine, so that the latter contributed more 
of the magnesia and less of the iron to the new ortho-
pyroxene than did clinopyroxeneo 
A more important question is why olivine should 
have been converted to orthopyroxene at all, instead 
of merely recrystallized, for the reaction requires 
the addition of silicao There are two possible sources 
of this silica, the first being the oxidation of part 
of the iron and titanium contained in the clinopyroxenes, 
and the second in the addition of silica from some 
external source. Oxidation of BOrne of the iron con-
tained in an augite leaves the pyroxene richer in lime 
and magnesia, and releases silica, as can be expressed 
in a general way by the following equation:-
Since the petrographic examination of the hornfelsed 
lavas shows that exsolution of iron and titanium from 
clinopyroxene was a usual feature of the metamorphis~ 
it seems evident that some silica was made available 
in this wayo However, if this process alone was 
responsible for reducing the average content of olivine 
from 16% in the la~as to 9% in the hornfels, it 
would be expected that the modal content of one would 
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be significantly greater in the hornfels than in 
the unmetamorphosed lavaso In factp this is not sop 
for the average ore content of 21 lavas was found to 
be 6o2% (by volume)p and that of 17 high grade horn-
felsP 5 %o Although ore is more abundant in those 
hornfels which are poor in olivine than in those 
containing a considerable amount of that mineral, this 
is also true of the unmetamorphosed lavas, as is sho\tn 
below:-
Modal Olivine (volo %) Modal Ore (volo %) 
Lavas High grade hornfels 
)18 4o 7 \7) 2o 6 \3) 
10- 18 5o4 (9) 3o 6 (4) 
<1o 90 5 (5) 6o4 (10) 
Since the modal ore content of the lavas has been 
reduced, rather than increased, during metamorphism, 
it seems necessary to assume that silica has been 
addedp to at least some of the hornfels, f'rom some 
external sourceo This is supported by the chemical 
evidence, for in Table 6 it will be seen that three 
of the high grade hornfels ( noso 165, 183p and 205) 
contain two or three per cent more silica than ~s 
present in an unmetamorphosed olivine basalt (Table 3, 
noo 42) of th.e type for which these hornfels are 
18& 
thought to be derivedo 
If silica has been added to many of the lavas 
during metamorphism there follows the fUrther problem 
of its origino One possibility that was considered 
is that before metamorphism the lava amygdales contain-
ed excess silica which was redistributed throughout 
the rock during recrystallizationo Such evidence as 
exists indicates that the opposite process was often 
operative however, for in many vesicular rocks \eogo 
182, 1.86, 205) it was noted that the surroundings of 
metamorphosed amygdales are richer in olivine than the 
rest of the groundmass, presumably because silica has 
been removedo This is especially the case when the 
meta-amygdales contain a high propertion of plagioclase, 
perhaps because the original amygdular contents include 
silica-poor zeolites such as analciteo A more likely 
explanation is that the lavas gained silica by reaction 
with intruding acid magmao One of the hornfels already 
described \162) provides petrographic and chemical 
evidence that such reactions did occuro Silica and 
alkalis were added to the lava in exchange for lime 
and magnesia, and the resulting hornfels contains an 
acidified plagioclase, and orthopyroxene as its only 
ferromagnesian silicateo A less extreme process on 
a broader scale may have affected many of the other 
1~ 
hornfelso Siliceous veins of parametamorphic age 
are common in the lavas, though only numerous in the 
Camasunary areaa Some of these may have arisen 
directly from the Gabbro, but in the Camasunary area 
at least, most of them are thought to be products of 
rhe_omorphic mobilisation of sediments, a subject 
more fUlly discussed in a later chaptera It seems 
significant that entirely olivine-free hornfels are 
more common in the Camasunary area than elsewherea 
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CHAPTER VIII 
THE GABBRO CONTACT ZOI{E - GEl{ERAL FEATURES. 
(i) Introduction 
The margin of the Cuillin Gabbro forms a convenient 
limit to the western side of the area covered by this 
thesis. No attempt has been made to carry out a 
systematic study of the gabbroic rocks themselves, 
but since their contact with the country rocks is the 
most important igneous boundary plane in Strathaird 
it deserves some description. 
The general shape of the Cuillin Gabbro as it 
appears on a map (see Plate 1) approximates to an 
oval, with the longer axis east-west and some eight 
miles long, and a north-south width of six miles. 
The symmetry of this plan form has been destroyed 
however by the encroachment of a lobate mass of 
younger granophyres and agglomerates from the north-
east. This tongue of later rocks is some two miles 
wide and extends as far south as the north end of 
Loch na Creithach, leaving on its south-east flank 
the mile-wide belt of' the Blaven gabbros as a promon-
tary of the main mass forming the Cuillin Hills. The 
granophyres and agglomerates of which the tongue is 
composed are a part of the Western Red Hills centre 
of ac~d intrusion. 
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1be Gabbro itself is far from being a homogeneous 
masso Apart from both large and small enclosures of 
basalt lava there is an arcuate belt of peridotitic 
rocks three mile long to the west of Loch Coruisk, 
and the gabbros themselves have a sheeted structure 
inclined towards the centre of the intrusion, with 
textural and mineralogical variation both between 
the sheets and as banded structures within them.. The 
best description to date of the complexities within 
the Gabbro is contained in a thesis by Carr lsubmitted 
1952) dealing with the gabbros of Sgurr na Stri and 
Druim Rain.. 
Where not encroached on by later intrusions the 
margin of the Gabbro is aearly everywhere in contact 
with basalt lavas at the present level of erosion. 
For a short distance in the neighbourhood of Camasunary 
the sediments of Torridonian and Jurassic age which 
underlie the volcanics can be seen resting directly 
against the contact of the Gabbro. 
(ii) External Form of the Cuillin Gabbro 
Forbes {1845) was the first to speculate on the 
external shape of the Cuillin Gabbro, suggesting that 
it was essentially a thick sheet, thinning marginally 
and inclined at a small angle to the south-east. Later 
Harker \1904) also subscribed to this view and describes 
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the Gabbro as laccolithic in form with an inwardly 
sloping and undulating floora Its emplacement occurred, 
he supposed, by the repeated injection of centrally 
inclined sheets fed through dyke conduitsa He 
considered the textural and mineralogical banding 
within the sheets, first noted by Geikie and Teall 
(1894), to be some kind of flow structurea Harker 
arrived at these conclusions because his field work 
suggested to him that the contact always dips inwards, 
often at a low angle, and that the ~loor of the 
intrusion never descends far belww sea-levela Harker's 
construction of a structure contour map on the base 
of the Gabbro makes use of these assumptions together 
with the trace of the contact on the topography and 
its dip where observable (opocitapo86)o The resulting 
map shows a deep sycline underlying Loch Coruisk, 
anticlinal rises under Bnuach na Frithe and Marsco, 
and synclines below Glen Sligachan and Blavena The 
Marsco anticline was taken to be a secondary feature 
resulting from the intrusion of the later granophyreso 
It should be noticed that these structures are features 
of the supposed base and are not paralleled by the 
observed sheeting or banding; indeed the general lack 
of correspondence between internal structure and the 
external form proposed by Harker is one of the chief 
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reasons for doubting the validity of the latter's 
theory (Richey, 1932)o The evidence from the attitude 
of the contact plane is also equivocalg for steep 
junctions are probably as numerous as shallow onesg 
as Harker's maps show, though it is true that the 
inclination is usually ~ppears to be inwardo Shallow 
contacts would seem to be most common on the western 
and southern marginsg though exposures are few, while 
steeper contacts ar_e to be found on the north and 
easto Moreover Harker's assumption that the intrusion 
was floored at no great depth forced him to assume 
that synclines underlay the valleys while anticlines 
lay beneath the hills, a circumstance that he attempts 
to account for by even more insecurely based supposi-
tions regarding the shape of the top of the intrusion 
and its consequent effect upon erosion (opoc1toPo442)o 
Richey (1932) has made the suggestion, based on 
his experience of the igneous complexes of Mull and 
Ardnamurchan, that the Cuillin Gabbro may be a deeply 
dissected cone-sheet syste~ In support of this idea 
he refers to Harker's description of the Gabbro as 
consisting of centrally inclined sheets, and to a 
tendency shown on Harker's maps for these sheets to 
dip more steeply as the centre of the mass is approach-
edo The larger enclosures of basalt lava, which 
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Harker describes as separating some of the sheets, 
are compared with the screens of basalt or other 
country rock which are frequently present between 
closely spaced cone-sheet systems elsewhereo Post-
Gabbro doleritic cone-sheets ("inclined sheets") were 
described by Harkero Their distribution conforms 
fairly closely with the outcrop of the Gabbro and 
they incline towards the same area as do the banded 
structures within the gabbro sheets, though focussing 
at a lesser deptho (Harker, Opo ci to PPo 91 and 367)o 
Richey's theory would appear to reconcile internal 
and external structure better than that of Harkero 
The increase of inclination of the banded structures 
inwards as shown on Harker's maps, would seem to be 
rather less regular than would be expected, though 
possibly the presence of more than one system focus-
sing to different depths could account for this irregu-
larityo If Richey is correct, the external shape of 
the Gabbro might be expected either to conform to the 
inclination of the outermost cone-sheets or to consist 
of a feather edge of tapering sheetso The field 
evidence would seem to fit into this interpretation 
except where, as on Blaveno the contact is steep and 
smootho 
Stewart and Wager (1947) have observed that some 
1~ 
of the banding in the Cuillin Gabbro shows gravity 
stratificationo At Skaergaard, in East Greenland, 
Wager and Deer (1939) had previously interpreted 
similar banding of gabbros as due to rhythmic crystal 
accumulation in a large body of magmao Apart from 
the banding this process has also given rise to a 
saucer-shaped layering structure and regular varia-
tions from below upwards in rock type and mineral 
compositiono Using Wager's methods Carr (thesis, 1952) 
has interpreted the Sgurr na Stri-Druim Hain sector 
of the Cuillin Gabbro as part of a large intrusion 
differentiated in placeo As at Skaergaard the sheet 
structure and banding are regarded as a result of the 
differentiation in mineral composition from below 
upwards also exists in Skye, though in the rocks at 
present exposed the range is more limited than at 
Skaergaardo The nature of the external contact on 
Sgurr na Stri is considered by Carr, who comes to the 
conclusion that it is probably steeply inclined 
inwardso Though the Skaergaard intrusion has the 
shape of an inverted and tilted cone there seems no 
necessity to suppose that other intrusions with related 
internal histories have similar external forms, but if 
Carr is correct in his interpeetation it may well be 
that the sub-surface extension of the Cuillin Gabbro 
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is deeper th~ has previously been supposedo 
Recent geophysical work by Tuson (unpublished 
thesis, 1960) provides strong evidence that basic 
rocks continue to great depth, not only below the 
Cuillins, but also beneath the granitic rocks of the 
Red Hillso The following is a quotation from Tuson's 
thesis (po 56):-
"The high positive Bougher Anomalies (73 mgalso) 
over Central Skye are interpreted in terms of a basic 
vertical eylinder of radius five miles extending into 
the Intermediate layer at a depth of 17 Kmsoo Depart-
ures from the cylindrical form indicated by the gravity 
residuals suggest that the anomalous mass is slightly 
eccentric with its major axis trending ~SWo. This 
is consistent with the three main plutonic centres 
being underlain b¥ three interacting basic vertical 
cylinders representing original magma chamberso There 
is also a possibility that the basic mass widens 
towardS the base ooo•oo II 
Both Reynolds (1952) and King (1953) have suggested 
that in some parts of Skye, at least, gabbroic rocks 
have arisen in situ by the transformation of basaltic 
lavaso Some support for this theory might be gained 
if it could be shown that the base of the lavas pasued 
continuously into the base of the Gabbro, and that 
1~ 
between gabbros and basalts there was some sort of 
transitional zone. In fact, at the few places where 
the base of the lavas is exposed the contact of the 
Gabbro continues downwards below that horizon, while 
contacts between gabbro and basalt are nearly always 
sharpo A study of the metamorphosed basalts adjacent 
to the Gabbro has shown no indication of a tr~nsition 
between the two rock types (see Chapter VII), and 
though lavas metamorphosed to high grades often contain 
similar minerals to those in the gabbros, texturally 
they remain quite distincto Also, if the sheeted 
structure of the Gabbro is con~idered to be an inheri-
tance from pre-existing lava flows the central inclina-
tion of these sheets would seem to pose a very difficult 
structural problemo Some of these objections might be 
circumvented by assuming the existence of faults for 
which there is no other evidence, but in general there 
is little to be said in support of such a theory as 
far as the Cuillin Gabbro is concernedo 
(iii) The Gabbro Contact in Strathairdo 
The general features of the contact of the CUillin 
Gabbro, as it is exposed in Strathaird, are described 
below, while in the succeeding chapter a more detailed 
treatment is given to a small sector of the contact 
in the vicinity of Camasunaryo 
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The contact enters the western margin of the area 
on t_he south flank of Sgurr na Stri, crosses Strath 
na Creitheach a mile north of Camasunary House, and 
then ascends steeply into the flank of the wouth ridge 
of Blaven. From there it traverses the east face of' 
the Blaven range at heights between 1,000 fto and 
2,000 fto OoDo, and is finally cut off to the north, 
on Belig, by the agglomerates of Coire na Seilgo On 
the map the general shape of the contact is arcuate 
towards the south-east, though this is modified in 
detail by variations in the style of intrusion and 
by the relief. 
Sgurr na Strio Sgurr na Stri is a low but rugged 
mountain built of gabbro, but on the headland of Rudha 
Ban and the flanking shores of Loch Scavaig on the 
south side of the hill is a belt of country rocks 
consisting of Torridonian sandstones, and basalt lavas 
intruded by a thin sheet of granophyreo Only the 
basalts lie directly adjacent to the gabbroso To the 
west, near Rudha Buidhe, the contact passes beneath 
an arm of the loch, while to the east it crosses the 
Camasunary River about 300 yards above its outleto 
The contact is at its highest above Rudha Ban, in the 
middle of the sector, where it lies some 400 feet 
above the sea, and the general convexity of the contact 
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trace as it passes over the headland may be the 
expression of an inclination to the northo 
The line of juncture between gabbro and basalt 
lavas varies in its nature from clean cut and smooth 
to veined and irregularg though however complex the 
contactg the two rocks types retain their separate 
identities; there are no transitional rockso Near 
Rudha Buidhe the irregular type of contact prevails 
but it is nevertheless possible to seeg in a section 
of the shore on the west of the headland, that the 
general dip of the contact plane is a gentle one,and 
is inclined to the northo Several flat lava xenoliths 
up to tens of feet long are enclosed within the gabbro 
and are similarly inclined to the northo East of 
Rudha Buidhe the gabbros continue to form a veining 
contact for some 600 yardsp and. several irregular and 
isolated masses of gabbro lie 9utside the contact, 
sometimes as far as 300 feet from ito These gabbroic 
masses intersect similarly irregular intrusions of 
feldspar-phyric dolerite and are themselves cut by 
thin sheets of biotite micrograniteo 
The line of contact becomes smoother aB it traverses 
the promontary above Rudha Ban, but there is some 
repetition of the veining on the descent to Camasunaryo 
The margin of the gabbro is embayed at se~eral points 
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and a number of lava xenoliths are enclosed within 
it, the largest noted being 40 yards in lengtho Two 
small exposures of the contact plane provided dip 
readings of 12° and 7° to the NoN~Wo. (eee phete Plate 
Dykes with NoNoWo orientations are numerous 
throughout the Sgurr na Stri exposureso Most of them 
cross the Gabbro contact without deviation, but there 
are also a considerable number of early dykes which 
are cut short by the Gabbro and have been metamorphosed 
together with the enclosing basaltso Such dykes 
characteristically follow irregular courseso An 
exposure on the Camasunary side of the hill (co 100 fto 
OoDo, directly west of Celtic Cottage) shows an early 
dyke, 15 feet 2n width9 which has been completely 
hornfelsed and veined by gabbro but nevertheless 
continues its course for several yards within the 
contacto 
On the western side of the large gully which 
cleaves the middle of the south face of Sgurr na Stri 
these dykes serve to demonstrate an interesting feature 
of this part of the contacto At this point several 
of the early dykes are seen to cut Torridonian sand-
stones9 but in places the dykes themselves have been 
broken up into echeloned angular fragments, and the 
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bedding of the adjacent parts of the Torridonian 
partly broken up and disturbed. There is no indication 
that the fragmentation was caused by external addition 
of material and it appears that the Torridonian itself 
became partially mobilised and intruded the dykes (see 
photo Plate 26 ). The same process has been operative 
in the neighbourhood of Camasunary, where the evidence 
is even clearer and is more fully discussed in the 
following chapter. 
Thin, highly leucocratic veins are common in the 
contact zone and within the gabbros. They follow 
various jointing directions and are sometimes numerous 
enough to form net-veining patterns. The veins precede 
in age the post-Gabbro N.N.W~ dykes and were probably 
intruded soon after the emplacement of the Gabbro itself. 
They are not to be confused with the earlier veining 
which breaks up the pre-Gabbro dykes. The establish-
ment of a close-spaced system of NoNoV~ joints guided 
the courses of the late dykes and these joints transect 
all the other rock types. A number of narrow belts 
of crushing also follow this direction and are often 
slickensided. These belts now lie in linear depressions 
up to 25 feet wide. 
Retrograde metamorphism of some of gabbroic and 
metamorphic pyroxene to amphibole is the latest event 
PLATE 26 (opposite.) Fragmentation of early dykes in the Torri-
-donian,west of Budha Ban. 
The two photographs show metamorphosed pre-Gabbro dykes 
veined and broken into fragments by the partial rheo-
. 
-morphism of the enclosing Torridonian arkoses. 
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recorded. The process has been especially active 
along joint planes and crush belts, and the contact 
itself also appears to have had a controlling influence 
for in its vicinity (ioeo usually within 30 feet) it is 
common for whole leaves of the gabbro to have been 
altered to greenish, rotted looking rockso 
Carr (1952) is of the opinion that the Sgurr na 
Stri sector of the Gabbro probably possesses a steep 
margin, but the writer considers that the field 
evidence is more in favour of a north-north-westerly 
inclination not exceeding 25°o The vertical interval 
directly observable is, however, limited to 400 feet, 
and it may well be that the low inclinations of the 
exposed contacts are only local incidents on a generally 
steep margino 
In Chapter VII it was pointed out that the width 
of the hornfels zone in the lavas is broader on Sgurr 
na Stri than elsewhere along the contact in Strathairdo 
This may partly be due to a low inclination of the 
contact planeo Such an attitude would not only increase 
the apparent surface width of the zone in the horizontal 
plane, but might also lead to higher temperatures than 
usual being attained outside the contact due to the 
retention of heat below ahanging wall of hot gabbroo 
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CamasunarnYo Between Loch na Creitheach and Camasunary 
bay the contact zone is well exposed in glacially-
smoothed hillockso The country rocks consist of a 
complex of Torridonian arkoses, basalt lavas, and 
numerous early dykeso The nature of the contact is 
similar to that on Sgurr na Stri; in places sharp and 
planar and elsewhere with veins and projections of 
gabbro extending in_to the country rockso 
Xenolithic enclosures of lava and metadolerite 
are common, and near the Camasunary River several small 
banded schlieren are probably of sedimentary origi~ 
Pegmatitic patches of gabbro, sometimes with grano-
phyric cores, have been attributed by Carr (1952) to 
enclosure and subsequent melting of fragments of 
quartzose sedimentary rock, with resulting contamina-
tion giving rise to coarse-gr ained envelopes of quartz-
gabbroo He compares these bodies to certain inclusions 
at Skeargaard (Wager and Deer, 1939)o Most xenoliths 
are found within a marginal zone of gabbro characterized 
by variable textures and grey weathering surfaceso About 
100 yards within the contact these variable gabbros 
are succeeded by later, more massive and homogeneous 
gabbros with a reddish weaDhering crust (Carr, 1952)o 
An exposure situated 250 yards south of the SaEo 
corner of Loch na Creitheach shows a contact of gabbros 
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against Torridonian which gave a value of 30° NoNoWA 
for the local dip of the contact plane. 
Blaveno In the locality of the 300 foot hill of An;t-
Sron, which lies at the base of the south ridge of 
Blaven, the homogeneous gabbros cut out the variable 
gabbros along a contact plane which dips 150 NoW. 
Variable gabbros reappear for a short distance on the 
north side of An t:.. Sron but are cut out once more as 
the angle of the contact steepens and rises rapidly 
to a height of 1,250 ft. O.D. on the western flank of 
the south ridge of Blaven. The inclination again 
becomes shallow as the margin of the Gabbro passes 
over the crest of the ridge into Coire Casteail, where 
dip values between 12° and 45° N. W •. were obtained. The 
angle soon becomes steep once more as the Blaven-Slat 
Bheinn col is approached (co 1,800 ft, O.D.) and the 
contact continues across the east face of the mountain 
with a W.N.W. inclination of about 80°. Over most of 
the Blaven section the contact is sharp and smooth, 
though a broad, dyke-like projection extends outwards 
from the contact in upper Coire Uaigneich. 
Over most of the distance between An t~ Sron and 
the Blaven-Slat Bheinn col the Gabbro is in direct 
contact with Liassic sediments, which, as a result, 
have been indurated by metamorphism. Most of these 
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sediments are shaley, but on the hillside above An tL 
Sron, at a height of Co 800 fto OoDo, the basal lime-
stones of the Lias are in contact with the gabbroso 
At this point metasomatic exchange has led to the 
development of an interes~ing suite of calc- and 
magnesium-silicates in the limestones and of a calcium-
soda rich facies in the adjacent gabbro, which have a 
whitened appearance (see also Wyatt, 1952)o 
From the Blaven-Slat Bheinn col northwards the 
country rock at the contact is basalt lavao Unlike 
the Sgurr na Stri and Camasunary sectors the gabbros 
here enclose only very rare fragments of lava, a fact 
which is possibly related to the increased steepness 
of the contact planeo Pegmatitic streaks and patches 
are, however, still common within the marginal gabbros, 
but leucocratic veining is sparseo Amphibolitization 
of the gabbroic and metabasaltic pyroxenes is locally 
severe, as at the Blaven-Slat Bheinn colo 
Clach Glas to Beligo North of Blaven the ridge 
continues through Clach Glas, Sgurr nan Each, Garbh-
bheinn, and Belig, all of which lie on or near the edge 
of the Gabbro plutono Deep gullies separate the peaks 
and so expose the contact through a considerable vertical 
relief, amounting in the Allt Aigeinn, between Sgurr 
nan Each and Belig, to about 1,000 feeto This section 
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of the contact therefore provides a considerable 
amount of evidence on the local attitude of the 
contact planeo Between Blaven and Clach Glas the 
inclination is steep; about 60° to the W .. N~W .. o As 
the contact crosses the ridge of Sgurr nan Each the 
dip lessens to 45°, but again steepens on the descent 
to Ailt Aigeinn, which it crosses without deviationo 
On the rise to the summit ridge of Belig the angle 
again decreases to about 50° .. 
As on Blaven the contact surface is in general 
smooth, and there are few enclosures of country rock 
within the gabbroso Several dyke-shaped projections 
of the contact are again present, and sometimes small 
lenses of gabbro with steep contacts continue their 
lines in the country rocko The two largest examples 
of such bodies are found in the gully between Clach 
Glas and Sgurr nan Each and in Allt Aigeinn.. The 
latter, which lies at a height of 1,300 ft .. O .. D .. on 
the south face of Belig, is some 350 yards in length, 
and since it dips steeply in the same direction as the 
slope it shows a deceptively wide outcrop on-the map .. 
The marginal gabbros of this section are more 
variable than on Blaven, crushing and amphibolitization 
reach their maximum, and on the col to the north between 
Belig and Glas Bheinn amphibolitization, epidotization, 
\ 
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and the injection of acid veins have all acted strongly 
on the crushed gabbroso It seems probable that shat-
tering of the gabbros accompanied the formation of 
the adjacent Coire na Seilg agglomerates, while the 
processes of alteration followed the emplacement of 
the granophyre plutons. 
SummarYo That part of the contact of the Cuillin 
Gabbro which was mapped in the course of this study 
provides evidence of two contrasted styles of marginal 
relationshipo On the south side of the pluton, between 
the western arm of Loch Scavaig and Camasunary, the 
contact plane is apparently inclined at a moderate 
angle inwards, the contact surface is often highly 
irregular in detail, and there is frequent enclosure 
of the country rocks, particularly lavaso In the 
Blaven range, on the south-east side of the pluton, 
the contact surface becomes much steeper, though 
still dipping inwardso The junction is nearly always 
~mooth, and there is little enclosure of country rocko 
From Harker's maps it would appear that the shallow 
type of contact continues west of Loch Scavaig into 
the Glen Brittle area, on the western side of the 
Gabbro, and in this section there are frequent large 
enclosures of lava within the gabbroo Accompanying 
these differences in contact attitude there is another 
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which concerns the attitude of the surrounding country 
rockso It will be shown in a later chapter that in 
Strathaird the Gabbro appears to have exerted a strong 
outward push during intrusion, so that the country 
rocks have been gently folded on arcuate axes parallel 
to the margin of the Gabbro, and small faults have been 
formed in various orientationso There are no indications 
of similar structures on the western side of the 
intrusion, where the country rock lavas apparently 
continue their gentle westw~rd dip right up to the 
contacto It would seem therefore, that on the eastern 
side the gabbro magma was forced both upwards and out-
wards, while on the western side it gained its position 
by gently levering open the flat-lying sheets of lava 
and inserting itself between the~ 
(iv) Petrography. 
Variable gabbros of CamasunarYo The narrow zone of 
variable gabbros along the conta.ct at Camasunary range 
in composition between olivine gabbros and quartz 
gabbros, and also includes some noritic typeso Many 
of the variations are probably due to contamination 
by quartzose sedimentary rockso 
Carr (1952) has remarked that these rocks sometimes 
show slight chilling, unlike most of the contact gabbroso 
This feature can be observed in exposures situated about 
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300 feet east of the Camasunary River, where the 
granularity at the contact (Speco 128) is Oo5 ~, 
while 40 yards within the contact (Spe~o 129) 
this has increased to Oo8 ~o Both of these rocks 
are quartz gabbros typical of the contaminated facieso 
When freshly broken they present a more leucocratic 
appearance than a normal gabbro, and in thin section 
the texture is seen to include felsic patches with a 
coarser grain than the body of the rocko These may 
represent the positions of the original contaminating 
materialo Most of the feldspar in the rock is found 
as Oo75 ~ subhedral prisms, but in the felsic patches 
the grains are larger and irregularly boundedo Zoning 
indicates that the early formed plagioclase was bytown-
ite, for a core of this material is present in most 
grains and carries a normally zoned mantle with the 
composition of sodic labradorite at the outsideo The 
accretion has continued longest in the felsic patches, 
fihere interstitial quartz amd rare micropegmatite are 
also to be foundo Clinopyroxene is the predominant 
dark mineral, but orthopyroxene assumes a greater 
importance than in the normal, uncontaminated gabbroso 
In this case it is an optically positive variety without 
pleochroism and it contains blebs of exsolved clino-
pyroxeneo The clinopyroxene forms 1 ~ grains with 
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an intersertal relation to the feldsparo Basally-
orientated exsolution lamellae and faint zoning are 
not uncommo~ Ore is the most abundant accessory, 
most of it building late crystallized, ramifying 
masses up to 2 l'1lD1o across, although smaller and better 
shaped grains are also presento Other accessories 
include granular sphene and small plates of biotite, 
both as coatings to ore grains, while apatite prisms 
up. to. Oo 5 mm.. in lengths are sparsely scat teredo 
Secondary minerals include uralite (sometimes associa-
ted with late quartz), chlorite, epidote, and a clay 
mineralo 
A common feature of the variable gabbros is that 
their feldspar frequently shows strain twinning and 
bending, a characteristic shared with many of the rocks 
immediately outside the contact, but not with the more 
homogeneous gabbros found at the contact elsewhereo 
This, together with the variability and contamination 
of these rocks, their marginal chilling, and the fact 
that the homogeneo~s gabbros appear to be later, sug-
gests that the variable gabbros are a part of an early 
gabbroic intrusion, which probably immediately preceded 
the injection of the main mass of magmao 
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Homogeneous marginal gabbroso The marginal gabbros 
along the greater part of the contact are homogeneous, 
poorly banded olivine gabbros and eucriteso Typical 
of the eucrites is a specimen (251) collected from 
west of An t~Sron, Camasunary, from the belt of rocks 
which cuts across ~he local variable gabbroso The 
texture is allotriomorphic, and the granularity about 
lo5 mmoo The early plagioclase forms half-millimetre 
prisms while later anhedra up to 4 mmo across have 
grown interstitiallyo The twinning of these larger 
feldspars is complex, and many of them are normally 
zoned, with an average composition of about An 77o 
Clinopyroxene is the predominant dark mineral, and is 
partly ophitic to the early plagioclases, often with 
lamellar exsolutions parallel to (001) which are 
presumably of orthopyroxeneo The latter mineral also 
forms diwcrete grains, and in one case a partial 
mantle of clinopyroxene is wrapped round an orthopy-
roxene and is in optical continuity with vermiform 
clinopyroxene exsolutions within ito The orthopyroxene 
is faintly pleochroic, optically negative, and partly 
altered to bastiteo Olivine is pseudomorphed by 
rounded masses of talc and chlorite averaging 1 mmo 
ac~osso Ore occurs sparsely in the slice as well-
formed grains, but the hand specimen shows that most 
of the oxides are gathered into large aggregates 
several millimetres acrosso 
Of similar constitution to the rock described 
above, but with a less basic feldspar, is a specimen 
(117J collected from the dyke-like projection of the 
contact in Coire Uaigneicho The mode is as follows:-
Constituents Volume Percentages 
Labradorite 55o 5 % 
Clinopyroxene 33o9% 
Orthopyroxene 4o8% 
Olivine 5o 3 % 
Ore Oo5% 
lOOoO 
In hand specimen this rock presents a dark reddish-
grey, rough surface when weathered, and fresh is 
coarse grained and grey, with pale green tints due to 
alterationo In thin section the texture is seen to 
be allotriomorphic, with over 50 % labradorite (An64), 
most of which is in large anhedra up to 5 mm.. across, 
while the smaller grains tend to be subhedralo Zoning 
is slight and normal, with a discontinuity against a 
euhedral, calcic coreo Clinopyroxene occurs in 
colourless anhedra of similar size to the feldspar, 
with fine, basal exsolution lamellae which are absent 
*' Plate 27 
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PLATE 27 Microsection: A specimen from the 
margin of the Cuillin Gabbro on Blaveno 
(Specoii7) X 6 .. The slice contains plagio-
-clase, both in large anhedra and smaller 
subhedral laths,partl7 sohillerized olino-
-pyroxene,altered olivine,ore,and a little 
interstitial orthopyroxeneo- It is crossed 
b7 a narrow crush zone containi~g chlorite 
and fibrous a~phiboleo 
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in the cores of the grainso The orthopyroxene has 
grown interstitial to the feldspars and also wraps 
round olivineo It is usually altered to either 
uralite or bastite, and frequently contains unaltered 
blebs of exsolved clinopyroxeneo The rounded olivines 
are now converted to mixtures·of chlorite, serpentine, 
and oreo 
Similar gabbros for~ zone several hundred feet 
thick along the contact both north and south of Coire 
Uaigneich, but new types appear higher up on Blave~ 
One example of these (Speco 232) will suffice hereo 
It is a red weathering rock with a spotted appearance 
on fresh surfaceso The slice shows it to be a feld-
pathic eucrite with a troctolitic tendencyo Large 
poecilitic augites reach 6 mmb in diameter and enclose 
tablets of plagioclase and rounded olivineso Around 
the augites are feldspathic areas in which are set 
rounded olivines, sometimes with a thin rim of ortho-
pyroxene, and a little interstitial clinopyroxeneo 
The feldspar ia s bytownite (An83) and has an average 
granularity of Oo75 ~, with occasional phenocrysts 
up to 3 mm.. o The mode of this rock is as follows:-
Constituents 
Bytownite 
Olivine 
Clinopyroxene 
Orthopyroxene 
Ore 
Volume Percentages 
68o 2% 
200 5% 
So 7 % 
lo 7% 
00 9% 
lOOo 0 
North of Coire Uaigneich the gabbros become 
progressively more altered and crushedo In an olivine 
eucrite (Speco 275) collected from the contact plane 
on the crest of Sgurr nan Each uralitization is far 
advanced, and narrow crush zones of comminuted fragments 
traverse the sliceo An interesting primary feature of 
this rock is the presence of late-stage pegmatitic 
material similar to the pegmatitoids found in the 
basalt lavaso It forms a small patch rich in large, 
poeciloblastic ore grains, apatite, and spheneo 
Even more complete reconstitution is seen in parts 
of the large, curving, dyke shaped mass of gabbro which 
is situated on the north-eastern slopes of Belig, on 
the northern margin of the areao This rock has been 
almost completely crushed, and while fragments of 
recognizable plagioclase remain there is no trace of 
pyroxeneo Instead,a green hornblende has grown in the 
m~ 
crushed material, some of it in small (Ool ~) 
grains scattered throughout, and the rest forming 
clusters as much as 6 ~ across, with individuals 
up to 2 ~ longo A few of these large crystals are 
bent, probably indicating that the stresses which 
caused the crushing were still operative at the time 
of their gr_owtho 
Xenolithso Almost all the inclusions in the contact 
gabbros are recognizable as meta-lavas and metadolerites. 
The petrography of these xenoliths is essentially 
similar to that of their in situ counterparts already 
described in Chapter VIIo Inclusions of sedimentary 
origin are rare, though if Carr (1952) is correct, 
the quite common pegmatitic patches with granophyric 
cores have their origin in the melting of sedimentary 
enclosures. There are also, at Camasunary, a number 
of small xenoliths which may be modified sedimentary 
rocks. They are found as leuticular schlieren, a 
foot or two in length, and most are strongly banded 
in a manner which suggests derivation from a laminated 
rocko In thin section (Specso 130 - 132) their unusual 
composition is revealed, for they consist almost 
entirely of a basic plagioclase mosaic, usually fine 
grained (0.2 ~)but with some bands of coarser, 
2llo 
tabular grains (Oo5 ~ ), and scattered euhedral 
individuals up to 3 rnm.. longo These larger grains 
are crowded with inclusionsp some of which are identi-
fiable as quartzo The latter mineral also occurs 
sparsely in the groundmass and in late-stage veinso 
Strong zoning is present in many of the plagioclases, 
both large and small,with reversals against euhedral 
coreso Dark ·minerals include ore, in streaky bands 
of cubic and acicular grains, a few plates of biotite, 
and sparse clusters of small, pleochroic granules, 
possibly orthopyroxeneo A large amount of secondary 
micaceous material is found in some of the bandso It 
attacks plagioclase and in one case was noted as 
replacing a squatp prismatic mineral embedded in the 
feldspar, perhaps cordieriteo Similar rocks~are 
described in the same area by Carr (1952), who found 
that they sometimes develop a noritic phase adjacent 
to the enclosing gabbroo He compares them with the 
banded inclusions found in the hypersthene gabbro 
mcJ 
of Ardn~chan by Wells (1951), who considers them to 
be of sedimentary originp though modified of reaction 
with the gabbroso Brown (1955), however, suggests 
that the Ardnamurchan inclusions are thermally meta-
morphosed, layered ultrabasic rocks carried up by the 
gabbro magma from a deeper level in the intrusiono 
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In the opinion of the present author, the textures 
of the banded inclusions at Camasunary suggest that 
they are derived from a layered anorthosite, and that 
they are only slightly metamorphosed, for it seems 
unlikely that the large euhedral plagioclase and the 
complex plagioclase zoning could arise by thermal 
metamorphism.. 
Post-gabbro acid veinso All the specimens from acid 
veins which transect the gabbros possess a similar 
constitution, and the same material can be recognized 
in veins penetrating the country rocks for a few 
hundred feet outside the contacto The sheets of 
biotite microgranite which occur on Sgurr na Stri, 
between Rudha Buibhe and Rudha Ban, belong to this 
groupo 
In hand specimen (eogo405,412) the material of 
the veins is white or pale grey and speckled by fine 
chlori teo The grain is fine to mediumo Thin sections 
contain between 40 and 60 per cent quartz together with 
feldspar and sparse altered biotite, while the average 
granularity varies between Oo3 and Oo5 ~o The quartz 
is largely discrete but also forms rudimentary inter-
growths with orthoclaseo Laths and short prisms of 
oligoclase are common and are strongly zoned to albitic 
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exteriorso Both feldspars occasionally build pheno-
crysts up to 2 mm.. acrosso The sparse biotite is 
crystallized in ragged, halr millimetre plates, some-
times poecilitico When rresh it is reddish-brown, but 
ror the most part it is replaced by chlorite and 
epidoteo Accessories include rare grains or ore, apatite 
and spheneo 
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CHAPTER IX 
THE GABBRO CONTACT ZONE -
A DETAILED STUDY AT CAl~SUNARY 
(i) Introduction. 
During the period devoted to general mapping it 
waw noted that one of the best localities for making 
a detailed study of a small sector of the Cuillin 
Gabbro contact zone lies in the small area of hillocks 
between Loch na Creitheach and Camasunary bay. The 
favourable factors include a high percentage of 
'-
exposure and the presence of a representative selection 
of rock types. Moreover, whereas along the greater 
part of the contact the gabbros only seen where it 
is emplaced into basalt lavas, at Camasunary deeper 
erosion has reached the top of the sub-lava surface 
and the r~elations of the underlying sediments to the 
intrusion are displayed. 
As related in the preceeding chapter, the contact 
plane of the Gabbro in the Camasunary area appears to 
be a rather irregular surface with an apparent dip at 
a moderate angle towards the N.N.W.. Small exposures 
of the surface have inclinations between 15° and 30° 
N.N.W., while the general trend of the contact trace 
across the valley suggests an average dip of about 
25°. Small patches of north-westerly dipping lava lie 
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against the Gabbro on both sides of the valley9 but in 
the centre the underlying Torridonian arkoses are seen 
to continue right up to the edge of the Gabbro. A small 
mass of Lower Lias limestone overlies the Torridonian, 
but is probably bounded by faults. There is an unusually 
abundant development of pre-Gabbro minor intrusion pierc-
ing the arkoses and lavas 9 while a later swarm of dykes 
transects both country rocks and Gabbros. 
A representative strip of the Camasunary contact zone 
was mapped on a scale of 1:1 9 250 (50 inches to 1 mile) 9 the 
area covered being about one third of a mile in length and 
200 to 250 yards in wi~th. A copy of this map will be 
found in the back pocket of this thesis, and the reference 
numbers given in the succeeding discussion refer to the grid 
drawn on the map to facilitate the finding of localities. 
Two aspects of the local geology are of particular 
interest. The first of these is that good exposures 
allow the structure, sequence, and composition of the 
pre-Gabbro suite of minor intrusions to be easily 
examinedo Harker (1904) does not refer to these early 
intrusions 9 and his mapping of Camasunary suggests that 
he supposed that nearly all the dykes in the neighbour-
hood post-dated the Gabbroo He doesp however 9 show a 
number of dyke-shaped "feeders" which he thought to be 
contemporaneous with the intrusion of the Gabbro. It 
became evident during this study that a considerable 
m~ 
variety of small igneous bodies were intruded prior 
to that evento Moreover their present distribution 
suggests that they were probably most numerous within 
the same general area that is now occupied by the main 
body of gabbro, and they may have been the precursors 
of large scale intrusion. 
The field work also revealed an interesting 
relationship between the pre-Gabbro intrusions and 
the Torridonian arkoses into which they were emplacedo 
The evidence strongly suggests that at the time of 
intrusion of the Cuillin Gabbro the temperatures in 
the country rocks became high enough to allow local 
melting of the acid sediments, while the igneous 
intrusions, being more basic, remained essentially 
solid. 
A discussion of these two aspects of the geology 
occupies the greater part of this chapter. 
(ii) The Pre-Gabbro Minor Intrusions - Field Relations. 
Intrusions belonging to the pre-Gabbro suite are 
numerous along the Camasunary contact, and can be 
distinguished with certainty from the post-Gabbro 
dykes as far as Abhuinn nan Leac, which lies parallel 
to the contact and is about three-quarters of·a mile 
distant from it. In the exposures of that stream the 
~~ 
early dykes are much rarer than at the contact itself, 
and are completely overshadowed by the later swar~ 
The early group of intrusions is entirely basic 
in character, but there are all variations from 
picrites and gabbros to fine-grained olivine-free 
doleriteso Adjacent to the contact in the centre of 
the Camasunary outcrop is a mass of metamorphosed 
dolerite some 600 yards in length and 50 to 100 yards 
in widtho This is shown on the 1:1,250 map as a broad 
belt aligned in a direction slightly_east of north 
and lying in the centre of the sheeto Further to the 
east is a complex of early minor intrusions cutting 
the Torridonian, and including several composite dykeso 
Although many of these intrusions are dykes, others 
are irregular, sometimes branching masseso Both pre-
and post-Gabbro intrusions possess a preference for 
north-north-westerly orientations, but the two groups 
are easily distinguished by the following criteria:-
lo Form - many of the early intrusions are highly 
irregular, but even those which show a definite dyke 
habit are prone to rapid thickening and thinning and 
to fr __ equent offsettingo The post-Gabbro dykes, however, 
follow straight or slightly curved courses and posse~ 
parallel wallso They rarely offset, and when this 
does occur the two terminations are symmetrically 
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thinned and there is frequently an exposed bridge 
betweeno The irregularity of the early dykes is a 
consequence of a sparsity of joints at the time of 
their intrusiono Most of the fractures in the area 
are of post-Gabbro age, and from this follows the 
second criteriono 
2o Jointing - both country rocks and early 
intrusions are cut indiscriminately by a close-spaced 
N.NoWo joint seto Many of these fractures have been 
later sealed by uralite, quartz, and epidote so that 
they form ridges on weathered surfaces (see photo, 
Plate 3! )o The early intrusions are sometimes also 
affec.ted by small NoE .. faults with shifts of a few 
inches to a foot or so in the horizontal planeo 
3o Metamorphism - over the inner half of the 
hornfels zone of metamorphism, which at Camasunary 
is about 300 yQrds wide, indications of a metamorphic 
fabric are usually visible in hand specimens of the 
early ~ntrusionso These include a granulated appear-
ande and, in some cases, the presence of biotite meta-
crystso Such features are not easily detected in the 
coarser grained rocks howevero 
4o Weathering - thermal metamorphism has welded 
together the early intrusions and their Torridonian 
surrounds so that they weather as a unito The later 
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dykes, an the other hand, often give rise to ridges 
or channels. Moreover the prismatic and longtitudinal 
joints usually present in the latter are not seen in 
the early dykes, probably because they have been 
obliterated by the welding. 
The smaller intrusions. Under this head are included 
all the dykes and masses intruded into the Torridonian 
with the exception of the large mass of dolerite along 
the Gabbro contact. 
In shape, most of these small intrusions are dykes, 
averaging about a foot across, though varying from 
veins up to a width of four feet. There are also a 
number of irregular and rectangular bodies to which 
no morphological name can be applied. Dolerites of 
fine and medium grain are the most common rock types, 
but gabbros and peridotites are not uncommono 
Cross-cutting and marginal chilling provide evidence 
for three main phases of injection:-
1. NoN. W. dykes and masses of gabbro and picri te. 
Examples of dyke-form are to be seen on the map in 
sections H 14 and 15 (picrite) and in J 4 (gabbros). 
In J 15 is a ramifying mass of gabbro possessing a 
central nucleus 100 feet long and 30 feet wide which 
sends out dyke prolongations to the N.N.E. and s.s.w •• 
In contrast, the mass of similar material in G 16 has 
a smoothly rectangular outcrop measuring 70 feet by 
OO~e~ 
2. N.N.W. dykes and masses of f~ne and medium 
grained dolerites, sometimes macro-porphyritic. These 
injections form the bulk of the dyke complex, and the 
map shows them to have a more or less eve~spread 
throughout the Torridonian outcrop. In three cases, 
however, they group together to form large composite 
dykes with the earlier gabbros and picrites. These 
dykes can be seen on the map passing through J 4, J 12, 
and J 16, respectively. They are as much as 50 feet 
wide, but are not so regular in form as the large 
multiples seen on the lava plateau. 
3. N.E. dykes and cone-sheets (?). N.E. dykes, 
generally less than a foot in width, are locally 
numerous and cut all other pre-Gabbro intrusions. Some 
of them dip at moderate angles to the N.N.W. and may be 
members of a cone-sheet complex. Carr (1952) refers 
to a remnant of an early cone-sheet enclosed within 
the Cuillin Gabbro itself. 
Although there are numerous other intersections 
to illustrate the above intrusion sequence the composite 
dykes provide the best examples. The most southerly of 
the three composites is composed of brown weathering 
picrite sliced up into lenses by dark grey dykes of 
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fine dolerite running NoNoV~, and the whole dyke is 
cut across by several of the small NoEo dykeso The 
central member of the group of composites is basically 
a nru.ltiple injection of NoNoW .. dolerite dykes inter-
sected by NoEo dykes, while an apparently connected 
prolongation to the north-east (in J 11) consits of 
gabbro cut by doleriteo The northern composite dyke 
includes both gabbro and picrite on its north-east 
flank, while on the western side it is built predoma-
nantly of fine dolerites containing numerous xenoliths 
of gabbros and others of medium grained doleriteo By 
analogy with the other dykes these inclusions are 
considered to be remnant_s of earlier intrusions,derived 
almost in situ, rather than of intratelluric origino 
The xenolithic rocks and flanking gabbros can be traced 
right up to the contact of the Cuillin Gabbro and are 
seen to.be truncated by ito Thus Harker's view (1904, 
Po42, and Ho~GoS. 6 inch Sheet XLV, Inverness-shire) 
that this dyke. is a feeder of the Gabbro receives no 
direct support from the field relations, though by 
Harker's hypothesis the dyke could still be a feeder 
of a higher, and earlie_r, sheet in a composite bodyo 
The massive doleriteo Dolerites similar to those which 
form the dyke complex build an apparently massive 
intrusion some 600 yards in length along a part of the 
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Gabbro contacto Although a few cases of internal 
cross-cutting relations have been detected the meta-
morphic welding and the presence of numerous acid veins. 
somewhat obscure the evidence, and it is possible that 
this structure is not truly massive, but consists of 
contiguous minor intrusionso The exceptions to··. the 
lack of discernable internal structure are as follows:-
lo In two places a NoEo dyke was seen cutting a 
coarse variety of doleriteo 
2o There are a number of small areas in which 
xenoliths of gabbro and picrite are numerous, probably 
representing remnants of earlier dyke intrusions. The 
shape of the contact between the dolerite mass and of 
the Torridonian is not clear from the field evidence, 
but it is certainly highly irregular and it seems 
likely that a feather edge of N.N.W. dykes and pro-
~ongations extends out into the country rock (see 
1:1,250 map)o· In any case the body does not appear 
to have the form of a simple sheeto 
Carr (1952) supposed this dolerite mass to be a 
patch of meta-lava, though he notes an unusual paucity 
of amygdales. Since it is frequently difficult to 
discriminate between meta-lavas and meta-dolerites 
in the field, the evidence in favour of an intrusive 
origin for this body is summarized below:-
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lo No amygdales have been detected in these rocks, 
whereas close examination of the apparently similar 
meta-lavas on Sgurr na Stri and east bank of the 
Camasunary River has never failed to reveal local 
concentrations of these structureso 
2o The shape of the outcrop, as far as it can be 
determined, suggests that the dolerite mass has an 
irregular form and is not a simple sheeto 
3o Gabbro and picrite xenoliths are rare in the 
lavas of the area but are of common occurrence in the 
early dolerite dykes around Camasunaryo 
4o The petrography of the dolerite is similar to 
that of many of the early dolerite dykes, and differs 
from nearby basalt lavas in containing only sparse 
olivine and a more basic feldspar (often bytownite)o 
the dating of the massive dolerite in relation to 
the intrusion sequence given on a previous page is 
uncertaino The presence of two cross-cutting NoEo 
dykes and the enclosure of gabbro and picrite xenoliths 
suggests that it was intruded at the same time as the 
system of early NoNoWo dykeso The two NoEo dykes 
referred to above are, howeverp seen only in two 
isolated exposures and are there cutting relatively 
coarse dolerites which may themselves to xenolithso 
If they are, then the massive dolerites may be the 
I 
'· 
/.· 
PLATE 28 Microsection: Early gabbro, 
Camasunary. 
(~pec.506) 6. Large,equidimentional plagm 
-ioclase anhedra in a matrix of tabular 
plagioclase,intersertal pyroxene,and ore. 
Quartz occurs sparsely in this rock. Part 
of the pyroxene has been recrystallized to 
clusters of orthopyroxene granules and ore. 
---~--~~J --~--~--~--~ 
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last stage in the sequence of early intrusions. 
(iii) The Pre-Gabbro Minor Intrusions - Petrographyo 
Since the whole of the area covered by the detailed 
map lies within the pyroxene hornfels zone of thermal 
metamorphism all the early intrusions have been modified 
by high temperatureso The coarse grain of the picrites 
and gabbros hasg howeverg allowed them to resist com-
plete recrystallizationg so that they are often less 
changed in appearance than the doleritic members of 
the suiteo The terms low-g medium-g and high-grade 
hornfelsg which were used in Chapter VII to describe 
the textural and mineralogical variations of basalts 
within the pyroxene hornfels zoneg are here applied 
in a similar manner to the metamorphosed intrusive 
basic rockso 
Picriteso The most southerly of the three composite 
dykes is composed largely of this rock typeo Several 
individual NoNo¥~ dykes compose this mass, and form 
distinctive rounded outcrops of dark reddish-brown 
material (l:lg250 map, I 16o )o These dykesg each some 
three to six feet wide, have been later sliced up into 
lenticles by the dolerites which later followed the 
same directiono 
When fresh (Speco 4991 the picrite is dark grey 
~Plate 29o 
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and of vitreous appearmnge» and the overlying weather-
ing crust rarely exceeds a millimetre in thicknesso 
Thin sections indicate that this specimen has been 
metamorphosed to a low grade pyroxene hornfels» but 
the original constituents remain predominanto The most 
abundant of these is an optically positive olivine in 
euhedral» slightly rounded grains with a size range 
from Oo 25 mm.. to 5 mm.. SJ and an average of Co 1 mm.. o 
Augite and laths of plagioclase compose the interstitium 
with the former interstitial to the plagioclase and 
tending to mantle the olivineo The feldspar is never 
more than a millimetre in length and averages less than 
half a millimetre. Pericline twinning accompanies the 
albite and carlsbad lamellae, and the determination of 
composition on albite-carlsbad twins shows it to be a 
basic bytownite (An 88)o Small euhedral octahedra of 
ore are co~on, and there are also present a few larger 
ore grains which, being a translucent brown marginally, 
are probably picotiteo 
The effects of metamorphism are superimposed upon 
these original featureso The most obvious changes 
have occurred in the interstitial areas, where about 
one third of the primary pyroxene has been recrystallized 
to fine granules and a biotite and brown hornblende 
have been added to the assemblages. The pyroxene 
PLATE 29 (opposite.) Microsections: Early basic minor 
intrusions,Camasunary. 
A. (Spec .. 499) X !8. Picrite dyke roCk. Porphyritic oliviile 
in a groundmass of plagioclase laths and interstitial 
clinopyroxene. 
·B. (Spec.499) .X 300. The same slice as A,under high magnif-
-ication, showing the manner in which part of the clino-
-pyroxene and the margins of olivine have been recryst-
-allized by metamorphism to minute granules of new 
p~oxene. To the right of the field is a cluster of 
brown hornblende &Qd biotite. 
0 
c. (Spec. !59) :X IO. The margin of a gabbro xen).i th enclosed 
in fine dolerite. The dolerite has been completely 
recrystallized to a fine grained. ~oxene hornfels,while 
the gabbro feldspars retain their original form,though 
containing strtmgers of pyroxene granules. Biotite has 
developed round ore grains,and there are rims of nev 
pyroxene around the primary gabbroic pyroxenes. 
D. (Spec. I5I) X 4 5. Early dolerite dyke metamorphosed to a 
low ·grade pyroxene hornfels. Part of the primary pyrox= 
-ene has been recrystallized to fine granules,and a 
small crush zone crosses the upper part of the field. 
Brown hornblende occurs in clusters after pyroxene and 
also fills a vein crossing the field from north to south. 
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granules are of minute dimensions, Co0o015 ~~ and 
so cannot be determinedo While a few of the primary 
augite crystals have been completely recrystallized, 
others have been left untouchedo This capricious 
distribution is typical of the~mal granulitization in 
its earlier stageso Not only pyroxene has been attacked, 
for the edges of olivines often show fine scalloping 
and a rim of fine pyroxene granules which also form 
stringers through the body of the crystalo Some of 
the new material no doubt derives from alteration 
products. Many other hornfels of low grade show an 
abundant development of exsolved ores within the 
primary pyroxene, and the fact that it is lacking in 
this rock is perhaps a result of the primary clinopy-
roxene being more magnesian than usualo Brown horn-
blende is the most conspicuous new mineral produced by 
the metamorphismo It builds small, discrete grains 
which sometimes enclose granules of new pyroxene, while 
elsewhere it clusters with biotite, or grows at the 
expense of primary augite and olivine. The fine grained 
aggregates of biotite are usually found surrounding 
primary ore gr ains. Both these minerals are probably 
the products of waning metamorphismo In the modal 
analysis of Speco 499 given below the primary and 
metamorphic pyroxene have been counted together:-
Constituents 
Olivine 
Bytownite 
Pyroxene 
Hornblende and biotite 
Ore 
Volume Percentages 
58 .. 1% 
17 .. 1% 
16 .. 5% 
6 .. 5% 
lo7% 
Other rocks of similar appearance are less rich 
in olivine.. Thus in Spec .. 512, collected from a lens 
shaped body situated some 50 feet from the contact of 
the Gabbro, and within the outcrop of the massive 
dolerites (E 16), the content of olivine is less than 
forty per cent, the complete mode being as follows:-
Constituents 
Olivine 
Bytownite 
Pyroxene 
Hornblende and biotite 
Ore 
Volume Percentages 
38 .. 9% 
33 .. 3% 
53 .. 4 % 
2 .. 4% 
2 .. 0% 
100 .. 0 
The olivine of this rock is much embayed and 
fractured, and in rare cases a euhedral olivine is 
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enclosed within a porphyritic plagioclasea The mineral 
is fresh apart from a little ore and serpentine along 
the cracksa The plagioclase is fresh in appearance, 
and though apparently largely recrystallized it still 
retains part of its original elongate habita The 
composition is about An 85a Similarly, although most 
of the pyroxene has been reconstituted into Ool5 mnk 
granules, it still partly preserves the primary sub-
ophitic for~ Among the new-formed granules, palely 
pleochroic orthopyroxene predominates over clinopyroxene, 
and is of coarser grain {Oo 25 irim.. as compared with 
Ool ~) Granular ore is interspersed with the pyroxene, 
and small plates of biotite are commonly associated with 
ito The complete recrystallization of the pyroxene 
implies that this has attained the medium-grade hornfels 
stage a 
Gabbroso Typifying this group is a specimen {156) from 
the most northerly of the composite dykes {J 4)o It was 
collected from a xenolith embedded in a very fine 
grained variety of meta-doleritea These xenoliths are 
angular, average one foot in diameter, and compose 
about one third of the entire rocka 
In hand specimen the gabbro is dark grey when fresh 
and weathers almost black, with a rough surface upon 
which green pyroxene and metallic-grey ores form the 
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rugositeso The slice reveals a texture consisting 
of approximately equal amounts of plagioclase and 
pyroxene with mutually interfering boundarieso The 
granularity is Colo5 ~o The moderately abundant ore 
has a size range from Oo 2 rnm.. to lo 5 mm.. o 
The metamorphic influences which affected this 
rock were both thermal and dynamic in natureo The 
latter caused fracturing and crushing of the feldspars 
and so aided recrystallizationo Most of the feldspar 
has not been recrystallized, but bending, strain-twin-
ning, and strain-shadows are common, and there are 
numerous enclosures of new pyroxene granules and oreo 
Many of the primary pyroxenes have been granulitized, 
and most of the new material falls into a size range 
between OoOl and Ool nmko There is also a sporadic 
distribution of coarser orthopyroxene (Ool- Oo3 mm)o 
Unrecrystallized p~roxene is dusty with exsolved ore 
grains, and fine ore is interspersed amongst the new 
pyroxeneo Brown, spongy hornblende is a common 
accessory, both replacing clinopyroxene and as discrete 
grains, which together with biotite form rims round 
some of the primary ore grainso ruetamorphically this 
rock is classified as an advanced low-grade hornfelso 
Another rock from the same locality (Speco 159)~ 
illustrates some of.the relationships between the 
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xenoliths and their matrixo The latter is seen to be 
very fine grained and completely recrystallized to a 
granoblastic textureo The contact between xenoliths 
and matrix is in places sharp and elsewhere highly 
irregular, with floated-off xe~rysts in the matrixo 
The slice is traversed by several veins of uralitic 
amphibole, and these are observed to cut discontinuous 
veins of brown hornblende of the type commonly present 
in the hornfels of the neighbourhoodo This hornblende 
tends to form granules with the cleavages disposed at 
high angles to the direction of the vein, while adjacent 
pyroxenes are converted to the same materialo Whereas 
this mineral is probably to be dated to a late stage 
in the Gabbro metamorphism, the uralitic amphibole 
post-dates the NoNoWo jointing and at least most of 
the dykes which follow this directiono It was probably 
deposited by the circulating hot solutions which are 
thought to have arisen after the emplacement of the 
large granophyre intrusions to the northo 
Quartz gabbros are also found in the neighbourhood 
and are exemplified by a·specimen l506)~from the oblong 
mass intruded into Torridonian arkoses in G 16 (1:1,250 
map)o The margin of this intrusion is of fine dolerite 
carrying xenoliths of the gabbro, and is presumably 
of later datea The specimen was taken from the centre 
*Plate 28o 
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or the intrusion, and a thin section pr __ ovided the 
rollowing mode:-
Constituents 
Plagioclase \labrador-
ite-bytownite) 
Unrecrystallized 
pyroxene 
Recrystallized pyroxene 
Ore 
Quartz 
Volume Percentages 
49o 9% 
30o9% 
12o 2% 
6o4% 
Oo6% 
lOOo 0 
Two thirds of the feldspar has crystallized in 
subhedral table __ ts averaging 1 nmb in length, while 
the remainder forms rather larger, equidimensional 
anhedrao Discontinuous, normal zoning is usual, and 
the average composition is Co An 70. Stress effects 
are again seen in the cracking and crushing of some 
of the feldspar, while completely crushed zones up to 
a millimetre wide cross the whole sliceo Along these 
zones the feldspar is partly fragmental, partly recrys-
tallized, and is accompanied by granular pyroxene. In 
the body of the rock the greater part of the primary 
pyroxene retains its original shape, though rich in 
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exsolved oreo New grown granules are almost wholly 
of orthopyroxene, and the way in which these granules 
collect into compact groups suggests that they may 
replace primary orthopyroxene. Both granular and 
primary symplectic ore are present. The quartz is 
found in a few interstitial pools which frequently 
contain an alkaline plagioclase and coarse prisms of 
apatite. A few large plates of biotite complete the 
assemblage. 
Doleri tes. ~bis group composes over 90 per cent of 
the early intrusions and includes many dykes as well 
as the massive dolerite mass along the Gabbro contact. 
They are uniform in character, poor or lacking in 
olivine, and contain a basic plagioclase. Approximately 
one third are feldspar-phyric. 
In hand specimen the dolerites are dark grey when 
fresh and weather to a light grey crust up to 2 ~ 
thick; smooth-surfaced except for upstanding amphibo-
litized joints. Laths of plagioclase are visible in 
many of the hornfels which lie some distance from the 
contact, but in the vicinity of the Gabbro the colour 
becomes paler and the texture granular. 
Specimen 15l•is a typical non-porphyritic fine 
dolerite and was obtained from a small N.N.V~ dyke 
in Torridonian sandstones 700 feet from the contact. 
• Plate 29. 
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It possesses an intersertal texture and is metamorphosed 
to only a low gradeo Plagioclase takes the form of 
slender, 0.4 ~ laths of bytownite, with pericline 
twinning commonly accompanying the albite lamellaeo 
Metamorppism has produced a dusty brown appearance 
varying considerably in intensity, while bending and 
micro-shearing have affected a number of crystalso A 
crush zone, lo5 ~ wide, crosses the slice, and along 
it the feldspar is comminuted but not recrystallized. 
About half of the primary clinopyroxene retains its 
primary form, while the remainder is now finely_· 
granulated, though still largely concentrated within 
the original boundaries of the crystals. Along the 
crush zone granulitization is completeo Brown horn-
blende and biotite have grown in moderate quantity, 
the former attacking pyroxene and building thin lenses 
along the crush zone. Felted borders of biotite rim 
the pr~mary ores, and these have been marginally 
indentedo 
Specimen 504* may be taken as exemplit~ying the 
porphyritic type of dolerite. It comes from a dyke 
on the south-west flank of the large composite dyke 
in H 15. The slice shows the groundmass to be similar 
to that of the previous rock except in the lack of 
brown hornblende and the greater abundance of biotiteo 
"'Plate 30o 
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The feldspar phenocrysts are numerous and occupy one 
fifth of the bulko Most are anhedral, embayed, are 
slightly zoned, and possess both albite and pericline 
lamellaeo They show varying degrees of shattering, 
some being unaffected, others cut by small slip 
fractures, while a few are completely broken up and 
have started to recrystallizeo Included stringers 
and clumps of granular pyroxene, ore, and biotite are 
typical, and in one case appear to have been derived 
from an enclosure of olivineo Crush zones are again 
pre sen to 
Dolerites metamorphosed to high grade are exempli-
fied by a specimen {517)collected 150 feet from the 
edge of the Gabbro {G ll)a The modal percentages are 
as follows:-
Constituents 
Plagioclase 
Clinopyroxene 
Orthopyroxene 
Ore 
Volume Percentages 
52o4% 
29o 7% 
13o8% 
lOOaO 
In this rock the groundmass plagioclase {An 60) is 
completely recrystallized to an anhedral mosaic, with 
a few grains inheriting an elongate form, while the 
*' Plate 30o 
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sparse phenocrysts range in size from Oo5 to 2 mmo, 
and retain their individuality, though notched by 
recrystallized groundmass constituentso Some of these 
large feldspars exhibit a "sheath-and-core" structure 
(eee Plate ) in which the cores are of bytownite and 
the sheaths of basic labradoriteo This probably 
resulted from a tendency for the compositional differ-
ence between phenocrysts and groundmass to be reduced 
during metamorphismo Clinopyroxene, with a granularity 
of Oo 1 mm.., predominates among the ferrorna.gnesian 
constituents, and is accompanied by somewhat coarser 
orthopyroxene and oreo 
Summary and discussion of the Retrograp~yo This early 
suite of minor intrusions comprises an early group of 
gabbros and picrites~ and a later and more abundant 
group of olivine-poor doleriteso 
The earliest intrusions were of picrite containing 
between 30 and 60 per cent porphyritic olivine set in 
a groundmass of bytownite plagioclases and interstitial 
clinopyroxeneo These rocks are very similar to some 
of the ultrabasic dykes of the lava plateau, which are 
thought to be the latest manifestation of intrusion 
in central Skyeo 
Gabbro minor intrusions include both olivine-bear-
ing and olivine-free varieties, and some of the latter 
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contain quartzo 
Small phenocrysts of feldspar are present in about 
one third of the doleritic members of the suite, but 
they are rarely abundanto The composition of the 
groundmass feldspars range from An 54 to An 80, with 
an average composition of basic labradorite, while the 
phenocrysts are always of bytowniteo 1~e feldspars 
are thus usually more basic than those in the basalt 
lavaso The primary clinopyroxene is intersertal or 
sub-ophitic, and is coloured a pale titaniferous browno 
Definite olivine pseudomorphs have only been detected 
in one specimen (82), but it is possible that the 
clusters of orthopyroxene often seen at medium and 
high grade may be derived from this mineralo 
As in the case of the metamorphosed lavas (see 
Chapter VII), the features imposed by thermal metamorph-
ism can be described in terms of high-, medium-, and 
low-grade hornfels, both textures and mineralogies 
being embraced by these termso Where, at Camasunary, 
both coarse and fine varieties of early intrusion are 
found in juxtaposition, and have therefore demonstrably 
undergone the same degree of metamorphism, it is found 
that the. coarser rock has resisted granuli tiza tion to 
a greater extent than the finer rock, so that while 
the former might show textural features which are 
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typical of low-grade hornfels 9 the finer rock may 
possess a medium9 or even high-grade textureo The 
grade stages which have been defined for the metamorph-
osed lavas and basic intrusions cannot 9 therefore 9 be 
directly corelated with temperatures of formationo 
It is believed 9 howeve:It 9 that an approximate tempera-
ture equation can be made between metabasic rocks in 
which the grain size of the new-formed pyroxene is 
similaro Thus in a slice (159) which contains both 
coarse gabbro xenoliths and a fine doleritic matrix9 
the grain size of the metamorphic clinopyroxene 
averages about Oo 015 mm.. throughouto In using this 
criterion it should be noted that metamorphic ortho-
pyroxene is commonly rather coarser than clinopyroxene, 
and also the comparison can only be applied to rocks 
of similar~ original compositio~ 
Effects of stress. Almost all the collected specimens 
of the early intrusions exhibit signs of stresso In 
the outer parts of the hornfels zone this is largely 
a matter of mechanical bending and breaking of crystals, 
while in the inner parts of the zone these effects have 
been accompanied9 or followed 9 by recrystallizationo 
The feldspars commonly show local micro-faulting, 
cracking9 crushing9 and the development of strain-
shadows and strain-twinningo Phenocrysts are 
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especially susceptable, presumably because there is 
less possibility of small, intergranular adjustmentso 
Narrow zones of crushing are often detectable in the 
dolerites, and tend to strike NoEo, as do the small 
faults mentioned earliero Within these zones the 
feldspars are compmetely comminuted, but are not, at 
low grade, recrystallizedo Pyroxene is sometimes 
partly recrystallized, and together with brown horn-
blende forms small lenses within the crush zoneso 
In the medium grade hornfels the crushing appears 
to have locally accelerated the process of granulitiza-
tion, and in the crush zones the feldspars are complete-
ly recrystallized to granular mosaics, while the nearby 
groundmass feldspar is unaffectedo At the highest 
grades, complete granulitization of all the constituents 
tends to obscure the effects of crushing, but the latter 
is still sometimes detectable in the phenocrystso 
Since the thermal metamorphism has tended to 
obliterate, or be modified by, the stress effects, the 
latter cannot be post-metamorphic, as is the crushing 
on Sgurr nan Each and elsewhere in the north (see 
Chapter VII)o In a later section of this chapter it 
is shown that at the height of metamorphism the Torri-
donian arkoses were in an incompetent state, and thus 
any stress applied would tend to be taken up by the 
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more rigid basic intrusionso The crushing and micro-
faulting are probably one aspect of a compensatory 
adjustment enforced on the country rocks by the 
intrusion of the Cuillin Gabbroo Other aspects include 
' 
the folding and faulting described in the chapter on 
tectonic so 
(iv) Chemistry of a Pre-Gabbro Dolerite. 
One specimen (159) of a pre-Gabbro dolerite dyke 
has been chemically an~lysedo It was obtained from 
the most northerly of the three composite dykes (J 4), 
and is a very fine-grained, non-porphyritic, variety 
which has been completely recrystallized by thermal 
metamorphism to a granoblastic mosaic of plagioclase, 
Clinopyroxene, orthopyroxene, and oreo At the same 
locality this rock also encloses xenoliths of gabbro, 
as has been described in the foregoing section, but 
the analysis refers to the fine-grained portion onlyo 
Oxide percentages and norm are set out in Table So 
The rock is too fine-grained to allow a modal analysis 
to be made, and for the same reason it is possible 
that olivine is present and was not distinguished 
from pyroxeneo 
Compared with typical alkaline olivine basalt lavas 
(see Table 3, Chapter VI) the analysis of the meta-
TABLE 8 
CHEMICA_L ANALYSIS OF A PRE-GABBRO DOLERITE 
· FROM C.AMASUNARY o 
169o Norm 
8102 49o 6 Orthoclase Oo 89 
Ti02 lo 0 Albite 20o44 
Al203 14o 2 Anorthite 270 80 
Fe§03 3o 9 ra 13.46! FeO 7o 2 Diopside Mg 90 20 25o 83 
MnO Oo 17 Fe 3o 17 
MgO 9o4 
CaO 12o0 {: 7.60 l Na20 2o4 Hypers- 10o24 K20 Ool6 thene 2o 69 
H20~+~ Oo 06 H20 ~ o. 21 { Mg s.. 40} 7o44 P205 0.10 Olivine Fe 2o04 
Total 100o4 Magnetite 5o 57 
Ilmenite ]:98 
Apatite Oo34 
Water Oo 29 
Normative Cogmositions and Ratios 
Plagioclase 
Diopside 
Hypersthene 
Olivine 
FeO+Fe203 X 100 
=54 
~0 X 100 
----= 6 
Ab 42o5 An 57o5 
Wo 52 En 36 Fs 12 
En 73 Fs 27 
Fo 73 Fa 27 
Fe203 X 100 
-----
= 30 
-morphosed dolerite shows similar contents of the basic 
oxidesp though containing rather more lime than most 
rocks of this type~ Silicap howeverp is definitely 
higher than is typical olivine basaltsp and this is 
reflected by a considerable amount of hypersthene 
accompanying olivine in the nor~ These characteristics 
are also shown by some of the lava hornfels (eogo 183 
tn Table 6)p and it was suggested in Chapter VII (sec~ion 
ix) that silica may have been gained by the basic hornfels 
during metamorphismp probably by reaction with the 
adjacent Torridonian sediments. 
(v) Field Relatio~s of the Torridonian Sediments 
and their ~omorphosed Equivalentso 
At Oamasunary, the country rocks into which the 
pre-Gabbro complex and the Gabbro itself were intruded 
are well exposed, but have nevertheless been differently 
interpreted by each of the geologists who have been 
concerned with the~ Harker's map shows the whole of 
this area as a belt of basalts extending outwards from 
the Gabbro contact for a width of about lpOOO feetp 
and overlying Torridonian rocks which are continuous 
with similar rocks on the east flank of the valley9 
The small patch of limestone and shale near the centre 
of the exposures (D 18 on the 1/1250 map) is interpre-
ted as an outlier of Lias, resting unconformably on 
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the Torridoniang and revealed below the base of the 
lavaso The latter appear to have low and variable 
dip so 
In a recent thesisg which refers mainly to the 
Cuillin Gabbrog Carr (1952) recognized that only a 
part of the rocks which Harker shows as basalts areg 
in factg lavaso He limits the outcrop of the latter 
to a patch in the centre of the exposures (this patch 
is described in a previous part of this chapter as an 
intrusion of dolerite)g and also shows the basalts on 
the east flank of the Camasunary River which are also 
mentioned in this chaptero Carr remains doubtful of 
the identity of the rocks lying between Harker's lava 
boundary and his owng and while remarking that they 
are very similar to the Torridonian he prefers to 
designate them "undifferentiated hornfels'1o Carr also 
· mentions the presence of pre-Gabbro dykeso 
The present study has shown that apart from the 
pre-Gabbro intrusions and the small patch of Lias, the 
whole of the country rock in the centre of the valley 
is Torridoniano The evidence is as follows:-
ao There is no sharp break in rock type between 
the Torridonian at Camasunary House and the country 
rocks tn the neighbourhood of the Gabbroo Dips of 
25° to 35° No continue throughout this distance, though 
M~ 
there is local disturbance in the contact zoneo 
Sedimentary features, such as bedding laminae and 
pebbly bands can be detected in all parts of the out-
crop, though becoming less obvious towards the contacto 
bo Thin sections of the disputed rocks have many 
similarities with the Torridonian in other parts of 
the Camasunary valley, though becoming progressively 
more metamorphosed towards the contacto The stages of 
this metamorphism are similar to those that can be 
traced in the Torridonian of Rudha Ban, to the westo 
Harker's misidentification was probably due to the 
fact that as the Torridonian is traced into the zone 
of high temperature metamorphism £t loses its light 
colour and obvious sedimentary character and becomes 
.a dark-coloured, dense, flinty rock, not unlike a meta-
basalt in general appearanceo However, careful exami-
nation usually reveals a lamination or traces of flaggy 
bedding, especially on weathered surfaces, while the 
texture is less granulitic than that of the meta-basalts 
and presents a more vitreous appearanceo Metacrys~s 
of biotite are not uncommon, as in the metamorphosed 
basic rockso 
The regular structure of the Torridonian is 
continuous through the outer parts of the hornfels 
zone, but at distances varying from 50 to 400 feet 
from the edge of the Gabbro it begins to become broken-
up and sometimes contorted~ at first without any other 
obvious change in appearanceo Such irregu&ar structure 
is well seen on An .. t-Sron~ some 50 feet from the Gabbro 
0 contact~ where anomalous dips up to 80 north are foundo 
As the pre-Gabbro dykes are traced. into this broken-up 
zone they show signs of disturbance~ being at first 
bent and then fracturing across, the breaks being 
sealed by acid material which appears to derive from 
the enclosing Torridonian! Inwards towards the contact 
this brecciation rapidly increases~ and patches occur 
in which the "Torridonian'' is full of disoriented basic 
"xenoliths"~ varying in size from a few inches to 
several feet across, and evidently derived from broken-
up basic dykeso The basic fragments are sometimes 
accompanied by a lesser number of acid fragments in 
which Torridonian lamination is still discernableo 
All the stages in this process of fragmentation can 
be followed on the ground, and in no case is there 
evidence of external intrusion, apart from the later, 
and distinct, leucocratic veins which are found every-
where along the edge of the Gabbroo The breaking-up 
also affects the edges of the lava outcrop on the east 
bank of the Camasunary River, and the outer margin of 
the "massive dolerite" in the centre of the exposures, 
.. Plate 3Io 
PLATE 3I (oppositeG) Rocks from the vicinity of the Cuillin 
Gabbro contact,notth of Camasunary. 
A. Exposure situated 250 feet from the Gabbro contact,showo 
-ing metamorphosed early dolerites veined by acid material 
derived by rheomorphism of the Torridonian arkoses. 
B. Exposure situated 700 feet from the Gabbro contacto A 
slab of metamorphosed Torridonian intruded by a small 
dyke of early doleriteCleft) is crossed by close-spaced 
· ·north-;..west joints (parallel to the hammer handle.) 
. I 
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but the main masses of these two bodies remains 
unaffected except for a few irregular acid veinso 
The evidence ·appears to indicate that the breccia-
tion of the pre-Gabbro intrusions was a consequence of 
rheomorphic mobilization of the acid Torridonian sedi-
ments under conditions of high temperature and moderate 
stresso The material which forms an interstitium to 
the fragments can be traced outwards into rocks of 
typical Torridonian appearance, while sometimes there 
is a centimetre-thick skin o£ relatively coarse acid 
material around the basic blocks which grades out into 
rocks of sedimentary aspecto This last feature is 
probably due to local melting along the thermal dis-
continuity represented by the surface of the basic 
blockso Examples of the break-up of basic dykes, and 
the formation of "xenolithic" rocks 11 can be examined 
in the areas represented by squares G 14, 15; H 13, 14, 
and 15 on the 1/1250 mapo Similar features can also 
be seen in the Torridonian exposures on the coast, west 
of Rudha Ban (see also photographs on Plates 26 & 3I )o 
The rheomorphic processes were probably aided by 
stresso The imprint of NoEo lines of crushing and 
small-scale shear-faulting in the meta-basic rocks 
has alre~dy been remarked in the previous sectiono 
Similar crush-lines and faults can occasionally be 
~~ 
discerned in the Torridonian lying in the outer 
parts of the hornfels zone, though they have usually 
been sealed by recrystallizatio~ Towards the outside 
of the mobilized zone pieces of brecciated Torridonian 
containing relicts of bedding can sometimes be seen 
drawn out into spindle shapes elongated in a north-
easterly direction, and the longer axes of some of the 
basic fragments also have this orientationo The 
evidence strongly suggests a plastic flow of unequally 
mobilized rock under a compressive force acting along 
NoWo-SoEo lineso Near the contact the mobilization 
was evidently more complete, and has resulted in a 
meli __ e of basic fragments lying in a swirled acid 
matriXo 
It may be noted that the post-Gabbro dykes pass 
through the zone of mobilized rocks entirely undisturbedo 
Carr (o_pocito) has already suggested that the 
complexities of the country rocks in the Camasunary 
area are best explained by rheomorphism, and he con-
siders that this process was related to a hypothetical 
extension of hypersthene granophyre beneath Camasunary, 
connecting the outcrops of granophyre on Rudha Ban and 
the Blaven-Slat Bheinn colo Carr dates the granophyre 
as pre-Gabbro on evidence discussed elsewhere (see 
Chapter X)o The present writer would agree that such 
~~ 
an underground extension of granophyre is likely, and 
that in a general sense the rheomorphism and the 
e~placement of the granophyre may be related, but he 
disagrees with the suggestion that the presence of an 
underground granophyre is the cause of the rheomorph-
is~ It does not seem likely that an acid mass of 
such moderate dimensions could, by its intrusion, 
create the widespread, very high temperatures which 
would appear to be indicated by the partial melting 
of the Torridoniano Indeed, the exposed portions of 
the granophyre have induced only low-grade metamorphism 
in their contact rockso The high grade metamorphism 
of the lavas and pre-Gabbro basic intrusions is clearly 
related to the intrusion of the Cuillin Gabbroo Turner 
and Verhoogen (1951, pa441) estimate the probable 
temperature of the amphibolite facies - pyroxene horn-
fels facies boundary as about 700 to 750 degrees 
centigrade, and the rheomorphic features described 
appear well within the outer limit of the pyroxene 
hornfels zone, and moreover in an area where the latter 
reaches its maximum developmento The intrusion of the 
Cuillin Gabbro, then, with its great size, its high 
internal temperature, and the demonstrable high 
temperature effects o~ the basic country rocks, would 
seem just the sort of event which would be expected 
~~ 
to cause local melting of the contact rocks, where 
these are of acid compositiono The writer also dis-
agrees with Carr's dating of the granophyre intrusions 
as pre-Gabbro, and considers that these bodies were 
emplaced soon after the intrusion~ of the Cuillin 
gabbro, but this point is more fUlly discussed in 
Chapter L 
Actual melting was the ultimate stage in the meta-
morphism of the Torridonian, but there were also 
induced a wide range of states between merely-heated 
rocks, through plastic rocks to almost completely 
mobile rockso Although there is a general progression 
towards ultra-metamorphism as the contact is more 
closely approached, a certain amount of mixing between 
rocks in different states must have occurred, as is 
witnessed by inclusions of recognizable Torridonian 
within an acid matrixo Apart from the probability 
of differential melting between layers of somewhat 
different composition, it is quite possible that 
material melted by proximity to the Gabbro was squeezed 
outwards into less mobile rocks, or that some of this 
material rose upwards under pressureo At the same 
time, such processes must have been on a small scale 
at the present level of exposure, because most 
structures in the zone can only be explained on the 
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assumption that the constituent rock types are nearly 
in situ... A more tentative extrapolation that may be 
put forward is the suggestion that at deeper levels 
the rheomorphic mechanism gave rise to a reservoir of 
magma, which was then pressed upw~rds after the cooling 
of the Gabbro to form the Rudha Ban and Coire Uaigneich 
granophyreso In the Rudha Ban Torridonian there is 
again evidence of rheomorphism, but in this case the 
disturbed zone has been broken through, and to the east 
entirely destroyed by, the uprise of the granophyreo 
There are sufficient chemical and mineralogical simi-
larities between the granophyres and the metamorphosed 
Torridonian to give some support to this viewo Wager, 
Weedon, and Vincent (1953) draw attention to this in 
their paper on the Coire Uaigneich granophyre, and a 
further discussion is to be found in Chapter ~ 
(vi) Petrography of the Torridonian Sediments 
and their Rheomorphosed Equivalentso 
The field evidence indicates that the intrusion 
of the Cuillin Gabbro raised the temperature in its 
immediate vicinity to such a degree as to allow local 
mobilization of the Torridonian arkoseso This section 
attempts to trace the meta~orphism of the latter from 
almost unmodified sediments through to intrusive acid 
~~ 
' veinso As with the basalts, however, it cannot be 
assumed that this series is a progressive oneo 
Metamorphosed Torridoniano No part of the Camasunary 
Torridonian is far enough from the Gabbro to be sure 
that it is entirely unaffected by the latter's meta-
morphic aureoleo Indeed, the lack at Camasunary, of 
the reddish colouration often seen in Torridonian of 
other areas is probably due to the reduction of haemat-
ite to magnetite by low-grade metamorphis~ Apart from 
this, it is thought that in the neighbourhood of 
Camasunary House and on the north-east side of the bay 
the arkoses are almost unaffected by thermal metamorph~ 
is~ 
A typical specimen from east of Camasunary House 
(525) is a pale-grey, coarse sandstone which in thin 
section is seen to ba a feldspathic grit, with sub-
angular constituents and a granularity of Oo5 ~o 
More than half the bulk is quartz, and most of the rest 
feldspar, and there is a little ore, chlorite, and 
muscovite interstitiallyo The quartz is strained and 
occurs both as discrete detrital grains and in small 
pebbles of quartzite up to a few millimetres acrosso 
A small amount of secondary silica occurs in the cemento 
Among the feldspars, perthite predominates over acid 
• Plate 32o 
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plagioclase·, some of which are. bent, and both feldspars 
are dustyo An analysis of this rock appears in section 
(vii) of this chaptero 
Thermal effects begin to be discernable in a 
specimen (8lb) from the stream on the east side of 
An't-Sron, and 350 feet from the Gabbro contacto It 
should be remarked that the hornfels zone is here rather 
narrow, so that the grade is lower than in similarly-
placed rocks further westo The rock is a fine-grained 
arkose, with a few phenoclasts of quartz and pink feld-
spar visible in hand specimen.. The quartz is sub-
angular an4 strained, with a granularity of Oo25 ~, 
and is set in a groundmass of very dusty feldspar, the 
larger grains of which retain their individuality, 
while the remainder has been recrystallized to feathery 
aggregateso Ore, chlorite, and a little zircon are 
concentrated in thin bands which appear to be of 
depositional origino Most of the ore is leucoxenizedo 
Further stages are found in specimens taken from 
the outer boundary of the hornfels zone (as defined in 
the meta-basic rocks)o A rock (134) from an exposure 
700 feet from the Gabbro in the centre of the Camasunary 
valley is dark-grey in colour, weathers to a light 
sandy grey, and is cut by numerous N.N.Wo joints and 
a few N.E. jointso A· polished surface shows the bedding 
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to consist of half to two millimetre thick laminations, 
chiefly defined by ore contento The basis of the rock 
is a fine-grained, recrystallized arkose, consisting 
of a mosaic of almost fresh orthoclase and quartz with 
a granularity of Oo 15 mm.. o The quartz tends to be 
interstitial and spongyo Reddish-brown biotite forms 
small poikiloblastic plates associated with ore, and 
is often altered to a pale chlorite containing patterns 
of exsolved rutile needleso Most of the ore is fine 
grained and well-formed, and apatite is a common access-
oryo Specimen 147, from the same locality, contains 
rather less ore and is crossed by thin veins of quartzo-
feldspathic materialo Plagioclase is a notable con-
stituent of this roc~ Specimen 497•has marked fine 
and coarse bands, the latter consisting of poorly-sorted 
material varying.from small pebbles of quartzite and 
feldspar to a finely recrystallized quartzo-feldspathic 
intersti tiu.m. These bands are also rich in minute ore 
grains, and half-millimetre biotite metacrysts are not 
uncormnono 
Within a distance of about 500 feet from the Gabbro 
contact, a pink orthopyroxene makes its appear~ce in 
the assemblage, while biotite becomes more abundant and 
is easily visible in hand specimeno A rock (498S~collec­
ted 550 feet from the gabbro consists of an equigranular 
'* Plate 32o 
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(Oo~ ~)mosaic of quartz and feldspar, with a con-
siderable amount of oligoclase accompanying the ortho-
claseo The constituents tend to intergrowo Biotite 
is abundant as plates up to a millimetre across, and 
is most abundant in the ore-rich streakso The sparse 
granules of hypersthene are strongly pleochroic and 
are most abundant in the finer parts of the light 
coloured bandso Specimen 155, situated 500 feet from 
the contact, possesses a similar petrography, but there 
is ~ore marked differentiation into coarse and fine 
bands, the latter richer in biotite and ore, and the 
former in hypersthene, which always shows a preference 
for quartzose areaso 
Rheomorphosed Torridoni~ In banded Torridonian it 
was apparently in the more leucocratic layers that 
mobilization commenced. Thus a polished surface of 
Specimen 507 (300 feet from the contact) reveals the 
presence of vaguely-defined dark patches in a lighter 
coloured matrix, and a section shows that the dark 
patches are of similar constitution and texture to the 
more biotitic layers of banded Torridonian, while the 
matrix contains a higher proportion of quartz and 
feldspar, and most of the hyperstheneo One large grain 
of plagioclase with lobate boundaries has clearly grown 
at the expense of the groundmasso It would seem 
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reasonable to suppose that the dark patches have been 
derived from the breaking up of a banded rock due to 
the incipient mobilization of the more leucocratic 
layerso This rock is undoubtedly Torridonian9 but 
similar features can be traced in some of the intrusive 
veins within meta-basic rockso One such specimen (150)• 
is pale grey in colour 9 contains sharply-defined 
xenoliths of metadolerite 9 and has a granularity of 
Oo2 ~o Quartz is interstitial to the feldspar, which 
includes a high proportion of slightly-zoned9 subhedral 
. 
oligoclase 9 while several porphyoblastic feldsaprs 
intergrow with the groundmass along lobate boundarieso 
Biotite is slightly more abundant than the granular 
hypersthene 9 and tends to concentrate in areas of 
relatively fine texture 9 and also builds spongy por-
phyroblasts up to one millimetre or so acrosso Apatite 
is a common accessoryo It is evident that the enclosed 
fras~ents of basic rock have reacted to some extant 
wit_h their matrix, for while both clinopyroxene and 
9rthopyroxene are present in their cores 9 the external 
two millimetres contains only orthopyroxene, and more-
over, some of the feldspars have grown sodic outer 
envelopeso A few flakes of biotite lie along the con-
tact of xenoliths and matrixo In another vein of this 
type (Speco 505) biotite is entirely lacking, and the 
'It Plate 33o 
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hypersthene is a little coarser than usual. Reaction 
of basic fragments with matrix is again in evidence, 
and in this case biotite, which is found in the centres 
of the fragments, is absent from their marginso 
In view of the fact that tridymite is present in 
the metamorphosed Torridonian adjacent to the basic 
intrusions of Rhum (Wager et al, 1953), in acid 
xenoliths enclosed in a basic dyke on Blaven (see 
Chapter XI), and in parts of the granophyre of Coire 
Uaigneich, it is perhaps rather surprising to find that 
this mineral is absent from the rheomorphosed Torridon-
ian at Camasunary. Walker and Poldervaart (1949) note 
the lack of tridymite in the mobilized sediments, 
adjacent to certain of the Karoo dolerite sills, which 
are referred to in the following section. 
(vii) Chemistry of the Rheomorphis~ 
The first column of Table 9 sets out the results 
of a chemical analysis of the almost unmetamorphosed 
Torridonian feldspathic grit found in the vicinity 
of Camasunary House. Compared with the average of 
three analysed Torridonian sandstones from Skye quoted 
by Kennedy (column 3), the Camasunary rock is higher 
in silica and lower in calcium and sodi~ Neither 
of these analyses has much in common with the composite 
Si02 
TiO 
Al2B3 
Fe203 
FeO 
MnO 
MgO 
CaO 
Na20 
K20 
H20~+~ H20 -
P205 
Total 
TABLE 9 
CH EMICAL ANALYSES OF THE TORRIDONIAN 
AND ITS RHEOMORPHOSED EQUIVALENTS, WITH COMPARISONS. 
1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 
so .. a 65.3 75 .. 58 73 .. 6 76 .. 92 61.84 62 .. 64 
0.,30 o. 83 0 .. 42 o. 78 o. 20 1. 51 1. 53 
10 .. 4 14.0 11.39 11. 9. 12.38 10.52 13.96 
1. 0 2. 2 o. 82 1. 6 1.39 3. 66 1.12 
1.0 3. 1· 1. 63 2.4 1.45 9.24 6.54 
o. 05 0 .. 14 0 .. 05 0.,07 tr. o. 23 0.13 
0.42 5. 5 o .. 73 1 .. 3 o. 22 0 .. 56 1. 83 
0.26 2. 9 1. 69 1 .. 4 0 .. 28 4o 97 3. 91 
1. 3 2. 6 2.46 3 .. 5 2.17 2. 83 5. 02 
3.0 3 .. 1 3. 36 2. 8 3. 88 2. 58 1. 90 
o. 25 0 .. 57 1.07 a .. 75 0 .. 77 1. 82 1.02 
o. 31 0.40 0.05 0.16 0 .. 39 0.19 0 .. 28 
0 .. 04 0 .. 15 0.30 0.19 tr. 0 .. 34 o. 11 
99.1 100.8 99.55 100.45 100.05 100.29 99.9 
1. Composite chip-sample of Torridonian east of 
Camasunary House; D. C. Almond. 
2. Composite sample of two acid veins (spec. 150 505) 
in metadolerite; D. c. Almond. 
3. Average of three analyses of Torridonian arkoses 
from Skye; Kennedy (1961, p. 258, nos. A(l) - A(3).) 
4. Average of four analyses of the Coire Uaigneich 
granophyre; D~ c. Almond (see Chapter X, Table 
nos .. 1-4). 
5. Unaltered centre of sandstone xenolith in Karoo 
dolerite; Walker and Polderva1rt (1949, Table 15, 
p. 646, no. 108). 
6. & 7. Granophyre margin of sandstone xenolith in 
Karoo dolerite; Walker and Poldervaart (1949, 
Table 16, p. 646, nos. 92, 93 ). 
TABLE 9 
(cont. ) 
1. 2. 3. 5. 6. 
Quartz 61.2 21.78 42.72 48.06 22.08 
Orthoclase 17.79 18.35 20.02 22.80 15.57 
Albite 10.49 2lo 99 20.43 18.34 24.10 
Anorthite lo 39 14.18 6.,67 lo 39 8.06 
Corundum 4 .. 28 lo 12 lo 63 4o 18 
Diopside 13.79 
Hypersthene 2. 95 16.65 3. 65 lo 79 6. 01 
Magnetite 1. 39 3. 25 1.16 2o 09 5.34 
Ilmenite 0.61 lo 52 0.76 0.30 2. 70 
Apatite 0.10 0.34 o. 67 0.67 
Water o. 56 0.97 1.07 lo 16 2.01 
Note: For norms of Coire Uaigneich granophyre see 
Table 10. 
7. 
13.38 
11.12 
41.92 
10.01 
7. 52 
9. 37 
lo 62 
2o 85 
o. 33 
lo 3 
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sample determination of two acid veins which were 
chosen to represent the product of rheomorphism 
(column 2). The vein material contains much less 
silica than the sandstones, while magnesia, iron oxides, 
and lime are all notably higher in the latter. More-
over, compared with the Camasunary Torridonian, the 
veins show a less well-marked predominance of potash 
over soda. Vfuen the analyses are recalculated in terms 
of normative miner~t.s, the rheomorphic vein is seen to 
contain a great deal less quartz and much more plagio-
clase and hypersthene than the Torridonian sandstones. 
Selective fusion and the reaction of the fused 
material with basic rocks are the two processes most 
likely to account for the chemical differences between 
the sediments and their rheomorphosed equivalents. As 
is well known from.the work of Bowen (1928) and others, 
fusion of a sediment gives rise, in its early Btages, 
to the liquefaction of a low-melting point mixture 
approximately in composition to a granite, leaving a 
recrystallized residue representing the "excess" of 
silica, alumina, or lime originally present in the 
sediment. If this liquid is then squeezed out from 
the residue it may crystallize elsewhere as a granite. 
This may well have occurred at Camasunary, for in that 
area the rheomorphic material is found veining the 
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early basic intrusions and forming a matrix of blocks 
derived from both the intrusions and the Torridonian 
sedimentso In Plate 34 normative quartz, albite, and 
orthoclase for the Torridonian and rheomorphic vein 
material are plotted as part of Schairer's (1950) 
dry-melt phase diagram for the system Si02 - NaA1Si04 -
KAlSi04o It will be seen from this that the plot for 
the rheomorphic rock (2) lies near to the "lo\'f tempera-
ture trough", whereas those for the sandstones lie 
well outside the trough toward.s the Si02 corner of 
the diagramo This lends some support to the hypothesis 
that the veins are a product of selective fusingo It 
is also of interest that the rheomorphic material plots 
much nearer to the positions of four typical Skye 
granitic rocks (quoted by Wager, Weedon, and Vincent, 
1953) than do the analyses of the Coire Uaigneich 
granophyre (see also Chapter X)o 
However, the high content of basic oxides in the 
vein rock, as compared with unmetamorphosed Torridonian, 
cannot be explained on the basis of selective fusiono 
There is petrographic evidence that reaction has 
occurred between the veins and the basic rocks into 
which they are intruded, for at the contact the latter 
is enriched in orthopyroxene at the expense of clino-
pyroxene, and some of the plagioclase possess a sodic 
Si~ 
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PLATE 34 PLO.TS OF NORMATIVE QUARTZ, ALBITE, AND 
\ 
' 
ORTHOCLASE IN. RHEOMORPHOSED SANDSTONES,WITH COMPARISIONS 
Phase diagram af\er Shalrer(19!K>.) "Low temperature trough" ahaded. 
Numbering aa In Tablor 9 +- feldapathic; aandatonea(Torridonlan and Karoo) 
• Rheomorp.,oaed aandatonea(2,at Camaaunary,6&7,in Karoo dolerite.) 
o Coire Ualgnelch granophyre,Biaven(llft Plate3CJ) 
a Four other Skye granitic rocka(aee Plate39) 
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outer envelope, while the veins themselves contain a 
higher proportion of ferromagnesian minerals than the 
in situ metamorphosed Torridonian rockso The analysis 
of a hornfelsed lava adjacent to an acid vein (Table 6, 
specimen 162) shows this rock ·to be relatively enriched 
in silica, soda, and potash, mainly at the expense of 
lime and magnesiao It therefore seems reasonable to 
suppose that reaction with early basic intrusions and 
lavas is responsible for the high magnesia, iron oxide, 
and lime content of the veins compared with the Torri-
donian sedimentso In return, the veins must have lost 
silica, soda, and potasho 
It is not easy to decide the relative importance 
of selective fusion and assimilative reaction in pro-
ducing the present composition of the rheomorphic veins, 
but it does seem likely that both processes were opera-
tiveo Selective fusion can account for the present 
ratio of normative quartz, albite, and orthoclase in 
the veins, bUt not for their high content of basic 
oxideso On the other hand, had reaction between basic 
rocks and completely fused Torridonian been the only 
factor, then it would be expected that the veins would 
be impoverished in potash and soda, as well as in silicao 
This, however, is not the case, for potash is as abund-
ant in the veins as in the Torridonian, and soda is 
25& 
higher in the veinso 
Walker and Poldervaart (1949) have made a study of 
the rheomorphism of sandstones and siltstones which 
sometimes occurs adjacent to the large Karoo dolerite 
sills, and around xenoliths enclosed within the sillso 
In this case shaly sediments have been more susceptible 
to melting than sandstoneso Analyses of transfused 
sediments and their unaltered equivalents show that 
there is a general tendency for the affected sediments 
to be enriched in titanium, iron, magnesium, and calcium, 
while the surrounding basic rocks show a gain in silicon, 
aluminium, and potassiumo The analyses in columns 5, 6, 
and 7 illustrate these features as they occur in a sand-
stone xenolith caught-up in one of the sillso There seems 
to be a close parallel with the situation at Camasunaryo 
Walker and Poldervaart (opocito, Po675) consider 
that there is no evidence of especially high magmatic 
temperatures in the areas where melting occurred, and 
suggest tha~ an excess of water diffusing from the magma, 
together with that already in the sediments, may have 
provided a favourable medium for metasomatism and 
mobilizationo The present writer considers that in Skye 
a prolonged period of high temperature was probably the 
controlling factoro Within the area mapped, rheomorphism 
has only occurred in the Camasunary area, which not only lies 
25~ 
in the most deeply-eroded sector of the Gabbro contact 9 
but also in a situation where the contact plane is 
believed to incline inwards at an unusually low angle 9 
and may well have formed a favourable trap for the 
development of prolonged high temperatures in the 
country roc~ In the melting of rocks available heat 
is ~f more importance than the highest temperature 
attained 9 and the rate of heat loss would be lowest 
in places where the contact dipped most gently inwardso 
(viiv Post-iabbro Minor Intrusions at Camasunaryo 
At some time following the consolidation of the 
Cuillin Gabbro the area was subjected to stresses which 
resulted in the formation of vast numbers of joints 
trending around NoNoWo 9 and so closely spaced that in 
some exposures the intervals between them: hardly 
exceed one quarter of an incho Some of these fractures 
were utilized by uprising basic magmag and so a swarm 
of dykes was built up, transecting both the country 
rocks and the Gabbroo 
At Camasunary most of the post-Gabbro dykes are 
less than three feet wide, and are not shown on the 
six-inch maps, but ra~her more than one hundred are 
indicated on the 1:1250 map 9 their average width being 
two feet, and the maximum, six feeto The dykes are 
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few in number near to the Gabbro and ~ increase 
rapidly outwards from the contacto They are parallel 
sided, follow straight or slightly curving courses, 
and make occasional side stepso Chilled margins are 
commonly present, and a few contain phenocrysts or 
amygdaleso The mean strike of the swarm is No30°Wo 9 
but there is a variation of about ten degrees on either 
side of this direction, and a few dykes follow entirely 
aberrant courseso Of the 100 dykes on the map 9 68 were 
classes in the field as fine dolerites, 10 as porphyritic 
' fine dolerites 9 20 as medium-grained dolerites, and 2 
as coarse doleriteso There are no acid dykes in this 
sectoro 
At a time when a few NoNoWo dykes were still being 
intruded, a new set of stresses produced the inwardly-
dipping joints which guided the cone-sheet injectionso 
Harker has said "In the interior valleys of Sligachan 
and Camasunary 0 • • 0 there is only a small thickness 
of gabbro free from inclined sheets ooo" (1904, Po368) 9 
and his maps show a break in these intrusions along 
the line of the Camasunary valleyo However, over a 
dozen cone-sheets were found within the area covered 
by the large-scale map, and a total of twice that number 
over the whole valley between An:t-Sron and the river 9 
so that in fact they are hardly less numerous there 
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than on Blaveno Their thickness is between one and 
six feet, and they incline NoNoW~ at around 45°o Both 
fine and medium-grained dolerites occur, and are some-
times texturally banded parallel to the contactso One 
prominent sheet (1:1250 map, D 12 - K 12) can be 
traced from the point where it cuts the Gabbro contact, 
in the west, for nearly half a mile to the track between 
Camasunary House and Loch na Creitheach, and in this 
distance it varies in thickness from three to six feeto 
All intersections between cone-sheets and dykes shown 
on. the large-scale map indicate that the latter are 
older, but several instances of dykes cutting cone-
sheets were observed in the ground south of 1m :·t-..Sron, 
and in one these cases the dyke involved is a gabbr0 
which Harker shows on his map as a part of a feeder to 
the Cuillin Gabbroo 
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CHAPTER X 
THE COmE UAIGNEICH GRANOPHYRE 
On the eastern slopes of the Blaven Range outcrop 
two elongated masses of fine-grained granophyre, and 
on the headland of Rudha Ban, west of Camasunary, is 
a third intrusion of similar material. The three out-
crops have so many features in common that it is likely 
that they are continuous at depth, and are therefore 
here referred to collectively as the Coire Uaigneich 
granophyre, after the location of the largest of the 
three outcrops. 
Harker supposed these granophyres to be essentially 
sheet intrusions, dipping north-west beneath the Blaven 
gabbros and connecting directly with the granophyres 
ot the Red Hills. He thought of them as the frayed-
out edge of a large granitic laccolith (1904, pp.l20-
129 and l39)e This view was later questioned by Richey 
(1932), who pointed out that whereas Harker's maps show 
the Coire Uaigneich granophyre to be cut by cone-sheets, 
the Red Hills themselves are apparently not intersected 
by any of these intrusions. ·Richey's own observations 
1ed him to suggest that the cone-sheets were in fact 
cut off by the Red Hills intrusion, so that the latter 
must have been emplaced some time after the Coire 
Uaigneich granopbyreo 
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Carr (1952, thesis) has briefly described the 
outcrop at Rudha Ban, and dates it to the period prior 
to the intrusion of the Cuillin Gabbro, but after the 
injection of the early dyke suite. 
A paper by Wager, Weedon, and Vincent (1953) is 
largely concerned with the discovery of paramorphs 
after tridymite in exposures of granophyre at the 
Blaven-Slat Bheinn col, and its bearing on the petro-
genesis. They give an account of the petrography and 
chemistry of this part of the intrusion. 
(i) Field Relations 
All three outcrops of granophyre are irregular in 
shape, but as a group they can be said to be aligned 
sub-parallel to the contact of the Cuillin Gabbro. No 
part of the outcrop is situated more than one mile from 
the contact of the latter intrusion, and the grano~hyres 
follow an arcuate line which approximately corresponds 
with the axis of the Coire Uaigneich anticline. Over 
most of its length, the granophyre is separated from 
the Gabbro by a screen of Jurassic sediments and basalt 
lavas, but tongues of a~id material cut into this 
screea and may locally penetrate the gabbros themselves. 
The northern outcrop. The northernmost of the three 
2M. 
outcrops has the shape of an irregular triangle with 
its western apex pointing up the Allt Aigeinn valley. 
The northern apex is drawn out into a series of tongues 
along the east face of Belig, while to the south the 
granophyre terminates bluntly on the north-east slopes 
of Sgurr nanEach. On the south face of Belig there is 
a tongue-shaped extension to the north-west, and two 
isolated lens-shaped masses lie off the western apex 
in Allt Aigei~ The main outcrop is some 800 yards 
across from east to west, and has a north-south exten-
sion of 1,600 yards, while the vertical interval between 
the highest. and lowest exposures is 650 feet. 
Harker's maps show the northern end of the grano-
phyre as passing continuously into the Red Hills 
tntr_usion below Glas Bheinn, but this is not confirmed 
by the present mapping. The granophyre tongues fade 
out northwards amongst Jurassic quartzites, which are 
of very similar general appearance to the fine-grained, 
pale-grey granopbyre. 
The main body of granophyre is everywhere in contact 
with Inferior Oolite and Estuarine sediments, now mostly 
quartzites. The attitude of the contact plane on the 
eastern side can be examined on the south-east spur of 
Belig, and is there seen to be vertical up to the point 
Where the granophyre reaches the crest; then at a height 
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of about 750 ft. O.D. the contact reappears below a 
flat roof of Estuarine shaly and calcareous sediments, 
' 
and a few hundred feet to the west turns abruptly down 
agatn towards Allt Aigei~ .At this point the north-
westward tongue alluded to above continues the line of 
the flat roofed portion. The granophyre is markedly 
chilled below the roof, but this feature does not occur 
elsewhere in the northern outcrop. The attitude of the 
granophyre tn All t Aigeinn is not easy to determine, 
but the stream exposes a steep contact at the western 
apex of the main outcrop, and a few veins extend upstream 
into the base of the lavas, and form a tenuous connection 
with the two isolated, lens-shaped outcrops. The more 
southerly of this pair is partly emplaced into lavas, 
against which the contact is highly irregumar, with 
enclosure of lava and local basification of the grano-
phyre, and the whole is cut by unhybidized, lighter-
coloured acid .veinso 
The granophyre is cut by a number of basic dykes 
trending north-west and west, and on Belig a solitary 
cone-sheet was noted. 
The central outcrop. The northern outcrop is separated 
by only a few hundred yards of Jurassic, on the crest 
of Sgurr nan Each's south-east spur, from the northern 
end of the central outcropo Granophyre occupies most 
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of the floor of Coire Uaigneich, and crosses the Blaven-
Slat Bheinn col to the south as a narrow neck, before 
dying out on the western side of Coire Casteail. Over 
most of its length the granophyre has the shape of a 
sinuous dyke some 800 feet across, but in two places 
the outcrop expands rapidly to more than twice that 
width. Steep contacts are well seen in the region of 
* the Blaven-Slat Bheinn col, where they descend through 
200 feet of lavas with a dip of 80° to the SoE.. The 
stream in upper Coire Uaigneich is eroded along the 
eastern contact against Jurassics, and the inclination 
is again to the S.E. at not less than 50°, while on 
Clach Glas the western contact dips 60o in the same 
directiono A thin sheet offshoot which arises from 
the western side of the main ma~s, to the north of the 
gully between Clach Glas and Sgurr nan Each, has a dip 
of 15° to the east. 
Marginal chilling is better developed in the central 
outcrop than elsewhere, though it is not always present. 
It is most marked against lava contacts, as for example 
at the Blaven-Slat Bheinn col, where a dark-grey, flinty 
marginal facies is developed over a width.of between 
three inches and one footo Chilling becomes progres-
sively less obvious as the contact is followed south-
wards into the Jurassics of Coire Casteail, but continues 
• Plate 35o 
Lavas 
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.Lower Lias 
Coi re Casteai l 
from the south ridge of Blaven. 
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to be a feature of the western contact against the 
lavas.on the north side of the col. At one exposure 
on Clach Glas the margin carries sub-horizontal bands 
of spherulites in a fine-textured matrix. Along the 
northern termination of the outcrop, and in the sheet 
offshoot in the gully to the west, a moderate degree 
of chilling has occurred against Jurassic quartzites, 
and a small exposure of chilled granophyre is found 
wit_hin the gabbros at a height of 2,600 ft. O.D. in 
the large gully which descends from between the two 
summits of Blaven. 
In the region of the Blaven-Slat Bheinn col the 
granophyre contains a well-defined system of platy 
jotnttng striking N.65oE., and dipping 50° to aoo 
north-west, so that it trends sub-parallel to the 
contacts but inclines in the opposite direction. 
A number of north-west basic dykes cut the grano-
phyre, especially tn upper Coire Uaigneich, but several 
dykes which traverse ·the lavas of.An Stac are cut short 
at the contact. A few small cone-sheets also cross 
the granophyre, and are later than at least most of 
the dykes. 
The southern outcrop. Between the southern end of the 
central outcrop and the western side of the Camasunary 
valley is a gap of one mile and a half without grano-
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phyre,except for a few thin sheets which intrude the 
top of the Torridonian and the overlying base of the 
Lias on the south-west flank of Blaven. West of the 
mouth of the Oamasunary River the granophyre reappears 
in an outcrop so~ 300 yards wide, ·but followed west-
wards over the Rudha Ban headland this width is rapidly 
reduced, and finally the intrusion becomes merely an 
irregular series of veins along the lava-Torridonian 
unconformdtyo In view of the considerable width of 
the granophyre at the Camasunary River the outcrop 
probably extends some way north-east beneath the sand 
and gravel of the Camasunary raised beach. 
The south-west contact, against Torridonian, is a 
highly irregular one, passing inwQrds through a zone 
and the., 
of veins into granophyre full of xenolith~Ainto grano-
phyre with only a few inclusions. The metamorphosed 
Torridonian is of similar colour to the granophyre, 
but can be distinguished, especially on weathered 
surfaces, by its finely-laminated charactero A well-
defined chilled margin is not found at Rudha Ban, but 
at the mouth of the Camasunary River the centre of the 
mass is of relQtively coarse grain, with acicuwar 
pyroxenes up to 4 mm. long set in a mottled yellow and 
grey matriL This phase grades outwards into more 
typical 51 fine-grained, homogeneous, pale-grey grano-
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pbyre. To the south-west the coarse phase disappears 
entirely, and the granophyre becomes progressively 
more crowded with xenoliths of Torridonian and meta-
basic rocks. 
The north-west contact, against lavas, is well-
exposed in a cliff one third of a mdle W.S.W. of the 
Camasunary Celtic Cottage, and is there seen to be 
irregular but sharply-defined, dipping at about 80° to 
the south-easto 
The manner in which the outcrop of granophyre 
follows the unconformity between the lavas and the 
Torridonian gives the impression that it is a sheet 
sipping at a moderate angle north-west, but the highly-
inclined contact against the lavas mentioned above may 
be an indication that the body as a whole is in fact 
steeply inclined to the south-easto 
Shape of the granophyreo Some of the most important 
field characteristics of the granophyre are summarized 
below:-
(i) The outcrops are irregular in shape. 
(ii) Where the contact is exposed it is usually 
dipping steeply outwards from the Gabbro, but in places 
the granophyre forms thin sheets inclined at much 
shallower angleso 
(iii) Xenolithic enclosure of country rocks is very 
J 
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common. Although the process of enclosure is only 
seen tn operation at such localities as the south-east 
contact at Rudha Ban, slices of apparently homogeneous 
granophyres taken from areas with sharp contacts often 
reveal the presence of enclosed quartzose sedimentary 
material, whichp being of similar external appearance 
to the granophyre, is not easily detected tn the field. 
(iv) A definite roof to the intrusion can be seen 
on Belig, and the sediments which separate the northern 
and central outcrops on Sgurr nan Each are probably 
also in this situation. 
(v) The granophyre as a whole presents a fine-
grained, felsitic appearance, and chilling along the 
contacts is most marked at the highest levels exposedo 
These facts suggest that the intrusion as a whole 
is exposed near to its roof, and that its basic shape 
is that of a dyke dipping steeply outwards away from 
the margin of the CUillin Gabbro. The top of the 
intrusion varies considerably in altitude, and sends 
out a number of thin, sheet-shaped offshoots on its 
north-western side. The irregular shape of the outcrop 
is thus a result of erosion cutting right through some 
of these sheets, so that they appear as tongues ott the 
map, while only reaching the top af others, so that 
they form broad expansions of the outcropo 
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The field evidence is not in accord with Harker's 
idea of the granophyre as a low-angled sheet extending 
beneath the Blaven gabbros, while Wager, Weedon, and 
Vincent {1953) have suggested that the intrusion is a 
ring-dyke, a view with which the evidence agrees except 
in so far as the ring is a very incomplete one. 
Age relations. It has been shown that Harker's sugges-
tion that the Ooire Uaigneich granophyre is a part of 
the Red Hills complex is not supported by the field 
evidence. Carr {1952, thesis) has dated the Rudha Ban 
portion of the intrusion to pre-Gabbro times, on the 
grounds that in two five-foot dolerite sills which 
transect it, the feldspars hb.ve been "schillered" by 
thermal metamorphism, and that therefore these sills 
are pre-Gabbroo The present writer considers that these 
two sills are part of the post-Gabbro cone-sheet system, 
for the degree of metamorphism which they show is in no 
way comparable to that in the nearby basalt lavas and 
pre-Gabbro dykes. The "schiller" is probably an 
intratelluric effect which may be consequent on the 
enclosure of feldspars trom a consolidated gabbro within 
a still-liquid magma. The following points of evidence 
e_stablish that the granophyre is of post-Gabbro age:-
(i) In Coire Oaigneich the granophyre cuts short 
north-west dykes which have not been metamorphosed by 
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the Gabbro. 
(ii) The granophyre has not undergone the same 
degree of metamorphism as many of the rocks which it 
intrudes. On Rudha Ban most of the granophyre lies 
within the pyroxene hornfels zone, and at the Blaven-
Slat Bheinn col it is situated along the boundary 
between the pyroxene hornfels and amphibole zones, yet 
only low grade alteration of the dark minerals has 
occurred within it. On the other hand, xenoliths of 
lava enclosed within the granophyre at Rudha Ban possess 
all the metamorphic features of the adjacent outcrops 
of horntelsed lavas. Carr suggests that the granophyre 
itself has contributed to the granulitization, but there 
are no similar effects in the amphibole zone lavas 
intruded on Blaven •. 
(iii) A small mass of chilled granophyre which is 
probably an offshoot of the main body was found intrud-
ing gabbros on the east face of Blaven. 
An upper age limit to the granophyre is given by 
the fact that all but a few of the north-west dykes 
cut the intrusion, as do the still later cone-sheetso 
Those dykes which are earlier than the granophyre may 
in part or whole belong to the suite of dykes which 
Harker (1904, p.365) describes as distributed radially 
to the CUillin centreo This suite cannot, in Strathaird, 
be clearly distinguished from the north-west suite, 
since their trends are similar. 
(ii) Petrography 
Chilled rocks. Strong chilling is locally present 
along the margin of the granophyre, put a more gradual 
decrease in grain size towards the contacts is more 
common. Against some arkosic and quartzi tic sediments 
even this change is barely perceptible. 
The localities described by Wager and others (1963) 
at the col between Blaven and Slat Bheinn are the best 
tn the area for examdning strong chilling. Lying 
against the lavas at the contact is a zone of dark-grey, 
flinty rock, some three to twelve inches 1n depth, 
traversed by a few thin veins of quartz and epidote. 
Polished surfaces show a flow orientation of micro-
phenocrysts parallel to the contact plane, and a few 
small veins of granophyre penetrate the lava. 
Thin sections of the chilled rocks from the Blaven-
Slat Bheinn col (Specs. 217: 218, 219) contain some 
5% phenocrysts set in a dark-coloured, feathery, crypto-
crystalline groundmass. The phenocrysts are of plagio-
clase, inverted tridymite, orthopyroxene and ore, and 
they are accompanied by rare enclosed fragments of 
sedimentary quartz and quartzite. The 1 tmno long 
• Plate )6. 
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PLATE 36 (opposite.) Microsections: Coire Uaigneich granophyre 
at the Blaven - Slat Bheinn col. 
A. (Spec.2I7)X 60. Chilled margin,half an inch from the 
contact. Phenocrysts of plagioclase,orthopyroxene, 
tridymite,and ore,in a cryptocrystalline groundmass. 
Note the glomeropo~hyritic group in the left centre 
of the field,and the corroded quartz xenooryst in the 
bottom ritht corner. 
B. (Spec.22I)X60. Granophyre from the middle of the 
outcrop,showing microgranophyric and microgranitic 
textures. The m~crogranophyre contains a plexus of 
second generation tridymite crystals,some of which 
grow as terminal outgrowths to the tridymite pheno-
-crysts. The field also contains several patches of 
chlorite. 
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plagioclases are tabular in shape and occasionally 
euhedral, but they are frequently somewhat corroded 
by the groundmass, and in the vicinity of the contact 
plane broken crystals are not uncommon. Prominent 
carlsbad twinning, faint albite lamellae, and occasional 
pericline twins are present, and the extinction angles 
on albite-carlsbad twins show the composition to be in 
the region of the andesine-labradorite boundaryo There 
is some alteration to a more alkaline feldwpar along 
tr~sverse cracks. Zoning is usually weak, continuous, 
and of normal type, but two individuals showed reversals 
outside the core and near to the margin. The plagio-
clases are sometimes associated with orthopyroxene in 
glomeroporphyritic aggregates, and in these cases the 
pyroxene moulds around the feldspar. The plates of 
inverted tridymite .appear as thin, half millimetre 
laths in sections at right angles to the flow planes, 
with prism faces well-defined but terminations poor. 
Each original tridymite crystal is paramorphed by 
several anhedral quartzes, and these are frequently 
rich in inclusionso Orthopyroxene builds prisms up to 
1 ~ long, and is often rounded by corrosion and 
altered along margins and cracks to a pale-green 
chloritic substance. The pleochroism is marked, and 
from the optical properties (2V 51°, n ~ lo716) Wager 
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et al. ( opo ci to ) calculate the compos! tion as 58% 
MgSi03o Porphyritic ores are always rounded and 
frequently carry a thin rim of biotite. The ground-
mass has the appearance of a devitrified glass 9 and 
varies in depth of colouration from almost black where 
the products of devitrification are of extremely fine 
grain» to pale grey in areas where crystallization is 
rather more advanced. In specimen 219 variations in 
the type of devitrification has given rise to banding 
parallel to the contact plane, with a pale grey zone 
4 mm. wide followed inwards by a black zone, which in 
turn gives way to a band in which spherules of crypto-
crystalline material are set in a finely crystalline 
matrix containing a few small biotites. The spherulites 
become smaller and fewer in number as the degree of 
chilling decreases9 while at the same time acicular 
crystallites make their appearance and the phenocrysts 
of hypersthene and plagioclase become increasingly 
altered. Quartz xenocrysts often develop a second 
generation of tridymite paramorphs around their marginso 
The thin sheet of granophyre which penetrates 
the lavas on the north side of the gully between Clach 
Glas and Sgurr nan Each (Spec. 12) is also strongly 
chilled9 but contains only rare phenocrysts 9 of which 
only plagioclase can be definitely identified. Certain 
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acicular-green crystallites are probably pseudomorphous 
after orthopyroxene. The groundmass consists of an 
acid cryptocrystalline intergrowth in which are set 
abundant dark crystallites with aborescent, crescentic, 
and acicular forms. Interstitial quartz patches, thin 
quartz veins, and a little chlorite and epidote complete 
the assemblage. 
Spherulitic texture is well developed in the 
chilled granophyres adjacent to the lavas of Clach Glas, 
' and is clearly visible in hand specimen (Spec. 269)o 
The spherules are between one and two millimetres 
across, and consist of dusty, cryptocrystalline and 
finely granophyric quartzo-feldspathic intergrowthsp 
set with acicular and crescentic microlites which have 
been altered to chlorite and ore. They also occasion-
ally include minute slivers of quartz which may be 
representative of the second generation of tridymite 
found at the Blaven-Slat Bheinn col. Between the 
spherules is finely crystalline quartz and feldspar, 
containing occasional nests of coarser quartz. Chlorite 
is common in this interstitium, and probably replaces 
biotiteo Phenocrysts are again rare, being limited 
to a few altered tablets of plagioclase, and one 
chlorite pseudomorph which may be after hypersthene or 
biotiteo 
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Unchilled rocks. As Wager et al. (1953) point out, 
the texture of the central part of the granophyre at 
the Blaven-Slat Bheinn col is an unusual one in showing 
"areas having two generations of tridymite crystals 
side by side with other areas having the typical 
microgranitic structure of the normal Tertiary acid 
rocks of Skye" (ibid. p. 268). In a slice of this rock 
-JI' (Spec.221) about one third of the area is microgranitic 
(granular! ty o. 1-6. 2 rnm.. ) and contains chlorite 
pseudomorphs after biotite, with a little sphene and 
epidote. The remaining two thirds of the rock consists 
ot a finely granophyric intergrowth of quartz and 
alkali feldspar, in which are set phenocrysts of plagio-
clase, orthopyroxene, inverted tridymite, and ore. The 
plagioclase is largely altered to a more sodic feldspar, 
and the orthopyroxene is pseudomorphed by chloritic 
materialo Apart from the larger inverted tridymites 
there is also a second generation of this mineral 
forming a criss-c~oss pattern of thin plates set in 
alkali feldspar, and also represented by terminal out-
growths of the porphyritic crystals. 
A similar dual texture is also found in the 
central parts of the granophyre in Coire Uaigneich 
and Coire Casteail, and is most coarsely developed at 
the Camasunary end of the Rudha Ban outcrop. At this 
* Plate )6o 
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last locality the rock (Specal89: 208) is mottled 
pale yellow and grey, and contains abundant acicular 
py'roxenes up .to 4 mm. long. The grey patches mark 
areas of granophyric intergrowth, while the yellow 
portions·are microgranitica Dark minerals include a 
brownish-green hornblende and a ferriferous biotite 
as well as hypersthene and orep but hypersthene is 
the most abundant as subhedral prisms without marked 
pleochrois~ Hornblende and biotite are associated 
with ore, and can be sometimes observed to have 
developed at the expense of the pyroxene. As on 
Blaven, a plagioclase with a composition near to the 
andesine-labradorite boundary was the earliest of the 
felsic minerals to crystallize. It forms slender 
laths between o .. 5 rmn. and 1 rmn. in lengthp and often 
contains pericline lamellae as well as carlsbad and 
albite twins. MUch of the plagioclase is embedded in 
the granophyric areas and there forms radiating pat-
terns. The granophyric quartz often corrodes the 
laths and sometimes separates them into several seg-
ments, whereas in the mdcrogranitic areas a~cretion 
of a more sodic plagioclase has made the laths broader 
and anhedral. An analysis of this rock (Table 10, 
column 1) shows that the normative composition of the 
plagioclase to be An23o The granophyric areas consist 
•Plate 37o . 
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of intergrown quartz and alkali feldspar moulded 
round the radiat~g groups of plagioclase laths 
referred to above, and are of much coarser texture 
than the analagous intergrowths on Blaven. In the 
\ 
microgranitic parts of the rock the granularity is 
less than half a millimetrep and the constituents are 
quartz, dusty, perthitic alkali feldspar, plagioclase, 
orep and a little apatite and sphene. In specimen 189 
there is a small amount of secondary chlorite and 
epidote, while in specimen 208 most of the plagioclase 
has been replaced by a dusty,- sodic feldspar with n < 
balsam, and the hypersthene-is lar~~~ replaced by 
chloriteo 
Para_morphs after tridymite have not been 
detected in any part of the granophyre at Rudha Ban. 
It is possible that tridymite was originally present 
but became incorporated into the quartz of the grano-
phyric areasp which is more coarsely developed than 
on Blaven. 
At Rudha Ban there is no distinctive chilled 
zonep though the rocks do become finer towards the 
margins, and are there crowded with xenolithic material 
- quartz, quartzite_, arkose, and basic igneous rockso 
The interstitial material consists of large, anhedral 
alkali feldspars averaging 1 ~ across, and these 
~~ 
are full of fine intergrowths of quartz. Altered 
biotite and secondary muscovite are present in small 
amount. A laminated xenolith of Torridonian collected 
from well within the granophyre resembles the higher 
grades of metamorphosed arkoses from north of 
Camasunary, with granular hypersthene, spongy biotite, 
and a considerable amount of ore are set in a finely 
granular quartzo-feldspathic matriK. The relative 
abundance of dark minerals varies between the laminaeo 
Lobes of granophyre have penetrated along some of the 
bedding planes, and possess a microgranitic texture. 
with granular hypersthene derived from the sedimentary 
rocks. In the field the granophyre can be seen to 
insinuate itself along the bedding planes, prising 
these apart, and finally enclosing the fragmentso 
The metamorphic effects of the granophyre upon 
the adjacent lavas is almost negligible, being limited 
to local amphibolitization of the pyroxenes in the 
h£gher grade hornfels. A slice (219) from across 
the contact plane at the Blaven-Slat Bheinn col shows 
no effects upon the lavas which can be distinguished 
from the local uralitization. 
The rocks from the northern outcrop of grano-
phyre are very variable in texture, some approximating 
to types already decribed, others being predominantly 
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mdcrogranitic, and many containing a very high 
proportion of quartzose sedimentary materialo A 
specimen (48) from the south-east spur of Belig 
possesses a texture similar to that of the coarse 
phase at Rudha Ban, but is somewhat finer in grain. 
Relics of inverted tridymites phenocrysts are detect-
able, though partly maSked by the granophyric texture, 
and there is also evidence of a second generation of 
this mdneral, sometimes deve~loped as small, thin 
plates around quartz xenoliths. Hypersthene and biotite 
are both altered in this rock, but remain fresh in 
specimens from near the contact (e.g. Spec. 52, 62)o 
In one of these (62) areas of fine granophyre are set 
in a background of highly quartzose rock·.w}?.ich contains 
a few large, dusty, and albitized plagioclases up to 
2 mm. in length. It seems likely that this texture 
represents the chilling of a small amount of magmatic 
material injected into a sedimentary rock, with con-
comitant growth of feldspar porphyroblasts in the 
latter. 
Another contaminated granophyre (Spec. 11-) coll-
ected in Allt Aigeinn, has the texture of a quartzose 
microgranite, though locally the quartz forms crude 
intergrowths with the feldspar, and some of the larger 
quartz xenoliths are intergrow.n at the marginso There 
.. Plate 38 
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PLATE 38. Microsection: Coire Uaigneich 
granophyre in Allt Aigeinn. 
(Spec.II) 60. Specimen from the centre of 
the norther~ granophyre outcrop. Contains 
chloritize4 biotite and orthopyroxene,set in 
a microgranitic base,together with several 
grains of ore and xenocrysts of quartz. 
' 
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are a few chloritized biotites, and a number of elon-
gate pseudomorphs crowded round with ore, which are 
probably after hypersthene. 
In the more southerly of the two isolated grano-
phyre outcrops in the upper part of the Allt Aigeinn 
valley the textures are wholly microgranitic, and 
biotite is the chief ferromagnesian constituent. A 
typical example (Spec. 340) has a granularity of half 
a millimetre, and contains some 4o% quartz, 55~ feld-
spar, and ~ dark minerals, mostly chloritized biotite, 
and a little sphene, apatite, and oree About half the 
feldspar consists of subhedral albite-oligoclaseo 
Some of these Microgranites have been hybridized with 
basic lavas, are darker in colour, and contain about 
twice the usual amount of dark minerals. In Specimen 
338 about half of the ferromagnesian element is xeno-
crystic pyroxene, partly altered to a brown-green 
hornblende, the ~est betng made up of chloritized 
biotite and ore. The leucocratic constituents are 
similar to those in unhybridized microgranite, except 
that the plagioclases show marginal reversed zoning. 
~avas adjacent to, and withtn,the granophyre are light 
tn colour, and a slice (339) reveals the presence of 
interstitial quartz and the development of biotite 
and hornblende at the expense of pyroxene. 
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Discussion of the petrography. Wager, Weedon, and 
Vincent {1953) concluded that at the Blaven-Slat Bheinn 
col the Coire Uaigneich magma contained over 5 % 
crystals at the time of intrusion, made up tn one 
specimen {op.cit. p.270) as follows:-
(Volo %) feldspar 2.7; pyroxene 0.6; ore 0.7; 
tridymite~.7; total phenocrysts5.7 %. They consider 
that close to the margin the magma was rapidly chilled 
to a glass, which later devitrified at lower tempera-
ture. Chilling was less r~id in the centre of the 
intrusion, and there was time for a second generation 
of tr~dymite to form before the magma cooled below 
the inversion temperature. While about two thirds of 
~ 
the liquid crystallized this second generation of tridy-
mdte was precipitated in the vicinity of the original 
tridymite phenocrysts, giving the criss-cross tridymite 
texture. In the later stages the remaining third 
crystallized as quartz, feldspar, and chlorite, giving 
the areas of microgranitic texture. 
Other parts of the intrusion show notable differ-
ences trom the rocks of the Blav4n-Slat Bheinn col. 
Strongly chilled margins are by no means everywhere 
found, but they do seem to be commonly developed 
against lavas in other parts of the central outcrop, 
as are Clach Glas and Sgurr nan Each. se At th~ localities, 
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however, the chilled rocks contain only a very low 
proportion of phenocrystso Specimens collected from 
the contact on Clach Glas contain only occasional 
phenocrysts of plagioclase, and no tridymite, ore, 
or hypersthene. The chilled tongue in the gully 
between Clach Glas and Sgurr nan Each again contains 
only a few plagioclase crystals, together with some 
small, acicular orthopyroxenes. In the centre of the 
intrusion a textural division into granophyric and 
micrograni tic portions is found at Rudha Ban and in 
the higher parts of the outcrop on Belig, but in Allt 
Aigeinn, below Belig, the textures are predominantly 
. 
micrograni tic. In the Rudha Ban rock the large, 
acicular hypersthenes, elongate plagioclases, and 
large ore grains are probably equivalent to the pheno-
crysts found at the Blaven- Slat Bheinn col, but they 
are more abundant than at the latter locality:- ortho-
pyroxene occupies 3 % of the volume; plagioclase 7 %; 
and ore 1. 5 %. Inverted tridymdte has not been 
detected at Rudha Banp but it has been found in rocks 
ot similar, though finerp texture near the roof of the 
intrusion on Belig. It is therefore evident that when 
the magma was intruded it was not homogeneous in respect 
to the crystalline content. This may indicate that 
the magma did not originate in a single magma chamber, 
~~ 
but arose from an interconnected series of magma 
bodies which differed slightly in physical environment 
and possibly also in composition. Differences in 
internal vapour pressure, for instance, may have 
influenced the appearance or non-appearance of tridy-
mite. Thus Tuttle and Bowen (1958, p.70) show that 
in the system Na Al Si305-K Al Si308-Si02-H20 the 
stability field of tridymite at the liquidus decreases 
in size with increase in pressure of water vapour, 
and eventually, at high pressure, it becomes an 
unstable phase. Similarly, increase of hydrostatic 
pressure with depth of burial raises the inversion 
temperature of tridymite and eventually inhibits its 
formation altogether (Bowen and Tuttle, op.cit. p.29). 
Black (1955) calculates the depth at which tridymite 
becomes unstable as being between 3850 and 2650 metres. 
It is therefore possible that tridymite only crystal-
lized from some of the less deeply situated portions 
of the magma body which later was intruded to form 
the Coire Uaigneich granophyre. 
(iii) Chemistry. 
Table 10 shows the results of five chemical 
analyse·s made on various ·types of granophyre, together 
with one analysis of a Jurassic quartzite collected 
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from outside. the contact on Belig, and the average 
of thr_ee analyses of Torridonian rocks from Skye 
quoted by Kennedy (1951)., For comparative purposes 
two analyses of granophyre from Coire Uaigneich by 
Vincent (Wager, Weedon, and Vincent, 1953) are set 
out in Table 119 together with several other analyses 
of Skye granitic rocks quoted by these authors. It 
will be seen that the analyses of the chilled and semi-
chilled granophyre from the Blaven-Slat Bheinn col 
in Table 10 (2 and 3) made for the present wtudy 
compare fairly closely with Vincent's results on 
granophyres from the same area, except in that soda 
is somewhat higher and silica a little lower in the 
new analyses., On the other hand an analysis made on 
a specimen of the relatively coarse-grained type of 
granophyre found in the centre of the Rudha Ban out-
crop (Table 10, 1) is notably different from the Blaven 
rocks in that silica, ferric iron and potash are much 
lower, and lime and soda, higher in the Rudha Ban 
rock. These differences are reflected by a higher 
ratio of normative plagioclase to normative orthoclase:-
48 % plagioclase and 8 % orthoclase, as against 33 % 
plagioclase and 19 % orthoclase in the specimens from 
Blaven. Similarities of field relations and petrography 
make it unlikely that the two rocks are of different 
TABLE 10 
CHEMICAL ANALYSES OF THE COIRE UAIGNEICH GRANOPHYRE. 
1. 2. 3. 4. 5o 6. 7. 
Si02 71 .. 9 73.8 73.1 75 .. 0 77 .. 0 75 .. 58 83.4 
Ti02 o. 82 Oo73 o. 80 0.77 0., 56 0.,42 0.34 
Al203 13.1 11 .. 7 llo4 11.6 10.1 11.39 6. 8 Fe8o3 o. 9 2.1 2.1 1 .. 3 o. 07 o .. 82 o. 7 Fe 2., 5 2. 2 2 .. 4 2. 3 1. 9 1. 63 1.4 
MnO o. 06 o. 06 0 .. 09 o. 07 0.05 o. 05 o. 01 
MgO 1 .. 4 lo 3 o .. s 1 .. 5 1.0 o. 73 lo 5 
CaO 2. 2 1.4 lo 5 o. 7 1.3 1. 69 trace 
Na20 4.4 3.4 3.4 2. 9 2. 7 2.46 1 .. 2 
1 .. 3 3~ 2 3. 6 3. 2 3. 3 3 .. 36 3..6 K20 H20~+~ o.so o. 60 0.20 le40 o. 60 1 .. 07 o. 80 H20 ... o. 15 0., 21 o .. 13 o. 15 o. 06 0.05 o. 08 P205 
Total 
0.16 o. 27 0.26 Oo09 Oo07 0.30 0.03 
99.69 100.97 99.80 100.88 99134 99.66 992 86 
1. Spec., 189 Central facies of Rudha Ban granophyre. 
D. C.. Almond. 
2. Spec. 218. Semi-chilled granophyre from the Blaven-
Slat Bheinn col; D. C.. Almond .. 
3. Spec .. 217. Chilled margin of granophyre from the 
Blaven-Slat Bheinn col; D. C. Almond. 
4. Spec., 11. Moderately contaminated granophyre from 
centre of northern outcrop. Allt Aigeinn; D. c. 
Almond. 
5. Spec. 52. Contaminated granophyre from near margin 
on the south-east spur of Belig; D. c. AlmO~ 
6. Average of three analyses of Torridonian arkoses 
from Skye; Kennedy (1961 11 p."258). 
7. Spec. 55. Jurassic quartzite from near granophyre 51 
Be lig; D. C. Almond. 
TABLE 10 
(cont .. ) 
NORMSo 
lo 2o 3 .. ' 4o 5o 6 .. 7o 
Quartz 33 .. 30 36 .. 96 35.,40 4lo58 43 .. 50 42 .. 72 60 .. 18 
Orthoclase 7 .. 78 18o 90 21 .. 13 18 .. 90 19.46 20 .. 02 21 .. 13 
Albite 37 .. 20 28.. 82 28o 82 24 .. 63 23 .. 06 20 .. 43 9 .. 96 
Anorthite 10 .. 84 5.00 5o 56 3 .. 06 5o 66 6 .. 67 
Corundum 0 .. 41 a. 82 2.,14 lo 63 1 .. 02 
Diopside 0 .. 68 
Hypersthene 6 .. 14 4o75 3o 32 6 .. 32 4.28 3o 66 4o 66 
Magnetite 1 .. 39 3.,02 3 .. 02 2 .. 09 0,.93 1 .. 16 o .. 93 
Ilmenite 1 .. 62 lo 37 lo 62 lo 62 1 .. 06 Oo 76 0 .. 46 
Apatite 0 .. 34 o .. 67 0.,67 Oo 20 Q.l7 0 .. 67 
H20(+) o .. so 0.,60 0 .. 20 1.,40 0,.60 1 .. 07 o .. 80 
TABLE 11 
CHEMICAL ANALYSES OF THE COIRE UAIGNEICH GRANOPHYRE 
AND OTHER SKYE GRANITIC ROCKS 
(a~uoted in Wager, Weedon and Vincent, 1963, p. 270)o 
74.47 
0.67 
11 .. 32 
2.06 
2o 22 
0.06 
0.78 
lo 69 
2.79 
3..44 
0 .. 47 
0 .. 04 
0 .. 06 
74 .. 22 
0.77 
11 .. 07 
1. 75 
2.43 
0 .. 06 
0.,74 
1. 56 
2. 96 
3 .. 42 
o. 90 
0 .. 04 
0 .. 09 
B. 
74.88 
0.18 
12.73 
o. 53 
1. 33 
0.02 
o .. 26 
1.12 
3 .. 33 
4 .. 99 
o. 79 
0 .. 16 
0.05 
c. 
76.41 
0.14 
11.71 
1 .. 68 
0.77 
o. 002 
0.17 
0.42 
3 .. 62 
4. 92 
o. 50 
0.12 
0.,04 
D. 
71 .. 68 
0 .. 38 
12 .. 56 
2 .. 29 
2 .. 40 
o .. 06 
o .. 24 
0 .. 92 
4 .. 28 
4 .. 37 
0.6~ 
o .. 25 
o .. 03 
E. 
70 .. 34 
0 .. 46 
13.18 
2 .. 66 
2 .. 24 
o .. 19 
0 .. 40 
lo 24 
3. 61 
4o 90 
0.76 
0 .. 46 
0 .. 10 
Total 1002 07 100.07 100.36 100,60 100,08 100,53 
1. Chilled marginal granophyre, Coire Uaigneich, 
Blaven, Skye. Analyst: E. A. Vincent .. 
2. Granophyre near centre of intrusion, Coire 
Uaigneich, Skye. Analyst: E. A. Vincent. 
B. Biotite-hornblende~granite, Kilchrist, Skye. 
Analyst: Geochemical Laboratories (Tilley, 1949) .. 
c. Porphyritic felsite, Harker's Gully, Marsco, 
Skye. Analyst: Eo A. Vincent. 
D. Pyroxene-granopbyre, G2, S. E .. face of Beinn 
Dearg Mhor, 'Skyeo Analyst: E. A. Vincento 
E. Hornblende-granophyre, Druim Eadar da Choire, 
Skye. ANALYST: W. Pollard (Harker, 1904) .. 
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origins, but the chemical differences are not easily 
explainedo Contamination of the Rudha Ban granophyre 
by assimilation of basic inclusions can hardly be the 
cause, for if that was the case not only soda and lime, 
but also iron oxides and magnesia would have been 
increasedo The sinking of plagioclase phenocrysts 
through the newly-injected magma might provide the 
answer - Rudha Ban is about 1,800 feet lower in 
altitude than the Blaven-Slat Bheinn col - but it 
would be expected that the hypersthene phenocrysts 
would also have been involved in such a process. 
Wager, Weedon, and Vincent (op.cit.) have made 
the following points concerning the chemistry of the 
granophyre:-
lo The bulk chemical composition is significantly 
different from that of other Skye granitic rocks. The 
Coire Uaigneich granophyre has a high silica content, 
roughly equivalent to the more acid types of British 
Tertiary granite, but the latter are poorer in lime 
and magnesiao Less acid types of Tertiary granite, 
including most other Skye granophyres, have iron and 
magnesia contents comparable to the Coire Uaigneich 
granophyre, but silica is lowero 
2. One aspect of these chemical peculiarities 
is made evident vben normative contents of quartz, 
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orthoclase, and albite are plotted on a triangular 
diagram. The thermal relationships in the system 
8i02-K Al 8i04-Na Al Si04 in dry melt are known from 
Schairer's (1950) worko The phase diagram contains 
a low-temperature "trough" within the stability field 
of the alkali-feldspars, and Barth (1951), by plotting 
normative quartz, orthoclase, and albite for various 
granitic rocks upon the phase diagram has shown that 
the majority fall in or near the area of this trough. 
Wager et al (op.cit) show that whereas other Skye 
granites also fall tn or near the trough, the analyses 
of the Coire Uaigneich granophyre show it to be outside 
the trough towards the Si02 corner (Plate 39. ). The 
Coire Uaigneich_magma was therefore unlikely to have 
been the late residue from a crystal fractionation 
process, bu~ may have been formed by fusion of a 
quartz-rich material, with little subsequent fractiona-
tiono 
To these comments may be added some observations 
on the present worko It is evident from the petro-
graphic descriptions and the chemical analyses that 
the Coire Uaigneich granophyre is variable in both 
mineralogy and chemistry, and this may be a reflection 
of the fact that the intrusion is exposed in its roof 
zoneo The field relations indicate that enclosure of 
SILICA 
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" 
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P-LATE 39. PART OF THE PHASE DIAGRAM Si02- KAlSiO..- NaAl5i04 
(AFTER SCHAIRER,I950) 
THE •LOw TEMPERATURE TROUGH• IS SHADED 
+ 1 -7 AN.ALYSES QUOTED IN TABLE 10 
+ICifldJl ANALYSES QUOTED IN TABLE 11 (from Wager",Weedon,ancl Vlncent,1SI53) 
a ANALYSES OF FOUR OTHER SKYE GRANITIC ROCKS (from WGger",Wndon,and Vincent,1953) 
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country rock fragments was a common feature of the 
intrusion process, and few thin sections of the grano-
phyre are entirely free from foreign materialo Most 
of the enclosures are evidently derived from quartzose 
sediments, but fragments of basaltic rock ar.e common 
at Rudha Ban and in the upper part of Allt Aigei~ 
Although most of this material remains as xenoliths 
and xenocrysts, the presence of granophyric reaction 
rims round some of the foreign quartz seems to indicate 
that there was also a.certain amount of assimilation. 
Two analyses of granophyres containing significant 
amounts of quartzose sedimentary material are shown 
in Table 10 (4 and 6), together with the analysis of 
a Jurassic feldspathic quartzite from Belig, and the 
average of the three analyses of Torridonian arkose 
from Skye given by Kennedy (1961). The chemical 
composition of the Torridonian shows a general resem-
blance to that of the chilled granophyre (Table 10, 3), 
though containing rather more silica, and less ferric 
iron. The granophyres which enclose sedimentary 
material show similar features, but the Jurassic sedi-
ment differs considerably from both Torridonian and 
the granophyres in containing almost no lime. low soda 
and a very high proportion of silica. When the norma-
tive quartz, albite, and orthoclase of these rocks is 
29~ 
plotted on the 8i02-K Al 8i04-Na Al 8i04 phase 
diagram (Plate 39) 9 it is seen that the Torridonian 
and_ the granophyres containing quartzose sedimentary 
material plot nearer to the Si02 corner than the 
chilled granophyres ( I, II, 2 and 3 on Plate 39 ), 
but in the same general area. It seems quite feasible 
that the Coire Uaigneich magma originated by fusion, 
or partial fusion, of a feldspathic sediment or acid 
gneiss, as suggested by Wager et al (op.cit. ), but it 
also seems probable that the magma, whether it origi-
nated in this way or not, was modified by enclosure 
and reaction with the country rocks during intrusiono 
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CHAPTER XI 
MINOR INTRUSIONS. 
The sequence of minor intrusions spans the whole 
of the igneous period, the earliest injections 
probably being contempor .. ies of the basic lavas, while 
some of the latest north-westerly dykes are among the 
youngest igneous rocks exposed in the area. 
Most of these minor intrusions can be classified 
as sills, dykes or cone-sheets, and the dykes far 
out-number the other two groups. The majority are 
basic in composition, but a few acid and ultrabasic 
varieties also occur., 
(i) Sills 
In Strathaird sills are neither numerous nor 
large, for over most of the igneous period tension:~~ 
jotnts were abundantly available and exploited by the 
uprising magma., This circumstance appears to be 
especially associated with central Skye, and in the 
northern and north-eastern parts of the island sills 
are more common. 
The sills of Strathaird include both acid and 
basic types, and they range in thickness from only 
a few inches to over forty feet. Sills less than 
three feet in thickness are not indicated on the 
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six-tnch mapso No sills have been discovered within 
the lava pile, and Harker's supposition that the lava 
flows of Skye are interbedded with numerous sills has 
since been shown to be incorrect (see Chapter V). 
The magma which formed the sills tended to exploit 
shaly members in the sedimentary sequence, and con-
sequently this type of intrusion is most common along 
the eastern side of the Strathaird Peninsula, where 
both the Estuarine Serie~ and the shale near the top 
of the Inferior Oolite form favourable horizons. The 
Lower Lias to the north-east of Camasunary and the 
well-bedded Torridonian rocks at Rudha Ban also contain 
a number of small sills. 
Both acid and basic sills are cut by nearly all 
the dykes with which they came intocontact. Rare 
instances of the reverse relationship have been noted, 
a clear example being situated on the shore north of 
Rudha no h-A.i~idh Boine 
RQaha Eaa Ba e'ai&aa (west of Ben Leacach)o At this 
point a six-foot dolerite sill is seen to cut one of 
the early members of a basic multiple dyke and is itself 
cut by the later memberso Although it is unlikely that 
all sills belong to any one special epoch, it has been 
found that at least most of them are transacted by the 
close-spaced north-north-westerly jointing system, and 
by faults which follow a similar direction. Since 
,I 
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these structures are known to have been formed soon 
after the intrusion of the Cuillin Gabbro, it is almost 
certain that most sills were injected before or during 
the latter event. The intrusion of sills into the 
sedimentsmay well have accompanied extrusion of the 
lavas above. It is not known whether acid and basic 
sills are of dissimilar age; judging by other igneous 
sequences in the British Tertiary it is not unlikely 
that ~cid intrusion followed a basic phase, but in 
composite sills elsewhere in Skye the acid centres 
were injected after the basic margins, with very little 
time interval between (Harker, 1904, Chapter XII)o 
The Elgol Sill8 The largest of the Strathaird sills 
is a sheet of coarse dolerite intruded into the Infer-
ior Oolite shale horizon at Elgol. The sill thickens 
to the south-west and is cut off by the sea south of 
Port na Cuillaidh, while to the north-east it thins 
out, and finally disappears near Elgol Post Officeo 
At the coast the thickness is 40 feet, but this is 
reduced to 30 feet at the Elgol-Glasnakille road, and 
700 yards north of the road a rocky knoll reveals the 
full thickness to be only 15 feet. On the north side 
i 
of this knoll a depression ~ing the line of a fault 
cuts across the feature, and beyond this point the 
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scarp formed by the sill is only a few feet high and 
soon disappea_rs al togeJthero 
The sill everywhere rests on shales and in well-
exposed on the coast and on the south side of the 
Glasnakille road. At a locality 400 yards south-west 
of the road the base is seen to step down some 15 feet 
to the south-west, transgressing the bedding of the 
shaleso Shales are again seen above the sill at several 
points along Allt Port na Cuillaidh, and the contact of 
dolerite and shale is well exposed in this stream 
opposite Elgol School. 
The dolerite itself is best displayed in the sea-
cliffs south of Port na Cuillaidh (see Plate 40 ) and 
is there seen to pos~ess a layered structure. At the 
southern end of these exposures the layering comprises:-
Layer 3. 6 feet of hard, grey, angular-weathering 
coarse dolerite with crude columnar 
jointing. 
Layer 2. 12 feet of deeply-weathered, dark-brown 
dolerite. 
Layer lo 12 feet of brown-weathering dolerite 
containing several thin, lighter-coloured 
layers which appear to be late injectionso 
ijough columnar joints are present. 
At the northern end of the cliffs an undulating basal 
· .. 
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contact is exposed on the south-west side of a large 
multiple dykeo Below the contact the shales are 
contorted to a depth of five feet and cut by small 
sheets of dolerite p~rallel to the main body. There 
is a well-marked chilled margin zone six inches thickp 
and Layer 1 is here 15 feet thick, Layer 2 is 20 feet 
thick, and Layer 3 ~ 8 feet thicko There is thus 
considerable lateral variation in the thickness of the 
layers within the 300 yards which separate the northern 
'and southern ends of the exposure. Late-stage injections 
form ne_t-veining patterns at the base of the sill but 
form regular layers at higher levels. 
Slices from different layers of the Elgol sill 
showed less petrographic variation than was expected 
from their appearance in the field. All the rocks 
collected show a considerable degree of aiteration. 
A slice of the upper chilled margin (494) at Elgol 
School shows it to be a fine-grained dolerite possess-
ing an intersertal texture. The laths of feldspar 
average Oo 3 mm., in length and the pyroxenes o. 35 mm.. 
across, and these minerals are accompanied by a few 
olivine pseudomorphs. A specimen from Layer 1 (487) 
is ophitic 1n texture, and consists principally of 
o. 4 mm.. labradorite laths (An62) enclosed by ti tani ... 
ferous clinopyroxene 2 mn.. acrosso Ore is common in 
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small subhedra, and a part of the chloritic material 
in the groundmass appears to be pseudomorphous after 
olivine. The base of Layer 2 (488) is rather finer 
in grain than the previous specimen, the plagioclase 
laths being only o. 3 Illllo in length and most of the 
ophitic pyroxenes less than 1 ~ across. Small 
pseudomorphs of olivine are again present. The upper 
part of the same layer (489) is coarser and more 
leucocratic, with broad feldspar laths, largely 
altered to a clay mineral, and large (2-3 ~) ~ub­
opgitic clinopyroxenes. Olivine ~s present in 
moderate amount, but is now represented by bowlingite, 
while the ore builds large grains which tend to be 
skeletal or elongate. Large pyroxenes are again found 
in Layer 3 (490) with thick plagioclase laths (Oo7 ~) 
and a higher proportion of altered olivine than is 
present in the lower layers. The late-stage veins 
(492, 493) are highly feldspathic rocks consisting 
largely of thick plates of plagioclase (An 54) averag-
ing half a millimetre in length. The subordinate 
clinopyroxene is in part sub-hedral and elongated, and 
in part intersertal. The pyroxenes of specimen 493 
exhibit a green tint and the margins are sometimes 
composed of aegerine-augite, a mineral which also 
occurs in a few discrete needles. Analcitic patches, 
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altered partly or wholly to albite,are found tn both 
specimens. Olivine pseudomorphs are rare, while rods 
of ilmenite and needles of apatite are common acces-
sories. 
The compositional differences between the various 
layers of the Elgol sill are thus relatively slight, 
and there is no regular variation with height in the 
sill to suggest that fractional crystallization after 
intr~usion was the cause of the layering structure. 
The sill appears to be a multiple injection, though 
some differentiation within individual layers may be 
postulated to account for an increase of feldspar 
upwards to Layer 2. Slight differentiation must also 
have preceded intrusion, for the late stage veins 
which occur in Layers ~and 2 evidently crystallized 
from a magma enriched in soda, titanium and phospho-
rous and poor in magnesium and iron. 
Other Basic Sills. Most of these small sheets are 
composed of medium-grained dolerite which may or may 
not contain subordinate olivineo The olivine-bearing 
varieties are exemplified by a six-foot sill intruded 
into the Corallian north of Rudha na h-Airdh~ Baine. 
This rock consists of labradorite, granular clino-
pyroxene, olivine altered to chlorite and bowlingitep 
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and skeletal ores. A notable amount of uralitic 
amphibole has developed at the expense of chlorite. 
Typical of the olivine-free sills is a four-foot 
thick sheet intruded into the Cyrena shale east of 
An Carnac~ It is sparsely feldspar-phyric, and the 
clinopyroxene is sub-ophitic, while chlorite fills 
small amygdales and occurs patchily in the groundmass. 
The labrador __ ite in this rock has been partly altered 
to albite. 
Several dolerite sills make prominent features 
amongst the Estuarine shales north of Elgol, but none 
are more than ten feet in thickness. One of these 
sheets forms the summit of Bidein an Fhithich and 
passes northward into the flank of Ben Cleat. 
The Allt Aigeinn Felsite. The largest acid sill in 
the Strathaird area is a sheet of felsite which can 
be traced for over a mile within the Estuarine shales 
west of the head of Loch Slapino In the north the 
sill is first seen in Allt Aigeinn, 1000 yards south-
we_st of Loch na Sguabaidh, and is from that point 
intermittently exposed for some 600 yards south from 
the stream. The dip is between 15 and 25 degrees to 
the east, in conformity with the attitude of the 
adjacent shaleso At the southern end of this section 
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the outcrop is offset some 150 yards to the west, a 
feature which is probably due to displacement along 
a north~west trending fault. To the south of these 
exposures the geology is obscured by drift, but the 
sill reappaers at a height of 360 feet OaDo in Allt 
Dunaiche, and in there faulted out on the south side 
of the streamo The sill is last seen in a small 
stream below the An Carnach cliffs, 1000 yards north-
west of Faoilean. Over the length of its outcrop 
the sill varies between fifteen and twenty-five feet 
-in ·thickness. 
The felsite is a distinctive rock in the field 
since it weathers pale grey, and is almost pure white 
when freshly broken. Spherul1tic texture is frequently 
developed, especially near the contacts, white spherules 
are set in a pale grey, opharitic matrix. In Allt 
Dunaiche the spherules define a banding parallel to 
the contacts. In the centre of the sill more advanced 
crystallization has produced a fine, even-grained 
appearance not unlike that of a limestoije. Sparse 
phenocr_ysts of quartz are not uncommonly present, 
and at an exposure 300 yards touth of Allt Aigeinn 
the felsite contains numerous phenocrysts of both 
quartz and feldspar. 
Thin sections of the spherulitic contact rock in 
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Allt Aigeinn (240) showsthe ~pherules to consist of 
fine, radiate intergrowths of quartz and feldsparp 
while the groundmass is cryptocrystalline·:·~ except 
for patches of coarsep strained quartz within which 
grow small quartz-feldspar rosetteso Thin veins of 
quartz have been noted to traverse the spherules but 
stop short against the groundmasso No dark minerals 
are presento This rock has been thoroughly carbonated 
after consolidation and nearly half the bulk now 
consists of ragged carbonate crystals half a millimetre 
acfosso Much of this material forms rounded groups 
which evidently replace the spherules and contain 
zones of brown inclusionso The carbonate displays 
a very distinct twinkling from·colourless to greyp 
but since .the refractive index is less than lo 66 
it is evidently a calciteo The centre of the sill 
at the same locality (239)p shows more advancedp but 
still immature, crystallization. Feathery quartzo-
feldspathic intergrowths alternate with patches 
possessing microgranitic texture. Set in this 
variable groundmass are slenderp dark-coloured micro-
lites with straight extinctionp probably orthopyroxeneo 
This rock bears a marked resemblance to some of the 
semi-chilled phases of the Coire Uaigneich granophyreo 
A specimen of the porphyritic variety of felsite• 
~Plate 42o 
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found in a strewn south of Allt Dunaiche is rich in 
quartz and feldspar phenocrysts averaging 1.5 ~ and 
3. 0 mm., in length respectively. The quartz occurs as 
squat, slightly-corroded euhedra surrounded by grano-
phyrio rims, while the feldspars are largely altered 
but appear to be mainly of acid plagioclase. It is 
possible that this local abundance of phenocrysts 
indicates proximity to a feeder. Slices from the 
felsite of Allt Dunaiche (243b) have textures similar 
to those in the rooks from Allt Aigeinn, while a 
specimen from the exposure east of An Carnach contains 
well-developed spherulites 2 mu.b across which sometimes 
contain a quartz phenocryst in the core. This rook 
also carries altered needles of orthopyroxene (?) up 
to 1 mm. in length. 
Petrographic similarities between the Allt 
Aigeinn sill and some of the chilled phases of the 
Coire Uazgneich granophyre suggests that the two are 
genetically related and perhaps in physical continuity 
at deptho Harker's (1904) maps show the Allt Aigeinn 
felsite as an outlier of the granophyre, though the 
occurrence in Allt Dunaiche is indicated as a felsite 
dyke. 
The Quartz-Keratoph:yre of Ben"' Meabost. The only other 
, 
PLATE 42 (opposite.) Microsections: Acid sills. 
A. (Spec.24I~X60. Porphyritic variety if the Allt Aigeinn 
felsite sill. Euhedral phenocrysts of quartz(sometimes 
cor.rodei),serictized acid plagioclase,and ore,in a 
cryptocrystalline groundmass. 
B. (Spec.486) X60. Quartz keratophyre sill,Ben Meabost. 
Euhedral phenocrysts of acid plagioclase,partly sericit-
-ized,in a groundmass of dusty acid plagioclase laths and 
interstitial quartz. 
B. 
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acid sill of note in Strathaird is found in the Cyrena 
shales south of the Ben Meabost lava capping, and is 
marked by an arcuate feature zone 400 yards in length! 
Several north-north-west dykes can be seen to intersect 
the sill, including a 50 foot wide multiple dolerite 
intrusion. In hand-specimen the rock·of the sill is 
greeni:s.h-grey, feldspar-phyric 9 and contains a few 
veBicles lined with chlorite but otherwise empty. In 
thin section it is seen to consist principally of thin 
laths of acid plagioclase 9 a few phenocrysts of the 
same mineral, and some 10% of interstitial quartz. 
Dark minerals are limited to rare elongate microlites 
of indeterminate nature 9 a 'little ore, and chloritic 
patcheso The feldspar laths average 0.4 ~ in length 
and tend to form sub=radiate groups, while the pheno-
crysts are euhedral and up to a centimetre long. All 
th~ feldspars are cloudyo No extinction angles greater 
than 15 degrees were noted, and the refractive index 
is less than that of bale~, so the composition 
evidently falls within the albite range. This rock 
may be classified as a quartz-keratophyre, and is 
similar in composition to a dyke and a sill ~escribed 
by Harker (19049 pp. 227 and 289) and classified by 
him as bastonite 9 or bostonite porpbyryo 
*Plate 4Io 
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(ii) Dykes - Field Relations. 
Distribution. In his account of the minor intrusions 
of Skye, Harker (1904, Chapters XVII-XXIV) distinguishes 
two main elements in the dyke distribution pattern, the 
first being a regional swarm of dykes orientated between 
north-west and north-north-west, and the second compris-
ing several systems of dykes and sheets confined to the 
general area of the central intrusion complex. The 
north-west swarm includes a vast number of individual 
intrusions, the average trend of which is No37o Wo, and 
Harker points out that dyke• concentration is greatest 
in the strike zone which includes the central intrusions. 
In the lateral parts of the swarm the dykes swing inwards 
towards the central intrusions so as to tend towards a 
radiate pattern. 
In the immediate vicinity of the Cuillins are 
~ound the localised sets of minor intrusions which 
Harker (1904, p. 305) classified as follows, in order 
of age:-
lo A set of basic dykes tangential to the Cuillin 
centre. 
2o A set of basic dykes radial to the Cuillin 
centre. 
3. A set of inclined sheets dipping inwards 
towards the Cuillin centre (i.e.cone-sheets). 
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4. A set of ultrabasic dykes radial to the 
Cuillin centreo 
Since Strathaird lies on the south-east side of 
the Cuillin intrusion centre it lies in the zone of 
maximum development of the north-west swarl'Do Dyke 
concentration is related particularly to the Cuillin 
Gabbro, rather than to the central intrusion complex 
as a whole, and since the strike N.37° w. which passes 
through the centre of the Gabbro also cross southern 
Strathaird, the latter part of the Peninsula is richer 
in dykes than the northern part of the area. Moreover, 
the strike of the swarm swings gradually from north-
north-west in southern Strathaird to north-west in 
northern Strathaird in response to the radiate tendency 
mentioned above. This is illustrated by considering· 
the following average dyke trends in various parts 
of the Peninsula:-
lo Belig. No 550 Wo 
2o Coast east of Keppoch, An Stac, and Blaven. No 47° Wo 
3o Ben Meabost and Beinn Leacach. N.35° Wo 
4o Elgol to the southern tip of the Peninsula. No30° Wo 
Members of the radial dyke suite of Harker cannot 
be distinguished in Strathaird from the main swarm, 
since in that area there is a coincidence of strikeo 
30~ 
A few d~kes which may belong to a tangential suite 
ha~ebeen noted in Coire Uaigneich and Abhuinn nan 
Leac, but they are certainly not well developed in 
this part of central Skye. A set of small, north-
east dykes which parallel the Gabbro margin at 
Camasunary are of pre-Gabbro age, unlike the tangen-
tial suite of Harker. There are also several ultra-
basic dykes in the Peninsula, but within the limits 
of the area they cannot be shown to have a radial 
tendency. 
Harker considered that within the general frame-
work of the distribution pattern, frequency of dykes 
depends on the nature of the country rock. He remarks 
particularly on the paucity of minor intrusions within 
the granitic rocks of the Red Hills, and, to a lesser 
extent, within agglomerates and the overthrust Torri-
donian of Strath. Although the nature of the country 
rock no doubt does have some effect upon dyke distri-
bution, Harker was partly misled in that he thought 
that virtually all dykes post-dated all other varieties 
of igneous rock in Skye. The sequence which is now 
emerging from recent work makes it clear that periods 
of dyke intrusion alternated with phases of major 
intrusion, so that abundance of dykes is often a 
reflection of age relationships. It must be admitted, 
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however, tha~ the sparsity of dykes within the over-
thrust Torridonian of Strath is best explained by 
supposing that the rock was resistant to penetration 
by dykeso The a~tochthonous Torridonian at Camasunary 
is cut by no fewer dykes than adjacent rock typeso 
Injection of dykes must depemd both on the 
availability of magma under high pressure and the 
presence of a set or sets of high-angled tensions 
jointso The form of a dyke suite is therefore a 
reflection of the tectonic events which preceded or 
accompanied the uprise of magma. At Camasunary there 
is a marked contrast between the irregular forma of 
the pre-Gabbro intrusion and the rectilinear courses 
followed by the later dykes of the main swarm, and 
this is because the north-west jointing patterns only 
' became well established after the intrusion of the 
Gabbroo It also follows that a major intrusion 
emplaced after a period of joint formation but before 
the injection of the dyke magma will tend to be pene-
trated by fewer dykes than the adjacent formations. 
Field Characteristics of Dykesp Harker has provided 
an excellent description of the field characteristics 
of Skye dykes (1904, PPo 291-314), and the notes given 
here refer to some of the special features as developed 
in Strathairdo 
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The dykes vary in width from a few inches to 
several feet or more, but only those over three feet 
wide are indicated on the six-inch mapso Dykes of 
six feet and over are generally multiple injections, 
and the average width of individuals is between three 
and four feeto However, a few "solitary" dykes are 
among the largest of all, and these are always composed 
of coarse dolerite, gabbro, or peridolite. 
Individual dykes can rarely be traced far laterally 
especially 1n the dense swarm of southern Strathairdo 
The large solitary dykes can, however, sometimes be 
followed for a consid.erable distance, as in the case 
of a coarse dolerite found north of Loch Coire 
Uaigneich, which can be traced south-eastwards through 
Coire Ballaig and into the Kilmarie Valley, a distance 
of over a mdleo This dyke is in places over 90 feet 
wide, and though essentially solitary it is followed 
by a few minor dykes of fine-grained dolerite. A number 
of the larger dykes which cross the south ridge of 
Blaven (at Co 1000 feet OoDo) can be followed for half 
a mileo Most dykes cannot be traced beyond one expo-
sureo 
A feature of the swarm in southern and western 
Strathaird is the presence of several large multiple 
injectionso A dyke of_this type situated half a mile 
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south of Camasunary House has a total width of 59 
feet and consists of fourteen separate injections 
varying from coarse dolerite to extremely fine-grained 
doleriteo Followed along the strike the members 
separate, come together, and cross over each other, 
and are sometimes separated by lens-shaped screens of 
country rocko Other large multiples on the coast 
between Camasunary and Elgol have widths of 25 to 
75 feet, and a few include felsite members and may 
·then be termed "composite multiples" (Harker, 1904, 
p. 297). 
D7kes exposed in vertical section show similar 
coalescence and bifUrcations to those seen in horizon-
tal sections, as is well seen in the 300 feet cliff 
of Carn Mor, on the western side of Ben Cleato The 
dyke swarm can thus be regarded as a plexus of sub-
parallel, gently-curving individuals, joining together 
and parting company in both horizontal and vertical 
planeso Bifurcations of individual injections are 
rare except at dyke terminations, but an older dyke 
is not infrequently split by a later oneo 
Occasionally a dyke can be seen to make an abrupt 
step t' the side, the two ends thinning out and often 
joined by a narrow bridgeo Sometimes the joint planes 
adjacent to a side=step are slightly diverted from 
w~ 
their coursesp and this is one of the rare indications 
of active deformation by intrusion pressure. 
Whereas most dykes are parallel-sided and follow 
nearly straight courses 9 in a few localities in 
eastern Strathaird the pattern is noticeably curvedo 
Two areas which exhibit this feature particularly well 
are situated on the coast one mile south-south-east 
of Elgol School, and one hundred yards north-east of 
Glasnakille, respectively. At these localities the 
strike of dykes changes through 20° within a few 
hundred yards. Curving patterns of this type have 
usually been noted in places where the country rock 
is Inferior Oolite sandstone 9 so that the jointing 
which caused them may be the result of some property 
peculiar to this type of rock. 
Minor features of dykes in the field include 
joints9 chilled margins, amygdales, phenocrysts, and 
xenolithic material. Joints may be absent altogether, 
but where present they are most commonly of the cross-
dyke, prismatic pattern. In other cases jointing is 
parallel to the walls 9 and in rare instances both 
types of joint are present. Chilled margins are best 
developed in the finer-grained dykes, and may contain 
a separate micro-jointing systemo Phenocrysts and 
amygdales are usually most abundant in the central 
n~ 
portion of a dyke and give rise to a pitted appearance 
on weathering. Phenocrysts are often aligned parallel 
to the walls, and in some acid dykes flow orientation 
is also shown by the banded nature of the groundmass. 
Amygdales are not uncommon, but the majority of dykes 
are tree trom themo According to Stearns and Macdonald 
(1946, p.22), dykes found close to the surface of 
extrusion in Hawaii are commonly vesicular and 
vertically-jointed, whereas these features disappear 
at depth and the rock becomes cross=jointed. Unfortu-
nately for its use as a criterion of depth, vesiculation 
is complicated by variations in vapour pressure of 
volatiles in the magma ot different dykes. In the 
Spanish Peaks region of Colorado, Knopf (1936) found 
vesiculation in dykes of variable composition to extend 
through a vertical interval of 5,000 feeto 
While most dykes followed jotnts planes, a few 
were intruded along small faults; several instances 
ot this were found in the cliffs of An Camacho Most 
dykes are sub-vertical, but a small proportion possess 
a marked hade which, as Harker has remarked (1904, 
p.305) is most commonly into the north-east quadranto 
The suggestion by the same author that the hade results 
from tilting of early dykes which were once vertical 
does not appear to be borne-out by the age relationships 
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observed at dyke intersections, and it is more likely 
a result of local idiosyncrasies of the jointing systemb 
The marked concentration of dyke trends into the 
north-west quadrant has been an important influence 
an the development of the present day topographyo 
Reference to the six-inch maps will show that among 
such features as sea-cliffs, streams, gullies, and 
depressions a north-west orientation is the most common 
oneo The deep, sheer-walled gullies which diversify 
the rock faces of the Blaven range are notable instances 
of erosion along dykeso Where the country-rock is 
igneous, dykes usually weather back, but in the shaly 
rocks of the sedimentary sequence wall-like exposures 
are common., 
Density of the North-West DYke Swam-
The table below provides some data on dyke-
frequency in the north-west swarm, as revealed by 
a number of well-exposed sections across the strikeo 
Individual members of multiple intrusions are not 
calculated separ~telyo 
I 
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Locality Length of Number of Total Crustal 
section dykes thick- expan-
Camasunary; shore north-east ness 
of Rudha Ban. 600 yards from 900 23 240 
margin of Cuillin Gabbro. yds. ft. 
Camasunary; half a mile south 
of Camasunary House. One 600 39 426 
mile from margin of Cu1llin yds. 
Gabbro. 
Camasunary; Abhuinn nan Leac 
1000 yards from Gabbro 1800 121 791 
contact., yds. 
Kilmar1e River. One and a 
half miles from the Gabbro 1500 35 352 
contact. yds. 
Shore north of Kilmarie 
House. Three miles from 2300 59 379 
the Gabbro contact. yds. 
All t Dunaiche .. One and a 
quarter miles from the 900 26 194 
Gabbro contact. yds. 
Shore west of Elgol. Three 
miles from the Gabbro 1800 61 558 
contact. yds. 
The three sections in the Camasunary district 
and that from near Elgol all lie along the zone of 
sion 
1 in 10 
1 in 4 
1 in 6i 
1 in 13 
1 in 16-f 
1 in 13 
1 in 9i 
maximum concentration in the centre of the swarm, and 
have ult1lised to construct a profile of dyke density 
along the strike (Plate43 ). Plots representing the 
, 
density in the other sections referred to in the table 
are also shown in this diagram, but lie well outside 
the zone of maximum concentration. Plate 43 illustrates 
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the fact that dyke density increase rapidly away from 
the edge of the Cuillin Gabbro, and after reaching a 
maximum one mile from the contact gradually falls off 
with increasing distanceo 
A general decrease 1n number of dykes away from 
the Gabbro ndght be expected on the grounds that the 
main source of magma was probably situated somewhere 
below that body; the relative paucity of dykes near 
to the edge of the Gabbro (and in the Gabbro itself) 
is more puzzlingo It may be that the Gabbro and its 
aureole of hornfelsed rocks was relatively resistant 
to penetration of the dyke magma, but the author 
considers it more likely that variations in the 
tensional stress across the north-west joints was a 
more probable causeo 
One final characteristic of dyke distribution 
within the swarm remains to be mentioned. In sections~ 
across the strike it is noticeable that apart from a 
general increase in density towards the centre of the 
swarm there are also smaller, but regular variations 
which give Tise to zones of relative concentration 
spaced at intervals of about 300 to 400 yardso The 
large multiple dykes are usually to be found along 
the middle of these zones of minor concentratio~ 
It is not known to what extent the distribution 
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characteristics found in that part of the north-west 
swarm within the Btrathaird area can be applied to 
the swarm as a wholeo The author believes that dyke 
density depends on the availability of joints and 
variations in the tensional stress across thos~ joints. 
The structure of the swarm will only be understood 
when more is known of the dynamics of fracture systems 
of the type represented by the north-west joints, and 
especially their relationship to the central intrusion 
focio 
(iii) Petrography of the Dykes. 
The dykes can be divided into the following 
petrographic types:-
Acid and intermediate 
Basic 
Ultrabasic 
{
. Microgranitic rhyolite 
Microgranophyric rhyolite 
Trachyte 
Quartz keratophyre 
f 
{ 
Olivine dolerite 
Dolerite without olivine 
or quartz 
Quartz dolerite 
Gabbro 
Olivine-rich gabbro 
Picrite 
Dunite 
Basic Dikes. Dykes of basic composition are greatly 
predominant over all other typeso Most are fine-grained 
dolerites, and of the dolerites examined in slice over 
half are olivine-bearing, while the remainder are more 
or less equally divided into quartz-bearing and 
quartz-free ~arieties. Many of the dolerites are 
porphyritic butthe phenocrysts are usually small and 
few in number. 
Olivine dolerites. 
Most of the members of this group contain por-
phyritic elements, but in most cases they are of a 
type recognisable as derived from a consolidated 
gabbroic rock, and are therefore more truly cognate 
xenocrysts. There is a complete transition from dykes 
containing a few discrete feldspar phenocrysts to 
those in which xenoliths and xenocrysts constitute up 
to half the bulk of the rock, and the latter type is 
indistinguishable in the field from a true gabbro, 
and usually builds large solitary dykes. A typical 
example is the 90 foot wide dyke on the north side 
of Coire Ballaig. This rock (16) weathers reddish-
brown, and fresh surfaces show feldspars up to·s ~ 
across set in an dark-grey matr~ A slice shows that 
over 40 % of the bulk consists of fragments of gabbro, 
while the matrix is of fine dolerite. The gabbroic 
fragments consist principally of anhedral bytovmite 
complexly (An 84) crystals, anaedpals g~letely twinned, and 
containing rounded inclusions distributed in zones. 
Same of the feldspathic clusters enclosed fresh, 
rounded olivines up to 2 ~ across, but there is no 
clinopyroxene. The doleritic matrix comprises Oo3 mnb 
laths of labradorite, granules of pyroxene, and large 
ore anhedra. The fresh nature of this dyke suggests 
that it is a relatively late intrusion. Another large 
solitary dyke found cutting the base of the lavas on 
the west face of Ben Meabost {45r is of similar type, 
but the olivines are larger and more abundant within 
the xenolithso Clinopyroxene is also present, and the 
feldspars are zoned from labradorite to bytownite. 
The matrix is of olivine dolerite possessing an inter-
sertal texture. One of the large dykes at Camasunary 
which Harker regards as a feeder of the Cuillin Gabbro 
{149) was also found to be of xenolithic type. The 
fragments are of olivine-eucrite, while the doleritic 
matrix is highly ophitic. 
With decrease in the number of xenoliths and 
increasing fragmentation of those that remain a 
porphyritic del•erite is produced, but the feldspar 
phenocrysts remain typically gabbroic in appearance. 
A three-foot dyke {193) situated half a mile south 
of Camasunary contains a few gabbro xenoliths up to 
6 inches in length, but the bulk of the rock is a 
fine dolerite containing spar~·anhedral plagioclses 
up to 2 ~ across, sometimes collected into glomero-
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porphyritic groups. Phenocrysts of bytownite up to 
4 ~ long, accompanied by altered olivines 1 ~ 
across, appear to be of similar origin in an ophitic 
dolerite (215) from Rudha B~ A dyke of this type 
on Belig is unusual in containing small pegmatitoid 
patches consisting of inwardly-growing laths of acid 
plagioclase enclosing titanaugites, brown hornblende 
and apatite needles, with a central filling of 
prehnite. 
Transitional to the non-porphyritic type of 
olivine dolerite are certain dykes which carry only 
rare feldspar phenocrystso Such a rock is 139, 
collected from a three-foot dyke which cuts the 
Gabbro contact 150 yards north-east of the Camasunary 
River. In this, a groundmass of labradorite lathsp 
granular pyroxene, and a few altered olivines,is set 
with sparse phenocrysts of byto~ite up to 7 ~ in 
lengtho 
Completely non-porphyritic olivine dolerites are 
not commonp but include a coarse-grained dyke (219) 
situated one quarter of a mile north-east of Rudha 
Banp in which the 1 ~ feldspar laths exhibit a well-
marked, sub-horizontal flow orientation. 
Olivine-free dolerites without quartzo 
This group includes porphyritic and non-porphyritic 
318. 
varieties, but xenolithic types have not been found. 
Typical of the porphyritic variety is an early member 
of a small multiple dyke found on the shore north of 
Rudha na h-Ai~.dh Baine (194). The phenocrysts are of 
bytownite and. form small glomeroporphyritic clusters 
set in a groundmass of o. 3 mm. labradorite laths and 
intersertal clinopyroxene. There is a tendency for 
the feldspar to form radiating groups. Ore is the 
only other constituent, and all the larger grains are 
enclosed within the phenocrysts. 
The non-porphyritic type is exemplified by a 
specimen (2) from a three-foot dyke in Allt Dunaiche 
(700 yards above the mouth). The grain is fine, with 
o. 25 mm.. labradori tea and abundant granules of clino-
pyroxene and ore. A similar dyke ( 244) from the same 
stream carries thin veins of calcite and stringers 
of pyrite along the vertical jointing. Both these 
minerals are common in dykes intruded into the 
Jurassic a. 
Quartz dolerite s. 
A north-east trending dyke (Spec.l) from Allt 
Dunaiche,which is cut by several north-westerly dykes, 
was found in slice to possess interstitial patches of 
quar_tz up to half a millimetre ~cross. It is a non-
porphyritic dolerite consisting principally of slender, 
3l,9o 
0.5 ~ labradorite (An 60) laths, granular titan-
augite and abundant oreo Another quartz-bearing dyke 
from Allt Dunaiche (3) contains fractured phenocrysts 
of plagioclase up to 2 ~ long, and also a few large, 
altered olivines. The groundmass comprises of o. 6 mm. 
labradorite laths, intersertal titanaugite, and ore, 
with quartz occurring as interstitial pools up to 1 ~ 
across, partly intergrown at the margins. A dyke 
from the Kilmarie River (324) was also found to contain 
both olivine and quartz. In hand specimen this rock 
presents a close-texturedp greenish-grey appearance, 
with white, platy feldspar phenocrysts up to half a 
are accompanied 
centimetre long. In thin section these feldsparsAby 
smaller phenocrysts of euhedral clinopyroxene, ores, 
and olivine (now altered)p and all these minerals 
have the appearance of being true intratelluric pheno-
crysts, rather than cognate xenocrysts. The groundmass 
is extremely finer-grained, with barely-discernable 
feldspar and clinpyroxene, and abundant interstitial 
quartz. 
In rather a different category is a large dyke 
rich in sedimentary quartzose xenoliths found on 
Blaven.. This dyke, which trends north-west and crosses 
the south ridge of the mountain at a height of 1200 
feet O.D., was referred to by Harker (1904, pp.351-353). 
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The foreign material consists of quartz and quartzite 
fragments probably derived from the Torridonian rocks 
which outcrop··. a few hundred feet lower down the hill. 
On the crest of the ridge the dyke is 24 feet in width 
and contains xenoliths averaging one inch across but 
occasionally as large as six inches, but followed 
down the crags to the south-east the dyke narrows 
the 
and a fragments become smaller. The dyke is cut by 
several cone-sheets but is not metamorphose~ Slices 
(4oaf indicate that while most of' the quartzi$e is 
coarse and strained, it has been locally recrystallized 
to smaller, unstrained grains. Reaction at the borders 
with the groundmass has taken one of' two courses, the 
less common being the development of' a thin ·,ti:ln of 
granular pyroxene, which appears to have inhibited 
further mixing. More frequently there is a broad 
reaction rim of sheaved, and fibrous alkali feldspar 
( n < balsam) which makes broad embayments into the 
quartz, and in places these shears give place to 
better-crystallized acid plagioclase ( n > balsam). 
Quartz also occurs in the reaction zones as slender 
needles or plates, often in optical continuity with 
uncrystallized grains, and sometimes forming a thick 
fringe to the latter. It seems likely that these 
quartz plates are paramorphs after tridymite. The 
*Plate 45o 
·•·. 
PLATE 45. Mi.crosection: Quartz xenolith 
in a dolerite dyke. 
(Speo.408) ;><. IOOo A section from a doler-
~ite dyke full of quartzose xenoliths, 
south ridge of Blaven. The rounded xenocryst 
of quartz in the upper part of the field 
is surrounded by a reaction rim of crypto-
-crystalline alkali feldspar in which are 
.. 
set elongate quartzes,probably inverted from 
tridymitee A fringe of similar material 
borders the xenocryst itself. 
---~------· ·-·~·~-~_, 
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alkali feldspar of the reaction rims is probably 
derived at least in part trom the xenolithic materialp 
for the in situ Torridonian consists largely of arkosic 
rocks. The doleritic matrix of the fra~nts consist 
of tabular labradorites zoned externally to andesinep 
and partly albitizedp together with both clinopyroxene 
and orthopyroxene in sub-hedral prisms. The presence 
of orthopyroxene is presumably a result of the 
contaminationo Ore is very sparse. 
Gabbros. 
The term gabbro is here restricted to medium-
and coarse-grained basic rocks in which the feldspar 
is for the most part anhedral and equidimensional, 
whereas in coarse dolerites the feldspar is mainly 
lathyo The two rock types are not easily distinguish-
ed 1n the field from each otherp or from the type of 
dolerite which is rich in gabbroic xenoliths and 
xenocrystso 
A nine-foot wide dyke which cuts the base of the 
lavas 600 feet south of the summit of Beinn Leacach 
consists of a thick central member of gabbro flanked 
by fine dolerite. The gabbro is of medium-grain, but 
contains xenoliths of coarser material. Slices (181) 
show it to be an olivine-bearing variety in which the 
plagioclase is a bytownite forming anhedra between 
322o 
one and two millimetres across and a lesser number 
of smaller9 subhedral lathso Most of the clinopyroxene 
is interstitial 9 but there are also some clusters of 
coarse grain which are probably xenolithic. Chloritic 
pseudomorphs of olivine up to 2 ~ across are enclosed 
by the other mineralso Ore is subhedral. Rather 
similar to the above 9 but containing only subordinate 
olivine 9 is a specimen (157) obtained from a ten foot 
dyke which crosses the Camasunary-Loch na Creitheach 
track 600 yards north of Camasunary Houseo This dyke 
is shown on H_arker's map as part of a feeder of the 
Cuillin Gabbro 9 but since it can be shown to intersect 
a post-Gabbro cone-sheet it is evidently a relatively 
late intrusion. 
A broad, curving, dyke-like mass of gabbro which 
intrudes the Jurassics north-west of Loch na Sguabaidh 
is cut by veins of granophyre originating from the 
Red Hills intrusionso Moreover in slice it is seen 
to be thoroughly shattered and largely recrystallized 
to green hornblende and epidote. The shattering is 
almost certainly a result of proximity to the Coire 
na Seilg agglomerate, and the recrystallization a 
metamorphic effect of the Red Hills granophyres. 
It may be noted in passing that the plug of 
basic rock which pierces the Jurassic sediments south 
323. 
of Ben Meabost is also of gabbro. It contains a few 
fresh cores of olivine and a rather higher proportion 
of lathy plagioclase than the gabbros previously 
described. The plug is cut by at least one north-
west dyke. 
Ultrabasie Dykes. 
The ultrabasic dykes of Strathaird were included 
by Harker in his group of ttlater peridoli tee" (1904, 
p.374), which mainly comprises a set of large dykes 
distributed radially around the CUillin Gabbro. 
Harker's sketch map and description show that in 
Strathaird he found three dykes of this type, all 
in the area around Ben Cleat. One dyke lies in the 
col between Ben Cleat and Ben Meabost, and the others 
lie within lOO.yards of the summit of Ben Cleat. 
During the present study ultrabasic dykes have also 
been found at several other localities, both at 
Camasunary and in eastern Strathaird. Carr (1952, 
thesis) has already pointed out that ultrabasic dykes 
at Rudha Ban, west of Camasunary, are metamorphosed 
by the Cuillin Gabbro, and are therefore early members 
of the intrusive sequence. Other ultrabasic dykes 
(olivine-rich gabbros and picrites) have been found 
by the present author in the Camasunary valley and on 
the south ridge of Blaven, and their field relations 
324. 
Show them to be the earliest intrusion in the areao 
In eastern Strathaird two newly-found occurrences of 
ultrabasic dykes are, firstly, a 30 foot wide dyke 
intruded into the Estuarine sediments west of Keppoch9 
and secondly, a 20 foot dyke piercing the Interior 
Oolite on the shore, 350 yards east-north-east of the 
T-junction at Glasnakilleo This latter dyke is in 
line with the dykes on Ben Cleato All the dykes in 
this part of the area are too far from the margin of 
the Cuillin Gabbro to determine whether or not they 
were emplaced before or after that intrusiono However, 
they can nowhere be seen to be cut by later dykes, 
whereas the Camasunary ultrabasic rocks are often 
intruded by later doleriteso It must therefore remain 
uncertain whether there are one or two ages of ultra-
basic dyke in Strathairdo Harker refers to some of 
the later perido.ti te intrusions in the western Cuillins 
cutting gabbros and co~sheets, so it appears that 
there certainly was a late episode of ultrabasic 
intrusion. The Ben Cleat dykes pierce altered lavas 
and yet themselves contain fresh olivine, a fact which 
favours the supposition that these dykes are late 
intrusionso 
The petrography of the pre~Gabbro ultrabasic 
dykes of the Camasunary Valley has been described in 
a previous section (see Chapter IX). There remains 
to be mentioned an outlying· member of the group found 
on the south ridge of Blaven at Co 900 feet OoDoo This 
* rock (444) contains some 47 % olivine, and can be 
classified as a picriteo The olivine has a marked 
tendency to be elongate parallel to the c-axis, and is 
accompanied by clinopyroxene, colourless orthopyroxene, 
and basic plagioclase. The rock has a dusty appearance 
due to metamorphism, but there has been no significant 
recrystallizationo 
The ultrabasic dykes of peninsula Strathaird 
vary from olivine-rich gabbros through picrites to 
dunites, picrite being the commonest rock type. Some 
dykes vary considerably within themselveso Between 
Ben Me~bost and Ben Cleat a line of hummocks composed 
of reddish-brown, rough weathering material marks the 
line of one of these dykes. Numerous xenoliths add 
to the rugosity, for some are highly mafic and weather 
into depressions, while others which are feldspathic 
I 
form projections. The matrix is a dark, sub-vitreous 
rock (482a) which possesses a mode of 31.2% plagio-
clase, 24% clinopyroxene, 42.6% olivine, and 1.6% 
ore, and is therefore a picriteo Olivine occurs in 
two generations, forming both subhedral phenocrysts 
1 mm.. across and Oo 2 rmno grains in the groundmasso 
~ Plate 46o 
PLATE 46 (opposite.) Microsections: Piorite dykese 
. 
A.(S~ec.444)X IO. Early picrite dyke,south ridge of 
Blaven,coasisting of olivine,laths of _plagioclase, 
and intersertal clinopyroxene. The olivine tends to 
and elongate habit,and is _dusty due to exsolution of 
.ore during m~tamorphism. 
B.(Spec.496)X IO. Picrite dyke,east of Glasnakille. 
Large,corroded olivine phenocrysts in a groundmass 
ot sub-equidimentional plagioclase,clinopyroxene,and 
olivine. There are also a few pools of chlorite and a 
little ore,and the olivines are altered to serpentine 
and ore along craCks. 
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Th~re is only a slight degree of alteration to 
serpentine and oreo The feldspar is of bytownitdc 
composition (An 75) and forms a mosaic of anhedral 
tabletso The clinopyroxene is intersertal and some-
times wraps round olivineo The euhedral <t\r~ mf ore 
show the translucent brown colour of picotite in the 
thinner parts of the slicea A little biotite is 
associated with ito 
A slice !rom one of the light-coloured xenoliths 
in the same dyke (482 b) shows it to be a feldspathic 
troctolite, with 77o7% bytownite (An 78) in half-
millimetre tablets, 19o 8 % olivine in rounded grains, 
2.2% clinopyroxene, and Oo3% oreo In hand specimen 
the distribution of the olivine imparts a roughly-
bandea appearance to the rocks and in slice the feld-
spar tablets show a preferred orientation parallel to 
this banding. 
A third specimen, 'collected from a mafic portion 
of the same dyke (F. Ho Stewart, H. 1009) is a dun·ite, 
and contains 90 % olivine in close-packed, rounded 
grains and occasional bipyramidal prisms. The size 
range is from Oo3 to 2 mmb. Plagioclase predominates 
over clinopyroxene in the interstitium, and there is 
also present some 2 % picotiteo 
The two dykes from the summit of Ben Cleat are of 
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picritic type, that to the north-east {283) having a 
' 
modal composition of 24.0% plagioclase, 13.2% 
pyroxene, 60o5% olivine, and 2.3% ore. The south-
westerly dyke contains 63 % olivine (F. a Stewart, 
H. lOll)o Most of the olivine is contained in a 
porphyritic generation, with grains up to 4 mm.. across. 
It remains largely fresh. 
The Glasnakille dyke•is also a picrite, with 
20.8% plagioclase, llo5% clinopyroxene, 66.3% 
olivine, and lo4 % ore. The porphyritic texture is 
more marked than in the Ben Cleat rocks, with olivine 
phenocrysts up to 6 ~ long and a second generation 
in the groundmass. The plagioclase is coarse grained 
(average 2 mm. ). The Keppoch dyke is similar but 
contains rather less olivine (57.5 %). 
Acid and Intermediate Dykes. Dykes belonging to the 
acid and intermediate groups are present in relatively 
small numbers, some two dozen having been noted during 
the mapping. They are usually deeply weathered, and 
when fresh are commonly pale-grey and aphanitic. 
Paenocrysts of feldspar are frequent, and are accom-
panied by quartz in the rhyolites. 
Microgranitic ~hyolite. 
Only one dyke of this type has been found. It is 
• Plate 46o 
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of north-westerly orientation, sixteen feet wide, and 
outcrops in a small waterfall in Allt Dunaiche (colOOO 
yards above the mouth)o It is contiguous with, and 
later than, a porphyritic dolerite. In hand specimen 
the dyke (Speco 6) is pale grey and carries numerous 
small cubes of pyriteo In slice the latter average 
half a millimetre across and are acco~anied by 
rectangular-sectioned quartz and occasional cognate 
xenoliths of coarse granophyre. Some of the quartz 
carries rims of granophyreo The microgranitic ground-
mass has an average granularity of Ool ~,and includes 
a subordinate amount of plagioclaseo Flakes of musco-
vite are scattered throughout, together with a little 
chlorite. 
Microgr~ophyric rhyolites. 
This type is represented by two dykes cutting 
the Jur~ssics of Belig some seven hundred yards west-
north-west of the head of Loch na Sguabaid~ Specimens 
364 and 365 were collected from the more southerly 
of the pair, a d~ke 36 feet wide carrying numerous 
small quartz and feldspar phenocrysts in a pale green-
ish-grey groundmasso The quartz is euhedral, but 
corroded, and up to 2o 5 mm.. across. The feldspars are 
also well formed, and both coarse perthites and ande-
sines are present in grains of up to 2 mm... The 
<:· 
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albitic portions of the perthites form up to 40 % 
of the crystal volume, growing as angula~ patches 
O. 4 mrn.. acrosso The andesines are sometimes discrete, 
bijt in other cases are surrounded by a thick mantle 
of orthoclase or perthite, also with euhedral outlines, 
but sometimes corroded.. The groundmass is of irmnature-
ly-crystallized, intergrown quartz and feldspar set 
in a glassy base, the latter increasing in amount 
towards the margins of the dykeo A few small ocelli 
contain flakes of green hornblende, acicular ore. and 
quartz. A minor amount of allanite and zircon are to 
be found in the groundmasso 
In the other Belig dyke (Spec. 61), phenocrysts 
of orthoclase are accompanied by small quartz grains 
and granophyre xenolithso Two elongate, brown,pseudo-
morphs in the slice are probably after biotite. 
The position of these dykes, only a few hundred 
yards from the contact of the Glas Bheinn Mhor grano-
phyre, suggests that they are related to that intrusiono 
Trachyte so 
The rocks possess a finely felted groundmass of 
alkali feldspar, and f~ow structure is often emphasised 
in the hand specimen by colour bands. In a four f'oot 
dyke found at the base of the lavas on the north-
western slopes of Ben Meabost (Speco 47) alternate 
3~o 
bands are dark blue and white, and define sinuous, 
sometimes folded, flow-laminae, sub-parallel to the 
dyke wallso The darker bands are seen in section 
to contain a higher proportion of glass than the 
lighter coloured laminaeo The groundmass otherwise 
consists of minute, flow-orientated laths of alkali 
feldspar, a few small ores, and granules of unidenti-
fiable dark mineralo Infrequent phenocrysts and 
segregations of quartz are also present, while locally 
the groundmass has been partly devitrifie~ 
Banding is onl• poorly developed in an eight-foot 
dyke (180) from the western slope of Glen Scaladal 
(2,000 feet south of the summit of Bheinn Leacach)o 
Phenocrysts include perthites up to 2 ~ long, several 
rounded masses of some mafic mineral now replaced by 
limonite, chlorite, and sphene, and rare plates of 
chloritized b~otiteo The groundmass is of felted 
feldspar laths together with scattered interstitial 
quartzo A probable continuation of the same dyke on 
the south side of Glen Scaladal possesses a similar 
petrography, and there the biotite is largely fresho 
There are also some clusters of coarse biotite and 
apatite, usually associated with, and sometimes 
e_nclosed within, the feldspar phenocrystso 
33lo 
Quartz Keratophyreso 
Two dykes of quartz-keratophyre have been found, 
one on the western shore of the Peninsula, 130 yards 
south of the Bcaladal Burn, and the other on the 
eastern shore, half a mile south of An Reidhean.. A 
dyke of similar composition has been described by 
Harker (1904, Po 289) from south-east of Elgola 
The dyke from the western shore (463) is a medium-
grained rock with dark grey rectangular feldspar 
phenocrysts, greatly decomposed, but evidently origin-
ally of acid plagioclaseo The most conspicuous 
feature of the groundmass is the presence of numerous 
0.2 ~ laths of similar feldspar, while potash feld-
spar and a moderate amount of quartz occurs in the 
intersticeso Dark mineralD are limited to a little 
fine-grained oreo Calcite has been introduced in 
coarse groups and sometimes replaces the phenocrystso 
The An Reidhean dyke (495) contains numerous 
glomeroporphyritic groups of altered alkali feldspar 
up to 1 cmo acrossa The groundmass is more coarsely 
crystalline than that of the 463, and the bulk is of 
acid plagioc.lase 
rectangular, square-sectioned ept~eolase laths averag-
ing Oa 3 mm... in length. A few clots of chlorite 
represent the dark minerals, and a small amount of 
interstitial quartz is also presento 
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The keratophyre dykes are probably related to 
the sill of similar material which is emplaced in 
the Estuarine shales south of Ben Meabosto 
(iv) Cone-sheetso 
The system of cone-sheets (Harker 1 s ''inclined 
basic sheets of the Cuillins") has a close spatial 
relationship to the Cuillin Gabbro complex, and most 
of the intrusions lie within the limits of the gabbro 
outcropo Harker (1904, Chapter XXI) showed that these 
sheets are present in great numbers, but are individ-
ually of small dimensionso They incline inwards at 
angles which become progressively steeper towards the 
centre of the gabbro, and can be ideally regarded as 
a series of inverted cones possessing a common apexo 
By extrapolation of the dips this apex, or focus, of 
· the cone-sheet system can be shown to be below the 
hill of Meall Dearg at a depth of about three mileso 
Harker, however, thought of these intrusions as 
inclined sills, fed by dykes and dying out downdipo 
He states that as a resultp the lower levels of the 
gabbro "laccolith" are relatively free from these 
intrusionso 
Only a small portion of the cone-sheet complex 
comes within the province of the present studyp but 
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Harker's supposition that the cone-sheet die;..out 
downwards is not supported by the field evidence in 
this area at least. At Camasunary, where the Gabbro 
contact is not far above sea-level, cone-sheets are 
hardly less common than on Blaven, 3,000 feet above, 
but it is true that certatn zones are richer in cone-
sheets than others at all levels in the complexo It 
appears that some angles of inclination were· more 
favoured than otherso Work on other cone-sheet 
complexes, notably those of Mull and Ardnamurchan, and 
led to a better understanding of their structure, and 
according to Anderson (1936) cone-sheet fractures 
result from a localised upward thrust, probably origi-
nating in a deep magma chamber, from which source the 
fractures are then sealed by injection of magma. Harker's 
maps show that the main zone of cone-sheet concentration 
has an average radius of about two miles, with Meall 
Dearg as the centreo Since the sheets incline inwards, 
the radius of this zone varies with the depth of 
erosion, and so on the higher ground it is nearer the 
contact than in the deeply-eroded valleyso In the 
Camasunary Valley the belt is displaced inwards and 
_passes beneath Loch Creitheach, and half a mile within 
the contact, whereas the elevation of the Blaven Range 
carries the concentration zone into the vicinity of 
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the contact, and many cone-sheets also occur in the 
country rockso Cone-sheets have been found up to 
1000 yards from the edge of the Gabbro in the lavas 
of An Stac and Slat Bheinn, and these intrusions are 
also common within the sediments and granophyre of 
Coire Uaigneich and Abhuinn nan Leaco Within the 
contact on Blaven they become very frequent, some 
20 to 30 individuals being counted on the eastern 
buttress of the mountain within a vertical interval 
of 1,000 feeto The dip in this area is between 450 
and 60° north-westo Most cone-sheets are small, 
generally between one and three feet in thickness, 
and most are single injectionso Fine-grained dolerite 
is the predominant rock type, but a few coarser-grained, 
thicker sheets also occuro The sheets have had a 
marked influence on the form of the crags, for most 
of them are less resistant to weathering than the 
gabbros or metamorphosed rocks which they intrude, and 
so give rise to terraces which vary from horizontal 
to inclined, depending on the orientation of the cliff 
ih relation to the dip of the sheetso 
Harker regarded the cone-sheets as the product 
of a single epoch of intrusion which occurred when 
all the central intrusions, both basic and acid, were 
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already in place, and also post-dating the majority 
of the dykes in the north-west swarm (op.cito pp.365, 
427). It has been found during the present mapping 
that most cone-sheets are certainly later than the 
Cuillin Gabbro, the Coire Uaigneich granophyre, and 
most of the dykes in the north-west swarm. However 
there are, at Camasunary, a number of small intrusions 
which have the attitude of cone-sheets but are of 
pre-Gabbro age, and Carr (1952, thesis) has noted 
metamorphosed remnants of cone-sheets enclosed within 
the Gabbro itself. It seems therefore, that there were 
at least two phases of cone-sheet injection, though 
the later of the two was the more important. Richey 
{1932) has even suggested that the Cuillin Gabbro is 
a deeply-dissected cone-sheet system, and has also 
observed that the post-Gabbro cone-sheets appear to 
be earlier than the Red Hills granophyres, not later 
as Harker supposed. A glance at Harker's own map 
will show that cone-sheets are absent from the grano-
phyres even where »hey have encroached upon the gabbro 
in Strath Creitheach, though the gabbros themselves 
do contain these intrusions. This can only be 
explained using Harker's time scale by assuming that 
the character of the country rock had an all-important 
control on the distribution of minor intrusions. Added 
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to this is the evident spatial relationship of the 
cone-sheet system to the Cuillin Gabbro, and not to 
either of the later intrusion centres of Sligachan 
and Broadford. 
It may be noted that nowhere in Skye does the 
density of cone-sheets reach the level found in Mull 9 
where i~ places (e.g. Ben Buie) the intrusions are 
actually contiguous over most of their contacts. Norp 
apparently, is there in Skye a sequence of cone-sheets 
related to successive intrusion centres, and varying 
regularly in composition through time. 
Petrography. Harker divided the cone-sheets into the 
following pe_trographic types (op.cit. pp. 370-372):-
1. Olivine-free fine dolerites - the commonest type. 
2. Dolerites with xenocrystic feldspars. 
3. Porphyritic, olivine-free dolerites. 
4. Olivine-phyric dolerites - a rare type. 
5. Olivine dolerites - with basic feldspars. 
Most of the pre-Gabbro cone-sheets (?) at Cama-
sunary consist of fine-grained, olivine-free dolerite, 
but a three-foot sheet (148) collected 700 yards north-
north-west of Camasunary House is an olivine-rich 
dolerite carrying xenoliths of picrite. It has a 
texture similar to those of metamorphosed basic rocks 
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in -the neighbourhood~ most of the pyroxene being 
recrystallized to small granules and accompanied by a 
little brown hornblende and biotiteo 
The majority of the post-Gabbro cone-sheets are 
also close-textured dolerites lacking olivineo A 
typical example (53) collected from a sheet cutting 
granophyre on Belig, contains Oo2 Dmk labradorite laths, 
granular clinopyroxene, and some chloritic and epidotic 
alteration products. The thicker cone-sheets are 
usually of coarse olivine-dolerite, distinctive because 
they weather yellowish-brawn and form upstanding feature 
even among gabbroso In a sheet of this type outcropping 
in the hillocks north of Camasunary (see 1:1250 map, 
Do 12 - L 12) contains zoned bytownites (An 76), half 
to two millimetres in length, sub-ophitic clinopyroxene, 
and o11vine pseudomorphed by chlorite and uralitic 
amphiboleo Sphene is an abundant accessory to a 
neighbouring sheet of similar composition (153)o In 
another coarse-grained sheet from the summit plateau 
of An Stac (319), alteration to chlorite and uralite, 
with albitization of the feldspars, is far advancedo 
A cone-sheet from near the top of Slat Bheinn (108) 
possesses a gabbroic texture, with 2 ~ anhedral, 
equid1mens1onal feldsparso 
Among the more unusual rock types is a specimen 
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collected from a cone-sheet 800 yards north of 
Camasunafy Houseo It contains phenocrysts of clino-
pyroxene up to 2 mm. across which intergrow with the 
groundmass at the marginsg and there are also several 
large masses of mixed chlorite and uralite which may 
represent primary olivineo The groundmass is medium-
grainedg with Oo4 ~ plagioclase laths, sensibly 
pleochroic granules of clinopyroxeneg abundant sub-
hedral oreg and a little interstitial quartzo 
( v) Conclusionso 
At the beginning of this chapter it was stated 
that phases of minor intrusion occurred throughout the 
whole of the igneous period in Strathairdo The form 
which these intrusions assumed varied with time, mainly 
as a result of changes in the structure of the areao 
Although the sequence is not known in detailg it is 
probable that the earliest minor intrusions came into 
place at a time when the outpouring of basic lavas at 
the surface was the chief manifestation of igneous 
activityo At this period the fracture systems which 
later had such an important influence on the style of 
intrusion were either absent or developed in only 
rudimentary form, so that magma injected into the 
substratum was forced to assume the form of irregular 
dykes, or else exploit the bedding planes 
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of the sediments and solidify as sills. Even at this 
early date the area which is near the Cuillins was 
manked eut as a centre of activity, for the early 
dykes are most numerous in this vicinity. It is, of 
course, ·&J..sQ possible that the Cuillins was also a 
centre of extrusion at this timeo 
There followed the intrusion of the Cuillin 
Gabbro, and it was following this event that the 
regional stresses were set up which. produced the 
remarkable system of north=west joints. There is 
clearly a close relationship between this fracture 
system and the Cuillin centre, which lies in the middle 
of the fracture zone and to some extent focuses the 
joint-planes towards itselfo It is not known, however, 
whether the stresses which produced the joints had 
their origin in magmatic pressures generated at the 
centre itself, or whether the structural rigidity of 
the Cuillin intrusion merely caused the fracturing to 
be most severe in its vicinityo Certainly the joints 
followed by the radial dykes and the later cone-sheet 
fractures, are directly related to the intrusion centre, 
and are presumably due to such f·actors as cooling 
stresses and the fluctuation of pressure within an 
active body of magma below the consolidated basic masso 
The continued existence of such a body is evidenced 
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by the exploitation of each fracture system, as soon 
as it was formed, by uprising magmao 
Throughout- the whole of the igneous period, the 
magma which was tapped and channelled by the fracture 
systems was predominantly basic in charactero While 
only about twenty dykes of acid and intermediate 
composition have been found during the mapping, the 
basic dykes number many hundre~ and the cone-sheets 
are wholly basic in charactero No acid lavas are to 
be found in Strathaird at the present level of erosion, 
but they may well have once been present at higher 
horizonso Apart from this the dyke~how the same. 
general compositional range as do the lavas, but the 
frequency of the different types is not the sameo As 
far as can be judged from petrographic examination of 
representative specimens, the bulk composition of the 
minor intrusions as a whole inclines more towards the 
silica-saturated end of the series than does the bulk 
composition of the lava sequenceo Among the minor 
intrusions, the rock type which predominates over all 
others is the dolerite with little or no olivine, 
whereas nearly all the members of the lava sequence 
are significantly undersaturated rocks. There are, of 
course, a number of olivine-rich, ultrabasic rocks 
amongst the dyke swarm, but these hardly redress the 
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lavas. Moreover the lavas themselves are disposed in 
broad fold structures. In order to explore these 
relationshipsp three structure contour diagrams have 
been prepared to show:-
1. The present structure of the lavas; constructed 
with the lava base as datum (Plate 47 ) 
2. The present structure of the Jurassic sedimentsp 
using the base of the Cyrena limestone as 
datum (Plate 48 ) 
3. The structure of the Jurassic sediments before 
the lavas were extrudedp derived by subtracting 
the contour values for the base of the lavas 
from the values for the Cyrena limestone 
(Plate 49 ) • Thi'.s construction assumes that 
the surface onto which the lavas are poured out was 
virtually flatp an assumption which seems to be justi-
fied by the field observations. 
Owing to the approximate nature of the topograph-
ical contours availablep the structural maps ar~ not 
of a high degree of accuracy but it is believed that 
en a small scale they provide a close approximation 
to the tr_uth. 
(i) Structure of the Lavas. 
Plate 47 illustrates the manner in which the 
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balance because there is also a rough~y equal volume 
of acid rocka Normal alkaline olivine-basalt (Plateau 
magma type) is considered by many petrologists to 
represent the parent magma type of at least most of 
the rocks of the Thulean provinceo If this is pro-
visionally acceptedp then the almost-saturated dolerites 
which form the bulk of the minor intrusions muet be 
the product of a partial fractionation. It may be 
significant in this respect that so many dykes contain 
cognate xenoliths and xenocrysts derived from eucritic 
and troctolitic gabbroso It may well be that the dyke 
magma was squeezed out of the interstices of a partially-
crystallized gabbrop leaving behind most of the early-
formedp basic plagioclase and olivine, which now, 
presumablyp are present somewhere in the deep-seated 
basic massp the presence of which is indicated by the 
geophysical work of Tuson (1960)o 
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CHAPTER XII 
TECTONICS 
Since late Precambrian times central Skye has 
had a relatively tranquil tectonic historyo During 
the Caledonian orogeny the Hebridean area lay on the 
edge of a stable block of ancient rocks which acted 
as a foreland to the intensely deformed belt to the 
east, though overthrust slices of Torridonian and 
Lower Palaeozoic rocks overrode the edge of the block 
and reached at least as far west as the Broadford areao 
The Torridonian rocks at Camasunary and the neighbour-
ing island of Soay are, however, autochthonous, and 
are probably underlain at no great depth by Lewisian 
gneisses similar to those found in south-east Skyeo 
The almost complete absence of Palaeozoic sedi-
ments, and the presence of important breaks in the 
Mesozoic succession, suggest that the area was often 
exposed above sea-levelo At the time when the first 
outpourings of basic lavas initiated the Tertiary 
igneous epoch, central Skye was part of a landmass of 
low reliefo 
The rocks of Strathaird have nevertheless under-
gone gentle folding at several periods, as evidenced 
by the presence of angular unconformities at the base 
of the Jur~ssics and between the Jurassics and the 
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PLATE 49. 
STRUCTURE CONTOUR$ 
ON THE BASE .OF TI-U CYRENA 
LIMESTONES IN PRE-LAVA 
TIMES. 
Contours at 250ft. inhrvcals 
below lava-base datum. 
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lavas are disposed in a pair of folds parallel to 
the margin of the Cuillin Gabbroo Adjacent to the 
contact of the intrusion the structure is anticlinal, 
while the complementary syncline to the south-east 
occupies the greater part of the Strathaird Peninsulao 
The anticline is a more compressed structure than the 
syncline, and has a closure angle of about 120°0 Its 
north-west limb is largely cut out by the margin of 
the Gabbro, but where visible it has a dip of about 
40° NoWoo The middle limb of the two folds possesses 
an average inclination of about 18° S.E., though 
locally the dips are as high as 46°. The eastern 
limb of the syncline has a shallow and constant dip 
of between 6° and 8° to the north-west. A cross-section 
of these folds is given in Plate 609 When viewed 
across Loch Slapin the Strathaird lavas appear to 
dip away from the gabbroic rocks of Blaven, as can be 
seen in the photographic panorama on Plate 2. This, 
howeverp is an illusion due to the resistant nature 
of the meta-lavas nearest the intrusionp which makes 
them almost indistinguishable from the gabbros, and 
so conceals the inward dip of the lavas immediately 
outside the contact. 
The two folds, which are mentioned by Wedd in 
the Geological Survey of Scotland Memoir to sheet 
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71 (1910p Po ll)p are hereafter referred to as the 
Coire Uaigneich anticline and the Strathaird synclineo 
At the horizon of the lava basep the anticline culmin-
ates at 1260 feet O~·Do in the region of the Blaven-
Slat Bheinn colp while at its lowest point in the 
syncline the lava base is below 250 feet O.Doo A 
significant feature of t~ese folds is the pa~allelism 
of their axial traces with the contact of the Cuillin 
Gabbrop so that while the trend of the folds at 
Camasunary is north-eastp it swings gradually anti-
clockwise to become north-north-east tn the neighbour-
hood of Beligo 
The folds are cut by a number of north-westerly 
cross-faultso Two of these dislocations are situated 
1n the ground between Allt Aigeinn and Allt Dunaichep 
and strike No70° Woo Both throw down to the southp 
the more northerly of the pair up to 100 feetp and the 
more southerly not more than 50 feeto The northerly 
fault is exposed in the gorge near the outlet of Allt 
Dunaichep and theEe brings Inferior Oolite shale on 
the south against the topmost sandstone of the same 
series on the northo Followed north-westward the same 
fault can be seen to affect the lavas on Sgurr na Eachp 
though with a lesser throwo ·The southerly member of 
the pair displaces the All~ Dunaiche felsite sillp 
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which may be an offshoot of the Coire Uaigneich grano-
phyre (see Chapter XI}g but the relationship of these 
faults to the main body of granoph~re is obscuredo 
Several smallg north-west faults affect the wowermost 
lavas in the eastern cliffs of An Carnachg and one of 
them (exposed to the west of Faoilean)depresses the lava 
base some 40 feet to the northo Two basic dVkes follow 
the line of this fault, and since they show no signs 
of crushing they are probably post-faultingo Faults 
of a similar nature have been found at Strathaird and 
on Ben Meabost, while at Elgol there is an east-west 
fracture which probably post-dates the lavas but 
cannot be directly observed to affect the~ Movement 
on this fault has brought the base of the Paludina 
limestones on Bidein an Fhithich down to the level of 
the Cyrena limestone to the south, indicating a down-
throw of about 100 feeto The fault is dated as Tertiary 
because its continuation to the east depresses the 
Elgol sill a few feet to the north, but the possibility 
that these have been movements of more than one age 
along this fault cannot be ruled outo There are 
excellent exposures of the fault breccia (comminuted 
sedimentary rocks) on the shore west of Elgol, the 
breccia weathering into a wall-like mass some 20 feet 
in thickness and inclined steeply northo A large 
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multiple basic dyke crosses the breccia unaffectedo 
(ii) Structure of the Jurassic Sedimentso 
Since the post-lava deformation was more severe 
than any which had previously affected the Mesozoic 
sediments, the structure contour map based on the 
Cyrena limestone (Plate 48) bears a general resemblance 
to that constructed on the base of the lavas (Plate 47 ), 
the chief features being an anticline adjacent to the 
Cuillin Gabbro, and a syncline to the south-easto There 
are, however, significant differences in the shape of 
these folds at the two horizons, owing to the presence 
of pre-lava fold structures in the sedimentso In order 
to determine the nature of these early folds, plates 
47 and 48 were superimposed, and the values for the 
lava contours subtracted from those based on the Cyrena 
limestone; the resulting figures are contoured as depths 
of the Cyrena limestone below the lava base (Plate 49 )o 
The picture that emerges shows the pre-lava structure 
to consist of shallow domes and basins, with datum 
horizon rising up to, or near, the pre-lava surface in 
three areas - Ben Meabost, Faoilean, and Sgurr nan Each -
while a basin occupies the Am Mam-Eilmarie area, and 
there is a steep falling-away towards the northern 
boundary of the mapo The average dip on these struc-
tures is only three or four degreeso 
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Over part of northern Strathaird, rocks of 
Estuarine age outcrop directly below the base of the 
lavas, but in the Kilmarie basin, where the Cyrena 
limestone descends up to 500 feet below the lava base, 
sandy Corallian rocks supervene, and below Am Mam is 
a small area of Upper Cretaceous rocks on top of the 
Coralliano Since about 200 feet of beds intervene 
between the base of the Cyrena limestone and the base 
of the Corallian, it can be shown from Plate 49 that 
the latter should outcrop at the surface, below the 
lavasp in three other areas - the Blaven-Slat Bheinn 
col, upper Al.lt Dunaiche, and on Belig - though rocks 
of this age do not appear at the localities on the 
Geological Survey map (6 inch sheets, Inverness-shire, 
XLV)o ADenaceous rocks which may be of Corallian age 
have been found,during the present study, in Allt 
Dunaiche and on Belig, but the area around the Blaven-
Slat Bheinn col is not well expouedo The problem of 
definitely identifying these rocks is made difficult 
by metamorphic recrystallization at these localitieso 
Moreover, it is known that the arenaceous content of 
the Estuarine Series increases northward, so that the 
lithological distinctions which exist in the south 
become much vaguer in the critical areao Wedd (1910, 
Po 126) mentions the possibility that beds higher than 
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the Estuarines may be present in the Allt Dunaiche-
Belig areao The promin~nt quartzite overlying baked 
quartz0~ shales at c. 600 feet OoD. in Allt Aigeinn 
certainly bears a lithological resemblance to the base 
of the Corallian near Kilmarie, and since its appearance 
there is conformity with the structural evidence, it 
has been taken as the base of the Corallian for the 
purposes of the present mappingo 
Metamorphic hardening and obscuring drift also 
make difficult the detailed structural interpretation 
of the low ground between Allt Dunaiche and Allt Aigeinno 
The positioning of faults and of the Inferior Oolite-
Estuarine Series boundary on the writer's map are not 
in entire agreement with Wedd's mapping (6 inch sheet, 
Inverness-shire, XLV), though the general interpretation 
is the sameo Differences include Wedd 1 s classification 
of all the beds in Allt Aigeinn below the contact of 
the Coire Uaigneich granophyre as Inferior Oolite, 
whereas the presence of limestone bands with mixed 
shales and sandstones, 300 feet below the contact, is 
here taken to indicate the· re-entry of the Estuarine 
Series dipping eastward off the Coire Uaigneich anti-
clineo 
Over most of its length, the axial zone of the 
Coire Uaigneich anticline has been exploited by erosion, 
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PLATE 51. The two limbs of the Coire Uaigneich 
anticline, as seen from the south face of Selig. ' 
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exposing the sedimentary core of the foldo The axial 
zone possesses two features of structural interest~ 
the first being the presence of a system of small 
faults oblique to the axial plane of the anticline~ 
tn addition to the long north-west faults which cross 
the whole areao In Abhuinn nan Leac at least one of 
these small faults is cut short by the Coire Uaigneich 
granopbyre~ while another is followed for a short 
distance by the south-east contac·t of that intrusiono 
Evidently the faults can be dated to the same period 
as the folding~ and were probably a result of the same 
stresseso A second feature of the anticlinal structure 
revealed in the sedimentary core is the presence of 
small subsidiary folds parallel to the main foldo Two 
small anticlines are exposed in the Jurassics on the 
south face of Belig~ another was found on the south-
east spur of Sgurr nan Each~ and a third can be traced 
from Coire Casteail into the south ridge of Blaveno 
Similar structures have not been detected in the lavas 
above, which may have been too rigid to yield in this · 
wayo 
Superimposition of the structure contours con-
structed from the base of the lavas and the Cyrena 
limestone shows that the axial traces of the Coire 
Uaigneich anticline at the two horizons do not coincideo. 
This is a result of the original discordance of dip 
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between the Jurassics and the lavas. In areas where 
the pre-lava dip of the Jurassics was to the west, 
the anticlinal axis {or strictly, the "crestal line") 
is displaced to the east relative to that in the lavas. 
(iii) Structural Features of the Camasunary Area. 
At Camasunary, deep erosion has removed the 
greater part of the lava pile, so that the form of 
the post-lava folding in the area has to be largely 
inferred. The disposition of such lava remnants as 
remain, and the attitude of the sedimentary rocks 
below, leave little doubt that the·Coire Uaigneich 
anticline continues across the Camasunary valley to 
Rudha Ban, but the Strathaird syncline passes below 
Loch Scavaig and is seen no more. The eastern side of 
the valley is bounded by the Camasunary Fault, a 
structure of pre-Tertiary age downthrowing some 2,000 
feet to the east, so that the sediments exposed in the 
core of the anticline at Camasunary are older rocks 
than are found elsewhere in the area. 
The str ucture of the Camasunary area can best 
-
be understood by considering the view along the axis 
of the folds as seen from Camasunary House, looking 
towards Blaven {Plate 52 ). At the foot of Blaven, 
and flooring the valley below, are Torridonian arkoses. 
PLATE 52. 
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A sketch show1 ng the structure of Slaven 
and Coi re C·asteai I., as seen from Camasunary House. 
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These are unconformably overlain by a thirk sequence 
of Lower Lias sediments which builds most of the south 
ridge of the mountain and underlies the Abuinn nan 
Leac valley to the easto .The structure of the Lias 
can be discerned by following the line of its uncon-
formable baseo This horison is seen to the north 
abutting against the north-westerly dipptng contact 
of the Cuillin Gabbro, at a height of c. 850 feet OoDoo 
It then rises south-eastward as an arch in the south 
ridge of Blaven~ descends as a synclinal structure 
north-west of Abhuinn nan Leac, and ascends again until 
cut off by the Camasunary fault below Slat Bhei~ 
Bast of the fault are eastward-dipping sediments of 
Estuarine ageo If the lavas are followed in the same 
way, from north to south, they are first seen low down 
on the western flank of Blaven~ dipping north-west and 
wedged between Torridonian below and to hanging-wall 
of the Gabbro contact aboveo Higher up, on the ridge, 
the lavas are cut out altoge~her at the contactp but 
reappear as a flat capping to the Lias on the col 
' 
between Blaven and Slat Bheinn. Eastward, they cross 
the Camasunary fault and lie on the Estuarinep with a 
gentle dip to the south-easto The lavas thus form a 
simple arch, with a part of the north-west limb cut 
out by the edge of the gabbrosp whereas the Lias 
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sediments below contain both an anticline and a synclineo 
The structure as a whole plunges gently south-west, and 
is further depressed in this direction by several 
north-west faultsp the most important of which is 
marked by a linear depression along the foot of Blaven's 
south ridgeo The Geological Survey map (Inverness-shire, 
Sheet XLV, 6 inches to one mile) show these faults 
continuing into the gabbrosp but the field evidence 
seems inconclusive on this pointo In Abhuinn nan Leac 
and Coire Casteail there are also a number of small 
faults oblique to the Coire Uaigneich fold axis, and 
the Camasunary fault there underwent some degree of 
rejuvenation in post-lava times, for at the Blaven-
Slat Bheinn col it shows a reversal of its main throw 
and lets down the lavas a few feet to the north-westo 
The floor of the Camasunary Valley is underlain 
by Torridonian arkoses dipping at angles between 25° 
. 
and 450 NoNoWo~ The patches of lava which overlie the 
Torridonian at An· t-Sron and on the banks of the Cama-
sunary Riverp dip at between· 100 and 20° in the same 
directiono On Rudha Ban, west of Camasunary, this 
relationship is reversedp with the Torridonian inclined 
zone 100 NoWo, and the lavas dipping more steeply at 
angles up to 40°o It is thus apparent that the pre-
lava dip of the Torridonian was to the south-east at 
Rudha Ban and to the north-west at Camasunary, and it 
3~ 
is therefore likely that a pre-lava fault separates 
the Torridonian of these two localitiese Other faults 
are almost certainl) present within the Torridonian 
outcropp but are not easily detected in this situationo 
The small patch of Lower Lias limestone situated 900 
yards north-west of Camasunary House must be faulted 
into place because it dips 50° NoWo and yet is surround-
ed on all sides by Torridoniano A north-west shatter-
belt passes through the south-east corner of Loch na 
Creitheach and affects both gabbros and Torridonianp 
and another belt was found on the east face of Sgurr 
na Strio They are probably to be dated to the period 
preceding intrusien of the Red Hills gr_anophyres, when 
extensive crushing occurred in northern Strathairdo 
The subject of jointing has already been discussed 
in those sections dealing with the minor intrusion$p 
and the relationships of the Cuillin Gabbro to its 
country rocks (Chapters IX and XI). In brief, the 
most important structure of this type is the regional 
system of close-spaced tension-jointsp orientated 
between north-west and north-north-westo This system 
only became fully developed after the intrusion of the 
Cuillin G_abbroo t,nere are also more localised joint 
systems related to the gabbro intrusion centre itself, 
including tangential and radial fractures, inwardly-
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dipping cone-shaped joints, and outwardly-dipping 
joints cemplementary to the lattero 
(iv) Summary of the Tectonic Historyo 
It has been shown that the peneplaned surface 
upon which the lava pile was built up consisted at the 
surface of strata ranging in age from late Precambrian 
to Upper Cretaceouso The sediments were folded into 
gentle domes and basins, and cut across in a north-north-
easterly direction, by a large fault in the neighbour-
hood of Camasunaryo East of the fault outcropped 
sediments belonging to the Estuarine Series, the 
Corallian, and the Upper Cretaceous, while to the west 
were exposed Torridonian arkoses and overlying shales 
of Lower Lias ageo At the present time the Camasunary 
fault can be traced from the Scavaig shore as far north 
as the Blaven-Slat Bheinn col, where it becomes obscured 
by overlying lavas and intrusive granophyreo Although 
the downthrow decreases northward, the fault must 
continue for some distance beyond the col, but is hidden 
by the lavas of the Blaven Rangeo Recently, Bailey 
(1954) has remarked that to the north the fault mnst, 
in a sense, separate the Upper Jurassics of Scalpay 
and Strollamus from the Lias of Sligachan, which directly 
underlies the lavaso Wedd (South-east Skye Memoir, 1910, 
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Po 151) has suggested that to the south the fault may 
continue between the islands of Eigg9 where Tertiary 
lavas rest on Upper Jurassic sediments, and Rhum, where 
the lavas lie directly on the Torridonian.. Wedd con-
sidered the fault to be of pre-Cretaceous age, since 
the Chalk rests on Upper Jurassics in Strathaird and 
upon lower lias in the Sound of Scalpay, some three 
miles to the westo The domes and basins which flank 
the fault may also have been initiated at this time 9 
but they were certainly re-emphasized after the depo-
sition of the Cretaceous, for in Strathaird the Chalk 
is mow· confined to the centre of the Kilmarie basin, 
and was removed by erosion before the onset of vulcani-
cityo The pre=lava sequence can therefore be summarised 
as follows:-
lo Deposition of the Jurassics on a base of 
Torridonian (and Cambrian?)o 
2o Formation of the Camasunary fault. 
3o Subaerial erosiono 
4o Marine transgression and deposition of the Chalko 
5o Folding into domes and basinso 
6o Subaeri~l erosion to a peneplaino 
7o Onset of vulcanicity in mid-Tertiaryo 
After the Strathaird lavas were extruded the rocks 
of the area were folded into an arcuate anticline and 
syncline, with associated faultingo An upper limit to 
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the age of these structures is provided by the non-
deformation of the cone-sheets, and of the dykes of 
the main north-west swar~ The folding must, therefore, 
date to the same general period as that in which the 
Cuillin Gabbro and, later, the Coire Uaig.neich grano-
phyre were intruded. There is some evidence that the 
granophyre post-dates the folding, since chilling of 
that intrusion occurs against one of the faults (in 
Coire Casteail) thought to be associated with the 
folding, and the granophyre cuts short a number of 
north-west dykes which do not appear to have been 
affected by the folding. There are good arsuments, 
however, to support the view that the Cuillin Gabbro 
was intruded at the time of folding and was, in fact, 
the source of the deforming stresses. These arguments 
may be summarized as follows:-
1. At any time after the intrusion of the Gabbro 
the rocks in the vicinity of its contact would be in a 
thoroughly indurated state, and therefore umlikely to 
yield to deformation by folding. 
2. Crushing and flowage of the country rocks near 
to the Gabbro contact am Camasunary indicate that 
considerable outward pressures were developed at the 
time of intrusiono 
3. The arcuate form of the folds parallels the 
contact of the Gabbro. 
4. The inner of the two flexures (Coire Uaigneich 
anticline) is considerably more compressed than the 
outer one (Strathaird syncline). 
The post-lava !ectonic sequence is envisaged as 
commencing with crustal tensions over the future site 
of the Cuillin Gabbro. These wererelieved by the 
developme~nt of tension fractures in north-north-
westerly and north-easterly orientations, now followed 
by early dykes at Camasunary. The intrusion of the 
gabbroic magma followed, shouldering aside the country 
rocks, with crushing of the contact passing outwards 
into folding and faulting. The folding was to some 
d 
extent gui~d by pre-existing flexures in the sediments, 
so that, for instance, the pre-lava basin at Kilmarie 
became incorporated into the Strathaird synclineo 
The developd.ent of radial and tangential joints 
tn the immediate vicinity of the Cuillin centre was 
probably related to the cooling of the gabbro magma. 
This phase was followed by the establishment of strong 
regional stresses and the formation of north-west 
joints, and it was early in th~s period that granophyre 
was intruded into the core.of the Coire Uaigneich anti-
clineo Continued regional stresses, localised by the 
Cuillin massif, brought into being vast numbers of 
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north-we'st joints, :many of which were soon exploited 
by dyke intrusions. In its later stages this process 
was accompanied by a final upward push from the Cuillin 
centre, resulting in the formation of the cone-sheets 
and related fractureso 
The final event of tectonic significance in 
Strathaird involved localised crushing and shattering 
of the Gabbro and its country rocks, especially in the 
northo This phase was an accompaniment to the explosive 
activity which initiated new centres of igneous activity 
to the north and north-easto 
(v) The Tectonic Setting of Strathairdo 
West of Camasunary the country rocks of the 
Cuillin Gabbro are hidden beneath Loch Scavaig, and 
north of Strathaird they have been destroyed by later 
tntrusionso To the west and north of the intrusion 
the lavas which lie against the contact show no sign 
of folding, though a gentle westerly dip indicates 
that tilting occurred at some period after their 
extrus!o~ It therefore seems that pressure folds 
were formed round only a limited sector of the Gabbro 
mar gino 
To the east of Loch Slapin, in Strath, lavas are 
absent, but the Mesozoic sediments are folded by the 
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east=west 11 Beinn an Dubhaich anticline. This fold has 
an arcuate form reminiscent of the Strathaird post-lava 
flexures 11 but in this case the concavity faces towards 
the middle of the Broadford intrusion centre. The core 
of the anticline is of Cambrian limestone intruded by a 
large granite. Harker (1909 11 p.414), and Wedd (1910 11 
p. 10) have pointed out that folding was initiated 
early in the Mesozoic~ for in the south limb the Trias 
is overlapped by the bas~f the Jurassics, and this in 
turn by progressively higher zones of the Lias. Any 
T_er_tiary movement on this axis must have been in the 
nature of a re-emphasis and re-moulding of a pre-existing 
flexure. 
Pre-Tertiary folding on the Beinn an Dubhaich axis 
finds its continuation~ in Strathaird, in the Faoilean 
dome (see Plate 49). However 11 the distribution of the 
formations on opposite sides of Loch Slapin suggest the 
presence of structural discontinuity in this area. There 
appears to be insufficient room for the eastward-dipping 
Estuarine sediments on Belig to rise again above the 
Lower Lias on the eastern side of Strath Mor~ and it is 
also surprising that the broad spread of Cambrian 
limestone east of Loch Slapin has entirely disappeared 
on the western shore, less than half a mile distant. 
A fault trending a little west of north along the line 
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of Loch Slapin and Strath Mor 9 with a downthrow to the 
west 9 might be the cause of these anomalies. The 
relatively thick Jurassic sequence in Strathaird may 
therefore owe its preservation to being situated in a 
graben between two pre-Tertiary faults - the Camasunary 
fault on the west 9 and a fault along Loch Slapin to the 
eas~ 
Instances of marked structural disturbances of the 
country rocks in the vicinity of large intrusions have 
been descr_ibed from other centres of the Scoto-Irish 
sub-province 9 but they are more usually associated with 
acid9 rather than basic, intrusive masses. The authors 
of the M_ull Memoir (1924) describe arcuate folds which 
they believe to be due to pressures set up by the 
intrusion of early granophyres into the ring-fracture 
of the south-eastern caldera. Folding is locally 
associated with the updoming of the sediments around 
the north Arran granite (Tyrrell, 1928), while at 
Slieve Gullion doming is again associated with granitic 
rocks (Bailey and McCallie~, 1956). In Ardnamurchan, 
however 9 Richey and Thomas describe the country rocks 
as domed around Centre 29 which consists largely of 
quartz-gabbros. 
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CHAPTER XIII 
TIME SEQUENCE 
The age relations deduced from evidence described 
in previous chapters are summarized in Table I2 o For 
comparative purposes, Harker's sequence for the igneous 
rocks of central Skye is reproduced below (from Tertiary 
Igneous R_ocks of Skye, Po 432)o 
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The local episodes are indicated by separate tablets in 
the Table above, their vertical spacing representing dia-
grammatically the time-intervals between the successive 
group so 
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TABLE I2 · 
TIME SEQUENCE 
Sedimentation and I_gneous 
Activityo 
JURASSIC 
Deposition of 2500 + feet 
of sediments, partly marine, 
partly estuarine, on a basement 
of Torridonian and Cambrian(?) 
rock so 
LOWER CRETAaEOUS 
UPPER CRETACEOUS 
A marine transgression was 
followed by deposition of the 
Chalk.. 
EARLY TERTIARY(?) 
Laying-down of the Flint 
Conglomerate in depressions 
(on land?) 
MIDDLE TELRTIARY 
Extrusion of basic lavas, with 
minor explosive phases locallyo 
Some sills and dykes were 
probably intruded at the same 
timeo 
Irregular north-west dykes 
of picrite and gabbro, followed 
by dolerites, were intruded 
into the general area now 
largely occupied by the Cuillin 
Gabbro at Camasunaryo 
Tectonism and Erosiono 
Slight warping and 
erosion led to a disconformity 
between the Estuarine Series 
and the Corallian. 
Formation of the Camasunary 
fault, downthrowing to the 
east; slight warping of the 
whole area into broad flexureso 
Subsequent erosion laid bare 
the basement rocks on the 
west side of the faulto 
Re-emphasis of the pre-
existing flexures was followed 
by uplift and peneplanationo 
Poorly-developed system of 
north-west jointingo 
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TABLE I2 
(cont.) 
Narrow, north-east dykes and 
a few c~ne-sheets, mainly 
of fine dolerite. 
Emplacement of the Cuillin 
Gabbro, and consequent meta-
morphism and alteration of 
the country rocks. 
Radial and tangential basic 
dykes in the Cuillin area. 
Period of intrusion of the 
north-west dyke-swarm 
corrmenced. 
Intrusion of the Coire 
Uaigneich granophyre. 
Main phase of intrusion of 
the north-west dykes. 
Main pe__riod of cone-sheet 
injection, followed by a 
few north-west dykes. 
Explosive activity forms 
masses of agglomerate to 
the north of the area. 
Emplacement of the Red Hills 
granophy~es to the north and 
north-ea·st of the area was 
accompanied by a second wave 
of alteration, most severe 
in northern Strathaird. Some 
of the acid north-west dykes 
in the area may be of this age. 
Upward pressure, probably 
originating in the mass of 
magma destined to form the 
Cuillin Gabbro, led to the 
formation of north-east joints 
and a few cone-sheet fractures 
in the Camasunary area. 
Intrusion pressure remoulded 
the Mesozoic flexures into 
arcuate folds. Faulting in 
various directions affected 
rocks near the Gabbro contact. 
Radial and tangential joints 
arose in the Cuillin area, 
possibly due to cooling 
stresses. 
Regional stresses resulted 
in a close-spaced system of 
north-west joints. 
Formation of north-west joints continues. 
Renewed upward pressure from 
below the Cuillin Gabbro 
formed cone-sheet joints and 
a related set of outward-
dippibg joints. 
Shatter belts and irregularly jointing, especially in the 
northern part of the area. 
QUATERNARY 
RECENT 
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TABLE I2 
(conto) 
Development of an ice-cap in 
Skye. Sculpturing of the 
main features of the present 
topography. Raised beaches 
formed during and after the 
retreat of the ice. 
Silting up of lochs in 
Strath Creitheach and Strath 
Moro 
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